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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of ) Docket Nos.. 50-247-LR and
) 50-286-LR

ENTERGY NUCLEAR OPERATIONS, INC. )
)

(Indian Point Nuclear Generating Units 2 and 3) )
._) March 7, 2011

APPLICANT'S ANSWER TO HUDSON RIVER SLOOP CLEARWATER, INC.'S
AMENDED ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE CONTENTION

I. INTRODUCTION

Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(h)(1), Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc. ("Entergy")

submits this Answer opposing the "Motion for Leave to Amend and Extend Contention EC-3

Regarding Environmental Justice and Petition to Do So" ("Motion"), filed by Hudson River

Sloop Clearwater, Inc. ("Clearwater")on February 3, 2011.1 In response to the U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission ("NRC") Staff's issuance of its Final Supplemental Environmental

Impact Statement ("FSEIS"), 2 Clearwater proposes three amendments to its previously-admitted

Contention EC-3.

As initially proposed, Contention EC-3 raised a variety of broad challenges to the

environmental justice analysis in Entergy's Environmental Report ("ER").3 The Atomic Safety

and Licensing Board ("Board"), however, admitted Contention EC-3 only with respect to

Motion for Leave to Amend and Extend Contention EC-3 Regarding Environmental Justice and Petition to Do
So (Feb. 3, 2011) ("Motion"), available at ADAMS Accession No. MILI 10410369.

2 NUREG-1437, Supp. 38, Generic Environmental Impact Statement for License Renewal of Nuclear Plants,

Regarding Indian Point Nuclear Generating Units Nos. 2 and 3, Final Report (Dec. 2010) ("FSEIS"),
available at ADAMS Accession Nos. ML103350405 (Vol. 1), ML103350438 (Vol. 2), ML103360209
(Vol. 2), ML103360212 (Vol. 2), ML103350442 (Vol. 3).
See Hudson River Sloop Clearwater Inc's Petition to Intervene and Request for Hearing at 47-53
(Dec. 10, 2007) ("Clearwater Petition"), available at ADAMS Accession No. ML073520042.
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Clearwater's argument that minority and low-income populations confined to prison, hospitals,

and other nearby institutions may be disproportionately harmed in the event of an accident at

Indian Point due to purported challenges evacuating these populations.4

Clearwater now proposes three amendments to Contention EC-3. First, Clearwater

claims that "the FSEIS suffers from exactly the same deficiencies as the ER" and contains "an

erroneous legal argument that emergency planning issues for [environmental justice] populations

are outside the scope of this proceeding." 5 Clearwater thus seeks to amend its original

contention to now challenge the FSEIS in addition to Entergy's ER.6 Second, Clearwater seeks

to expand its original, contention to now claim that the FSEIS "assessment of the impact of the

no-action alternative on potentially affected environmental justice populations is inadequate.'7

Third, in another proposed expansion of their original contention, Clearwater argues that the

FSEIS "assessment of the impact of adding closed cycle cooling on air qualityand on potentially

affected local environmental justice populations is inadequate." 8

As discussed below, Entergy does not oppose Clearwater's first proposed amendment to

the extent it merely updates the previously-admitted portion of original Contention EC-3 to.

reflect a challenge to the FSEIS as well as to Entergy's ER. However, to the extent.Clearwater is

challenging the adequacy of the Indian Point emergency plan, Clearwater's first proposed

4 See Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc. (Indian Point Nuclear Generating Units 2 & 3), LBP-08-13, 68 NRC 43,

188, 200-01 (2008).

5 Motion at 3, 16.

6 Id. at 15-16.

7 Id. at 16.
8 Id.
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amendment to Contention EC-3 should be rejected as inadmissible since the adequacy of

emergency plans are outside the scope of license renewal proceedings.9

Furthermore, Clearwater's second and third proposed contention amendments-the no-

action alternative and closed-cycle cooling amendments, respectively-must be denied because

Clearwater has not met the NRC's late-filing requirements set forth in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(2) or

(f)(2)(i)-(iii), and fails to even address the provisions for non-timely contentions set forth in

10 C.F.R. § 2.309(c)(1). Specifically, Clearwater has not demonstrated that its proposed

amendments are based on "data or conclusions" in the NRC Staff's FSEIS that "differ

significantly" from those contained in Entergy's ER, nor has it demonstrated that the alleged

"new" information upon which it relies is materially different from information previously

available to it.10 In fact, Clearwater clearly could have raised these issues when it filed its

original Petition in December 2007. Having failed to do so, the newly-proposed contention

amendments are untimely and cannot be admitted at this late date.

In addition to being unjustifiably late, the second and third proposed amendments also

fail to meet the admissibility requirements set forth in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv)-(vi), as they

fail to (1) raise a material issue as required by 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(l)(iv); (2) provide a concise

statement of alleged facts or expert opinions required by 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(l)(v); and

(3) provide sufficient information to establish a genuine dispute on a material issue of law or fact

as required by 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(vi). Accordingly, the second and third contention

See Dominion Nuclear Conn., Inc. (Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Units 2 & 3), CLI-05-24, 62 NRC 551,
561 (2005) ("Emergency planning is, by its very nature, neither germane to age-related degradation nor unique
to the period covered by the.., license renewal application."); Indian Point, LBP-08-13, 68 NRC at 149
(rejecting New York State Contention 29 challenging the adequacy of Indian Point emergency plans because
"consideration of emergency plans [is] outside the scope of this proceeding"); 10,C.F.R. § 50.47(a)(1) ("No
finding under this [emergency planning] section is necessary for issuance of a renewed operating license.").

10 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(2).
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amendments must be dismissed as impermissibly late and inadmissible under NRC regulations,

and the Motion must be denied.

II. BACKGROUND

.On April 23, 2007, Entergy filed its application to renew the operating licenses for Indian

PointNuclear Generating Units 2 and 3 ("IP2" and "IP3") for 20 years beyond their current

expiration dates of September 9, 2013, and December 12, 2015, respectively. On December 10,

2007, Clearwater filed a Petition to Intervene in this proceeding.

Among other contentions, Clearwater alleged in Contention EC-3 that the ER contains a.

flawed environmental justice analysis that does not adequately assess the impacts of Indian Point

license renewal on minority, low-income, and disabled populations.I1 The Board admitted the

contention only with respect to Clearwater's argument that the environmental justice evaluation

fails to address purported disparate impacts on minority and low-income populations in nearby

institutions.12 In doing so, however, the Board emphasized that Clearwater EC-3 was admitted

as an environmental contention brought under NEPA and not a safety contention claiming that

Entergy's emergency plan is deficient.' 3 Thus, the only issue remaining for Clearwater EC-3 as

originally, proffered and admitted is whether there is "sufficient information from which the

Commission may properlyconsider, and publicly disclose, environmental factors that may cause

harm to minority and low-income populations that would be 'disproportionate to that suffered by

the general population."" 4

Clearwater Petition at 31.

12 See Indian Point, LBP-08-13, 68 NRC at 200-01.

13 Id at 201.

14 Id (quoting Sys. Energy Res., Inc. (Early Site Permit for Grand Gulf ESP Site), CLI-05-4, 61 NRC 10, 13
(2005)).
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III. LEGAL STANDARDS

A. Legal Standards Governing Admission of New and Amended Contentions

An intervenor may file new or amended environmental contentions "if there are data or

conclusions in the NRC draft or final environmental impact statement, environmental

assessment, or any supplements relating thereto, that differ significantly from the data or

conclusions in the applicant's documents."15 Absent such circumstances, an intervenor may file

new contentions only with leave of the presiding officer upon a showing that the new or

amended contention is based on information that was not previously available and is materially

different than information previously available. 16 The Commission very recently reiterated that

the publication of a new document, standing alone, does not meet this standard unless the

information in that document is new and materially different from what was previously

available.17 Furthermore, the petitioner must act promptly to bring the new or amended

contention.18 As such, a new contention is not an occasion to raise additional arguments that

could have been raised previously.-9

If a petitioner cannot satisfy the criteria of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(2), then a contention is

considered non-timely, and the intervenor must successfully address the late-filing criteria in

15 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(0(2).

16 Id. § 2.309(f)(2)(i)-(iii).

17 See, e.g., N. States Power Co. (Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant, Units 1 & 2), CLI-10-27, 72 NRC ,

slip op. at 13-18 (Sept. 30, 2010).

18 See Entergy Nuclear Vt. Yankee, LLC (Vt. Yankee Nuclear Power Station), LBP-06-14, 63 NRC 568, 573,
579-80 (2006) (rejecting petitioner's attempt to "stretch the timeliness clock" because its new contentions were
based on information that was previously available and petitioners failed to identify precisely what information
was "new" and "different").

19 Duke Energy Corp. (McGuire Nuclear Station, Units 1 & 2; Catawba Nuclear Station, Units 1 & 2), CLI-02-

28, 56 NRC 373, 385-86 (2002). This Board has emphasized that that it "will not entertain contentions based
on environmental issues that could have been raised when the original contentions were filed." Licensing
Board Memorandum and Order (Summarizing Pre-Hearing Conference) at 3 (Feb. 4, 2009) (unpublished).
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10 C.F.R. § 2.309(c)(1)(i)-(viii). 20 The first factor identified in that regulation, whether "good

cause" exists for the failure to file on time, is entitled to the most weight.21 Without good cause,

a "petitioner's demonstration on the other factors must be particularly strong." 22

A proposed contention also "must satisfy, without exception, each of the criteria set out

in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(i) through (vi)." 23 Failure to meet each of the criteria is grounds for

dismissal of a proposed new or amended contention.24 Among other things, the petitioner must

demonstrate that the issue raised in the contention is within the scope of the proceeding, is

material to the findings the NRC must make to support the action that is involved in the

proceeding, and provide sufficient information to show that a genuine dispute exists with the

applicant/licensee on a material issue of law or fact.25 A dispute is material if its resolution

would make a difference in the outcome of the licensing proceeding.26

Additionally, the Commission has held that a petitioner may not use an adjudicatory

proceeding to attack generic rules or regulations.2 7 Thus, a licensing proceeding is plainly not

the proper forum for an attack on applicable statutory requirements or for challenges to the basic

20 See Licensing Board Scheduling Order at 5-6 (July 1, 2010); 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(c)(2) ("The requestor/petitioner

shall address the factors in paragraphs (c)(1)(i) through (c)(1)(viii) of this section in its nontimely filing.").
21 See New Jersey (Dep't of Law & Pub. Safety's Requests Dated Oct. 8, 1993), CLI-93-25, 38 NRC 289, 296

(1993).
22 Tex. Utils. Elec. Co. (Comanche Peak Steam Elec. Station, Units I & 2), CLI-92-12, 36 NRC 62, 73 (1992)

(quoting Duke Power Co. (Perkins Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2, & 3), ALAB-431, 6 NRC 460, 462 (1977)).

23 S.C. Elec. & Gas Co. (Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station, Units 2 & 3), LBP-10-6, 71 NRC _, slip op. at 3

(Mar. 17, 2010).
24 See Final Rule, Changes to Adjudicatory Process, 69 Fed. Reg. 2182, 2221 (Jan. 14, 2004). See also Private

Fuel Storage, L.L.C. (Indep. Spent Fuel Storage Installation), CLI-99-10, 49 NRC 318, 325 (1999).

25 See 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iii)(iv) & (vi).

26 See Summer, LBP-10-6, slip op. at 4 (quoting Duke Energy Corp. (Oconee Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2 & 3),

CLI-99-11, 49 NRC 328, 333-34 (1999)).
27 10 C.F.R. § 2.335(a); Oconee, CLI-99-1 1, 49 NRC at 334.
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structure of the Commission's regulatory process.28 A contention that collaterally attacks an

NRC rule or regulation is not appropriate for litigation in an adjudicatory proceeding and must

be rejected.29

B. Legal Standards Governin2 Environmental Justice Reviews

Environmental justice refers to a federal policy established by Executive Order 12898

under which each federal agency identifies and addresses, as appropriate, disproportionately high

and adverse human health or environmental effects of its programs, policies, and activities on

minority or low-income populations. 30 The Executive Order states that "whenever practicable

and appropriate," federal executive agencies

shall collect, maintain and analyze information on the race,
national origin, income level, and other readily accessible and
appropriate information for areas surrounding facilities or sites
expected to have a substantial environmental, human health, or
economic effect on the surrounding populations, when such
facilities or sites become the subject of a substantial Federal
environmental administrative or judicial action.31

Independent agencies, such as the NRC, were requested, rather than directed, to comply

with the Executive Order.32 Although NRC is not subject to the Executive Order, the

Commission voluntarily committed to undertake environmental justice reviews and, on August

28 See Phila. Elec. Co. (Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station, Units 2 & 3), ALAB-216, 8 AEC 13, 20, aff'd with

modifications, CLI-74-32, 8 AEC 217 (1974). See also Carolina Power & Light Co. (Shearon Harris Nuclear
Power Plant), LBP-07-1 1, 66 NRC 41, 57-58 (2007) (citing Peach Bottom, ALAB-216, 8 AEC at 20).

29 See, e.g., Dominion Nuclear Conn., Inc. (Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit 2), CLI-03-14, 58 NRC 207,

218 (2003); Potomac Elec. Power Co. (Douglas Point Nuclear Generating Station, Units 1 & 2), ALAB-218, 8
AEC 79, 89 (1974).

30 Executive Order 12898 of February 11, 1994, Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority

Populations and Low-Income Populations, 59 Fed. Reg. 7629, 7629 (Feb. 16, 1994) ("Executive Order
12898").

31 Id. at'7631.

32 Id. at 7632.
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24, 2004, issued its policy statement on the treatment of environmental justice matters in NRC

licensing actions. 33

Executive Order 12898 and the NRC Environmental Justice Policy Statement both make

clear that neither document establishes any new substantive or procedural requirements

applicable to NRC regulatory or licensing activities.34 In this regard, environmental justice

issues are considered only when and to the extent required by the National Environmental Policy

Act ("NEPA"), as "NEPA is the only available statute under which the NRC can carry out the

general goals of [Executive Order] 12898."35

NRC's Environmental Justice Policy Statement also emphasizes that "[t]he focus of any

'[environmental justice]' review should be on identifying and weighing disproportionately

significant and adverse environmental impacts on minority and low-income populations that

ýmay be different from the impacts on the general population." 36 Additionally, if no significant

and .adverse impacts to the general population are identified, then a detailed analysis of disparate

impacts is not required unless there are unique characteristics associated with specific minority

or low-income communities that might contribute to disproportionately significant and adverse

impacts to those communities. 37 In other words, a contention must do more than just identify the

33 See Final Policy Statement, Policy Statement on the Treatment of Environmental Justice Matters in NRC
Regulatory and Licensing Actions, 69 Fed. Reg. 52,040, 52,041-42, 52,046 (Aug. 24, 2004) ("NRC
Environmental Justice Policy Statement").

34 Executive Order 12898, 59 Fed. Reg. at 7632-33; NRC Environmental Justice Policy Statement, 69 Fed. Reg.
at 52,046.

35 NRC Environmental Justice Policy Statement, 69 Fed. Reg. at 52,046 n.2.

36 Id at 52,047 (emphasis added) (internal quotations omitted). In fact, in admitting Contention EC-3, the Board

made clear that the issue remaining is whether there is "sufficient information from which the Commission
may properly consider, and publicly disclose, environmental factors that may cause harm to minority and low-
income populations that would be 'disproportionate to that suffered by the general population."' Indian Point,
LBP-08-13, 68 NRC at 201 (emphasis added).

37 See NRC Environmental Justice Policy Statement at 52,045.
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presence of a minority or low-income population or possible environmental impacts to the

general population.
38

IV. CLEARWATER'S AMENDMENTS TO CONTENTION EC-3 DO NOT MEET
THE NRC'S CONTENTION TIMELINESS AND ADMISSIBILITY CRITERIA

A. First Proposed Amendment (Update to the Original Contention)

In its first proposed amendment, Clearwater. asserts that "the FSEIS suffers from exactly

the same deficiencies as the ER in that it fails to provide a site-specific analysis of the potential

for relicensing to cause disparate impacts on potentially affected [environmental justice]

populations." 39 Thus, Clearwater indicates that this "amendment is just a technical change to the

already admitted contention" and incorporates by reference all of its previous arguments from its

December 2007 Petition.40

As an initial matter, Clearwater provides no indication that itsfirst proposed amendment

is based on "data or conclusions" in the NRC Staff s FSEIS that "differ significantly" from those

contained in Entergy's April 2007 ER.4a Nor has Clearwater pointed to any "new" information

that is materially different from information previously available to it.42 Nonetheless, Entergy

acknowledges that the Board admitted original Contention EC-3 in part and, to the limited extent

38 See S. Nuclear Operating Co. (Early Site Permit for Vogtle ESP Site), LBP-07-3, 65 NRC 237, 262 (2007)

("There are... two requirements necessary to implicate this close environmental justice scrutiny. First,
support must be presented regarding the alleged existence of adverse impacts or harm on the physicalor human
environment. Second, a supported case must be made that these purported adverse impacts could
disproportionately affect poor or minority communities in the vicinity of the facility at issue.").

39 Motion at 16.
40 Id. at 19.
41 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(2).

42 See id § 2.309(f)(2)(i)-(ii).
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Clearwater seeks to merely update its previously-admitted contention to reflect a similar

challenge to.the FSEIS as well as the ER, Entergy has no objection. 43

However, in the Motion, Clearwater further argues that the NRC Staff's FSEIS contains*

"an erroneous legal argument that emergency planning issues for [environmental justice]

populations are outside the scope of this proceeding.",44 According to Clearwater, "this assertion

is not only incorrect, it directly contradicts the findings of this Board in this case." 45 To the

extent Clearwater's contention challenges the adequacy of the Indian Point emergency plan and

contends that this issue is within the scope of this proceeding, it is mistaken. NRC regulations,

the Commission, and this Board have made it clear that such challenges are beyond the scope of

license renewal proceedings.46 Accordingly, the Board shouldreject the first proposed

amendment to Contention EC-3 to the extent it addresses the adequacy of the Indian Point

emergency plan and find that such issues are outside the scope of this proceeding as required by

10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iii).

43 As explained above in Section 11, the Board admitted Contention EC-3 only with respect to Clearwater's
argument that the environmental justice evaluation allegedly fails to address purported disparate impacts on
minority and low-income populations in nearby institutions. Indian Point, LBP-08-13, 68 NRC at 200-01. To
the extent that Clearwater is seeking reconsideration of previously-rejected portions of original Contention EC-
3, such a request should be summarily dismissed by the Board. See Private Fuel Storage, L.L.C. (Indep. Spent
Fuel Storage Installation),LBP-00-14, 51 NRC 301, 311 (2000) (rejecting an intervenor's request for
reconsideration of a previously-rejected contention as "grossly out of time without good cause shown").

44 Motion at 3.

45 Id

46 See Millstone, CLI-05-24, 62 NRC at 561 ("Emergency planning is, by its very nature, neither germaneto age-

related degradation nor unique to the period covered by the.., license renewal application."); 10 C.F.R.
§ 50.47(a)(1) ("No finding under this [emergency planning] section is necessary for issuance of a renewed
nuclear operating license."); Indian Point, LBP-08-13, 68 NRC at 149 (rejecting New York State Contention
29, which challenged the adequacy of Indian Point emergency plans).
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B. Second Proposed Amendment (No-Action Alternative)

The FSEIS (like the DSEIS47) found that the air quality and environmental justice

impacts of the no-action alternative would be SMALL.48 Clearwater claims that these

conclusions are contradicted by another statement in the FSEIS indicating that "[s]ome minority

and low-income populations located in urban areas could be affected by reduced air quality and

increased health risks due to the burning of fossil fuel in existing power plants used to replace

the lost power generated by Indian Point." 49 Clearwater also disputes the authenticity of

comments submitted to the NRC by African-American and other minority groups concerning

such impacts.
50

1. Clearwater's Complaint Regarding the No-Action Alternative Is
Untimely and Contrary to the Requirements in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(2)
and (c)(1)

As an initial matter, Clearwater questions the veracity of comments offered by African-

American and other minority groups in an attempt to support its own contention.5 1 These

comments speak for themselves and reflect concerns, albeit contrary to the viewpoints offered by

Clearwater, about adverse impacts that would result from increased reliance on fossil fuels under

the no-action alternative.52 More importantly, Clearwater fails to demonstrate that those

comments (or NRC's comment responses) support the admission of an amended contention.

47 NUREG- 1437, Supp. 38, Generic Environmental Impact Statement for License Renewal of Nuclear Plants,

Regarding Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit Nos. 2 and 3, Draft Report for Comment (Dec. 2008)
("DSEIS"), available at ADAMS Accession Nos. ML083540594 (Vol. 1), ML083540614 (Vol. 2).

48 FSEIS, Vol. 1 at 8-23, 8-26.

49 Motion at 7 (quoting FSEIS, Vol. 1 at 8-26).

*0 See id. at 5-8 (referencing comments from the National Coalition of 100 Black Men, the National Coalition of
100 Black Women, and the African American Environmentalist Association).

51 See id

52 The comments disparaged by Clearwater were offered not only in writing, but in person at the public meeting

to discuss the DSEIS hosted by NRC. See, e.g., Tr. of Pub. Meeting to DSEIS (Feb. 12, 2009) (excerpts
appended to FSEIS, Vol. 2, App. A at A-611 to A-613 (indicating that "[a]sthma is now the leading cause of
emergency room visits for our children and missed school days with children in New York City's poorest

-11-



Turning to the regulations, Clearwater may amend its contention at this late date only if

the FSEIS contains "data or conclusions" that "differ significantly from the data or conclusions'"

in previous environmental documents. 53 Clearwater fails to point to any such information. In

fact, the FSEIS reaches the same conclusions as the DSEIS on the no-action alternative-all

impacts were found to be SMALL (with the exception of socioeconomic impacts, which are

SMALL to MODERATE in both documents).54 Further, the issues presented in this amended

contention concerning impacts under the no-action alternative were originally raised during the

environmental scoping process by a number of groups in September 2007.55 Thus, Clearwater

fails to demonstrate that this new claimis based on "data or conclusions" in the NRC Staff's

FSEIS that "differ significantly" from previously-available information. Accordingly, in raising

this issue only now, Clearwater fails to meet the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(2).

Clearwater candidly states that it did not file this amended contention earlier because it

"expected that NRC Staff would remedy the deficiencies of the DSEIS indentified [sic] in the

[minority group's] comments.",56 Such an argument not only undercuts its basis for relying on

neighborhoods," that "[t]he air quality of New York City's poor neighborhoods already stands in violation of
federal law and to often it is in our communities that the alternatives to nuclear power,, dirty fossil fuel
polluting power plants are constructed," and that "[i]t's as if those who cried not in my backyard when it
comes to Indian Point, failed to realize that there are nearby communities with no backyards left"), A-918 to
A-919 (indicating "there's an extremely high concentration of fossil fuel burning power plants, which pollute
our neighborhoods [in Harlem] with carbon dioxide and other pollutants" and that "environmental policies of
the past have already taken a severe toll and Harlem has had one of the highest asthma rates in the country with
one in four children suffering from the disease")).

10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(2).

54 See FSEIS at 8-23, 8-26; DSEIS, Vol. 1 at 8-26.

55 See, e.g., 100 Black Men of NY, Statement of Support for Entergy Nuclear Northeast (Entergy CW Contention
EC-3 Att. 1) (appendedto Environmental Scoping Meeting Written Submittals from Audience (Sept. 19,
2007)), available at ADAMS Accession No. ML072830613; Afr. Am. Envtlist. Ass'n, AAEA Statement on
Indian Point License Renewal Application (Sept. 19, 2007) (Entergy CW Contention EC-3 Att. 2), available at
ADAMS Accession No. ML072820272.

56 Motion at 19.
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these comments, but also isinsufficient to satisfy NRC's contention timeliness requirements. 57

The Commission has held that "[c]ommenting on the scope of the EIS does not substitute for

raising a timely contention" because NRC "rules require the filing of contentions as early as

possible." 58 Similarly, Clearwater is not entitled to wait to amend its contention concerning

information that was previously available until after NRC resolves relevant comments submitted

by other groups. Rather, Clearwater is required, to abide by the same criteria for amended

contentions as other intervenors. 59

Finally, Clearwater also fails to address the criteria in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(c)(1) and thus,

Clearwater's Motion should be dismissed for failure to comply with the Commission's

contention amendment regulations. 60

2. Clearwater's NoAction Alternative Claim Is Immaterial,
Inadequately Supported, and Insufficient to Establish a Material
Dispute

Even if Clearwater's new no-action alterative argument meets the requirements of

10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(2) or (c)(i)-.which it does not-it must be rejected because it does not

meet each of the mandatory contention admissibility requirements in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(i)-

(vi). As demonstrated below, Clearwater's proposed amendment concerning the no-action

alternative must be rejected on the grounds that it fails to (1) raise a material issue as required by

10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv); (2) provide a concise statement of alleged fact or expert opinion

required by 10C.F.R.. § 2.309(f)(1)(v); and (3) provide sufficient information to establish a.

genuine material dispute, as required by 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(vi).

57 See 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(2)(i)-(ii).
58 Private Fuel Storage, L.L.C. (Indep. Spent Fuel Storage Installation), CLI-04-4, 59 NRC 31, 45 (2004).

59 See 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(2)(i)-(ii).

60 See, e.g., Dominion Nuclear Conn., Inc. (Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit 3), CLI-09-5, 69 NRC 115,

126 (2009) ("The Board correctly found that failure to address the requirements [of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(c) and
(f)(2)] was reason enough to reject the proposed new contentions.").
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a. Clearwater's No-Action Alternative Claim Raises Issues That
Are Not Material to the NRC's Findings in This Proceeding

Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv), Clearwater must show "that the issue raised in

the contention is material to the findings that the NRC must make to support the action that is

involved in the proceeding." 61 As the Commission has observed, "[t]he dispute at issue is

'material' if its resolution would 'make a difference in the outcome of the licensing

proceeding."'
62

As noted above, the FSEIS found that the impacts of the no-action alternative would be

SMALL with the exception of socioeconomic impacts, which would be SMALL to

MODERATE. After comparing the impacts of license renewal to the impacts of reasonable

alternatives (including the no-action alternative), the FSEIS concludes "that the adverse

environmental impacts of license renewal for IP2 and IP3 are not so great that preserving the

option of license renewal for energy planning decision makers would be unreasonable." 63

Clearwater contends that the FSEIS could have found that the environmental justice

impacts under the no-action alternative would be MODERATE or LARGE.64 Even if Clearwater

is correct, this would only bolster the ultimate conclusion in the FSEIS. In other words,

litigating this issue would only provide further support for the conclusion that the adverse

environmental impacts of license renewal for IP2 and IP3 are not so great (in comparison, for

example, to the no-action alternative) that preserving the option of license renewal for energy

planning decision makers would be unreasonable. In this regard, as the Commission has noted,

61 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv) (emphasis added).

62 Oconee, CLI-99-11, 49 NRC at 333-34 (citing Final Rule, Rules of Practice for Domestic Licensing

Proceedings -Procedural Changes in the Hearing Process, 54 Fed. Reg. 33,168, 33,172 (Aug. 11, 1989)).

63 FSEIS, Vol. 1 at 9-8.

64 See Motion at 21 ("Clearwater contends that had the NRC followed its NEPA obligations to conduct a detailed

analysis of the EJ impact of the 'no-action' alternative to relicensing, the NRC could have arrived at a different
determination.").
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"NRC adjudicatory hearings are not EIS editing sessions. Our busy boards do not sit to parse

and fine-tune EISs." 65 Accordingly, Clearwater's no-action alternative amendment fails to meet

the "materiality" requirement of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iv).

b. Clearwater's No-Action Alternative Claim Lacks Adequate
Factual, Documentary, or Expert Support

Clearwater's no-action alterative argument also must be dismissed because it fails to

comply with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(l)(v), which requires a concise statement of "the alleged facts

or expert opinions" and "the specific sources and documents" on which the petitioner intends to

rely to support its position on the issue. In particular, Clearwateris required to "provide

documents or other factual information or expert opinion that set forth the necessary technical

analysis to show why the proffered bases support its contention." 66

Clearwater falls far short of meeting these requirements. As explained above, the focus

of an environmental justice analysis is on "identifying and weighing disproportionately

significant and adverse environmental impacts on minority and low-income populations that

may be different from the impacts on the general population."67 Applying this standard, the

Licensing Board in the Vogtle ESP proceeding held:

There are . . . two requirements necessary to implicate this close
environmental justice scrutiny. First, support must be presented
regarding the alleged existence of adverse impacts or harm on the
physical or human environment. Second, a supportedcase must

65 Duke Energy Corp. (McGuire Nuclear Station, Units I & 2; Catawba Nuclear Station, Units 1 & 2), CLI-03-

17, 58 NRC 419, 431 (2003). See also Exelon Generating Co., LLC (Early Site Permit for Clinton ESP Site),
CLI-05-29, 62 NRC 801, 811 (2005) ("There may, of course, be mistakes in the [EIS], but in an NRC
adjudication, it is Intervenors' burden to show their significance and materiality. Our boards do not sit to
flyspeck environmental documents or to add details or nuances." (internal quotes omitted)); Private Fuel
Storage, L.L.C. (Indep. Spent Fuel Storage Installation), CLI-02-25, 56 NRC 340, 349 (2002) ("NEPA does
not call for examination of every conceivable aspect of federally licensed projects") (internal quotes omitted).

66 Private Fuel Storage (Indep. Spent Fuel Storage Installation),'LBP-98-7, 47 NRC 142, 180 (emphasis added)

(citing Ga. Inst. of Tech (Ga. Tech Research Reactor, Atlanta, Ga.), LBP-95-6, 41 NRC 281, 305), aff'd, CLI-
98-13, 48 NRC 26 (1998).

67 NRC Environmental Justice Policy Statement, 69 Fed. Reg. at 52,047 (emphasis added).
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be made that these purported adverse impacts could
disproportionately affect poor or minority communities in the
vicinity of the facility at issue.68

Thus, Clearwater has the burden to provide information indicating that the impacts under the no-

action alternative somehow fall disproportionately on minority or low-income populations in

comparison to the general population..

Clearwater, however, presents no supporting information indicating that the significant

adverse impacts stemming from the no-action alternative would disproportionately affect

minority or low-income populations. At best, Clearwater's criticisms of the FSEIS are vague

and conclusory. For instance, although Clearwater claims that the FSEIS no-action alternative

environmental justice discussion is "contradictory and conclusory," 69 it fails to set forth any

relevant facts, references, or expert opinion indicating how or why this evaluation should have

been conducted differently. It is well-settled that a contention "will be ruled inadmissible if the

petitioner 'has offered no tangible information, no experts, no substantive affidavits,' but instead

only 'bare assertions and speculation.`' 70 Accordingly, these vague and unsupported assertions

are insufficient to provide a foundation for an amended contention.

c. Clearwater's No-Action Alternative Claim Fails to Raise a
Genuine Dispute on a Material Issue of Law or Fact

Clearwater's no-action alternative argument also does not cite to specific portions of the

FSEIS that it disputes and provide supporting reasons for each dispute, as required by l0 C.F.R.

68 Vogtle, LBP-07-3, 65 NRC at 262.

69 Motion at 16. Clearwater also provides a vague reference to comments it submitted on the no-action

alternative. See id. at 8. However, Clearwater fails to provide any discussion of the significance of these
comments or how they relate to the issues concerning significant and disproportionate impacts to minority or
low-income populations under the no-action alternative.

70 Fansteel, Inc. (Muskogee, Okla. Site), CLI-03-13, 58 NRC 195, 203 (2003) (quoting GPU Nuclear Inc.
(Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station), CLI-00-6, 51 NRC 193, 208 (2000)).
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§ 2.309(f)(1)(vi). 71 To satisfy this requirement, Clearwater must do more than allege that•NRC

has not appropriately responded to comments submitted by other members of the public.

NEPA does not require the Staff to set forth at full length the views with which it

disagrees, conduct new studies in response to issues raised in the comments, or resolve conflicts

raised by opposing viewpoints.7 2 Rather, NRC's obligation in. the FSEIS is to "include

consideration of major points of view concerning the environmental impacts of the proposed

action."73 This means that the FSEIS must reference opposing viewpoints,74* make any

differences in opinion readily apparent, and provide a good faith, reasoned response to

comments.
75

Appendix A of the FSEIS in fact fully documents all comments received by the NRC on

the DSEIS discussion of energy alternatives (including the no-action alternative) and contains

responses to those comments.76 The comments addressed in Appendix A include those

comments referenced in Clearwater's Motion. Thus, the Staff certainly has met its obligation.

and provided the required "meaningful reference" 77 to all responsible opposing viewpoints

concerning the agency's proposed decision, made the differences in opinion readily apparent,

and provided a "good faith, reasoned analysis in response." 78

71 See 10 C.F.R. §2.309(f)(1)(vi). See also Fansteel, CLI-03-13, 58 NRC at 205 (noting that to meet its pleading

burden, a petitioner must provide "plausible and adequately supported claims that the data [in the application]
are either inaccurate or insufficient, i.e., by specifically identifying each failure and explaining why the data
are flawed").

72 See California v. Block, 690 F.2d 753, 773 (9th Cir. 1982).

73 10 C.F.R. § 51.71(b).

74 See Comm. for Nuclear Responsibility, Inc. v. Seaborg, 463 F.2d 783, 787 (D.C.Cir. 1971).
75 See Silva v. Lynn, 482 F.2d 1282, 1285 (1st Cir. 1973).
76 See FSEIS, Vol. 1, App. A at A-150 to A-160 (§ A.2.14, Comments Concerning Alternatives).

77 Seaborg, 463 F.2d at 787.
78 Silva, 482 F.2d at 1285.
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Furthermore, to the extent that Clearwater is actually concerned that environmental

justice populations would be disproportionately impacted by increased reliance on fossil fuels,

Clearwater ignores the relevant discussion of these issues in the FSEIS itself. Specifically,

Section 8.2 of the FSEIS indicates that the no-action alternative may result in the need for

replacement power and states that these impacts are discussed in Section 8.3 of the FSEIS.7 9

Importantly, Section 8.3 of the FSEIS indicates that the environmental justice impacts from

fossil fuel-powered generation could be LARGE, depending on the site. 80 Clearwater ignores

this discussion and fails to explain why this conclusion does not address their concerns.

Accordingly, Clearwater's failure to controvert relevant portions of the FSEIS renders this

contention inadmissible because it does not comply with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(vi).

C. Third Proposed Amendment (Closed-Cycle Cooling Alternative)

Clearwater's third proposed amendment to Contention EC-3 states that "the [FSEIS]

assessment of the impact of adding closed cycle cooling on air quality and on potentially affected

local environmental justice populations is inadequate." 81 The FSEIS found that environmental

justice impacts under the closed-cycle cooling system alternative would be SMALL.8 2

Clearwater argues that this conclusion is flawed because: (1) itis based purely on Entergy's

assertions; (2) it fails to consider the finding that air quality impacts could be significant; and

(3) if air quality impacts are in fact significant, then an environmental justice analysis should

have analyzed whether there would be disproportionate impacts on local populations. 83

79 See FSEIS, Vol. 1 at 8-22. See also id (noting power generated by IP2 and IP3 could be replaced by "power
supplied by other producers (either existing or new units) using generating technologies that may differ from
that employed at IP2 and IP3").

80 See id at 8-36 to 8-37, 8-39. See also id at 8-59.

81 Motion at 16.

82 FSEIS, Vol. 1 at 8-18.

83 Motion at 10, 16-17.
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1. Clearwater's Closed-Cycle Cooling Alternative Claim Is Untimely

As discussed above, NRC regulations permit Clearwater to amend its cOntention if the

FSEIS contains "data or conclusions" that "differ significantly from the data or conclusions"

from previous environmental documents.84 Although Clearwater claims that this amended

contention is "based upon conclusions reached in the FSEIS that are significantly different from

the applicant's ER," Clearwater could have raised this issue several years ago in its initial

Petition 85 For example, the ER noted that "[a]n operating cooling tower could have significant

air emissions associated with PM 2.5 and PM10."86 Thus, if it was concerned about whether these

impacts would disproportionately affect environmental justice populations, Clearwater could

have filed this contention in 2007 based on information contained in the ER. Accordingly,

having failed to demonstrate that this claim is based on "data or conclusions" in the FSEIS that

"differ significantly" from previously available information, Clearwater's amended contention

must berejected for failing to comply with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(0(2).

As noted above, although Clearwater is permitted, with leave of the Board, to file new

contentions based on recent developments other than the Staff's issuance of the FSEIS, the

"new" issue raised in this amendment fails to meet the requirements set forth in 10 C.F.R.

§ 2.309(f)(2)(i)-(iii). Specifically, Clearwater acknowledges that a similar issue is pending in a

state administrative proceeding, 87 and in fact again concedes that it did not file this contention

earlier because it "expected that NRC Staff would remedy the deficiencies of the DSEIS

84 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(2) (emphasis added).

85 Motion at 19.

86 Indian Point Energy Center, Applicant's Environmental Report, Operating License Renewal Stage at 8-13

(Apr. 2007), available at ADAMS Accession No. ML071210530 (emphasis added).

87 See Motion at 10. This issue has been pending in the state proceeding since 2006. See also In re Renewal &

Modification of [Indian Point SPDES] Permit, No. 3-5522-00011/00004 (NYDEC Feb. 3,2006) (Ruling on
Proposed Issues for Adjudication and Petitions for Party Status), at 8-9, 44-49 (Entergy CW Contention.EC-3
Att. 3), available at http://www.dec.ny.gov/docs/legal_protectionpdf/entergyir.pdf.
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indentified [sic] in the [minority group's] comments." 88 Again, Clearwater is not entitled to wait

to amend its contention concerning information that was previously available until after NRC

resolvesrelevant comments submitted by other groups.89

2. Clearwater's Closed-Cycle Cooling Claim Is Unduly Vague,
Inadequately Supported, and Insufficient to Establish a Material
Dispute

Even if Clearwater's new closed-cycle cooling alterative argument could hypothetically

satisfy the requirements under 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(2) or (c)(1) for purposes of this analysis, it

must still be rejected because it does meet each of the contention admissibility requirements in

10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(i)-(vi). As demonstrated below, Clearwater's proposed amendment

concerning the closed-cycle cooling alternative must be rejected on the grounds that it fails to

provide either: (1) a concise statement of alleged facts or expert opinions as required by

10 C.F.R. § 2.309(fJ(l)(v); or (2) sufficient information to establish a genuine material dispute as

required by 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(l)(vi).

a. Clearwater's Closed-Cycle Cooling Claim Lacks Adequate
Factual, Documentary, or Expert Support

Clearwater's closed-cycle cooling alterative argument must be dismissed because it fails

to comply with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v). As explained above, the focus of an environmental

justice analysis is on identifying significant and adverse environmental impacts to minority and

low-income populations that are be disproportionate from the impacts to the general

population.90 Thus, Clearwater must provide Support that purported adverse impacts could

88 Motion at 19.

89 See AmerGen Energy Co., LLC (Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station), CLI-09-7, 69 NRC 235, 272

(2009) (holding that intervenors may not "add new contentions at their convenience during the course of a
proceeding based on information that could have formed the basis for a timely contention at the outset of the
proceeding.").

90 NRC Environmental Justice Policy Statement, 69 Fed. Reg. at 52,047.
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disproportionately affect minority or low-income populations in the vicinity of Indian Point. 91

Clearwater fails to set forth any facts or expert opinion indicating why the air quality impacts

from close-cycle cooling would fall disproportionately on minority or low-income populations.

Accordingly, Clearwater's argument is insufficient to support an amended contention.

b. Clearwater's Closed-Cycle Cooling Claim Fails to Raise a
Genuine Dispute on a Material Issue of Law or Fact

Clearwater's closed-cycle cooling alternative argument does not provide sufficient

information to establish a genuine dispute on a material issue of law or fact, as required by

10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(vi). This provision requires that Clearwater cite to specific portions of

the FSEIS that it disputes and provide supporting reasons for each dispute. Here, Clearwater

ignores the relevant discussion of these issues in the FSEIS and thus falls far short of satisfying

this requirement.

While Clearwater appears to acknowledge that the air quality impacts from closed-cycle

cooling may be significant, it does not dispute the NRC's rationale in the FSEIS for finding that

there would be no disproportionate impacts on environmental justice populations. Specifically,

the FSEIS states: "Minority and low-income populations are subsets of the general public

residing around IP2 and IP3, and all are exposed to the same hazards generated from

constructing and operating a closed-cycle cooling system." 92 Clearwater offers no "supporting

reasons" for disputing this conclusion and offers no explanation as to why environmental justice

populations would suffer significant impacts under the closed-cycle alternative that are

disproportionate to those suffered by the general population. 93 Theefore, Clearwater's failure to

91 Vogtle, LBP-07-3, 65 NRC at 262.

92 FSEIS, Vol. 1 at 8-18.

93 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(vi).
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controvert the relevant discussion of environmental justice issues in the FSEIS renders this

contention inadmissible because it does not comply with 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(vi).

Clearwater also argues that NRC Staff failed to exercise "independent judgment" in the

analysis of air quality impacts under the closed-cycle cooling alternative because the FSEIS

relies on information provided by Entergy,94 Although Clearwater indicates that the FSEIS cites

to reports provided by Entergy concerning the air quality impacts from the closed-cycle cooling

alternative, it provides no information to support its claim that NRC Staff failed to independently

and objectively evaluate this information. 95 Nothing in NEPA or the NRC's regulations, which

initially requires that an applicant provide relevant information, later bars NRC from adopting a

report furnished by the applicant in whole or in part.96 Thus, absent bad faith or misplaced

reliance, NRC cannot be expected to ignore useful and relevant information merely because it

was provided by an applicant.97 Given that Clearwater fails to offer any evidence of bad faith or

misplaced, reliance on Entergy's data by the NRC Staff, it has not established a genuine dispute

on a material issue of law or fact with the FSEIS, as required by 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(vi).

94 Motion at 16, 21.

95 See FSEIS, Vol. 1 at 8-11 to 8-12.

96 Lake Erie Alliance for the Prot. of the Coastal Corridor v. U.S. Army Corps of Eng 'rs, 526 F.Supp. 1063, 1073

(W.D. Pa. 1981) ("Nothing in NEPA or the regulations says that the agency cannot adopt a report furnished by
the applicant in whole or in part. The Act only requires that the defendants take responsibility for the scope and
content and make their own evaluation of the environmental issues."). See also Nat'l Wildlife Fed'n v. FERC,
912 F.2d 1471, 1485-86 (D.C. Cir. 1990) (rejecting argument that agency could not properly rely on.
information provided by an applicant); Friends of the Earth v. Hintz, 800 F.2d 822, 834-35 (9th Cir. 1986)
(finding that agency "justifiably and legally relied primarily upon the study prepared by [the applicant], and its
review of that study satisfied regulatory requirements"); Sierra Club v. Van Antwerp, 719 F.Supp.2d 58, 69
(D.D.C. 2010) (an agency "may rely on information submitted by the applicant but must independently verify
such information") (citing 40 C.F.R. § 1506.5(a))

97 Sierra Club v. Lynn, 502 F.2d 43, 59 (5th Cir. 1974).
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V. CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth above, Clearwater's proposed amendments to Contention EC-3

are inadmissible and must be dismissed. Accordingly, the Clearwater's Motion must be denied.

CERTIFICATION OF COUNSEL UNDER 10 C.F.R. 2.323(b)

Counsel for Entergy certifies that he has made a sincere effort to make himself available

to listen and respond to the moving parties, and to resolve the factual and legal issues raised in

the motion, and that his efforts to 'resolve the issues have been unsuccessful.
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100 Black Men of New York Statement of Support for ENTERGY NUCLEAR
NORTHEAST

I am Phil Banks, President of One Hundred Black Men, Inc..(OHBM). OHBM i.•;
an international organization founded in New York when a group of concerned
African American men began to meet to explore ways of improving conditions in
their community. The group eventually adopted the name, "One Hundred Black
Men, Inc." as a sign of solidarity. These men envisioned an organization that
would implement programs designed to improve the quality of life for African
Americans and other minorities. Our founders were successful black men from
various walks of life

In 1963, the first meeting of the One Hundred Black Men, Inc. was held in.New
York City. A group of successful businessmen from a variety of social,
educational and economic sectors came together. for the common purpose oF
making a difference in African American communities - by making a difference in
the lives of African American youth. The idea quickly caught on and soon
independent chapters began forming across the nation until 1986 when nine
individual chapters joined together to create the alliance known today as the "10()
Black Men of America, Inc."

Now some 73 chapters and 10,000 members strong and still growing, OHBM
remains committed to it's founding mission: To improve the quality of life in
African American communities by improving the educational, economic and
social status of African Americans across the entire nation.

The One Hundred Black Men of New York's commitment to improving the lives oF
African Americans has been demonstrated with the creation of Eagle Academv,,
for Young Men. This school is based upon a strong academic foundation with a
focus on the pillars of character that we believe will provide the backdrop for the
success of these young men. Each of the students at The Eagle Academy i,,:;
provided with an adult male mentor for their four-year stint in high school.
Founded in 2004, the school consistently demonstrates a level. of achievement
that is a reflection of the high educational standards encouraged by 100 Black,
Men of America. -Beginning in the fall of 2007, the Eagle Academy will
permanently expand its scope to operate as a full 4-year public high school,
graduating its first class in the spring of 2008. As we move forward, we aro
expanding this model with plans to replicate the school throughout New York.
City.

In-keeping with our mission of improving the quality of life for African Americans;
we often partner with corporate entities that are supportive of our goals. Entergy,
Nuclear Northeast has been an ardent supporter of our initiatives. Entergy ha,,:;.



provided us with support that will enable us to provide opportunities fcr
education, mentoring and small business expansion and development throughoLt
the New York metropolitan area.

We understand that Entergy is committed to improving the health, social and
economic conditions of communities of color by providing safe, affordable
reliable and clean energy. Rising energy cost affects all communities across thE
US and especially New York, which has some of nation's highest energy bills.
The costs of residential and transportation energy represent even larger share~s
of household expenditures for minority citizens.

The poorest and most vulnerable families, are being hit the hardest by energy
cost increases. The high energy costs also impact small and minority businesses
and provide barriers for those who want to go into business. A recent August 12'1th
New York Times article highlight a recent Census report indicates a disturbing
trend of African Americans moving out of the New York. This great exodus of
working and middle class African Americans is 'due impart to the growing
housing cost coupled with increased energy cost making home ownership
unobtainable. These factors negatively contribute to the quality of life for man'y
African Americans in the New York.

The One Hundred supports the creation and distribution of safe, affordable,
reliable and clean energy for not only our communities, but the greater
community that is New York. We be!ieve that Entergy is a good corporate
citizen, and we support any efforts to balance the delivery of safe energy with
initiatives that will soften the burden of these costs on our communities and the
environment.
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AAEA Statement on Indian Point License Renewal Application

Introduction

My name is Dan Durett and I am the Director of the African American

Environmentalist Association New York Office (AAEA-NY). AAEA, founded in

1985, is an organization dedicated to protecting the environment, enhancing

human, animal and plant ecologies and promoting the efficient use of natural

resources. AAEA includes an African American point of view in environmental

policy decision-making and resolves environmental racism and injustice issues

through the application of practical environmental solutions. The New York

Office was established in 2003.1

AAEA New York supports the 20-year License Renewal for the Indian

Point nuclear power plant located in Buchanan, New York. AAEA expressed

public support for nuclear power for the first time in 2001 after a two-year internal

process of studying and debating the issue. AAEA was the first environmental

organization to support nuclear power. I am a veteran environmentalist with 32

years experience working on environmental and energy issues.2 My comments

today address the Environmental Report of the License Renewal Application

(LRA) and other environmental issues of concern to AAEA-NY regarding this

proposed action.

AAEA-NY has members in the New York area. Members of AAEA live

and work - and breathe the air in a Clean Air Act Nonattainment Area. Of

particular import to AAEA-NY is the promotion of clean air in African American

communities. Because nuclear power is emission-free and has a demonstrated

safety record, whereas fossil-fuel power contributes to numerous health issues,.

AAEA-NY seeks to promote the safe use of nuclear power. AAEA-NY

specifically supports the Indian Point 2 and 3 nuclear power facilities because

these facilities provide significant electrical capacity to the State of New York with

http://jroups.msn.com/aaeanewyork
2 http://groups.msn.com/aaeanewvork/yourwebpage4.msnw
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AAEA Statement on Indian Point License Renewal Application

minimal human, animal, air, water, and land impacts. My comments will address

specific environmental justice issues and will expand upon the water permit issue

included in Entergy's Environment Report (ER).

Environmental Justice

Environmental justice is defined by AAEA-NY as the fair treatment of all

people regardless of race or income with respect to environmental issues.

AAEA-NY is deeply concerned with any policy or measure that impacts the air

quality of the communities where it is based, or that affects the health of its

members. Although AAEA-NY is concerned about air quality in all areas, we are

particularly concerned with promoting clean air in African American communities

because, in many instances, those communities suffer a disproportionate amount

of total pollution..•

The license renewal of Indian Point is vitally needed because if units two

and three are not producing emission free electricity then the air pollution will

increase throughout the region.. Closure of Indian Point would result in

compliance issues for the State with respect to the federal Clean Air Act State

Implementation Plan ("SIP"). Additionally, Indian Point provides reliable energy

without contributing pollutants that exacerbate asthma.

The New York State Department of Environmental C'onservation's (DEC)

Environmental Justice policy states that it is the general policy of DEC to promote

environmental justice and incorporate measures for achieving environmental

justice into its programs, policies, regulations, legislative proposals and activities.

This policy is specifically intended to-ensure that DEC's environmental permit

process promotes environmental justice. (Environmental Justice Policy, Policy

Statement CP-29, March 19, 2003).

In order to reduce the levels of impingement and entrainment of Hudson

River fish, the Department ofEnvironmental Conservation's ("DEC") Draft

SPDES Permit could substantiallly limit the ability of Indian Point 2 and 3 to

generate electricity, and may even lead to the closure of the facilities. Any

substantial reduction in the amount of electricity generated by Indian Point 2 and

3 will spark demand for replacement electricity from nearby power plants.

AAEA-NY Comments on Environmental Issues 3
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Unfortunately, these nearby plants are, for the most part, pollution-emitting fossil

fuel plants located in New York's low-income and minority communities. As

production at these fossil-fuel plants increases, the air quality in and around

these plants will further deteriorate, causing a spike in the incidences of

respiratory and cardiovascular diseases in the communities where these plants

are based. The Draft SPDES Permit, therefore, effectively places the interests of

Hudson River fish eggs and larva over the health of New York's low-income and

minority communities.

The following section specifically addresses the implications of the water

permit because the ER, at Section 4.1, Water Use Conflicts, goes into great

detail about the issue. Regarding this issue the ER states, "the vast majority of

existing nuclear stations, including those stations undergoing license renewal,

currently are or in the future will be undergoing comprehensive 316(b) review as.

EPA develops final 316(b) regulations for existing facilities in response to the

recent remand of that rule."3 EPA suspended the Cooling Water Intake Structure

Regulations for existing large power plants on July 2, 2007. This suspension is in

response to the 2nd Circuit Court of Appeals decision in Riverkeeper, Inc., v.

EPA. In the meantime,_ all permits for Phase II facilities should include conditions

under section 316(b) of the Clean Water Act developed on a Best Professional

Judgment basis. See 40 C.F .R. § 401 .14.4

AAEA Has Full Party Status in Indian Point Water Permit Process

The ER addresses the National Pollution Discharge Elimination System

(NPDES) status of Indian Point. This issue is of vital importance because an

'unacceptable permit could cause Entergy to close the facility, which would

exacerbate environmental injustice in the region. We are submitting this

3 ER Section 4.2.5 Analysis of Environmental Impact, Section 4.2.5.1 Background

4http://www.epa.gov/waterscience/316b , Federal Register Notice (July 09, 2007)
implementation Memo (PDF) (1 page, 72K, About PDF; March 20, 2007)
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information in the hope that NRC will utilize it for the EIS and will also see the

important environmental justice implications of this facility.

AAEA sought and received full party status5 in order tobring its unique

perspective to the Indian Point 2 and 3 permitting process, and to raise the issue

of environmental justice in this proceeding. In a report by the Natural Resources

Council of America entitled: "Environmental Stewardship. for the 2 1st Century:

Opportunities and Actions for Improving Cultural Diversity in Conservation

Organizations and Programs," it was found that African Americans comprise only

4% of the boards of directors and only 6% of employees at 61 surveyed

conservation organizations. From this, it is clear that the African American

perspective has heretofore been lacking from the environmental movement.6

The need for greater involvement from the African American community in

the DEC permitting process has been recognized by the DEC itself. In

September 1999, then DEC Commissioner John P. Cahill announced the

creation of DEC's Office of Environmental Justice. This Office, which implements

the DEC's Environmental Justice Program, seeks to "ensure that local

communities are given an opportunity to express their concerns and that those

concerns are.considered when making decisions which potentially impact the

environment and public health."7 On March 19, 2003, the DEC issued Policy

Statement CP-29: Environmental Justice and Permitting. In issuing this policy,

5 http://www.dec.ny.Rov/hearings/I 1216.html

6 See also AAEA's Environmental Group Diversity Report Card 2003, available at:

http://www.aaenvironment.com/EnviroGroupReportCard.htm.
http://www.dec.state.ny.us/website/ej/ejprogram.html. (Last visited Feb. 10, 2004.)
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the DEC stated that the policy was meant to "promote the fair involvement of all

people in the DEC environmental permit process," and further stated that:

It is the general policy of DEC to promote environmental justice and
incorporate measures for achieving environmental justice into its
programs, policies, regulations, legislative proposals and activities.
This policy is specifically intended to ensure that DEC's
environmental permit process promotes environmental justice.

Allowing AAEA to participate in the Indian Point 2 and 3 permitting

process will achieve the DEC's goal of ensuring that the concerns of local

communities, particularly low-income and minority communities be considered

when making decisions that impact the environment and public health of these

communities.

Fossil-Fuel Power Causes Serious Adverse Health Effects

In 1999, coal-fired power plants in the United States emitted into the

environment 11.3 million tons of sulfur dioxide ("SO 2"), a criteria air pollutant that

is correlated to asthma and impaired lung functions, 6.5 million tons of nitrogen

oxides ("NOx") which, when combined with other pollutants and sunlight, forms

ozone, another lung irritant linked to asthma, and 1.9 billion tons of carbon

dioxide ("C02"), yet another contributor to increased ozone levels and global

climate change.8 This equates to approximately 60% of all S02 emissions, 25%

of all NOx emissions, and 32% of all CO 2 emissions nationwide.9

These and other airborne pollutants emitted by fossil-fuel power stations

may have a direct and significant effect on human health. In a study by Abt

See Rachel H. Cease, ADVERSE HEALTH IMPACTS OF GRANDFATHERED POWER PLANTS AND THE CLEAN
AIR ACT: TIME TO TEACH OLD POWER PLANTS NEW TECHNOLOGY, 17 J. Nat. Resources & Envtl. L. 157,
158 (2002-2003); Martha H. Keating, AIR INJUSTICE, at 4 (October 2002) (attached hereto as Exhibit B).
9 17 J. Nat. Resources & Envtl. L. at 158.
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Associates, one of the largest for-profit government and business research

consulting firms in the world, it was found that over 30,000 deaths each year are

attributable to air pollution from U.S. power plants. 10 Another study found that. air

pollution from power plants was a contributing factor to higher infant mortality

rates and higher incidences of Sudden Infant Death Syndrome ("SIDS"). 11

Research has further shown that pollutants from fossil-fuel power plants form tiny

particles (called fine particulate matter) that are linked to diseases of both the

respiratory and cardiovascular systems.12

Not surprisingly, air pollution has been characterized as one of the largest

threats- to public health. 13

The Negative Health Effects of Fossil-Fuel Power Are Borne
Disproportionately by African Americans

Sadly, these serious health effects disproportionately fall on the shoulders

of low-income and minority communities, including African American

communities. For instance, the percentage of African Americans and Hispanics

living in areas that do not meet national standards for air quality is considerably

higher than that of whites. 14 Correspondingly, respiratory ailments affect African

Americans at rates significantly higher than whites. Asthma attacks, for example,

ld. at 159.
See Martha H. Keating, AIR INJUSTICE, at 3 (October 2002).

12 See id. at 4. See also Air Quality in Queens County: Opportunities for Cleaning Up the Air in Queens

County and Neighboring Regions, at S-6, Synapse Energy Economics, Inc. (May 2003) ("Air Quality in
Queens County") ("Epidemiological studies tell us that on days when air pollution levels are high, more
people get sick or die.") (available at http://www.synapse-enerny.com/Downloads/Synapse-report-queens-
air-quality-exec-summary-05-29-2003.pdf); Children at Risk: How Pollution from Power Plants Threatens
the Health of America's Children, at 2, Clean Air Task Force (May 2002) ("Power plant emissions and
their byproducts form particulate matter, ozone smog and air toxics. These pollutants are associated with
respiratory hospitalizations, lost school days due to asthma attacks, low birth weight, stunted lung growth
and tragically, even infant death.") (available at http/:Hcta.policy.net/fact/children_.
13 Allison L. Russell, URBAN POLLUTANTS: A REVIEW AND ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY, at 3, New York
City Environmental Justice Alliance 2000 (available at http://www.nyceja.org/pdflUrban.pdf).
14 See id.
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send African Americans to the emergency room at three times the rate of whites

(174.3 visits per 10,000 people for African Americans versus 59.4 visits per

10,000 people for whites), and African Americans are hospitalized for asthma at

more than three times the rate of whites (35.6 admissions per 10,000 people for

African Americans versus 10.6 admissions for every 10,000 people for whites).15

Similarly, the death rate from asthma for African Americans is almost three times

that of whites (38.7 deaths per million versus 14.2 deaths per million).16

New York's Minorities Pay the Price for Fossil-Fuel Air Pollution

New York is no exception to this national crisis. In New York City, it is

estimated that there are,2,290 deaths, 1,580 hospitalizations, 546 asthma-related

emergency room visits, 1,490 cases of chronic bronchitis, and 46,200 asthma

attacks yearly attributable to power plant pollution.17 The New York City area has

also been ranked as one of the top five U.S. metropolitan areas for particulate air

pollution.18 And again, these adverse effects disproportionately affect minority

communities. In one study, nonwhites in New York City were found to be

hospitalized twice as many times as whites on days when ozone levels were

high."9 Another study found that, of the 23 counties in New York State that fail to

15 Id.16 id.

17 See Death, Disease & Dirty Power: Mortality and Health Damage Due to Air Pollution from Power
Plants, at 24, Clean Air Task Force (October 2000) ("Death, Disease & Dirty Power") (Exhibit C)
(available at http://cta.policy.net/fact/mortality/mortalitylowres.pdf).
IS See New York's Dirty Power Plants, Clear the Air - the National Campaign Against Dirty Power
(available at http://cta.2olicv.net/relatives/17841.pdf). The Air Quality in Queens County Report states that
"New York City.... [is] burdened with significant air quality problems" and "[tlhe US EPA has determined
that the NY metropolitan area ... is in 'severe nonattainment' for ozone." Id. at S-5.
19See Martha H. Keating, AIR INJUSTICE, at 4 (October 2002).
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-meet Federal air pollution standards, 37.7% of them are populated by people of

color.20

That African Americans and other minorities are disproportionately

affected by air pollution in New York is not surprising when considering the fact

that the majority of air-polluting power plants in the New York metropolitan area

are located in African American and other minority communities. Based on

figures from the 2000 U.S. Census, only 12.3% of New York State is identified as

being. African American, and only 29.4% of the total population is classified as a

minority. However, in communities that are predominantly minority, such as

Queens, the Bronx, and Brooklyn, there are a disproportionate number of fossil-

fuel power plants emitting criteria air pollutants. For example, there are

approximately 1,563,400 people of color, 217,247 children living in poverty, and

40,248 children who suffer from pediatric asthma within 30 miles of the Lovett

facility, a coal-fired power plant bordering the New York City metropolitan area.21

In the Bronx, which is 35.6% African American and 88% minority, there are two

power plants, Harlem River Yards and Hell's Gate. In Brooklyn, which is 36.4%

African American and 64.2% minority, there are seven power plants, the 2 3 rd and

3 rd Plant, Brooklyn Navy Yard, Gowanus, Hudson Ave., Narrows, the North First

St. Plant, and Warbasse Cogen. In Queens, which is 20% African American and

63.2% minority, there are six power plants, Astoria, Poletti, Far Rockaway, JFK

Cogeneration, Ravenswood, and the Vernon Blvd. Plant. Queens is also ranked

20 See Clear the Air: People of Color in Non-Attainment Counties (available at

http://cta.policy.net/fact~injustice/injustice-non-attainment.pdf).
21 See Clear the Air: People of Color Living Within 30 Miles of a Specific Coal-Fired Power Plant

(available at http://cta.policy.net/relatives/2012 l.pdf); Clear the Air, Power Plant Pollution Threatens the
Health of New York's Children (June 11, 2002) (available at http://cta.policy.net/relatives/2012 .pd).
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among the worst 10% of U.S. Counties in terms of its exposure to criteria air

pollutants, and is one of two city boroughs that violate federal standards.22 In the

Air Quality in Queens County Report, it is stated that:

The concentration of generating capacity in Northwest Queens is
exceptionally high for such a densely populated area. In addition,
this community includes a high percentage of low-income people
and persons of color. These demographics suggest that
"environmental justice" concepts and policies should be taken into
account when considering options for addressing air quality in
Queens and in considering the siting. of further sources of air
pollution. The steam generating units in Queens are responsible
for a large percent of the NO,, SO 2 , and CO 2 emitted in Queens.

In total, there are 24 power plants in the New York metropolitan area, only a

handful of which are in areas where minorities do not comprise the majority of the

population. One of these is the Indian Point power generating facility.23

Lost Production From Indian Point Will Be Replaced By In-City and Other
Nearby Facilities

If generation at Indian Point 2 and 3 were to be significantly limited or

were to cease altogether, the lost electricity would most likely be replaced by

nearby facilities, including the above-referenced in-city facilities and the Lovett

coal-burning facility. For instance, in a study by Synapse Energy Economics,

Inc., dated November 3, 2003 and entitled, The Impact of converting the Cooling

systems at Indian Point Units 2 and 3 on Electrical System Reliability (attached

hereto as Exhibit D), Synapse finds that New York electricity generators,

particularly in-city generators, have excess capacity which would supplant

capacity losses at Indian Point if Indian Point were brought offline. Similarly, in

an August 2002 study by the TRC Environmental Group entitled, Entergy Nuclear

22 See Air Quality in Queens County, at S-5.
23 All population data compiled from the 2000 U.S. Census.
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Indian Point 2, LLC and Entergy Nuclear Indian Point 3, LLC Emissions Avoidance

Study (the "TRC Report"), TRC concluded that "it is reasonable to assume that

the majority of lost output [(if Indian Point were brought offline)] would be made

up by increased generation of units nearest to the New York City/Westchester

load pocket."

Increasing Generation at Facilities Near Indian Point Will Increase Air
Pollution in the Communities Where These Facilities Are Based

The TRC Report further found that, if Indian Point is brought offline, the air

quality*in New York would decrease dramatically. For instance, if the gap

created by Indian Point's closure were to be filled by the power plants located in

New York City, almost all of which are in predominantly minority communities,

C02 plant emissions would increase by 101% (or 12,494,172 tons), S02 plant

emissions would increase by 106% (or 8,020 tons), and NO. plant emissions

would increase by 105% (or 16,107 tons). Even if replacement electricity were

spread out more broadly, to include all of the Hudson Valley and 'New York City

plants, CO 2 plant emissions would still increase by 57% (to 13,686,648 tons),

S02 plant emissions would increase by 62% (to 35,961 tons), an'd NO) emissions

would increase by 57% (to 20,258 tons).

And as the level of air pollution increases, so do the incidences of death

and respiratory and cardiovascular ailments. For instance, in the National

Morbidity and Mortality Air Pollution Study ("NMMAPS"), a team of investigators

from Johns Hopkins University and the Harvard School of Public Health found,

among other things, strong evidence linking daily increases in particle pollution to
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increases in death in the largest U.S. cities. 24 Links have also been found

between fine particle levels and increased hospital admissions for asthma,

cardiovascular disease, pneumonia, and chronic obstructive pulmonary

disease.25 Stated bluntly in the Air Quality in Queens County Report,

"Epidemiological studies tell us that on. days when air pollution levels are high,

more people get sick or die

Based on the above data and studies, it is clear that if Indian Point 2 and 3

were to be brought offline, forced to close, or if their production were limited, the

void in electricity production would be filled by power plants located in minority

communities, with a corresponding increase in the rates of asthma and other

respiratory diseases, cardiovascular diseases, and even infant mortality in these

communities.

The Benefits of Indian Point 2 and 3

The Indian Point facilities, located in the affluent and predominantly white

Westchester County, have a combined generating capacity of approximately

2000 megawatts (MW). The facilities provide approximately 20-30% of the

electricityfor New York City and its northern suburbs. And, unlike New York's

fossil-fuel burning facilities, Indian Point 2 and 3 do'not pollute the air.'

Draft SPDES Permit Hinders Indian Point's Ability to Produce Non-
Air-Polluting Electricity

Several conditions of the DEC's Draft SPDES Permit for Indian Point 2

and 3 significantly limit Indian Point's ability to generate electricity for the State of

New York. For example, Special Condition 28 of the Draft Permit requires the

24 Cited in Death Disease & Dirty Power, at 14.
25 Id.
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construction of cooling towers. NYSDEC issued a draft SPDES permit for IP1,

IP2, and IP3 in 2003 that, among other conditions, requires the design and, if

appropriate, the installation of closed-cycle cooling systems for IP2 and IP3 if the

site seeks and receives from NRC license renewals for IP2 and IP3.

AAEA understands that, under conservative estimates, it would take

approximately 10 months of Indian Point being offline for a closed-cycle cooling

system to be installed. AAEA further understands that the costs of installing

cooling towers are sufficiently prohibitive so that Indian Point's owners may elect

to shut down the plants rather than invest in the retrofit. Either way, the results

will be devastating in terms of the pollution-related health effects when New

York's non-clean burning plants scramble to replace the power lost by Indian

Point 2 and 3. And since most of these plants are in African American and

minority communities, the bulk of the adverse health effects - including asthma

.and other respiratory diseases, cardiovascular disorders, and even infant

mortality - will be borne-by these communities. For this reason, AAEA objects to

any provision of the Draft SPDES Permit for Indian Point 2 and 3 that imposes

any significant limit on the facilities' ability to generate clean-burning electricity,

including, Special Condition 28.

DEC Did Not Consider Environmental Justice in theDraft Permit

The NRC is required to consider environmental justice in the preparation

of an environmental impact statement. Unfortunately, the State of New York did

not consider environmental justice in the current permit. Moreover, DEC is

imposing a structure that could lead Entergy to close the facility. In the Draft

SPDES Permit, the DEC concludes that cooling towers are the "Best Technology

Available" ("BTA") to maximize fish protection at Indian Point. However, in

making a BTAdetermination, DEC was required not only to attempt to maximize

fish protection, but also to minimize or avoid "other impacts ... to the 'maximum

extent practicable' to satisfy SEQR as well as CWA § 316(b)." See Final
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Environmental Impact Statement ("FEIS"). See also 6 NYCRR § 704.5 ("The

location, design, construction and capacity of cooling water intake structures, in

connection with point source thermal discharges, shall reflect the best technology

available for minimizing adverse environmental impact') (emphasis,added);

("closed-cycle systems do not come without impacts, and those potential impacts

must also be weighed for each site"); ("there are certain expenses associated

with installing closed-cycle cooling")., Despite these acknowledgments, the DEC

issued the Draft SPDES Permit without addressing the environmental justice

impacts, which its decision would entail, particularly the significant adverse

impacts that will result from a shift in power production from Indian Point 2 and 3

to existing fossil-fuel facilities. The DEC's failure to consider these "other

impacts" violates the SEQRA, 6 NYCRR § 704.5, and rendered the FEIS and the

Draft SPDES Permit null and void.

AAEA MET THE LEGAL STANDARD FOR PARTY STATUS

6 NYCRR § 624.5(b) allows a person to obtain party status by timely filing

a petition, (i) identifying the proposed party together with the name(s) of the

person or persons who will act as representative of the party; (ii) identifying the

petitioner's environmental interest in the proceeding 26; (iii) identifying any interest

relating to statutes administered by the department relevant to the project; (iv)

identifying whether the petition is for full party or amicus status; and (v)

identifying the precise grounds for opposition or support. Additionally, a

petitioner must (i) identify an issue for adjudication which meets the criteria of 6

26 Although the DEC's regulations do not define the term "environmental interest," the DEC has held that

this term should be applied broadly. See In the Matter of the Application of Stissing Valley Farms, Inc.,
1996 WL 33142551, at *3 (N.Y. Dept. Env: Conserv. Nov. 4, 1996).
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NYCRR § 624.4(c) and (ii) present an offer of proof specifying the witness(es),

the nature of the evidence the person expects to present and the grounds upon

which the assertion is made with respect to that issue. AAEA's Petition for Full

Party Status met these criteria. As discussed above, this Petition was brought by

AAEA, and the President of AAEA, Norris McDonald, will act as its

representative.

Second, AAEA has a strong environmental interest in this proceeding

because AAEA is an environmental action group, with a chapter in-Long Island,

New York, with a stated goal of promoting clean air in low-income and minority

communities by, among other things, supporting the safe use of nuclear energy.

AAEA also has approximately 1,000 members in the New York area whose air

quality may be impacted by the DEC's Permit for Indian Point 2 and 3. Further,

AAEA has publicly supported Indian Point 2 and 3, due to its positive impact on

New York's air quality, for several years. For instance, in May 2002, AAEA

President Norris McDonald presented testimony before the Committee on

Environmental Protection in opposition to Chairman James F.

Gennaro's Resolution 64, which called for the immediate shutdown of Indian

Point. AAEA also presented testimony on February 28, 2003, before the New

York City Council's Committee on Environmental Protection, again opposing

efforts to shut down Indian Point. And most recently, AAEA participated in the

DEC's legislative hearing relating to Indian Point's Draft SPDES Permit.

Third, AAEA has an interest relating to the statutes administered by DEC,

namely, AAEA seeks to ensure that those statutes are interpreted consistent with
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the DEC's policy goal of promoting environmental justice. AAEA also has an

interest in ensuring that, when DEC is required by statute or regulation to weigh

adverse environmental impacts, it factor environmental justice into the

calculation. In addition, AAEA believes that the reference to adverse

environmental impacts in the regulation at issue, 6 NYCRR § 704.5, the best

technology assessment, implicates the environmental considerations that AAEA

has raised herein.

Fourth, AAEA's Petition made clear that it was seeking full party status.

Finally, AAEA's Petition made clear that it opposes the DEC's Draft

SPDES Permit for Indian Point 2 and 3 to the extent the Permit imposes

substantial limits on the facilities' ability to generate electricity, as these

limitations will translate into increased levels of generation - and increased levels

of air emissions - at nearby facilities, most of which are fossil-fuel facilities

located in or near minority and low-income communities.

AAEA'S ISSUES FOR ADJUDICATION

In order to qualify for party status, AAEA identified substantive and

significant issues for adjudication, and presented an offer of proof specifying the

witnesses and testimony it expects to present, and the grounds upon which the

assertion is made with respect to the issue. Under 6 NYCRR § 624.4(c)(2), an

issue is substantive "if there is sufficient doubt about the applicant's ability to

meet statutory or regulatory criteria applicable to the project, such that a

reasonable person would require further inquiry." An issue is significant "if it has

the potential to result in the, denial of a permit, a major modification to the
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proposed projector the imposition of significant permit conditions in addition to

those proposed in the draft permit." 6 NYCRR § 624.4(c)(3).

AAEA submitted the following issues for adjudication:

(1) Whether the DEC fully considered - as required - all adverse

environmental impacts in formulating the Draft SPDES Permit for

Indian Point 2 and 3, including air impacts on minority communities?

(2) Whether the DEC would have issued a different permit had it

adequately considered the negative impacts on air quality in low-

income and minority communities that will result from any substantial

reduction in generation at Indian Point 2 and 3?

(3) Whether the failure to consider all adverse environmental impacts in

formulating the Draft SPDES Permit for Indian Point 2 and 3, including

air impacts in minority communities, renders the Permit

unsupportable?

AAEA's issues for adjudication are substantive, given that they call into

question the legality of the DEC's FEIS and Draft SPDES Permit for Indian Point

2 and 3, raise important public health.and environmental justice concerns, and

challenge the Draft Permit's compliance with the SEQRA and 6 NYCRR § 704.5

requirement that in issuing a permit, DEC consider all adverse environmental

impacts. AAEA's issues for adjudication are also significant because they

ultimately call for a major modification to the DEC's SPDES Permit for Indian

Point 2 and 3, namely, eliminating those provisions of the Permit which would

result in significant reductions in generation at Indian Point 2 and 3, including

Special Condition 28 (the cooling tower requirement).
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Recommendation

AAEA-NY wants the DEC to eliminate the cooling tower provision in a

water permit for Indian Point. Such a permit would eliminate the issue of

possible closure of the plant and provide a more clear-cut status for NRC in

considering the license renewal. Resolution of this situation will also provide a

simpler situation for describing the position environmental justice impacts

provided by Indian Point in the EIS.

Conclusion

AAEA New York supports the 20-year License Renewal (ESP) for the

Indian Point nuclear power plant located in Buchanan, New York. We support

this renewal because the facility is a positive structure for mitigating ground level

air pollution, global warming and environmental injustice.

- (
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Introduction

My name is Norris McDonald and I am the founder and president of the

African American Environmentalist Association (AAEA). AAEA, founded in 1985,

is an organization dedicated to protecting the environment, enhancing human,

animal and plant ecologies and promoting the efficient use of natural resources.

AAEA includes an African American point of view in environmental policy

decision-making. and resolves environmental racism and injustice issues through

the application of practical environmental. solutions.

AAEA supports the 20-year License Renewal for the Indian Point nuclear

power plant located in Buchanan, New York. AAEA expressed public support for

nuclear power for the first.time in 2001 after a two-year internal process of

studying and debating the issue. AAEA was the first environmental organization

to support nuclear power and I was the first environmentalist to publicly support

this technology. I am a veteran environmentalist with 28 years experience

working on environmental and energy issues.1

The AAEA headquarters office is located in the metropolitan Washington,

D.C., area and we also maintain a New York City chapter located in Long Island,

New York.2 AAEA also has chapters in other states and in other countries.

Entergy Nuclear Indian Point 2, LLC and Entergy Nuclear Indian Point 3,

LLC (hereafter referred to as "Entergy") has submitted an Environmental Report

(ER) in conjunction with the License Renewal Application (LRA) to the U.S.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) to renew the operating licenses for

Indian Point Units 2 and 3 (IP2 and IP3) for twenty years beyond the end of the

current license terms. AAEA will comment on the contents of the ER and provide

its own environmental perspective about the LRA.

I Mr. McDonald has published numerous .on environental issues including: Global Warming and the African American Community

(http://www.blackelectorate.coln/articles.asp?[D=629 & hrtp:I/www.blackelectorate.comnarticles.asn?lD=630 );. What A Good Energy Policy Means for

Blacks (hn://www.blackelectorate.coinlarticles.asp?lD=50); and South Africa Takes the Lead in Nuclear Energy.

(htsn://www.btacketectorate.conlartcilesasoID524 )•

2 http://groups.msn.com/aaeanewyork
3 Active: Nigeria, China, Hong Kong, Midwest, Southeast, Missouri. Inactive: Texas and Los Angeles
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Of particular import to AAEA is the promotion of clean air in African

American communities., Because nuclear power is emission-free and has a

demonstrated safety record, whereas fossil-fuel power contributes to numerous

health issues, AAEA seeks to promote the safe use of nuclear power. AAEA

specifically supports the Indian Point 2 and 3 nuclear power facilities because

these facilities provide significant electrical capacity to the State of New York with

minimal human, animal, air, water, and land impacts. This public support started

in 2001 and continues to this day. The fundamental reasons that AAEA supports

nuclear power are:

* Nuclear power provides electricity safely and reliably,

* Nuclear power produces no smog forming emissions,

• Nuclear power produces no greenhouse gases,

* Spent fuel can be reprocessed for reuse,

e Yucca Mountain is acceptable as a repository for non-recyclable

products,

* Nuclear power has an excellent quarter century safety record, and

* Nuclear power plants can use nuclear bomb warhead material as a

fuel.

Indian Point is one of 103 other commercial nuclear power plants that provide 20

percent of our nation's electricity.

Environmental Justice

Environmental justice is defined by AAEA as the fair treatment of all

people regardless of race or income with respect to environmental issues. AAEA

was among the participants at the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in 1991

when environmental justice polices were first being considered by the agency.

AAEA is currently promoting environmental justice locally, regionally and

nationally.

The license renewal of Indian Point is vitally needed because if units two

and three are not producing emission free electricity then the air pollution will

increase throughout the region, which will exacerbate conditions in minority
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communities already overburdened by pollution sites. Indian Point provides

reliable emission free energy without contributing pollutants that exacerbate

asthma. Closure of Indian Point would also result in compliance issues for the

State with respect to the federal Clean Air.Act State Implementation Plan ("SIP")

and to meeting the requirements of the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative

(RGGI).

AAEA is deeply concerned with any policy or measure that impacts the air

quality of the communities where it is based, or that affects the health of its

members. Comments being submitted by our New York Office'address the

specific environmental justice issues that are negatively affecting minority

communities. Those comments will specifically list how the operation of Indian

Point continually mitigates those negative effects.

Environmental Justice Review

This section of the ER could be a little confusing to the casual observer.

In one section it states, "The need. for and the content of an analysis of

environmental justice will be addressed in plant specific reviews." (4.22.2) The

next section states, "Other than the above referenced finding, there is no

requirement concerning environmental justice in 10 CFR Part 51." (4.22.3). The

Background section then goes on to state, "The environmental justice review

involves identifying off-site environmental impacts, their geographic locations,

minority and low income populations that may be affected, the significance of

such effects, and whether they are disproportionately high and adverse

compared to the population at large within the geographic area, and if so, what

mitigative measures are available, and which will be implemented. The NRC staff

will perform the environmental justice review to determine whether there will be

disproportionately high human heath and environmental effects on minority and

low-income populations and report the review in its SEIS." The section then

comes full circle to state, "The staff's review will be based on information

provided in the ER and developed during the staff's site-specific scoping

process." (4.22.4). So Entergy is not required to develop the environmental

justice analysis, but the NRC will conduct an environmental justice review based
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on information provided by Entergy in the ER. Regardless, we agree with

Entergy's assessment that, "there can be no disproportionately high and adverse

impacts or effects on members of the public, including minority and low-income

populations, resulting from the renewal of the IP2 and IP3 Operating Licenses."

(4.22.6) We have one caveat. This section did not include the great

environmental benefits that Indian Point provides to minority communities.

Entergy is enhancing environmental justice and is fighting environmental

injustice. It should be allowed to continue doing so for another 20 years;

Fossil-Fuel Power Causes Serious Adverse Health Effects

In 1999, coal-fired power plants in the United States emitted into the

* environment 11.3 million tons of sulfur dioxide ("SO 2"), a criteria air pollutant that

is correlated to asthma and impaired lung functions, 6.5 million tons of nitrogen

oxides ("NOx") which, When combined with other pollutants and sunlight, forms

ozone, another lung irritant linked to asthma, and 1.9 billion tons of carbon

dioxide ("C02"), yet another contributor to increased ozone levels. 4 This equates

to approximately 60% of all S02 emissions, 25% of all NOx emissions, and 32%

of all C0 2 emissions nationwide. 5

These and other airborne pollutants emitted by fossil-fuel power stations

may have a direct and significant effect on human health. In a study by Abt

Associates, one of the largest for-profit government and business research

consulting firms in the world, it was found that over 30,000 deaths each year are

attributable to air pollution from U.S. power plants.6 Another study found that air

pollution from power plants was a contributing factor to higher infant mortality

4. See Rachel H. Cease, ADVERSE HEALTH IMPACTS OF GRANDFATHERED POWER PLANTS AND THE CLEAN
AIR ACT: TIME TO TEACH OLD POWER PLANTS NEW TECHNOLOGY, 17 J. Nat. Resources & Envtl. L. 157,
158 (2002-2003); Martha H. Keating, AIR INJUSTICE, at 4 (October 2002) (attached hereto as Exhibit B).
5 17 J. Nat. Resources & Envtl. L. at 158.
6 Id. at 159.
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rates and higher incidences of Sudden Infant Death Syndrome ("SIDS").7

Research has further shown that pollutants from fossil-fuel power plants form tiny

acidic particles (called fine particulate matter) that are linked to diseases of both

the respiratory and cardiovascular systems.8 Not surprisingly, air pollution has

been characterized as one of the largest threats to public health.9

The Negative Health Effects of Fossil-Fuel Power Are Borne
Disproportionately by African Americans

Sadly, these serious health effects disproportionately fall on the shoulders

of low-income and minority communities, including African American

communities. For instance, the percentage of African Americans and Hispanics

living in areas that do not meet national standards for air quality is considerably

higher than that ofwhites. 10 Correspondingly, respiratory ailments affect African

Americans at rates significantly higher than whites. Asthma attacks, for example,

send African Americans to the emergency room at three times the rate of whites

(174.3 visits per 10,000 people for African Americans versus 59.4 visits per

10,000 people for whites), and African Americans are hospitalized for asthma at

,more than three times the rate of whites (35.6 admissions per 10,000 people for

African Americans versus 10.6 admissions for every 10,000 people for whites).11

Similarly, the death rate from asthma for African Americans is almost three times

that of whites (38.7 deaths per million versus 14.2 deaths per million). 12

7 See Martha H. Keating, AIR INJUSTICE, at 3 (October 2002).
8 See id. at 4. See also Air Quality in Queens County: Opportunities. for Cleaning Up the Air in
Queens County and Neighboring Regions, at S-6, Synapse Energy Economics, Inc. (May 2003) ("Air
Quality in Queens County") ("Epidemiological studies tell us that on days when air pollution levels are
high, more people get sick or die.") (available at http://www.synapse-enei-gycom/Downloads/Synapse-
report-queens-air-quality-exec-summary-05-29-2003.pdf); Children at Risk: How Pollution from Power
Plants Threatens the Health of America's Children, at 2, Clean Air Task Force (May 2002) ("Power plant
emissions and their byproducts form particulate matter, ozone smog and air toxics. These pollutants are
associated with respiratory hospitalizations, lost school days due to asthma attacks, low birth weight,
stunted lung growth and tragically, even infant death.") (available at httr://cta.policy.net/fact/children/).
9 1 Allison L. Russell, URBAN POLLUTANTS: A REVIEW AND ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY, at 3, New
York City Environmental Justice Alliance 2000 (available at http://www.nyceja.org/pdf/Urban.pdf).
ID See id.

Id.
Id.
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The Benefits of Indian Point 2 and 3

The Indian Point facilities, located in the affluent and predominantly white

Westchester County,have a combined generating capacity of approximately

2000 MW. The facilities provide approximately 20-30% of the electricity for New

York City and its northern suburbs. And, unlike New York's fossil-fuel burning

facilities, Indian Point 2 and 3 do not pollute the air.

Applicant's Environmental Report

The proposed action of renewing the operating license for Indian Point

would lead to continued environmental benefits for the region. The alternatives

to the proposed action: no action, decommissioning or utilizing alternative energy

sources, will either have very negative environmental impacts or are not feasible.

The proposed action is to renew the operating licenses for IP2 and IP3 for a

period of twenty (20) years beyond the current operating licenses' expiration

dates. For IP2 the requested renewal would extend the existing license expiration

date from September 28, 2013 until September 28, 2033. For IP3 the requested

renewal would extend the existing license expiration date from December 12,

2015 to December 12, 2035.

Physical and Chemical Environment

The lower Hudson River is a 152-mile tidal estuary and Indian Point is

located 43 miles from the mouth. Two of the most serious issues around the

plant are 1) it is located in a Clean Air Act nonattainment area and 2) serious

PCB contamination occurred upriver and there are currently plans for mitigation..

Regarding air issues, Indian Point is probably the most positive industrial

structure in the region that provides valuable electricity service while adding no

EPA criteria pollutants. In terms of-the river, poison runoff from urban, suburban

and rural sources is the principle threat to the river. The ER comprehensively

covers the environmental issues related to the physical and chemical

environments in the area. The ER also includes helpful information generated

from years of environmental impact statements generated by the New York
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Department of Environmental Conservation. The report provides extensive

coverage of the endangered species in the area. The NRC Generic

Environmental Impact Statement is utilized to establish characterization methods

for fish populations and other environmental characteristics.

Minority and Low Income Populations

The NRC performs environmental justice analyses utilizing a 50-mile

radius around the plant as the environmental "impact site" and the -four states

(New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania & Connecticut) individually when all or

part of a block group is in those states as the "geographic area" for comparative

analysis. The NRC Procedural Guidance for Performing Environmental

Assessments and Considering Environmental Issues indicates that a minority

population is considered to be present if either of the two following conditions

exists: (1) The minority population in the census block group exceeds 50

percent. (2) The minority population is more than 20 percentage points greater in

the census block group than it is in the minority percentage of the geographic

area chosen for the comparative analysis. The NRC defines "minority"

population as American Indian or Alaskan Native, Asian, Native Hawaiian or

Pacific Islander, Black, other, multi-racial, the aggregate of all minority races, or

Hispanic ethnicity. The ER includes significant demographic information related

to minority and low-income populations.

Indian Point is, and has been, a positive environmental structure for

minority and low-income people. This positive influence should be allowed to

continue'.

Taxes, Local Land Use and Housing

The ER contains an exhaustive description of benefits it provides to local

entities in terms of income. All of the counties around the facility are growing

rapidly and will be challenged to meet electrical capacity needs and the

aforementioned atmospheric regulations. Indian Point is a positive factor for

growth in the region.
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Historv

The description of the history of the Indian Point site is illuminating. The

construction and operation of the facility has added to the fine history of this site.

The NRC should provide the license renewal requested so that the excellent

emission free electricity can continue to flow throughout the region.

Radioactive Waste Treatment Processes

We are satisfied that Entergy is taking the appropriate steps to manage its

waste products. They are following the procedures for managing and storing.

liquid, gaseous and solid radioactive wastes. Entergy also initiated site

preparation work in 2006 for dry caste storage. This Independent Spent Fuel

Storage Installation (ISFSI) Facility will provide acceptable temporary storage

until Yucca Mountain is ready to accept spent fuel. According to the ER, the

ISFSI Facility Will contain a 96' x 208' concrete storage pad, which will provide

storage locations for 78 Holtec International HI-STORM 100S(B) Casks. The HI

STORM Casks will be arranged in a 6 x 13 array with 75 storage locations

allocated for the casks.

IP2 and IP3 Gaseous Effluent Releases

The quantities of gaseous effluents released from the site are controlled

by the administrative limits defined in the Offsite Dose Calculation Manual

(ODCM). Entergy has operated the plant within ODCM parameters and we are

satisfied that releases have never caused environmental harm.

Employment

The work force at Indian Point consists of approximately 1,255 persons.

The ER gives a comprehensive description of this workforce: where they live and

how many employees live in a particular jurisdiction. AAEA wants these

employees and future employees to have the opportunity to work at this electric

power facility for an additional 20 years beyond 2013 and 2015. They probably

do not consider themselves to be environmental justice activists, but by their

functions, they are fighting environmental injustice.
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GElS Categories For Environmental Issues

The NRC identified and analyzed 92 environmental issues in its Generic

Environmental Impact Statement (GELS) that it considers being associated with

nuclear power plant license renewal and has designated the issues as Category

1, Category 2, or NA (not applicable). Entergy lists 43 Category 1 issues that are

applicable to the site. The NRC identified 21 issues as Category 2. Entergy lists

11 Category 2 issues that are applicable to the site. Regarding Not.Applicable

License Renewal Issues, NRC determined that its categorization and impact-

finding definitions did not apply to electromagnetic fields (chronic effect) and

environmental justice. However, the ER goes on to state that, "'for environmental

justice, NRC does not require information from applicants, but noted that it would

be addressed in individual license renewal reviews (10 CFR Part51, Appendix B,

Table B-I, Footnote 6). Entergy has included environmental justice demographic

information in Section 2.6.2.

Impingement and Entrainment

AAEA concurs with Entergy's conclusion on impingement and entrainment

that withdrawal of water from the Hudson River for the purposes of once-through

cooling at the site does not have any demonstrable negative effect on

representative Hudson River fish populations, nor does it warrant further

mitigation measures. (Section 4.3.6)

Heat Shock and Thermal Discharqe Analysis

The ER states that Indian Point, "is complying with this permit, including

limits and conditions established by the NYSDEC for thermal discharges.. .and

the associated agreement to continue implementation of the fourth Consent

Decree ensures that thermal impacts will satisfy the requirements of CWA 316(a)

and will thus remain SMALL during the license renewal term. Therefore, no

further mitigation measures are warranted. (Section 4.4.6) AAEA has no

information to challenge this conclusion.
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Endangered Species

AAEA concurs with Entergy's conclusion regarding endangered species:

"The continued operation of the site will not adversely impact any federally listed

species which may exist on or pass through the site."

Groundwater contamination

AAEA believes that any leakage of radiation into the groundwater is

unacceptable. The site does not use groundwater in its operations or as a source

of drinking water. Groundwater is not the source of drinking water for Peekskill or

Buchanan. Current conditions of the radiological contamination appear to be

largely limited to the general area beneath the facility. The ER provides

extensive coverage of this issue. The information is satisfactory to AAEA and

should be comforting to the public., The ER also states, "The investigation of the

radionuclide contamination of the groundwater began in 2005, and although the

investigation is on-going, Entergy and the NRC have concluded that although

there appears to be some level of contaminated groundwater that discharges to

the Hudson River, these levels do not exceed the effluent or radiological dose

criteria established by the NRC. Entergy plans to continue to investigate

groundwater contamination mitigation methods to determine their feasibility, as

deemed appropriate by the NRC." (4.23.5) Thus, the current condition of this

contamination should not be an impediment to license renewal.

Alternatives Considered

AAEA supports the proposed action, opposes the no-action alternative,

and believes that alternative energy technologies are not feasible for replacing

the electricity output at the facility. The ER gives thorough coverage to these

alternatives.

Closed Cycle Cooling Alternatives

The ER examines four alternative technologies for heat dissipation: 1)

evaporative ponds, spray ponds or cooling canals, 2) dry cooling towers, 3)

natural draft cooling towers, and 4) mechanical draft wet cooling towers. A

closed cycle cooling retrofit has never been performed on a nuclear power plant

before and the consequences of trying are wildly unpredictable. The
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consideration of these technologies is comprehensive in the ER. We oppose all

of these technologies and fear that if any of them are imposed, it is our belief the

company will choose to close.

Natural Gas or Coal Replacement

AAEA believes these fossil fuel plants are not feasible at the Indian Point

location. AAEA believes natural gas should be used to produce base-load

electricity as little as possible. The site is not large enough to accommodate a

coal plant.

Water Permit (Water Quality 401 Certification)

The ER states, "NYSDEC has taken the position that it will require

submission of an application for a new state water quality (401) certification in

conjunction with the license renewal application, rather than relying on the

SPDES permit as evidence of continued certification. To initiate the approval

process, Entergy will file the Joint Application for Permit with the NYSDEC for the

water quality certification at a date determined by the NYSDEC. The SPDES

permit for discharges at the site expired on October 1, 1992. However in

accordance with the New York State Administrative Procedures Act, Entergy filed

a timely SPDES permit renewal application 180 days prior to the current permit's

expiration date on April 3, 1992. Therefore, the SPDES permit has been

administratively continued." This summary of the current status of Entergy's

Indian Point water permit illustrates that the company is in compliance with the

Clean Water Act. AAEA intends to participate in the future adjudication of this

issue. There is also the matter of EPA finalizing regulations for determination of

best available technologies for power plants.

Recommendation and Conclusion

The license should be renewed. There are not environmental considerations that

would merit refusal of the renewal. AAEA supports the License Renewal. The

facility is an environmental asset for the local area, the state and the planet. The

license renewal would promote environmental justice and mitigate global

warming. The license would enhance New York's ability to meet its clean air

requirements and global warming agreement.
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STATE OF NEW YORK: DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION

In the Matter of a Renewal
and Modification of a
State Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (SPDES)
permit pursuant to
Environmental Conservation Law
ECL) Article 17 and
Title 6 of the Official
Compilation of Codes,
Rules and Regulations of
the State of New York
(6 NYCRR) Parts 704 and
750 et seq. by

Ruling on Proposed Issues
For Adjudication and Petitions
For Party Status

DEC No.: .3-5522-00011/00004
SPDES No.: NY-0004472

Entergy Nuclear Indian Point 2, LLC
and Entergy Nuclear Indian Point 3, LLC,

Permittees. February 3, 2006

Background

Entergy Nuclear Indian Point 2, LLC and Entergy Nuclear
Indian Point 3, LLC (collectively referred to herein as
"Entergy," or "Permittees") seek to renew a State Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System ("SPDE.S") permit for the Indian
Point nuclear powered steam electric generating stations (the
"Stations"). The Stations are located on the east side of the
Hudson River, at river mile 43, in the Village of Buchanan,
Westchester County, New York. Indian Point 2, which commenced
operations subject to a license issued by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission in 1972, has a capacity of 970 megawatts. Indian
Point 3 was licensed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in
1976, and has a capacity of 980 megawatts.'

Indian Point 2 and Indian Point 3 are equipped with separate
cooling water systems that withdraw water from the Hudson River
and discharge that water back to the River through a shared
discharge canal (a "once-through" cooling system). The water is
taken into the cooling system, circulates past the condenser
coils to absorb waste heat from operation of the generation

Indian Point 1 is also owned and managed by Entergy, but no longer generates

electricity and will be decommissioned. Nevertheless, cooling and service water
is still drawn through the Unit 1 intake.



equipment, and is discharged back to the River at a higher
temperature than at *the intake. The Stations withdraw upto 2.5
billion gallons of water per day from the Hudson River, through
three intake, structures on the shoreline. 'The heated non-contact
cooling water is discharged to the River through sub-surface
diffuser ports located along the seaward wall of the discharge'
canal, south of the intake structures.

Staff of the New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation ("DEC" or "Department") issued a SPDES permit for
the Stations in 1987. The permit was originally jointly issued
to Consolidated Edison (the then-owner and operator of Unit 2)
and, the New York Power Authority (the then-owner and operator of
Unit 3). In April 1992, Consolidated Edison and the New York
Power Authority filed, pursuant to, Environmental Conservation Law
("ECL") Section 17-0823, a timely renewal application with the
Department. As a result, the Stations have continued to operate
pursuant to the "safe harbor" provision of the State
Administrative Procedure Act ("SAPA") Section 401(2).2 In
November 2000, the Indian Point 3 permit was transferred to
Entergy Nuclear Indian Point 3. In September 2001, the Indian
Point 2 permit was transferred to Entergy Nuclear Indian Point 2.

In 1975, the United States Environmental Protection Agency
("EPA") issued National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
("NPDES") permits for the Indian Point facilities, as well as the
Roseton and Bowline Point fossil fuel powered facilities. At
that time, Central Hudson Gas & Electric ("CHG&E") operated *the
Roseton facility, and Orange and Rockland Utilities, Inc. ("O&R")
was the owner of the Bowline power plant. The Roseton plant was
jointly owned by CHG&E, Consolidated Edison, and Niagara Mohawk.

On December 19, 1980, the New York State Attorney General,
the Department, EPA, Consolidated Edison, CHG&E, NYPA, and O&R,
as well as other interested parties, entered into the Hudson
River Settlement Agreement ("HRSA"). Since 1975, when EPA issued
the NPDES permits, the signatories to the agreement had been

Section 401(2) provides that

[w]hen a licensee has made timely and sufficient application
for the renewal of a license or a new license with reference
to any activity of a continuing nature, the existing license
does not expire until the application has been finally
determined by the agency, and, in. case the application is
denied or the terms of the new license limited, until the
last day for seeking review of the agency order or a later
date fixed by order of the reviewing court, provided that
this subdivision shall not affect any valid agency action
then in effect summarily suspending such license.
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involved in adjudicatory hearings and subsequent negotiations
with respect to, among other things, retrofitting cooling towers
at the facilities. The HRSA was "a 10-year agreement designed to
obtain necessary data, impose needed analytical assessments, and
develop an impact assessment to determine how best to mitigate
impacts to the Hudson River," and was intended to take into
account the social, energy, economic and environmental issues in
connection with the HRSA facilities' operations. June 25, 2003
Final Environmental Impact Statement, Issues Conference Exhibit
(hereinafter "IC Exh.") 7, at 8. Through a series of judicial
orders on consent, 3 the HRSA process continued through the 1990s.

In May 1992, the Department, as lead agency, issued a
positive declaration pursuant to the State Environmental Quality
Review Act ("SEQRA"), ECL Article 8, with respect to the SPDES
permit renewal application. Department Staff determined that the
proposal is a Type I action, pursuant to Part 617 of Title 6 of
the Official Compilation of Codes, Rules and Regulations of the
State of New York ("6 NYCRR") . A coordinated review was
conducted and the Department determined that the project may have
a significant adverse impact on the environment. Department
Staff issued the positive declaration due to concerns about the
impacts the HRSA facilities may have on Hudson River fish
populations. The purpose of the positive declaration was to
undertake a comprehensive environmental review of the potential
adverse impacts and to assess reasonable mitigation measures.

The Department issued a Notice of Complete Application dated
February 28, 2000, which was published in the Department's
Environmental Notice Bulletin ("ENB") on March 8, 2000, and in
newspapers in the vicinity of the Stations during the following
week.

In 2002, certain petitioners, including the Hon. Richard L.
Brodsky, an assemblyman in the New York State Legislature,
commenced a proceeding in Albany County Supreme Court, pursuant
to Article 78 of the New York Civil Practice Law and Rules
("CPLR"), to mandate action by the Department on the Indian Point

SPDES permit renewal applications (Matter of Brodsky v. Crotty,
Sup. Ct., Albany County, Keegan, J., Index No. 7136-02). On
April 8, 2003, upon review of the renewal application, Department
Staff proposed to modify the SPDES permit to require reduction of
impacts to aquatic organisms and completion of 'a water quality

The First Amended Consent Order expired on September 1, 1994. The Second
Amended Consent Order expired on September 1, 1995. The Third Amended Consent
Order expired on September 1, 1997, and the Fourth Amended Consent Order expired
on February 1, 1998.
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review that would result in adjustments to certain limits in the
existing SPDES permit. On May 14, 2003, the court issued an
order that set a schedule requiring, among other things, that
Department Staff complete the Final Environmental Impact
Statement ("FEIS") for the Stations by July 1, 2003, and issue a
draft SPDES permit for the Stations by November 14, 2003. The
court's order also granted a motion by Riverkeeper, Inc. to
intervene.

The Department accepted the FEIS on June 25, 2003. The FEIS
described the project's "Potential Environmental Impacts" as
follows:

The majority of impacts to aquatic organisms
and habitat associated with intake structures
from these facilities is closely linked to
water withdrawals from the variouswaters in
which the intakes are located. . . . The
withdrawal of such quantities of cooling'
water affects large numbers of aquatic
organisms annually . . .. Aquatic organisms
drawn into CWIS [cooling water intake
structures] 4 are either impinged on
components of the CWIS or entrained in the
cooling water system itself.

Impingement takes.place when organisms are
trapped against intake screens by the force
of the water passing through the cooling
water intake structure. This can result in
starvation and exhaustion (organisms are
trapped against an intake screen or other
barrier at the entrance to the cooling water
intake structure), asphyxiation (organisms
are pressed against an intake screen or other
barrier at the entrance to the cooling water
intake structure by velocity forces which
prevent proper gill movement, or organisms
are removed from the water for prolonged

EPA has defined a "cooling water intake structure" as the total physical
structure and any associated constructed waterways used to withdraw water from
the waters of the United States, from the point at which water is withdrawn, up
to and including the intake pumps. 66 Federal Register. ("Fed. Reg.") 65259
(Dec. 18, 2001). The Agency has defined "cooling water" as water used for
contact or non-contact cooling, including water used for equipment cooling,
evaporative cooling tower makeup, and dilution of effluent heat content. See
generally 65 Fed. Reg. 49071-4 (Aug. 10, 2000) and 66 Fed. Reg. 65262 (Dec. 18,
2001). Cooling water's intended use is to absorb waste heat from production
processes or auxiliary operations. 66 Fed. Reg. 65262 (Dec. 18, 2001).
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periods of time), descaling (fish lose scales
when removed from an intake screen by a wash
system), and other physical harms.

Entrainment usually occurs when relatively
small.benthic, planktonic, and nektonic
organisms, including early life stages of
fish and shellfish, are drawn through the
cooling water intake structure into the
cooling system. In the normal water body
ecosystem, many of these small organisms
serve as prey for larger organisms that are
found higher on the food chain. As entrained
organisms pass through a plant's cooling
system they are subject to mechanical,
thermal, Or toxic stress. Sources of such
stress include physical impacts in the pumps
and condenser tubing, pressure changes caused
by diversion of the cooling water into the
plant or by the hydraulic effects of the
condensers, sheer stress, thermal shock, and
chemical toxemia induced by antifouling
agents such as chlorine.

In addition to impingement and entrainment
losses associated with the operation of CWIS,
another concern is the cumulative degradation
of the aquatic environment as a result of (1)
multiple intake structures operating in the
same watershed or in the same or nearby
reaches, (2) intakes located within or
adjacent to an impaired waterbody.

Issues Conference Exhibit (hereinafter "IC Exh.") 7, at 15-16
(citations omitted).

The FEIS goes on to note that historically, impacts related
to CWIS have been evaluated pursuant to Clean Water Act ("CWA")
Section 316 (b) (33 United States Code Section 1326(b)) on a
facility-by-facility basis. Section 316(b) of the statute
requires that any standard established pursuant to Sections 301
or 306 of the Act and applicable to a point source discharge must
require that the location, design, construction and capacity of
the cooling water intake structures. ("CWIS") reflect the "best
technology available" for minimizing adverse environmental
impact.
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On November 12, 2003, Department Staff provided a draft
permit for the Stations (IC Exh. 3A).• The draft permit contains
conditions which address three aspects of operations at Indian
Point: conventional industrial-wastewater pollutant discharges,
thermal discharge, and cooling water intake. Limits on the
conventional industrial discharges are not proposed to be changed
significantly from the previous permit. The draft permit does,
however, contain new conditions addressing the thermal discharge
and additional new conditions to implement the measures the
Department has determined to be the best technology available
("BTA") for minimizing impacts to aquatic resources from the
cooling water intake, including the installation of a closed
cycle cooling system at the Stations.

In order to reduce mortality of fish and aquatic
invertebrates, the Stations currently operate Ristroph modified
traveling screens, a fish handling and return system, two-speed
pumps in Unit 2, and variable speed pumps inUnit 3. With
respect to thermal discharges, the draft SPDES permit would
require Entergy to conduct a tri-axial (three-dimensional)
thermal study to document whether the thermal discharges from
Units 2 and 3 comply with State water quality criteria. If the
Stations do not meet State standards, Entergy may apply for a
modification of those criteria in an effort to demonstrate to the
Department that such criteria are unnecessarily restrictive and
that the requested modification would not inhibit the existence
and propagation of a balanced indigenous population of shellfish,
fish and wildlife in the River.

The Department has also determined that a closed-cycle
cooling system is the site-specific BTA to minimize the adverse
environmental impacts of the Units 1, 2 and 3 cooling water
intake structures. Nevertheless, Entergy may propose, within a
year of the permit's becoming effective, an alternative
technology or technologies that can minimize adverse
environmental impacts to a level equivalent to that achieved by a
closed-cycle cooling system at the Stations..

In order to implement closed-cycle cooling, the draft permit
would require Entergy to submit a pre-design engineering report
within one year of the permit's effective date. Within one year
after the submission of the report, Entergy must submit complete
design plans that address all construction issues for conversion

At the issues conference, Department Staff provided a revised draft permit dated
March 1, 2004 (IC Exhs. 11A, 1.B, 1IC, and liD). The revisions addressed
stenographic errors and other inaccuracies which were resolved between Entergy
and Department Staff.
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to closed-cycle cooling. In addition, the draft permit requires
Entergy to obtain approvals for the system's construction from
other government agencies, including modification of the
Stations' operating licenses from the Nuclear RegulatoryCommission. According to the fact sheet that accompanied the
draft SPDES permit, the Department cannot require Entergy to seek
extensions of its Nuclear Regulatory Commission licenses. If
Entergy elects not to extend those licenses, or if the Commission
denies a requested extension, the Department will not require
closed cycle cooling at the Stations. The fact sheet stated that
Entergy estimated that once construction begins, the conversion
to closed cycle cooling will take nearly five years to complete.

While steps, are being taken to implement.BTA, Entergy would
be required to schedule and take annual generation outages of no
fewer than 42 unit-days during the peak entrainment season,
between February 23 and August 23 of each calendar year. Under
the terms of the draft SPDES permit, these fish protection
outages must continue until closed cycle cooling is operational
at the Stations. In addition, Entergy must continue to operate
the existing fish impingement mitigation measures;, including the
Ristroph screens and the fish return system, and, to reduce
entrainment, Entergy must reduce flows throughout the year
according to a schedule specified in the permit. The draft SPDES
permit would also require Entergy to continue to conduct long-
term fish monitoring programs, and to pay $24 million annually
into an escrow account (the Hudson River Estuary Restoration
Fund), from which the Department will draw funds for programs or
projects intended to restore, protect or enhance Hudson River
Estuary resources.

Proceedings,

A notice dated November 12, 2003 (the "Notice"), announcing
the public comment period and the availability of the draft
permit, as well as providing notice of the legislative public
hearing and issues conference, appeared in the Department's
Environmental Notice Bulletin on November 12, 2003 and in the
Journal News, the Poughkeepsie Journal, the New York Times, the
Middletown Times Herald Record, and the Kingston Daily Freeman on
November 14, 2003.

Lefislative Public Hearings

As.provided for in the Notice, administrative law judge
("ALJ") Maria E. Villa convened legislative hearing sessions on
January 28, 2004 at 2:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m., and on January 29,
2004 at 2:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m. at the Esplanade Hotel in White
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Plains, New York to receive unsworn statements from members of
the public about the application materials and the draft SPDES
permit. ALJ Daniel P. O'Connell also presided.

'At each of the four sessions, representatives of Permittees
and Department Staff made presentations. Eight persons spoke at
the 2:00 p.m. session on January 28, including the Honorable
Richard Brodsky, of the New York State Assembly.. Mr. Brodsky
discussed Matter of Brodsky v. Crotty, and stated that the
Stations' withdrawal, use and discharge of water from the Hudson
River damaged the resource. The Assemblyman went on to criticize
the decision to defer implementation of closed cycle cooling for
fifteen years, as provided for in the draft SPDES permit. In his
remarks, Mr. Brodsky raised objections to the factual basis for
Department Staff's determinations, and the legal sufficiency of
the draft permit.

The next speaker, an Entergy employee and local resident
named Vincent Coulehan, stated that over the years he had seen
the water quality and fish population in the River improve, and
maintained that attempting to retrofit cooling towers at the
Stations would reduce the electrical output and ultimately result
in a permanent shutdown. Mr. Coulehan said that electric
reliability is of great concern, and that installing cooling
towers would harm the environment by increasing air pollution.
According to Mr. Coulehan, cooling towers would be unsightly, and
would not provide measurable ecological benefits to the River.

Norris McDonald, the president of the African American
Environmentalist Association ("AAEA"), was the next speaker. Mr.
McDonald raised concerns with respect to the adverse
environmental and health effects to be anticipated if the
Stations were obliged to shut down. According-to Mr. McDonald,
the Stations are already using best available technology to
prevent fish kills. He stated that the AAEA took the position
that the recommendation that cooling towers be installed is
expensive, unnecessary and would only lead to the Stations'
closure.

Mr. McDonald went on to say that closure of the Stations
would only shift air pollution to other areas of the State,
specifically, minority communities, and thus would raise a
significant environmental justice issue. This speaker questioned
whether environmental justice considerations had been taken into
account as part of Department Staff's review of the permit, and
observed that if the appropriate review had not occurred, the
AAEA would consider filing an environmental justice complaint
with EPA. Mr. McDonald also maintained that closure of Indian
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Point would result in compliance issues for the State with
respect to the federal Clean Air Act State Implementation Plan
("SIP"), and emphasized that the Stations provided reliable
energy without contributing pollutants that exacerbate asthma.
According to Mr. McDonald, a balanced approach should be taken
that would consider the environment, the health of minority
communities, and the need to provide electricity for the
metropolitan area. Mr. McDonald stated that the AAEA strongly
opposes the recommendations in the draft permit, and asserted
that closed-cycle cooling would notminimize environmental
impacts because the owner of the Stations would probably close
Indian Point rather than install the system recommended by
Department Staff.

A third speaker and Entergy employee, Robert Licata, spoke
in opposition to the installation of cooling towers, contending
that polychlorinated biphenyls ("PCBs") are the primary pollutant
of concern in the Hudson River, and are not attributable to the
Stations. Mr. Licata asserted that the heated water that is
returned to the River by once-through cooling has a beneficial
impact on the fish population. This speaker expressed concern
that changes at Indian Point could have far-reaching consequences
for nuclear plants throughout-the nation, and urged consideration
of the effects of any decision on all segments of society.

Antonio Zoulis, who spoke next, referred to a letter he had
written to the Wildlife Conservation Magazine, pointing out that
the Stations' thermal discharge was strictly regulated and that
there was no conclusive evidence that the Stations actually
harmed fish populations. Mr. Zoulis argued that the most
effective emission control strategy for utilities would be to
increase nuclear generation, pointing out that nuclear energy
accounted for about 72 percent of U.S. emission-free generation
in 2000.

The final speaker, Elise N. Zoli, Esq., counsel for Entergy,
responded to the remarks made earlier by Assemblyman Brodsky.
Ms. Zoli took issue with the Assemblyman'.s characterization of
the Court's order in Matter of Brodsky, pointing out that the
Department voluntarily agreed to issue the SPDES permit by
November 14, 2003. Ms. Zoli stated that Judge Keegan did not
reach any conclusion as to the Stations' impact on the Hudson
River or its fisheries.

Other than representatives of Permittees. and Department
Staff, no one appeared for the 7:00 p.m. session on January 28,
2005. Consequently, no comments from the public were received at
that time. At the 2:00 p.m. session on January 29, ten persons
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advised the ALJ that as a result of recent discussions with
Department Staff, proposed issue 4 was withdrawn. Accordingly,
this issue will not be considered at the adjudicatory hearing.

AAEA's Issues for Adjudication

As noted above, the African American Environmentalist
Association ("AAEA") filed a timely petition for party status.
According to the petition, the AAEA was founded in 1985 and is a
national, nonprofit organization "dedicated to protecting the
environment, promoting the efficient use of natural resources,
enhancing human, animal and plant ecologies, and increasing
African American participation in the environmental movement."
IC Exh. 4, at 2. The petition stated that the AAEA has
approximately 10,000 members, including approximately 1,000
members in the New York area. Id. The AAEA is "deeply concerned
with any policy or measure which impacts the.air quality of the
communities in which it is based, or which affects the health of
its members," and "seeks to include an African American point of
view in environmental policy and decision-making." IC Exh. 4, at
2-3. The AAEA is particularly concerned with promoting clean air
in African American communities. IC Exh. 4, at 3.

The petition stated that the AAEA sought party status to
bring its unique perspective to the Indian Point permitting
process, and to raise the issue of environmental justice. Id.
The petition cited to the Department's Environmental Justice
policy which states that

[i]t is the general policy of DEC to promote
environmental justice and incorporate
measures for achieving environmental justice
into its programs, policies, regulations,
legislative proposals and activities. This
policy is specifically intended to ensure
that DEC's environmental permit process
promotes environmental justice.

Environmental Justice Policy, Policy Statement CP-29, at 2 (March
.19, 2003).

In its petition, the AAEA asserted that in order to reduce
impingement and entrainment of Hudson River fish, the draft
permit "substantially limits" the Stations' ability to generate
electricity, and might even lead to the Stations' closure. IC
Exh. 4, at 1. According to AAEA, other nearby fossil fuel,
burning electric generation plants would then be called upon to
supply electric power to the region, with a corresponding
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increase in air pollution and decrease in air quality in low-
income and minority communities, where most such plants are
sited. The AAEA argued that, as a result, the draft permit
"effectively places the interests of Hudson River fish eggs and,
larva over the health of New York's low-income and minority
communities." IC Exh. 4, at 2.

The petition went. on to assert that fossil-fuel generated
power plants cause adverse health effects, and contended that
thoseadverse effects are borne disproportionately by African
Americans. IC Exh. 4, at 6. The AAEA argued that any lost
production from Indian Point would be replaced by in-city and
other facilities concentrated in the New York metropolitan area,
where a significant proportion African Americans reside. IC Exh.
4, at 8. The AAEA pointed out that the Stations are located in
an affluent, primarily whitearea of the State, and took the
position that closure of the Stations, or restrictions on Indian
Point's operations, would shift the burden of air pollution to
minority communities. IC Exh. 4, at 10. The AAEA noted that
there are 24 power plants in the New York metropolitan area, and
only a small number of those plants are located in areas not
predominantly populated by minorities. IC Exh. 4, at 8.

With respect to the organization's environmental interest,
AAEA stated that it is a non-profit environmental action group,
with an interest relating to the statutes administered by the
Department. IC Exh. 4, at 13. The AAEA indicated that it. has an
interest in ensuring that environmental justice is factored into
the Department's decision-making, and that environmental statutes
are interpreted with the Department's policy goal of promoting
environmental justice. Id.

The AAEA proposed the following issues for adjudication:

1. Whether Department Staff considered all adverse
environmental impacts in formulating the draft permit,
including air impacts on minority communities?

2. Whether Department Staff would have issued a different
permit had it adequately considered the negative
impacts on air quality in low-income and minority
communities which will result from any substantial
reduction in generation at Indian Point 2 and 3?

3. Whether the failure to consider all adverse
environmental impacts in formulating the draft permit
for Indian Point 2 and 3, including air impacts in
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minority communities, renders the draft permit
unsupportable?

In its petition, the AAEA argued that if generation at
Indian Point were reduced, the shortfall would of necessity be
replaced by facilities in the New York metropolitan area, and the
Lovett coal-burning facility. IC Exh. 4, at 9. The AAEA cited
to a November 3, 2003 report prepared by Synapse Energy
Economics, Inc. for counsel to Riverkeeper, which detailed the
in-city capacity available if the Stations were taken off-line.
IC Exh. 4E, at 2, 5. The AAEA's petition also included an August
2002 report prepared for Entergy Nuclear Northeast by TRC
Environmental Corporation. IC Exh. 4F. TRC stated in that
report that it was reasonable to assume that the majority of any
lost output from Indian Point would be replaced by increased
generation from units in the New York City/Westchester load
pocket. Id., at ES-I.

According to the TRC report, if Indian Point's lost output
were to be filled by in-city power plants, carbon dioxide
emissions would increase by 101%, or over 12 million tons, sulfur
dioxide would increase by 106%, or .over 8 thousand tons, and
oxides of nitrogen would increase by 105%, or over 16 thousand
tons. IC Exh. 4F, at .5-3, 5-4. Even if plants in the Hudson
Valley were included, the TRC report stated that emissions of
these pollutants would increase by over 50%. Id., at 5-5, 5-6.
Consequently, AAEA argued, the incidences of death and
respiratory and cardiovascular diseases would show a
corresponding increase. IC Exh. 4, at 10.

The AAEA contended in its petition that under conservative
estimates, installation of closed cycle cooling will require a
ten-month shutdown of the Stations. IC Exh. 4, at 11. The AAEA
argued further that in making its BTA determination, Department
Staff was required to minimize or avoid other impacts to the
maximum extent practicable, as set forth in the FEIS. Id., at
12. The AAEA went on to assert that despite the acknowledgments
set forth in the FEIS with respect to weighing impacts,
Department Staff issued the draft SPDES permit "without
addressing the environmental justice impacts which its decision
would entail, particularly the significantadverse impacts that
will result from a shift in power production from Indian Point 2
and 3 to existing fossil-fuel facilities." Id. According to the
AAEA, the Department's failure to consider other impacts violates
SEQRA and renders the FEIS and the draft permit null and void.
Id.
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The AAEA argued that the proposed issues are substantive
because those issues "call into question the legality of the
DEC's FEIS and Draft SPDES Permit for Indian Point 2 and 3, raise
important public health and environmental justice concerns, and
challenge the Draft Permit's compliance with the SEQRA and 6
NYCRR § 704.5 requirement that in issuing a permit, DEC consider
all adverse environmental impacts." IC Exh. 4, at 15 (emphasis
in original).

The AAEA contended that the issues proposed are significant
because they would ultimately call for a major modification of.
the draft SPDES permit to eliminate all provisions that would

*reduce generation at the Stations, including the requirement that
cooling towers be installed. Id.

For its offer of proof, AAEA.indicated that its President,
Norris MacDonald, and its expert, John McCormick, an energy.
policy analyst with thirty years of experience, would present
testimony to establish the negative effects of fossil fuel
plants, the disproportionate effect such plant emissions have on
minority and low-income communities, and the negative impact to
be anticipated if the Stations are brought off-line. IC Exh. 4,
at 15-16. The AAEA further stated that it intended to offer
evidence that the Department failed to consider environmental
justice issues when it conducted its impact assessment for the
SPDES permit.. Id.

At the issues conference, Entergy stated that it had no
objection to the environmental interest advanced by this
petitioner, nor did it object to any of the issues AAEA proposed
for adjudication. IC Tr. at 201. Department Staff objected to
the petition, arguing that AAEA's contentions were based upon an
unrealistic scenario where the Stations would be shut down, and
that nothing in the draft permit would or could cause a closure
of Indian Point. IC Tr. at 199'. Department Staff went on to
note that the draft permit would require Entergy to provide a
design for closed cycle cooling, and any understanding as to the
air quality impacts to be anticipated must be informed by knowing
what the particular design for the system will ultimately be. IC
Tr. at 200. According to Department Staff, submission of the
design would enable the Department to assess and analyze the air
quality impacts for the second permit term. Id.

Riverkeeper argued that the issues identified by the AAEA
failed to particularize the criteria in question in the draft
permit. IC Tr. at 2.01. Riverkeeper asserted that the AAEA's
issues were appropriate for consideration under SEQRA, noting
that SEQRA contemplates that questions such as those advanced by.
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the AAEA be raised earlier-in that process. IC Tr. at 202.
According to Riverkeeper, the AAEA's offers of proof with respect
to the issues proposed did not identify permit conditions and
indicate why those conditions were not in conformance with
applicable law and permitting standards. IC Tr. at 203.
Riverkeeper argued further that the AAEA's arguments with respect
to outages at the Stations were merely general concerns about
impacts on an unspecified population, and Riverkeeper went on to
assert that the impacts were not specified. IC Tr. at 205.
Finally, Riverkeeper contended that environmental justice
concerns fall more within the purview of SEQRA, and should be
addressed in that process, rather than in the context of non-
compliance with a SPDES permit requirement. IC Tr. at 206.

In response, the AAEA argued that the Department's
Environmental Justice policy specifically states that it is
applicable to the permitting process, noting that allowing AAEA
to participate would further the Department's goal of ensuring
that the concerns of low income and minority communities are
considered in permitting decisions. IC Tr. at 207. The AAEA
maintained that even one outage day could result in health
impacts' IC Tr. at 208. Department Staff responded that the
draft permit does consider air impacts on the New York
metropolitan area, and that the Department might be able to
submit additional testimony in that regard. IC Tr. at 212.

Department Staff went on to point out that outages at Indian
Point would not authorize replacement generators to violate the
terms of.their air emissions permits. Id. Department Staff
contended further that the issues, as proposed, overlapped and
amounted to one issue. IC Tr. at 213. Riverkeeper offered
additional remarks in support of its contention that forced
outages were not good policy, and that if Riverkeeper's plan for
closed cycle cooling at the Stations were adopted, the risks of.
outages of concern to the AAEA would be substantially eliminated.
IC Tr. 'at 225-27. Counsel for DPS reiterated that the MAPS model
would provide guidance as to the potential air quality impacts of
the proposals for closed cycle cooling at the Stations. IC Tr.
at 227-28.

'John McCormick, the AAEA's expert, stated that while he was
not fully prepared to give a technical evaluation, when
construction begins at Indian Point there is a likelihood that
coal fired capacity will be called into service. IC Tr. at 217.

.. Shutdowns of 42 days could increase emissions from such plants by
over 1.2 million tons during ozone season, according to Mr.
McCormick, including an increase in oxides of nitrogen. IC Tr.
at 218-19. Mr. McCormick went on to assert that he could
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identify fifteen units in the New York City load pocket that
could make up the lost power if Indian Point's generation were

*reduced. IC Tr. at 219. Moreover, the AAEA indicated that it is
prepared to offer testimony to establish that the Department in
fact failed to take environmental justice considerations into
account in the process of arriving at the terms of the draft
permit. IC Exh. 4, at 15-16; IC Tr. at 223.

In light of the uncertainty with respect to the ultimate
design of a closed cycle cooling system and the air emissions
impacts that could be associated with such a system, it would be
inappropriate to foreclose participation by the AAEA in this
process at this juncture. At the issues conference, Department
Staff acknowledged that the air impacts of closed cycle cooling
at the Stations cannot be fully understood until Entergy submits
a design for such a system. In addition, Department. Staff stated
that further SEQRA review is contemplated. IC Tr. at 99.
Moreover, the issues proposed by the AAEA have already been
joined in connection with Entergy's disputes with Department
Staff over the conditions in the draft SPDES permit, particularly
with respect to Section III, issues 2 and 3 in Entergy's
comments. See IC Exh. 6, at 16-17. Accordingly, the AAEA is
granted full party status in this proceeding.

Pursuant to Section 624.4(b) (5) (ii), the ALJ is tasked with
determining which issues satisfy the standards for adjudication,
and defining those issues as precisely as possible. The issues
in the AAEA's petition, while substantive and significant,
essentially restate the same issue. Moreover, the petition
discusses only the potential effect on air quality as the adverse
environmental impact to be addressed. Therefore, the AAEA's
issues will be considered as one, and the issue for adjudication
at the hearing will be whether the draft SPDES permit has
considered adequately the impacts on air quality if a closed
cycle cooling system is installed at the Stations. This issue is
substantive because, based on the AAEA's offer of proof, and, upon
this record, capacity may be limited by such installation. The
issue is significant because, after hearing, the proposed draft
permit may be modified to address air emission concerns.

Assemblyman Brodsky's Petition for Party Status

Assemblyman Brodsky's late-filed petition proposed the same
issues for adjudication set forth in Riverkeeper's petition.
Entergy objected to Mr. Brodsky's petition, as did Department
Staff. The AAEA supported the petition, and Riverkeeper took no
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of ) Docket Nos. 50-247-LR and
S) 50-286-LR
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)
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)_ March 7, 2011

APPLICANT'S ANSWER TO RIVERKEEPER, INC.'S MOTION FOR LEAVE
AND NEW CONTENTION CONCERNING THE CONSIDERATION

OF ENDANGERED AND THREATENED AQUATIC SPECIES

I. INTRODUCTION

Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(h)(1), Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc. ("Entergy")

submits this Answer opposing the "Consolidated Motion for Leave to File a New Contention and

New Contention Concerning NRC Staff s Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement"

("Motion"), filed by Riverkeeper, Inc. ("Riverkeeper") on February 3, 2011. In response to the

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRC") Staff s issuance of its Final Supplemental

Environmental Impact Statement ("FSEIS"),1 Riverkeeper proposes new Contention EC-8

alleging that the FSEIS is deficient because it fails to consider the yet-to-be-issuedBiological

Opinion ("BiOp") of the National Marine Fisheries Service ("NMFS") following the conclusion

of the ongoing consultation between NMFS and NRC pursuant to Section 7 of the Endangered

NUREG-1437, Supp. 38, Generic Environmental Impact Statement for License Renewal of Nuclear Plants,

Supp. 38, Regarding Indian Point Nuclear Generating Units Nos. 2 and 3, Final Report (Dec. 2010)
("FSEIS"), available at ADAMS Accession Nos. ML103350405 (Vol. 1), MLI03350438 (Vol. 2),
ML103360209 (Vol. 2), ML103360212 (Vol. 2), ML103350442 (Vol. 3).
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Species Act ("ESA").2 Riverkeeper further argues that NRC must supplement the FSEIS to

reflect the results of the Section 7 consultation before NRC can make a final decision regarding

.3whether to issue the renewed licenses.

As shown below, Riverkeeper's Motion does not meet the NRC's late-filed contention

requirements set forth in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(0(2), or the contention admissibility requirements

codified in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1). Specifically, to the extent Riverkeeper complains about the

timing of NRC's issuance of its Biological Assessment ("BA"), Riverkeeper has not

demonstrated that this argument is based on any "data or conclusions" in the NRC Staff's FSEIS

that "differ significantly" from previously available information.4 In fact, Riverkeeper clearly.

could have raised this issue much earlier in this proceeding, and therefore, this aspect of the

contention is impermissibly late.

Even if the-Atomic Safety and Licensing Board ("Board") were to put aside issues of

timeliness, Riverkeeper Contention EC-8 fails to meet the admissibility requirements set forth in

10 C.F.R. § 2.309(0(1).. In this regard, Riverkeeper fails to identify any legal basis for its

argument that NRC was required to conclude its consultation with NMFS pursuant to the ESA

before issuing itsFSEIS under the National Environmental Policy Act ("NEPA"). Consistent

with the requirements of the ESA, the consultation process must only be completed before any

final decision by the NRC in this proceeding. Also, if any information generated during the

consultation process is both new and significant, NRC regulations require the Staff to

supplement the FSEIS. Riverkeeper presents no basis for challenging or assuming irregularities

2. Riverkeeper Inc.. Consolidated Motion for Leave to File a New Contention and New Contention Concerning
NRC Staff's Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement at 1 (Feb. 3, 2011) ("Motion"), available at
ADAMS Accession No. ML110410361.

3 Id.

' 10 C.F.R. § 2:309(0(2).
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in either of these processes. Accordingly, Contention EC-8 fails to provide sufficient

information to establish a genuine dispute on a material issue of law or fact, as required by

10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(vi), and should be dismissed.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Evaluation of Endangered Species in the License Renewal Proceeding

On April 23, 2007, Entergy filed its application to renew the operating licenses for Indian

Point Nuclear Generating Units 2 and 3 ("IP2" and "IP3," collectively "Indian Point"), for

20 years beyond their current expiration dates of September 9, 2013, and December 12, 2015,

respectively. After accepting the Indian Point license renewal application ("LRA") for detailed

review, the NRC Staff began the environmental review process described in 10 C.F.R. Part 51 by

publishing a notice of intent to prepare an environmental impact statement ("EIS") and begin the

environmental scoping process. 5 As part of that process, the Staff requested that NMFS provide

a list of federally-listed endangered or threatened species as well as information on protected,

proposed, and candidate species and any designated critical habitat that may be in the vicinity of

6Indian Point.

NMFS responded to the NRC request in a letter dated October 4, 2007, indicating that the

federally-listed endangered shortnose sturgeon and the candidate species Atlantic sturgeon are

present in the Hudson River.7 Thus, NMFS stated that these species should be considered in any

5 Notice of Intent to Prepare an Environmental Impact Statement and Conduct Scoping Process, 72 Fed. Reg.
45,075 (Aug. 10, 2007).

6 FSEIS, Vol. 3, App. E at E-14 to -15 (Letter from R. Franovich, NRC, to P. Colosi, NMFS (Aug. 16, 2007)).

NMFS is part of the U.S. Department of Commerce's National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.
NMFS and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service ("FWS") share responsibilities for administering the ESA. See
50 C.F.R. § 402.01(b). Generally speaking, FWS is responsible for land and freshwater species, while NMFS
is responsible for marine and anadromous species.

7 FSEIS, Vol. 3, App. E at E-77 to -79 (Letter from M. Colligan, NMFS, to NRC (Oct. 4, 2007)). A ."candidate
species" is a "species being considered by [NMFS] for listing as endangered or threatened species but not yet
the subject of a proposed rule." 50 C.F.R. § 402.12(d).
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NRC NEPA documents and that it expected NRC to initiate consultation pursuant to Section 7 of

the ESA concerning any potential effects of the proposed action on listed species. 8

On December 22, 2008, the Staff issued its DSEIS, in which it evaluated the site-specific

environmental impacts of license renewal for IP2 and IP3.9 Sections 2.2.5.5 and 4.6.1 of the

DSEIS presented information on the shortnose sturgeon and the Atlantic sturgeon. Based on

information available to the NRC Staff at that time, the DSEIS indicated that there was

uncertainty on the potential impacts to both species of sturgeon during the license renewal term,

and found that the impacts could be SMALL to LARGE. Appendix E of the DSEIS contained

the Staff's December 2008 initial BA, which the NRC Staff provided to'NMFS by letter dated

December 22, 2008.10 That letter indicated that although the renewal of the Indian.Point

operating licenses could adversely affect the population of shortnose sturgeon, NRC Staff could

not, at that time, quantify the extent to which the species could be affected.

On February 24, 2009, NMFS responded to NRC and indicated that additional

information would be necessary before initiating consultation concerning the shortnose

sturgeon." Subsequently, the NRC Staff corresponded with NMFS to determine how best to

coordinate the consultation going forward.12 The NRC Staff proceeded to discuss the need for

8 FSEIS, Vol. 3, App. E at E-78 (Letter from M. Colligan, NMFS, to NRC (Oct. 4, 2007)).

9 NUREG- 1437, Supp. 38, Generic Environmental Impact Statement for License Renewal of Nuclear Plants,
Regarding Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit Nos. 2 and 3, Draft Report for Comment (Dec. 2008)
("DSEIS"), available at ADAMS Accession Nos. ML083540594 (Vol. 1), ML083540614 (Vol. 2).

10 FSEIS, Vol. 3, App. E at E-89 to -90 (Letter from D. Wrona, NRC, to M. Colligan, NMFS (Dec. 22, 2008)).

u Id at E-93 to-95 (Letter from M. Colligan, NMFS, to D. Wrona, NRC (Feb. 24, 2009)). Specifically, NMFS

requested four types of information: (1) corrections to the life history section of the 2008 BA; (2) additional
information on impingement mortality; (3) estimates of thermal impacts; and (4) clarification regarding the
status of the State of New York adjudicatory process relating to the closed-cycle cooling system alternative.
See id. at E-93 to -94.

12 See E-mail from A. Stuyvenberg, NRC, to J. Crocker, NMFS (Mar. 26, 2009), available at ADAMS Accession

No. ML090850187.
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additional data with Entergy13 and. Entergy subsequently provided NRC with the requested

shortnose sturgeon impingement data.14

The NRC Staff issued its FSEIS on December 3, 2010. Significantly, the Staff modified

and augmented the FSEIS in response to comments submitted by NMFS and the additional data

provided by Entergy. Based on this information, the FSEIS found that the impacts of continued

operation on the shortnose sturgeon and the Atlantic sturgeon would be SMALL. 5 .In addition,

the NRC Staff sent NMFS a revised BA by letter dated December 10, 2010.o16

In January 2011, NRC and NMFS corresponded informally via e-mail about the revised

BA and Section 7 consultation process. NMFS indicated that it was working on a response to

NRC's December 10 letter, but that NMFS had all the information it needed to initiate formal

consultation.1 7 In addition, NMFS stated that the due date for the final BiOp would be April 30,

2011 (135 days after NMFS received NRC's revised BA) unless during the course of the

consultation NMFS and NRC mutually agreed to extend this date.18

Subsequently, NMFS sent NRC a letter dated February 16, 2011, indicating that formal

consultation began on December 16, 2010, that the consultation would conclude within 90 days

13 See Summary of Telephone Conference Call Held on May 11, 2009, Between the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission and Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc., Concerning Endangered Species Act Consultation Data
(June 11, 2009), available atADAMS Accession No. ML091420036.

14 See Letter from F. Dacimo, Entergy, to NRC, Request for Additional Information Related to License Renewal

Indian Point Nuclear Application Environmental Report - Impingement Data (Nov. 24, 2009), available at
ADAMS Accession No. ML093420528; Letter from F. Dacimo, Entergy, to NRC, Transmission of Additional
Requested Information Regarding Sturgeon Impingement Data (July 1, 2009), available at ADAMS Accession
No. ML091950345.

15 See FSEIS, Vol. 1 at 4-59 to -60.

16 See Letter from D. Wrona, NRC, to M. Colligan, NMFS, Revised Biological Assessment for License Renewal
of the Indian Point Nuclear Generating Plan, Unit Nos. 2 and 3 (Dec. 10, 2010) (Entergy RK Contention EC-8
Att. 1) ("Revised BA"), available at ADAMS Accession No. ML102990043.

17 See E-mail from D. Stuyvenberg, NRC, to J. Crocker, NMFS, Inquiry Regarding Proposed Indian Point

License Renewal and ESA Consultation (Jan.20, 2011) (Entergy RK Contention EC-8. Att. 2), available at
ADAMS Accession No. ML1 10200539.

18 Id. at 1.
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of initiation, and confirming that NMFS would deliver its BiOp by April 30, 2011, unless the

consultation is extended. 19 NMFS also stated that "[i]n the meantime, pursuant to Section 7(d)

of the ESA, the NRC must not make any irreversible or irretrievable commitment of resources

that would foreclose the formulation or implementation of any reasonable and prudent

alternatives to avoid jeopardizing endangered or threatened species.520 .

On March 1, 2011, Entergy submitted a letter to the NRC referencing the above

communications from NMFS and stating that Entergy intended to participate in the consultation

process. 21 Entergy requested a 45-day extension of the *consultation period, so. that it would be

allowed the opportunity to exercise its right to submit information during the consultation

process. Assuming the extension is granted, NMFS must issue its final BiOp in June 2011.23

B. Summary of Riverkeeper Contention EC-8

On February 3, 2011, pursuant to the Board's Order dated December 27, 2010,

Riverkeeper submitted Contention EC-8.24 As stated therein, Riverkeeper asserts the following:

NRC Staff s FSEIS is deficient for failure to include or consider
the assessment of [NMFS] regarding impacts to endangered
species due to incomplete ESA § 7 consultation procedures. A
supplemental EIS must be prepared by NRC. Staff that fully
considers the outcome of the consultation process, including
NMFS' forthcoming biological. opinion, prior to ay decision by
the NRC regarding whether to relicense Indian Point.

'9 See Letter from R. Kurkul, NMFS, to D. Wrona, NRC, Biological Assessment for License Renewal of the

Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit Nos. 2 and 3, at 1 (Feb. 16, 2011) (Entergy RK Contention EC-8 Att. 3),
available at ADAMS Accession No. ML 110550751.

20 Id. at 1-2.

21 See Letter from F. Dacimo, Entergy, to D. Stuyvenberg, NRC, Endangered Species Act Consultation at 1-2

(Mar. 1, 2011) (citing 5.0 C.F.R. § 402.14(d) (Entergy RK Contention EC-8 Att. 4).
22 See id at 1-2.

23 See id at 2 (citing 50 C.F.R. § 402.14(g)(5)).

24 See Licensing Board Order (Granting Intervenor's Unopposed Joint Motion for an Extension of Time)

(unpublished) (Dec. 27, 2010).
25 Motion at 1.
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Accordingly, Riverkeeper alleges a procedural violation, arguing that issuance of the

FSEIS prior to the completion of the Section 7 consultation violates the ESA, applicable

regulations and guidance, and settled practice, which "require" completion of consultation before

the end of the NEPA review process.2 6 Riverkeeper further claims that the forthcoming NMFS

BiOp is directly relevant to the NRC's assessment of endangered species and speculates that

NMFS may find significant impacts that are likely to jeopardize the continued existence of any

such species.2 7 Therefore, Riverkeeper maintains that the NRC Staff will be required to

supplement the FSEIS following the issuance of the NMFS BiOp.28

III. LEGAL STANDARDS

A. Legal Standards Governing Admission of New and Amended Contentions

An intervenor may file new environmental contentions "if there are data or conclusions in

the NRC draft or final environmental impact statement, environmental assessment, or any

supplements relating thereto, that differ significantly from the data or conclusions in the

applicant's documents." 29 Absent such circumstances, an intervenor may file new.contentions

only with leave of the presiding officer upon a showing that the new or amended contention is

based on information that was not previously available and is materially different than

information previously available. 30 The Commission very recently reiterated that the publication

of a new document, standing alone, does not meet this standard unless the information in that

document is new and materially different from what was previously available.31 Furthermore, an

26 Id at 11.

27 Id. at 14, 17.

28 See id. at 1.

29 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(2).

30 Id. § 2.309(f)(2)(i)-(iii).

31 See, e.g., N. States Power Co. (Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant, Units I & 2), CLI-10-27, 72 NRC __,

slip op. at 13-18 (Sept. 30, 2010).
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intervenor must act promptly to bring the new or amended contention.32 As such, a new

contention is not an occasion to raise additional arguments that could have been raised

previously.33

If an intervenor cannot satisfy the criteria of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(2), then a contention is

considered non-timely, and the intervenor must successfully address the late-filing criteria in

10 C.F.R. § 2.309(c)(1)(i)-(viii). 34 The first factor identified in that regulation, whether "good

cause" exists for the failure to file on time, is entitled to the most weight.35 Without good cause,

a "petitioner's demonstration on the other factors must be particularly strong." 36

A proposed contention also "must satisfy, without exception, each of the criteria set out

in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(i) through (vi)." 37 Failure to meet each of the criteria is grounds for

dismissal of a proposed new or amended contention.3 8 Among other things, the petitioner must

demonstrate that the issue raised in the contention is within the scope of the proceeding, is

material to the findings the NRC must make to support the action that is involved in the

proceeding, and provide sufficient information to show that a genuine dispute exists with the

32 See Entergy Nuclear Vt.: Yankee, LLC (Vt. Yankee Nuclear Powrer Station), LBP-06-14, 63 NRC 568, 573,

579-80 (2006) (rejecting petitioner's attempt to "stretch the timeliness clock" because its new contentions were
• based on information that was previously available and petitioners failed to identify precisely what information
was "new" and "different").•

33 Duke Energy Corp. (McGuire Nuclear Station, Units I & 2; Catawba Nuclear Station, Units 1 & 2), CLI-02-
28, 56 NRC 373, 385-86 (2002). This Board has emphasized that that it "will not entertain contentions based
on environmental issues that could have been raised when the original contentions were filed." Licensing
Board Memorandum and Order (Summarizing Pre-Hearing Conference) at 3 (Feb. 4, 2009) (unpublished)
("Pre-Hearing Conference Order").

34 See Licensing Board Scheduling Order at 5-6 (July 1, 2010); 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(c)(2) ("The requestor/petitioner
shall address the factors in paragraphs (c)(1)(i) through (c)(l)(viii) of this section in its nontimely filing.").

3 See New Jersey (Dep't of Law & Pub. Safety's Requests Dated Oct. 8, 1993), CLI-93-25, 38 NRC 289, 296
(1993).. .

36 Tex. Utils. Elec. Co. (Comanche Peak Steam Elec. Station, Units 1 & 2), CLI-92-12, 36 NRC 62,73 (1992)

(quoting Duke Power Co. (Perkins Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2, & 3), ALAB-431, 6 NRC 460, 462 (1977)).

37 S.C. Elec. & Gas Co. (Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station, Units 2 & 3),LBP-10-6, slip op. at 3 (Mar. 17,
2010).

38 See Final Rule, Changes to Adjudicatory Process, 69 Fed. Reg. 2182, 2221 (Jan. 14, 2004). See also Private

Fuel Storage, L.L.C. (Indep. Spent Fuel Storage Installation), CLI-99-10, 49 NRC 318, 325 (1999).
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applicant/licensee on a material issue of law or fact.39 A dispute is material if its resolution

would make a difference in the outcome of the licensing proceeding.40

Additionally, the Commission has held that a petitioner may not use an adjudicatory

proceeding to attack generic rules or regulations.41 Thus, a licensing proceeding is plainlynot

the proper forum for an attack on applicable statutory requirements or for challenges to the basic

structure of the Commission's regulatory process.42 A contention that collaterally attacks a rule

or regulation is not appropriate for litigation and must be rejected.43

B. Legal Standards Governing Endangered Species Reviews

1. Endangered Species Act Requirements

Section 7(a)(2) of the ESA requires that the NRC, in consultation with NMFS or FWS

(depending on the species involved), "insure that any action authorized, funded, or carried out by

such agency ... is not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of any endangered species or

threatened species or result in the destruction or adverse modification of habitat of such

species." 44 Pursuant to Joint NMFS and FWS implementing regulations, an action will

jeopardize continued existence of a species only if it appreciably diminishes or reduces the

39 See 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iii), (iv), (vi).
40 See Summer,. LBP-10-6, slip op. at 4 (quoting Duke Energy Corp. (Oconee Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2 & 3),

CLI-99-11, 49 NRC 328, 333-34 (1999)).
41 10 C.F.R. § 2.335(a); Oconee, CLI-99-11, 49 NRC at 334.•

42 Phila. Elec. Co. (Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station, Units 2 & 3), ALAB-216, 8 AEC 13, 20, aff'd with

modification, CLI-74-32, 8 AEC 217 (1974). See also Carolina Power & Light Co. (Shearon Harris Nuclear
Power Plant), LBP-07-11, 66 NRC 41, 57-58 (2007) (citing Peach Bottom, ALAB-216, 8 AEC at 20).

43 See, e.g., Dominion Nuclear Conn., Inc. (Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit 2), CLI-03-14, 58 NRC 207,
218 (2003); Potomac Elec. Power Co. (Douglas Point Nuclear Generating Station, Units 1 & 2), ALAB-218, 8
AEC 79, 89 (1974).

44 16 U.S.C. § 1536(a)(2) (emphasis added). Section 7(a)(4) of the ESA requires that NRC confer (not consult)
with NMFS on any action that is likely to jeopardize the continued existence of a species proposed for listing.
Id. § 1536(a)(4); 50 C.F.R. § 402.10(a). Conferences are conducted on an informal basis between NRC and
NMFS. See 50 C.F.R. §.402.10(c). NMFS will make recommendations, if any, to minimize or avoid adverse
effects of the action on proposed species, but these recommendations are advisory in nature because the
"jeopardy"' prohibition of Section 7(a)(2) does not apply unless and until the species is listed. See 50 C.F.R.
§ 402.10(c).
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likelihood of "both the survival and recovery" of the species.45 This is a high standard. As was

discussed by the Appeal Board in Hartsville, Section 7(a)(2) of the ESA does not prohibit the

NRC from issuing a license for a nuclear power plant because the plant may have a small

adverse impact on an endangered or threatened species.46

While a Section 7(a)(2) consultation is ongoing, Section 7(d) of the ESA prohibits NRC

and an applicant from making any irreversible or irretrievable commitment of resources that

would foreclose the development of reasonable and prudent alternatives. 47 This prohibition

remains in force until the requirements of Section 7(a)(2) are satisfied.48

To ensure compliance with these requirements, NRC must request information from

NMFS regarding whether any listed orproposed species are present in the area of the proposed

action.49 If NMFS determines that listed species may be present in the affected area, NRC

typicallywill prepare a BA. The results of the BA help determine the level of consultation

necessary between NRC and NMFS.5" If the BA concludes that the proposed action "may.

affect" listed species or critical habitat, then "formal consultation" is necessary unless an

exception from the formal consultation requirement is applicable.51

45 50 C.F.R. § 402.02.

46 See Tenn. Valley Auth. (Hartsville Nuclear Plant, Units IA, 2A, IB, & 2B), ALAB-463, 7 NRC 341, 360

(1978).
47 16 U.S.C. § 1536(d); 50 C.F.R. § 402.09.

48 50 C.F.R. § 402.09.

49 16 U.S.C. § 1536(c)(1); 50 C.F.R. § 402.12(c).

50 See 50 C.F.R. § 402.12(k)(1).
51 Id. § 402.14(a). One such exception applies if NRC determines, with the written concurrence of NMFS, "that

the proposed action is not likely to adversely affect any listed species or critical habitat." Id. § 402 14(b)(1)
(emphasis added).
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Once initiated, formal consultationmust conclude within 90 days unless extended

pursuant to the provisions of NMFS/FWS regulations. 52 NRC is required to provide the

applicant an opportunity to submit information during the consultation period.53 Additionally, if

requested, NMFS must provide a draft BiOp to the NRC and the applicant for purposes of

analyzing reasonable and prudent alternatives. 54 NRC and the applicant are then permitted to

comment on the draft BiOp.55

Within 45 days after concluding formal consultation NMFS must deliver its final BiOp,56

which evaluates the nature and' extent of the proposed action's effect on the listed species and

presents NMFS' opinion on whether the action is likely to jeopardize the continued existence of

such listed species.57 An incidental take, statement may also be provided with the BiOp ifNMFS

determines that the proposed action results in the incidental. "take" of a listed species, but does

not jeopardize the continued existence of that species.58

Following the issuance of the BiOp, NRC must determine whether and in what manner to

move forward with the proposed action in light of its Section 7 obligations.59 IfNMFS issues a

"no jeopardy" BiOp, or if NRC chooses a reasonable and prudent alternative recommended by

NMFS, then the requirements of Section 7(a)(2) are met, the Section 7(d) prohibition expires,

52 See 16 U.S.C. § 1536(b)(1)(B); 50 C.F.R. § 402.14(e) ("Formal consultation concludes within 90 days after its

initiation unless extended as provided below.").
53 50 C.F.R. § 402.14(d).

See id. § 402.14(g)(5).

55 See id.
56 Id. § 402.14(e)(3).

57 See id § 402.14(h)(3). If necessary, the BiOp also provides reasonable and prudent alternatives. See id
§ 4 02.14(g)(5).

58 See id § 402.14(i)(1).

59 Id. § 402.15(a).
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and NRC may proceed with the proposed action.60 Alternatively, if NMFS issues a "jeopardy"

BiOp, but NRC disagrees with this opinion or chooses. an alternative not recommended-by

NMFS, then NRC may move forward based on its own analysis.61

2. National Environmental Policy Act Requirements

Separate from the. requirements of the ESA, NEPA requires that NRC consider the

environmental consequences of its licensing actions more generally. NEPA, however, does not

prohibit adverse environmental effects, but instead, imposes procedural requirements on

agencies, requiring them to take a "hard look" at the environmental impact of the proposed

action. 62 This hard look is subject to a "rule of reason.' 63

NRC environmental regulations also address the potential need to supplement an FSEIS

before the agency takes the proposed action. Specifically, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 51.92(a),

NRC must supplement an FSEIS if there are (1) substantial changes in the proposed action that

are relevant to environmental concerns, or (2) significant new circumstances or information

relevant to environmental concerns and bearing on the proposed action or its impacts. In order to

be significant, new information must present a "seriously different picture" of the environmental

impact of the proposed project from what was previously considered. 64

60 See Final Rule, Interagency Cooperation - Endangered Species Act of 1973, as Amended, 51 Fed. Reg.

19,926, 19,940 (June 3, 1986).
61 See id

62 See La. Energy Servs., L.P. (Claibome Enrichment Ctr.), CLI-98-3, 47 NRC 77, 87-88 (1998). See also

Natural Res. Def Council v. Morton, 458 F.2d 827, 838 (D.C. Cir. 1972); La Energy Servs., L.P. (Nat'l
Enrichment Facility), CLI-05-28, 62 NRC 721, 726 (2005).

63 La. Energy Servs., L.P. (Nat'l Enrichment Facility), LBP-06-8, 63 NRC 241, 258 (2006) (citing Long Island
'Lighting Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station), ALAB-156, 6 AEC 831, 836 (1973)).

64 Hydro Res., Inc. (2929 Coors Road, Suite 101, Albuquerque, N.M. 87120), CLI-99-22, 50 NRC 3, 14 (1999)

(citing Sierra Club v. Froehlke, 816 F.2d 205, 210 (5th Cir. 1987)); accord Wisconsin v. Weinberger, 745 F.2d
412, 420 (7th Cir. 1984)).
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IV. RIVERKEEPER CONTENTION EC-8 DOES NOT MEET THE NRC'S
CONTENTION TIMELINESS AND ADMISSIBILITY CRITERIA

A. Riverkeeper Contention EC-8 Is Untimely to the Extent it Challenges

the Timing of NRC's 1Biological Assessment

Riverkeeper argues that the NRC Staff should have completed its initial BA within 180

days of'receiving a species list from NMFS in October 2007, and should have completed its

revised BA within 180 days of receiving comments on the initial BA from NMFS in February

2009.65 Putting aside that the regulations cited by Riverkeeper as support for this argument are

inapplicable in this case, this claim is untimely.

NRC regulations permit Riverkeeper to file new contentions only if the FSEIS contains

data or conclusions that differ significantly from the data or conclusions in previous

environmental documents.66 Although FSEIS reaches different conclusions than the DSEIS on

endangered species-impacts were found to be SMALL in the FSEIS, but SMALL to LARGE in

the DSEIS6 7-Riverkeeper's procedural argument about the timing of the BA is not based on this

new information. Because this procedural, argument is not based on this new information, such

new information cannot satisfy the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(2).

Indeed, to the extent that Riverkeeper complains that the initial BA should have been

issued in April 2008, instead of December 2008, this claim could have been filed before the

DSEIS was even issued. Similarly, to the extent that Riverkeeper complains that the revised BA

should have been issued in August 2009, instead of December 2010, this claim could have been

filed in late-2009. Therefore, Riverkeeper's complaint regarding the timeliness of NRC's initial

65 See Motion at 8-10.

66 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(2) (emphasis added).

67 See FSEIS, Vol. I at 4-60; DSEIS, Vol. 1 at 4-52.
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and revised BA are unjustifiably late, and therefore fail to meet the requirements of 10 C.F.R.

§ 2.309(f)(2).
68

B. Riverkeeper Contention EC-8 Fails to Establish a Genuine Dispute on
a Material Issue of Law or Fact

Even if the Board were to put aside issues of timeliness, Riverkeeper Contention EC-8

fails to meet the admissibility requirements set forth in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1). As demonstrated

below, Riverkeeper fails to provide sufficient information to establish a genuine disputeon a

material issue of law or fact concerning compliance with the mandates of the ESA or NEPA, as

required by 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(fJ(1)(vi). Specifically, Riverkeeper fails to provide any legal or

factual basis for. (1) arguing that NRC was required. to conclude its consultation with NMFS

pursuant to the ESA before issuing its FSEIS; (2) demanding that NRC supplement the FSEIS

following the conclusion of the ESA consultation process; or (3). challenging the timing of

NRC's BA.

1. Riverkeeper Fails to Provide a Legal Basis Requiring
Consolidation of the ESA and NEPA Reviews

Contrary to Riverkeeper's position, issuance of the FSEIS prior to the completion of the

Section 7 consultation process does not violate the ESA or applicable regulations. Riverkeeper

provides no legal basis for its claim that the ESA "explicitly require[s] completion of

consultation procedures prior to the end of the NEPA review process." 69

The relevant statutory requirements are found in Section 7(d) of the ESA. At most,

however, Section 7(d) only precludes NRC from reaching a final decision on Entergy's LRA

68 Riverkeeper fails to address the criteria in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(c)(1). The Commission has held that it is

appropriate to summarily dismiss late-filed contentions that fail to address these.factors. See, e.g., Dominion
Nuclear Conn., Inc. (Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit 3), CLI-09-5, 69 NRC 115, 126 (2009) ("The.
Board correctly found that failure to address the requirements [of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(c) and (f)(2)] was reason
enough to reject the proposed new contentions."). Thus, the Board should not further entertain this argument
given Riverkeeper's failure to comply with the Commission's late-filed contention regulations.

69 Motion'at 11 (emphasis added).
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while the consultation. process is ongoing.70 It does not require consultation to be complete upon

issuance of the FSEIS.71 In fact, NMFS explicitly acknowledged this requirement in its February

16, 2011 letter to NRC.72 Moreover, even with Entergy's modest request for a 45-day extension

of the consultation period, NMFS will issue its final BiOp in or around June 201 1-well before

the NRC reaches a final decision on Entergy's LRA.73 Riverkeeper has provided no basis for its

allegation that the.NRC has or will violate the requirements of the ESA..

Further, as Riverkeeper recognizes, the. ESA and associated implementing regulations

and guidance state that the ESA consultation process and the NEPA review process may or

should be consolidated. 74 Specifically, the ESA indicates that a BA "may be undertaken as part

of a Federal agency's compliance with the requirements. of section 102 of [NEPA]." 75 Similarly,

ESA implementing regulations indicate that "[c]onsultation, conference, and biological

assessment procedures under section 7 may be consolidated with interagency cooperation

procedures required by other statutes, such as the [NEPA]."76 That regulation further indicates

that "[w]here the consultation or conference has been consolidated with the interagency

cooperation procedures required by other statutes such as NEPA. . ., the results should be'

included in the documents required by those statutes.''77

70 See 16 U.S.C. § 1536(d); 50C.F.R. § 402.09 (prohibiting only an "irreversible or irretrievable commitment of

resources withrespect to the agency action which has the effect of foreclosing the formulation or
implementation of any reasonable and prudent alternatives").

71 See id.

72 See Entergy RK Contention EC-8 Att. 3, at 1-2C('In the meantime, pursuant to Section 7(d) of the ESA, the

NRC must not make any irreversible or irretrievable commitment of resources that would foreclose the
formulation or implementation of any reasonable and prudent alternatives to avoid jeopardizing endangered or
threatened species.").

73 See Entergy RK Contention EC-8 Att. 4, at 1-2.
74 See Motion at 5-7.

'5 16 U.S.C. § 1536(c)(1) (emphasis added).
76 50 C.F.R. § 402.06(a) (emphasis added).

77 Id. § 402.06(b) (emphasis added).
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It is a fundamental rule of statutory and regulatory construction that "may" and "should,"

when contrasted with "shall" and "must," describe permissive, not mandatory actions. 7 In light

of the numerous "shalls" and "musts" contained in the ESA and associated implementing

regulations, it is clear that Congress and NMFS intended to allow agencies discretion to combine

their ESA andNEPA reviews, but did not mandate that agencies do so. Thus, the plain language

of these provisions does not "require" that NRC complete the ESA consultation process before

issuance of the FSEIS.

The absence of any legal requirement that one of these separate statutory reviews

conclude before the other is further supported by the preamble to 50 C.F.R. § 402.06, which

states that NMFS "encourages Federal agencies to coordinate these responsibilities, but believes

it is preferable to allow Federal agencies to do so in a manner that best conforms to their

particular actions and which they believe is most efficient." 79

Riverkeeper does not cite any statutory or regulatory provision (and we are aware of

none) that requires that these separate statutory reviews be consolidated or that one conclude

before the other. Likewise, the cases Riverkeeper cites only stand for the proposition that the BA

and BiOp are sometimes final when an FEIS is completed-not that this must always be the

case.8 0 In fact, other cases illustrate that the ESA consultation process may continue or even

78 See Crockett Tel. Co. v. FCC, 963 F.2d 1564, 1570 (D.C. Cir. 1992) (use of words "may" and "shall" in same

provision shows them to have their usual, different meanings); Int'l Union, UAWv. Dole, 919 F.2d 753, 756
(D.C. Cir. 1990) ("the usual presumption that 'may' confers discretion, while 'shall' imposes an obligation to
act"); Rastelli v. Warden, Metro. Corr. Ctr., 782 F.2d 17, 23 (2d Cir. 1986) ("The use of a permissive verb-
'may review' instead of 'shall review'-suggests a discretionary rather than mandatory review process.").

79 Final Rule, Interagency Cooperation - Endangered Species Act of 1973, as Amended, 51 Fed. Reg. at 19,938.
That preamble further indicates that a BiOp need only be included as part of the NEPA document. if completion
time permits. See id at 19,939.

80 See Motion at 7 n.5.
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follow the issuance of an FEIS.81 Accordingly, Riverkeeper fails to demonstrate that NRC

violated any legal requirement.by continuing the ESA consultation process after issuance of the

FSEIS.

Riverkeeper also claims that the FSEIS is deficient because it does not' include or reflect

comments from NMFS. 82 Riverkeeper, however, conflates the requirements of NEPA and the

ESA. As far as NEPA is concerned, NRC regulations required that the DSEIS be accompanied

with a request for comments and that NRC provide. a minimum 45-day comment period. 83 NRC

fully complied with this requirement and provided NMFS with a copy of the DSEIS.84

Furthermore, after NRC received the February 2009 NMFS letter, NRC obtained and analyzed

additional information based on the recommendations by NMFS. In fact, the NRC made several

changes to the text of the FSEIS based on comments from NMFS.85 Accordingly, this claim is

also unsupported.

2. Riverkeeper Speculates That NRC Must Supplement the
FSEIS

Riverkeeper further argues that NRC must supplement the FSEIS because the NMFS

BiOp will be directly "relevant" to the NRC's assessment of endangered species and NMFS

"may find" significant impacts that are likely to jeopardize the continued existence of any such

.81 See, e.g., Enos v. Marsh, 769 F.2d 1363, 1374 (9th Cir. 1985) (finding agency decision not to supplement an

EIS was reasonable because the agency complied with ESA consultation requirements after the FEIS was
issued); Roosevelt Campobello Int'l Park Comm'n v. EPA, 684 F.2d 1041, 1044-45 (lst Cir. 1982) (noting that
Section 7 ESA consultation was initiated several months after issuance of FEIS); Vill. of False Pass v. Watt,
565 F. Supp. 1123, 1141, 1157-63 (D. Alaska 1983) (indicating that a BiOp was prepared after issuance of the
FEIS).

82 See Motion at 12.

83 See 10 C.F.R. § 51.73.

14 See FSEIS, Vol. 1, App. E at E-89 (Letter from D. Wrona, NRC, to M. Colligan, NMFS (Dec. 22, 2008));
Notice of Availability of the Draft Supplement 38 to the Generic Environmental Impact Statement for License
Renewal of Nuclear Plants and Public Meeting for the License Renewal of Indian Point Nuclear Generating
Unit Nos. 2 and 3, 73 Fed. Reg. 80,440, 80,440 (Dec. 31, 2008)'(providing opportunity for any interested party
to submit comments on DSEIS and establishing March 18, 2009 as deadline for comments).

85 See FSEIS, Vol. 1 at 2-80, 4-59.
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species.86 Although Entergy agrees that the NMFS BiOp will likely contain relevant

information, Riverkeeper engages in inappropriate speculation in assuming that NRC must

necessarily supplement the FSEIS.

Importantly, if genuinely new and significant environmental information emerges during

the ESA consultation process, NRC regulations provide for the possibility of supplementing the

FSEIS.87 As discussed above, NRC regulations require that the FSEIS be supplemented only if

there are (1) substantial- changes in the proposed action that are relevant to enyironmental

concerns, or (2) significant new circumstances or information relevant to environmental concerns

and bearing on the proposed action or its impacts.88 Riverkeeper neVer explains why this

existing NRC regulatory process is insufficient in these circumstances or why a contention needs.

to be litigated in this proceeding. Absent any such showing, Riverkeeper is prohibited from

lodging an "open-ended, placeholder" contention based on the presumption that the Staff will fail

to follow its own regulations.89

Moreover, in accordance withNRC regulations, the FSEIS need not be supplemented

merely because the NMFS BiOp contains "relevant" information. Instead, the FSEIS need only

be supplemented if the BiOp contains new and significant information. This standard is much

higher than the "relevance" standard mentioned in Riverkeeper's Motion. In fact, courts have

upheld agency decisions not to supplement an EIS when new documents are subsequently

86 Motion at 14, 17.

87 See 10 C.F.R. § 51.92(a).

88 Id.

9 S. Nuclear Operating Co. (Vogtle Electric Generating Plant, Units 3 & 4), LBP-09-3, 69 NRC 139, 158
(2009). See also Private Fuel Storage, L.L.C. (Indep. Spent Fuel Storage Installation), CLI-01-9, 53 NRC 232,
235 (2001) ("[I]n the absence of evidence to the contrary, the NRC does not presume that alicensee will
violate agency regulations wherever the opportunity arises.").
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generated pursuant to an ESA consultation. 90 Accordingly, Riverkeeper is simply incorrect that

NRC is required to supplement the FSEIS merely because the NMFS BiOp will contain

"relevant" information.

3. Riverkeeper's Challenge to the Timing of NRC's Biological
Assessment Lacks a Valid Factual or Legal Basis

Riverkeeper incorrectly claims that NRC did not complete its BA within the timeframe

contemplated in the regulations. 91 As an initial matter, this argument is now moot. As NMFS

indicated in its February 16, 20 11 letter to the NRC, all of the information needed to initiate

formal consultation was included in NRC's revised BA.92 The Commission has made clear that

where a contention alleges the omission of particular information and that information is later

supplied by the NRC Staff, the contention is moot.93

Even putting aside the mootness issue, Riverkeeper fails to establish that NRC violated

any applicable and enforceable deadline for issuance of the BA. Although Riverkeeper cites to*

50 C.F.R. § 402.12 as support for its argument, that regulation is irrelevant because it indicates

that ,[t]he procedures of this section are required for Federal actions that are major construction

activities."94 There is no dispute that the Indian Point license renewal is not a major construction

activity.95 Therefore, the 180-day BA completion time cited by Riverkeeper is simply not

applicable.

90 See Natural Res. Def Council v. FAA, 564 F.3d 549, 561-62 (2d Cir. 2009) (upholding agency decision not to
supplement EIS to address newly-identified endangered species because agency subsequently issued BA
finding that proposed action is not likely to adversely affect species); Enos, 769 F.2d at 1374 (finding agency
decision not to supplement an EIS reasonable because the agency complied with ESA consultation
requirements after the EIS was issued).

91 See Motion at 8-10.

92 See Entergy RK Contention EC-8 Att. 3, at 1.

93 McGuire, CLI-02-28, 56 NRC at 383.

94 50 C.F.R. § 402.12(b) (emphasis added),

9' See, e.g., Revised BA at 1.
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Furthermore, even if this timeframe were applicable-which it is not-it is not legally

enforceable. The applicable ESA regulations are found at 50 C.F.R. § 402.12 and the preamble

for these regulations states that there is "no remedy to expedite the preparation" of a BA and

thus, the 180-day period can theoretically be extended indefinitely. 96 Similarly, that preamble

also explains that while a federal agency has an obligation under the ESA to' determine whether a

proposed action may affect listed species and whether formal consultation is required, NMFS

does not intend to dictate the timing of this review, which is. solely at the discretion of the federal

agency.97 Accordingly, Riverkeeper fails to establish a genuine dispute on a material issue of

law or fact, as required by 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(vi).

V. CONCLUSION

For the reasonsý set forth above, Riverkeeper Contention EC-3 is inadmissible and should

be dismissed in its entirety. Accordingly, Riverkeeper's Motion should be denied.

96 Final Rule, Interagency Cooperation - Endangered Species Act of 1973, as Amended, 51 Fed. Reg. at 19,948.

Of course, the Section 7(d) prohibition would preclude the agency from acting if it indefinitely delayed
initiating formal consultation.

97 See id. at 19,949.
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CERTIFICATION OF COUNSEL UNDER 10 C.F.R. § 2.323(b)

Counsel for Entergy certifies that he has made a sincere effort to make himself available

to listen and respond to the moving parties, and to resolve the factual and legal issues raised in

the motion, and that his efforts to resolve the issues have been unsuccessful.
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p.R REG& UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001

December 10, 2010

Ms. Mary A. Colligan
Assistant Regional Administrator for Protected

Resources
U.S. Department of Commerce
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
National Marine Fisheries Service
Northeast Region
One Blackburn Drive
Gloucester, MA 01930-2298

SUBJECT: REVISED BIOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT FOR LICENSE RENEWAL OF THE
INDIAN. POINT NUCLEAR GENERATING PLANT, .UNIT NOS. 2 AND 3

Dear Ms. Colligan:

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff has prepared a revised biological
assessment (BA) for the proposed license renewal of Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit
Nos. 2 and 3 (IP2 and IP3). The BA is included as the enclosure to this letter. The NRC staff is
conveying this revised BA in response to your letter dated February 24, 2009, which indicated
that formal consultation under Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act could not begin until.
NRC submitted additional information or explained why certain information is not available. The
enclosed BA contains, wherever possible, the requested information. As noted in our initial
consultation letter dated December 22, 2008, the proposed action (license renewal) involves
continued operation of IP2 and IP3 for 20 years beyond their current license expiration dates of
2013 and 2015, respectively. The proposed action (license renewal) is not a major construction
activity.

On August 16, 2007, the NRC requested that the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS)
provide lists of Federally listed endangered or threatened species and information on protected,
proposed, and candidate species, as well as any designated critical habitat, that may be in the
vicinity of IP2 and IP3 and their associated transmission line right-of-ways. The NMFS
responded to the NRC request on October 4, 2007, and indicated that the Federally listed
endangered shortnose sturgeon (Acipenser brevirostrum) and the candidate species Atlantic
sturgeon (Acipenser oxyrinchus) should be considered for potential impacts of license renewal
and operation.

In its letter of December 22, 2008, the NRC staff found that renewal of the operating licenses of
IP2 and IP3 to include another 20 years of operation could adversely affect the population of
shortnose sturgeon in the Hudson River through impingement and thermal impacts. NRC staff
indicated, in the 2008 BA, that it was unable to determine the specific impacts to shortnose
sturgeon of continued IP2 and IP3 operation.

On February 24, 2009, NMFS responded to NRC and indicated that additional information
would be necessary before NMFS could begin its consultation regarding the shortnose
sturgeon. NMFS requested four types of information from NRC:
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1. Corrections to the life history section of the BA;
2. Additional information on impingement and impingement mortality;
3. Estimates of thermal impacts; and
4. Closed-cycle cooling and the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)

permit process.

Item. 1: Corrections to life history

The NRC staff has updated the life history of the shortnose sturgeon as suggested in the
February 24, 2009, NMFS letter.

Item 2: Additional information on impingement and impingement mortality

The NRC staff requested additional data from Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc. (Entergy)
(owner and operator of IP2 and IP3), and has included the additional data provided by
Entergy in the attached BA. These data include the level of monitoring effort, dates of
impingements, and size and condition of impinged fish. As reported in the NRC staff's 2008
BA and reiterated by NMFS, no impingement monitoring has occurred since traveling
Ristroph-type screens were installed at the facility in 1991.

The NRC staff has not identified any relevant data regarding impingement rates for
shortnose sturgeon at similar facilities with Ristroph screens. The NRC staff assumes,
however, that impingement has increased proportionately with the Hudson River shortnose
sturgeon population. Additionally, the NRC staff did not identify any information resources
that could assist the staff in developing mortality rates for shortnose sturgeon after
impingement at a facility similar to IP2 and IP3. As noted by the NRC staff and NMFS,
however, Ristroph screens may have reduced impingement mortality. In view of the lack of
any more recent data, the NRC staff suggests that pre-1991 impingement numbers with a
100 percent mortality rate could be used to estimate current impingement mortality.

Item 3: Estimates of thermal impacts

As NMFS is likely aware, the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation
(NYSDEC) has requested that Entergy perform a three-dimensional thermal study of the
Hudson River near Indian Point to determine plume extent and characteristics. The NRC
staff understands that Entergy will be providing model and verification data to NYSDEC in
the coming year. At this point, the NRC staff has no basis for estimating the temporal and
spatial extent of thermal plume that exceeds 28 degrees Celsius.

Item 4: Closed-cycle cooling and the NPDES permit process

As NMFS is aware, SPDES proceedings involving Entergy and NYSDEC are in progress at
this time. For water quality matters, the NRC staff defers to NYSDEC, to which the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has delegated Clean Water Act authority. If
NYSDEC determines that cooling towers must be installed at IP2 and IP3, the NRC would
review the proposed implementation to the extent that installation could affect safe
operations at IP2 and IP3. If the proposed installation of that requirement has no effect on
safety-related plant systems, structures, or components, then the NRC would have no role in
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approving a proposed cooling tower retrofit. The Current SPDES permit does not require
closed-cycle cooling or cooling towers and has been administratively extended since 1992.

NMFS requested information about the potential outcome of the ongoing NYSDEC
adjudicatory process. On this matter, the NRC staff will continue to defer to NYSDEC, its
internal schedules, and its delegated authority under the Clean Water Act. Given the
permit's long history of administrative extension and contentious adjudication, the NRC staff
cannot predict when a final permit will be issued and what requirements will exist in the final
permit. The NRC staff notes that Entergy and NYSDEC are parties to an additional
adjudicatory proceeding relating to the SPDES permit in the New York State civil court
system. That proceeding also is in progress at this time.

The NRC staff concludes, in the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement
Regarding Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit Nos. 2 and 3, (NUREG-1437, Supplement 38)
that the impacts of another 20 years of IP2 and IP3 operation to the endangered shortnose
sturgeon, due to entrainment and impingement, would be small (FSEIS, 4-20). Regarding the
impact of heated'plant discharges, the NRC staff analysis of young-of-year shortnose sturgeon
in the Hudson River could not resolve a population trend, although other investigators using
other methods found a trend of increasing abundance in the overall, mixed-age population.
These observations are consistent with NRC's definition of a small level of impact in that any
possible adverse effect is not detectable and is not destabilizing the population. This conclusion
is based on NRC's specific definitions of small, moderate, and large impact levels as published
in the NRC's Generic Environmental Impact Statement for License Renewal of Nuclear Plants
and codified in NRC's 10 CFR Part 51 regulations that implement the National Environmental
Policy Act.

For the purpose of the enclosed revised BA - prepared pursuant to the Endangered Species
Act - the staff determines that renewal of the operating licenses for an additional 20 years could
possibly have an adverse effect on the shortnose sturgeon population in the Hudson River,
depending on the effects of thermal discharges.. Further, NYSDEC has indicated that thermal
discharges from the power plant may have an adverse affect on aquatic life. Sufficient
information is not available at this time for the NRC staff to quantify the extent to which the
population could be affected by thermal discharges, though proceedings between the NYSDEC
and Entergy are currently underway that may provide additional information.

We are requesting your concurrence with our determination. In reaching its conclusion, the
NRC staff relied on information provided by the applicant, on research performed by NRC staff
and on information from NMFS (including a current listing of species provided by the NMFS). If
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you have any questions regarding this BA or the NRC staff's request, please contact
Mr. Andrew Stuyvenberg, Environmental Project Manager, at 301-415-4006 or by e-mail at
Andrew.Stuyve nbernplnrc.g ov.

Sincerely,

David J. Wrona, Chief
Projects Branch 2
Division of License Renewal
Office. of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Docket Nos. 50-247 and 50-286

cc wI encl: Distribution via Listserv
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Biological Assessment

Indian Point Nuclear Generating Plant, Unit Nos. 2 and 3
License Renewal
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Revised Biological Assessment of the Potential Effects on Federally
Listed Endangered or Threatened Species from the Proposed

Renewal of Indian Point Nuclear Generating Plant, Unit Nos. 2 and 3

Introduction and Purpose

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff prepared this biological assessment (BA)
to support the supplemental environmental impact statement (SEIS) for the renewal of the
operating licenses for Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit Nos. 2 and 3 (1P2 and IP3), located
on the shore of the Hudson•River in the village of Buchanan, in upper Westchester County, New
York. The current 40-year licenses expire in 2013 (1P2) and 2015.(IP3). The proposed license
renewal for which this BA has been prepared would extend the operating licenses to 2033 and
2035 for IP2 and IP3, respectively.

The NRC is required to prepare the SEIS as part of its review of a license renewal application.
The SEIS supplements NUREG-1437, Volumes 1 and 2, "Generic Environmental Impact
Statement for License Renewal of Nuclear Plants (GElS)," (NRC 1996, 1999)1 for the license
renewal of commercial nuclear power plants. The SEIS covers specific issues, such as the
potential impact on endangered and threatened species, that are of concern at IP2 and 1P3 and
that could not be addressed on a generic basis in the GELS. The NRC staff published the draft
SEIS in December 2008 (NRC 2008) and published the final SEIS on December 3, 2010
(NRC 2010).

Pursuant to Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act of 1973 (ESA), as amended, the NRC
staff requested, in a letter dated August 16, 2007 (NRC'2007), that the National Marine
Fisheries Service (NMFS) provide information on Federally listed endangered or threatened
species, as well as on proposed or candidate species, and on any designated critical habitats
that may occur in the vicinity of IP2 and IP3. In its response, dated October 4, 2007
(NMFS 2007), NMFS expressed concern that the continued operation. of IP2 and IP3 could have
an impact on the shortnose sturgeon (Acipenser brevirostrum), an endangered species that
occurs in the Hudson River. NMFS also noted that a related species that also occurs in the
Hudson, River, the Atlantic sturgeon (Acipenser oxyrinchus), is a candidate species for which
NMFS has proposed listing as endangered. The NRC staff has corresponded with NMFS
regarding the Atlantic sturgeon, and requests that NMFS address Atlantic sturgeon to the extent
appropriate (NMFS 2010).

Under Section 7, the NRC is responsible for providing information on the potential impact that
the continued operation of tP2 and IP3 could have on the Federally listed species, the shortnose
sturgeon. In addition, the NRC has prepared information regarding the potential impact on.
important species, including the Atlantic sturgeon; this information can be found in Chapters 2
and 4 of the SEIS (NRC 2010).

The NRC staff relied on data originally supplied by the applicant, Entergy Nuclear Operations,
Inc. (Entergy) in preparing the BA for IP2 and IP3 in the draft SEIS (Entergy 2007b) but

'a 'The GElS was originally issued in 1996. Addendum 1 to the GElS was issued in 1999. Hereafter, all
references to the "GElS" include the GElS and its Addendum 1.
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subsequently questioned the impingement data supplied by Entergy. The NRC staff sought,
and Entergy later submitted revised impingement data (Entergy 2009). Mathematical errors in
the original data submitted to the. NRC (Entergy 2007b) apparently resulted in overestimates of
the take of shortnose sturgeon that the NRC staff presented in the previous BA. The NRC staff
found that the differences in the original (Entergy 2007b) and revised. (Entergy 2009) data were
of sufficient magnitude to possibly affect the staffs conclusions and has issued this revised
biological assessment based on the revised data.

Proposed Action

The current proposed action considered in the SEIS is the renewal of the operating licenses for
iP2 and IP3 for an additional 20-year term beyond the period of the existing licenses. The
applicant has indicated that it may replace reactor vessel heads and control rod drive
mechanisms during the period of extended operation. (For a description of these activities and
potential environmental effects, see Chapter 3 of the SEIS.) If the NRC grants the operating
license renewals, the applicant can operate and maintain the nuclear units, the cooling systems,
and the transmission lines and corridors as they are now until 2033 and 2035..

Site Description

IP2 and IP3 are located on a 239-acre (97-hectare) site on the eastern bank of the Hudson
River in the village of Buchanan, Westchester County, New York, about 24 miles (mi)
(39 kilometers [km]) north of New York City, New York (Figures 1 and 2). Privately owned land
bounds the north, south, and east sides of the property (Figure 3). The area is generally
described as an eastern deciduous forest, dominated by oak (Quercus), maple (Acer), and
beech (Fagus) species. The lower Hudson River is a tidal estuary, flowing 152 miles (244 km)
from the Federal Dam at Troy, New York, -to the Battery in New York City. IP2 and IP3 are
located at River Mile (RM) 43 (RKM 69), where the average water depth is 40 feet (ft) (12
meters [m]), and the average width of the river is 4500 ft (1370 m). The Hudson River is tidal all
the way to the Federal Dam, and the salinity zone in the vicinity of the facility is oligohaline (low
salinity, ranging from 0.5 to 5 parts per thousand (ppt)), with the salinity changing with the level
of freshwater flow. Water temperature ranges from a winter minimum of 34 degrees Fahrenheit
(F) (1 degree Celsius (C)) to a summer maximum of 77 degrees F (25 degrees C)
(Entergy 2007a).

The mid-Hudson River provided the cooling water for four other power plants: Roseton
Generating Station, Danskammer Point Generating Station, Bowline Point Generating Station,
and Lovett Generating Station; all four stations are fossil-fueled steam electric stations, located
on the western shore of the river, and all use once-through cooling. Roseton consists of two
units and is located at RM 66 (RKM 106), 23 mi (37 km) north of IP2 and 1P3. Just 0.5 mi
(0.9 km) north of Roseton is Danskammer, with four units. Bowline lies about five mi (eight km)
south of IP2 and IP3 and consists of two, units (Entergy 2007a; CHGEC 1999). Lovett, almost
directly across the river from IP2 and IP3, is no longer operating.
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Figure 1: Location of IP2 and IP3, 50-mile (80-km) radius
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Figure 2: Location of.IP2 and 1P3, 6-mile (10-km) radius
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Description of Plants and Cooling Systems

IP2 and IP3 are pressurized-water reactors with turbine generators that produce a net output of
6432 megawatts-thermal and approximately 2158 megawatts-electrical. Both IP2 and IP3 use
water from the Hudson River for their once-through condensers and auxiliary cooling systems.
Each unit has seven intake bays (Figure 4), into which the river water flows, passing under the
floating debris skimmer wall and through Ristroph traveling screens (Figure 5). IP2 has six
dual-speed circulating Water pumps that can each pump 140,000 gallons per minute (gpm)
(8.83 cubic meters per second [m3/is]) at full speed and 84,000 gpm (5.30 m3/s) at reduced
speed; at full speed, the approach velocity is approximately 1 foot per second (fps) (0.30 meters
per second [mis]) and at reduced speed, the approach velocity is 0.6 fps (0.2 m/s). IP3 also has
six dual-speed circulating water pumps. The full speed flow rate of each of these pumps is
140,000 gpm (8.83 m3/s), with a 1 fps (0.30 m/s) approach velocity; the reduced speed is
64,000 gpm (4.04 m3/s), with a 0.6 fps (0.2 m/s) approach velocity (Entergy 2007a).

0
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Figure 4: IP2 intake structure (left) and IP3 intake structure (right)

The traveling screens employed by IP2 and IP3 are modified vertical Ristroph-type traveling
screens installed in 1990 and 1991 at IP3 and IP2, respectively. The screens were designed in
concert with the Hudson, River Fishermen's Association, with screen basket lip troughs to retain
water and minimize vortex stress (CHGEC 1999). Studies indicated that, assuming the screens
continued to operate as they had during laboratory and field testing, the screens were "the
screening device most likely to impose the least mortalities in the rescue of entrapped fish by
mechanical means" (Fletcher 1990). The same study concluded that refinements to the screens
would be unlikely to greatly reduce fish kills.
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Source: Entergy 2007a

Figure 5: 1P2 intake system (left) and IP3 intake system (right)

There are two spray-wash systems-the high-pressure spray wash removes debris from the
front of the traveling screen mechanism; the low-pressure spray washes fish from the rear of the
mechanism into a fish sluice system to return them to the river. A 0.25 x 0.5-inch (in.)
(0.635 x 1.27-centimeter (cm)) clear opening slot mesh on the screen basket panels was
included to minimize abrasion as the fish were washed into the collection sluice. The sluice
system is a 12-in.-diameter (30.5-cm-diameter) pipe that discharges fish into the river at a
depth of 35 ft (10.7 m), 200 ft (61 m) from shore (CHGEC 1999).

Status Review of Shortnose Sturgeon

Life History

The shortnose sturgeon (Acipenser brevirostrum, family Acipenseridae) is amphidromous, with
a range extending from the St. Johns River, FL, to the St. John River, Canada. Unlike
anadromous species, shortnose sturgeon spend the majority of their lives in freshwater and
move into salt water periodically without relation to spawning (Collette and Klein-
MacPhee, 2002). From colonial times, shortnose sturgeon have rarely been the target of
commercial fisheries but have frequently been taken'as incidental bycatch in Atlantic sturgeon
and shad gillnet fisheries (NEFSC 2006; Dadswell et al. 1984). The shortnose sturgeon was
listed on March 11, 1967, as endangered under the ESA. In 1998, NMFS completed a recovery
plan for the shortnose sturgeon (NMFS 1998).

Shortnose sturgeon can grow up to 143 cm (56 in.) in total length and can weigh up to
23 kilograms (kg) (51 pounds [Ib]). Females are known to live up to 67 years, while males
typically do not live beyond 30 years. As young adults, the sex ratio is 1:1; however, among fish
larger than 90 cm (35 in.), measured from nose to the fork of the tail, the ratio of females to
males increases to 4:1. Throughout the range of the shortnose sturgeon, males and females
mature at 45 to 55 cm (18 to 22 in.) fork length, but the age at which this length is achieved
varies by geography. At the southern extent of the sturgeon's range, in Florida, males reach
maturity at age two, and females reach maturity at six years or younger; in Canada, males can
reach maturity as late as 11 years, and females, 13 years. In one to two years after reaching
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maturity, males begin to spawn at two-year intervals, while females may not spawn for the first
time until five years after maturing and, thereafter, spawn at three-1to five-year intervals
(Dadswell et al. 1984).

In the Hudson River, shortnose sturgeon migrate into freshwater to spawn during late winter or
early summer when water temperatures are -between 8 and 15 degrees C (NMFS 2009).. Eggs
sink and adhere to the hard surfaces on the river bottom, hatching after 4 to 6 days. Larvae
consume their yolk sac and begin feeding in 8 to 12 days, as they migrate downstream away
from the spawning site, remaining close to the river bottom. (Kynard 1997; Collette and Klein-
MacPhee 2002). The juveniles, which feed on benthic insects and crustaceans, do not migrate
to the estuaries until the following winter, where they remain for three to five years. As adults,
they migrate to the near-shore marine environment, where their diet consists of mollusks and
large crustaceans (Dadswell 1984).

Status of Shortnose Sturgeon in Hudson River

Shortnose sturgeon inhabit the lower Hudson River; the Federal Dam creates a physical barrier
preventing the species from swimming farther north. They are found dispersed throughout the
river-estuary from late spring to early fall and then congregate to winter near Sturgeon Point
(RM 86). Spawning occurs in the spring, just downstream of the Federal Dam at Troy, between
RM 118 and 148 (between Coxsackie and Troy) (Bain et al. 2007; NMFS 2000). According to
the NMFS environmental assessment (2000) for a permit for the incidental take of shortnose
sturgeon at the nearby power plants, Roseton and Danskammer, larvae are typically found

.upstream of the intakes of all five power plants along the mid-Hudson River.

The Hudson River population of the shortnose sturgeon was estimated to be approximately
13,000 adults in 1979-1980. Based on population studies done in the mid-1990s, the
population has apparently increased as much as 400 percent since then, up to almost
57,000 adult fish. Bain et al. (2007) suggested that the total population of the shortnose
sturgeon in the Hudson River is approximately 61,000, including juveniles and nonspawning
adults, although NMFS (2009) indicates that the adult population may be less than half that size
(approximately 30,000 individuals). Woodland and Secor (2007) ascribed the population growth
to several strong year-classes and two decades of sustained annual recruitment. Bain et al.
(2007) maintained that the annual trawl surveys conducted by the electric utilities
(CHGEC 1999) show an increase in abundance between the mid-1980s and mid-1990s,
supporting the finding that the Hudson River population has increased. The NRC staff
assessed the population trend for yearling and older shortnose sturgeon in the fall juvenile
survey data provided by the applicant and found a small but statistically significant increase in
the catch-per-unit-effort from 1975 to 2005.

Impact Assessment of Indian Point onthe Shortnose Sturgeon
Population Entrainment

The southern extent of the shortnose sturgeon spawning area in the Hudson- River is
approximately RM 118 (RKM 190), about 75 RM (121 RKM) upstream of the intake of IP2 and
IP3 (NMFS 2000). The eggs of shortnose sturgeon are demersal, sinking and adhering to the
bottom of the river, and, upon hatching, the larvae in both yolk-sac and post-yolk-sac stages
remain on the bottom of the river, primarily upstream of RM 110 (RKM 177) (NMFS 2000).
Shortnose sturgeon larvae grow. rapidly, and, after a few weeks, they are too large to be
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entrained by the cooling intake (Dadswell 1979). Because the egg and larval life stages of the
shortnose sturgeon (the life stages susceptible to entrainment) are not found near the intake for
IP2 and IP3, the probability of their entrainment at IP2 and IP3 is low.

IP2 and IP3 monitored entrainment from 1972 through 1987. Entrainment monitoring became
more intensive at Indian Point from 1981 through'1987, and sampling was conducted for nearly
24 hours per day, four to seven days per week, during the spawning season in the spring
(NMFS 2000). Entrainment monitoring reports list no shortnose sturgeon eggs or larvae at lP2
and IP3. NMFS (2000) lists only eight sturgeon larvae collected at any of the mid-Hudson River
power plants (all eight were collected at Danskammer, and four of the eight may have been
Atlantic sturgeon). Entrainment sampling data supplied by the applicant (Entergy 2007b)
include large numbers of larvae for which the species could not be determined, although
sturgeon larvae are distinctive and most likely were identified when. they occurred. Entergy
currently conducts no monitoring program to record entrainment at IP2 and IP3, and any
entrainable life stages of the shortnose sturgeon taken in recent years would go unrecorded.

Based on the life history of the shortnose sturgeon, the location of spawning grounds within the
Hudson River, and the patterns of movement for eggs and larvae, the number of shortnose
sturgeon in early life stages entrained at IP2 and IP3 is probably low or zero. The available data
from past entrainment monitoring do not indicate that entrainment was occurring. Therefore, the
NRC staff concludes that the continued operation of Indian Point'.for an additional 20 years is
not likely to adversely affect the population of shortnose sturgeon in the Hudson River through
entrainment.

Impingement

IP2 and IP3 monitored impingement of most fish species daily until 1981, reduced collections to
a randomly selected schedule of 110 days per year until 1991, and then ceased monitoring in
1991 with the installation of the modified Ristroph traveling screens. IP2 and IP3 monitored the
impingement of sturgeon species daily from 1974 through 1990 (Entergy 2009). As described in
Section 2.2.5.3 of the 2008 draft SEIS (NRC 2008) and the final SEIS (NRC 2010), the Ristroph
screens, installed in 1990 and 1991, were designed in a collaborative effort with the Hudson
River Fishermen's Association to minimize the mortality of impinged fish.

In 2000, NMFS prepared an environmental assessment (EA) for the incidental take of shortnose
sturgeon at Roseton and Danskammer (NMFS 2000). The EA included. the estimated total
number (Table 1) of shortnose sturgeon impinged at Roseton, Danskammer, Bowline Point,
Lovett, and IP2 and IP3, with adjustments to include the periods when sampling was not
conducted.
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Table 1: Estimated Total and Average Shortnose Sturgeon Impinged by Mid-Hudson
River Power Plants, Adjusted for Periods Without Sampling

1972-1998 1989-1998
Average No. Average No.

Power Plant Total Impinged/Year Total Impinged/Year
Bowline Point .23. 0.9 0 0
Lovett 0 0 0 0
IP2 37 1.4 8 0.8
IP3 26 1.0 8 0.8
Roseton 49 1.8 15 1.5
Danskammer Point 140 5.2 44 4.4
Total 275 10.2 75 7.5
Source: Adapted from NMFS 2000.

Entergy (2009) provided revised shortnose sturgeon impingement data (Table 2), which are
available through the NRC's online Agencywide Documents Access and Management System
(ADAMS). The average impingement rate of shortnose sturgeon at IP2 and IP3 combined from
1975 through 1990 is about four fish per year. Appendix 1 to this BA reproduces detailed
information from Entergy (2009) on the impinged fish. These data are the most recent and
complete available.

An increase in the population of shortnose sturgeon in the Hudson River would most likely result
in an increase in impinged shortnose sturgeon at 1P2 and IP3. If the population data presented
by Bain et al. (2007) and Woodland and Secor (2007) are accurate, then a four-fold increase in
population between the mid-1980s and mid-1990s could result in a similar increase in
impingement rates. Impingement data (Table 2), however, do not increase concomitantly with
population through 1990. A population increase would mean that the population-level effect of
taking an individual shortnose sturgeon would decrease.

When considering the effects of impingement, it is important to consider the affected species'
impingement mortality rate. For IP2 and IP3, however, there are few data regarding the survival
of the shortnose sturgeon after impingement.. In 1979, NMFS issued a biological opinion (BO)
relating to the take of shortnose sturgeon at Indian Point (Dadswell 1979). At the time, there
was only one year in which records describing the status of impinged shortnose sturgeon were
kept. In that year, 60 percent of collected impinged shortnose sturgeon were dead when
collected. TheBO assumed both that all dead sturgeon died as a result of the impingement and
that no impingement-related mortality occurred after the impinged sturgeon were released.
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Table 2: Estimated* Numbers of Impinged Shortnose Sturgeon from Impingement

Monitoring at Indian Point Units 2 and 3

Year Unit 2 Unit 3
1975 3 NA
1976 2 0
1977 11 2
1978 5 5
1979. 4 3
1980 0 2
1981 0 0
1982 0 0
1983 0 0
1984 3 2
1985 0 0
1986 0 0
1987 0 2
1988 7 2
1989 0 2
1990. 3 0

Yearly Mean 2.8 1.2
Sum of Unit 4.0

Yearly Means
*Numbers are corrected for collection efficiency and
then.rounded to whole numbers.
NA means data not available.
Source: Entergy 2009, ML091950345

The BO estimated that, in a worst-case scenario, 35 shortnose sturgeon would be impinged at
IP2 and 1P3 per year, and that 60 percent (21 individuals) would die on the intake screens. At
the time, the population of adult shortnose sturgeon in the Hudson River was estimated to be
6,000, and this level of mortality would result in a 0.3 to 0.4 percent death rate caused by
impingement at IP2 and IP3 (Dadswell 1979). The average yearly impingement rate from 1.975
through 1990 based on revised data (Entergy 2009) is about four shortnose sturgeon, a rate
almost an order of magnitude lower than Dadswell's (1979) worst-case assumption of 35 fish
per year in the BO. Also, as stated above, the population of shortnose sturgeon in the Hudson
River has increased and the population-level effect of IP2/IP3 impingement is thus lower than
was previously estimated by NMFS in its BO.

Because all monitoring of impingement ceased after the Ristroph screens were installed in
1991, no updated mortality rate estimates for impinged shortnose sturgeon exist at IP2 and IP3.
The NRC staff does not know the current level of impingement or the level of mortality.
Although the laboratory and field tests (Fletcher 1990) performed on the modified Ristroph
screens were not conducted using the shortnose sturgeon, the tests did show that injury and
death were reduced for most species when compared to the first Version of screens that were
proposed (and rejected, based on their "unexceptional performance") (Fletcher 1990). If the
NRC staff assumes that the modified Ristroph screens performed as well as the Fletcher's 1990
results indicated, then mortality and injury from impingement would be lower than reported by
the NMFS in its BO (Dadswell 1979), and the impact to the species would be less. Without
current monitoring, however, the NRC staff cannot confirm this.
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In its BO, NMFS (Dadswell 1979) found that that operation of IP2 and IP3 is "not likely to
jeopardize the continued existence of the shortnose sturgeon because, even assuming 100%
mortality of the impinged fish, its contribution to the natural annual mortality is negligible." The
NRC staff finds that the best estimate of takes of shortnose sturgeon by IP2 and IP3 based on
revised data (Entergy 2009)is much less than that assumed by Dadswell (1979) in the NMFS
BO, that installation of Ristroph screens since the original BO was prepared may have
decreased the mortality rate of shortnose sturgeon that are impinged, and that the population of
shortnose sturgeon in the Hudson River is increasing although impingement rates appear not to
have increased concomitantly through 1990. The NRC staff recognizes the difficulties in
drawing conclusions from two-decade old impingement data and incomplete impingement
mortality data, but concludes that, based on the best available information, impingement and
entrainment resulting from operation of IP2 and IP3 for an additional 20 years beyond the
original license term are not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of the endangered
shortnose sturgeon in the Hudson River.

Thermal Impacts

The discharge of heated water into the Hudson River can cause lethal or sublethal effects on
resident fish, influence food web characteristics and structure, and create barriers to migratory
fish moving from marine to freshwater environments.

State Pollution Discharge Elimination System (SPDES) permit NY-0004472 regulates thermal
discharges associated with the operation of IP2 and IP3. This permit imposes effluent
limitations, monitoring requirements, and other conditions to ensure that all discharges are in
compliance with Article 17 of the Environmental Conservation Law of New York State, Part 704
of the Official Compilation of the Rules and Regulations of the State of New York, and the Clean
Water Act. Specific conditions of the SPDES permit related to thermal discharges from IP2 and
IP3 are specified by NYSDEC (2003) and include the following:

The maximum discharge temperature is not to exceed 110 degrees F (43 degrees C).

The daily average discharge temperature between April 15 and June 30 is not to exceed
93.2 degrees F (34 degrees C) for an average of more than 10 days per year during the
term of the permit, beginning in 1981, provided that it not exceed 93.2 degrees F
(34 degrees C) on more than 15 days during that period in any year.

The final environmental impact statement (FEIS) associated with the SPDES permit for IP2 and
IP3 (NYSDEC 2003) concludes that "Thermal modeling indicates that the thermal discharge
from Indian Point causes water temperatures to rise more than allowed." The thermal modeling
referred to in the FEIS appears to represent a worst-case scenario; the modeling indicates the
potential for the discharges from IP2 and IP3 to violate the conditions of the IP2 and IP3 SPDES
permit, which could result in a negative impact on the shortnose sturgeon. IP2 and IP3 have not
yet completed triaxial thermal studies, to completely assess the size and nature of the thermal
plume created by the discharge from IP2 and IP3 and the possible impact on the sturgeon. The
NRC staff understands, however, that Entergy has collected triaxial thermal data, and will
submit a final, verified thermal model to NYSDEC in the next year.
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According to the NMFS Final Recovery Plan for the Shortnose Sturgeon (NMFS 1998), "During
summer months, especially in southern rivers, shortnose sturgeon must cope with the
physiological stress of water temperatures that often exceed 82 degrees F (28 degrees C)."
Although the area closest to the discharge from IP2 and IP3 can exceed these temperatures,
the summer maximum temperature of the Hudson River in the area of IP2 and IP3 is
77 degrees F (25 degrees C) (Entergy 2007a). The combined discharge from both Indian Point
units is about 1.75 million gpm (110 m3/s), including the service water (Entergy 2007a).
Table 3 presents the net downstream flow (controlling for the influence of tides) of the
Hudson River at Indian Point. These data suggest that discharges from lP2 and IP3
equal, at most,, 15% of the river flow 20% of the time, while up to 2% of the time, IP2
and 1P3 discharges equal 97% or more of the downstream river flow. This variation -

due to differences in seasonal precipitation, tidal influence, and other factors - suggests
that discharges may mix in very different ways under different conditions.

Table 3: Cumulative Frequency Distribution of Net Downstream Flows of Hudson River

Million gallons per Cumulative
minute (gpm) percentile

11.7 20
6.8 40
4.71 60
3.1 80
1.8 98

Adapted from Entergy 2007a

The NRC staff cannot determine, based on available information, whether a shortnose sturgeon
in the Hudson River would experience any prolonged physiological stress.from the thermal
plume caused by the discharge from IP2 and IP3. Shortnose sturgeon could be forced to seek
refuge from elevated water temperatures as they are forced to do in southern rivers, and this
could limit their available habitat. If studies reveal that the plume is buoyant, shortnose
sturgeon could pass underneath the plume on their passage past the facility, but there are no
data to indicate that.this is the casa...

As noted earlier, the NYSDEC thermal modeling of the Hudson River suggests that the
discharge.from IP2 and IP3 could exceed the limits specified in the SPDES permit, but without a
triaxial thermal study, the exact size and nature of the thermal plume is unknown. Information
about the species, based on the NMFS recovery plan, suggests that increased temperatures
can have a significant effect on the shortnose sturgeon. Therefore, the NRC staff concludes
that the continued thermal effects from operation of IP2 and IP3 for an additional 20 years could
potentially adversely affect the population of shortnose sturgeon. in the Hudson'River through
thermal discharge, but the staff is unable to determine the extent to which the population would
be affected.

Conclusion

Renewal of the operating licenses.of IP2 and IP3 to include another 20 years of operation could
potentially adversely affect the population of shortnose sturgeon in the Hudson River due to the
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thermal effects of once-through cooling. An analysis of the revised impingement data recently
submitted by Entergy indicates that impingement and entrainment would not adversely affect
the population of shortnose sturgeon. Sufficient information is not available at this time for the
NRC staff to quantify the extent to which the shortnose sturgeon population could be affected by
thermal effects, though forthcoming data is likely to provide additional information.
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Appendix 1 to Biological Opinion

This appendix presents a reproduction of Tables 2a, 2b and 4 from Entergy (2009) showing
detailed information on shortnose sturgeon impinged at IP2 and IP3 for the years 1974 through
1990. The Entergy submittal is available at ADAMS Accession No. ML091950345.
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Table Za- individual Data File Records of Shortnose Sturgeon Colected by impingement at Indian Point Unit No. 2 in Each Year, 1.974 through 1990.
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2 Total 2879 Shortnosqý SZr.o 2 4 4.91
z Total 1960 Sharvio" aewneo -a - 0 MR a0c4 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

2 Total 1251 sbortyWe ttm _ __ 0 0 MR u*- (1.
2 Total 913.ShobxweSturpon -a 0 MU 0.00
2 Totall t3 ShanwnoStuasgon ~0 0 MR 0.00-
2 1984 5titrtnot Stigop" 30-May44 251 673 __178 1. WS7
2 Total 1884 ShorbweSturgeon 1 1 75 .
2 Total 198S Shorowe Stiwnoj MR 1111,04 ____________

2 Total 19SU~r~~Iew ______ 0 0 MR 0.0 ________________

.2 1987 Shornooc.Sturgeon 8-Mar-87 20670 12Z 320 a 3.0 1 2.403 ___________________

-2 19911 shortiose Stuirgeon 27-Feb47 to 154 71.0 A 4-3 % L~OB _______________

Z Total 19BY -hra -w o 2 1.(I) 116 4.11 ________________

2 191111 ShioctnoseShuron 1-Feb-U NS 53. So0 0 1.6 .1 1-98
2 1988 ShotroserSturgeon 27-Aor-88 4S 101 6175 a1 14 1 1 _____ .2 _________________

2 19M Shortnvosostu:Lon 4-ov-S NS 178S 672 0 13.9 1 2____ .52 _ ______________

2 198W m2M.tts Sturgeon 8-Sep-901 Ms 6B7 443 0 2651 1 f____ 3.37 ______________

-M8: Collected on a na-chedulndsompling date
NR Not reported
na Not avialabile

1. aw emprnw tre esttiate from' weekly AWtign

1.7 n Water = no data in fit SA Imprnngement Data Files
W1 Numbers In parentheses Indivate number of siortnose %Zurgeon taken orn nun-uarvle tiV3
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Table 2b, Individual Data File Records of Shortnose Sturgeon Collected by Impingement at Indian Point Unit No, 3 in Each Year, 1974 through 1990.
TOtWl CoTtftlon V-36

Sample Weilt Length (allveor HiZOTemp Total 01I$ D"ELS2008 Call. IN.C
Unit year. Taxon Oate Num,- (g) (nmiu dead) (dm8Cq Count 199 TYabe4-l AdLCt . Comments

3 Total 1974 Shorntose Sturgeon _ ___0 Nfl Nfl00 ___________

3 Total 1975 Sho.tntose Sturgeon NRf 4 NR NR NR •
3 Total 1976 Shotnose Sturgeon "_ • 0 0 Ntl O0.0
3 1977 Shorosestumeofn 23-Sep-7 7  326609 99 23.0 1 1.7
3 Toaal 1977 Shotumove Stu%=eon 1 1 2 1.87 ........ ..
3 1978 Shortnose Strgeon 27-jan7478 302709 65 3.8 1- 146
3 1978 Shotnose Sturgeon. 2-,Maar-7 306109 . 54 2S9 1 .1'44 ;,,_, .......
3 1978 Shortnose turge 27-May-78 314709 62 .. 16,. 1 1-72
3 Total 1978 Shortnose Sturgeon 3 3 5 4.62 ___________

3 1979 Shortnose Sturtgon 3-Apt-79 309309 450 8.0 1 1.53 i

3 1979 Shortnose Sturgeon 4-May-79 312407 595 12.2 1 1.61 _, _,__,,

3 Total 1979 ShototnseSturpon 2 2 3 3.14
3 1980 Shortnose Sturpon 29-Apr 312004 525 133 1 1.64
3 Total .Sho lse•tu 1..n... 1 2 64
3 Total 1981 Shovtnose Sturgeon 0 0 NR 0.00 _

3 Total IS9O Shortnose Sturgo_ ...... 0 0 NR" 0.00C

3 1984 Shose Sturgeon 19-Mav-8 , 314010 S98: .... 15.8 1 1.69
3 Total 1984 Shouttwso Sturgeon I___ 1 1 .14 1.69 __________

3 Total L94M Shortnoseftwgeoa 0 0 "a. 0.00oo
3 Total 1986 ShortnoseSturgeon - - 0 NA 0.00
3 1987 Shortnose Sturgeon 29-A-r-7 311908 325 433 D 13.0 _ 1 z, 1.63
3 Total 1917 Shorat e Sturgeon I I.• 55 _L3

3 1988 Shorrnose Stu•geon 19-Aug-88 323210 479 434 D 280 1 2.02 ........
3 Total 1988 Shortnose Sturgeon 1___ ____________________________

3 19899 ShortnoseSturgeon 6-OcW-9 NS5 600 530 A 21.0 1 • 182 .2,
3 -Total 1989 Sortnose Sturgeo __N____

3 Total 1990 Shortnose Sturgeon. . 0 f FR O.D

'MS. Colleclted on a non-scheduled sampling date
NX Not reported
na Not available
1.7 Water temperature estimated from weeoly average

= Blank space = no data in the SAS Impingement Data Fires
(1) Numbers In parentheses indicate number of shontnose sturgeon taken on non,sample days.
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Table& lmpdigall O~af Fle Level S Ad"uu Cosmb and LevelS Count Adjustqd for Callaedlof EffIdent' for 5*wrtnase and AUaicSturgIeon Waicnded in U tn98meMat94 uw dian Point,. 1973 Ituougil 1991

"'IPZ IP'3

shortnmsls rg•eof Atdwtk Sturgeon Total Fl2 lhoml , SturgGeon Alnt• e 5turfeon TOJ2i&P IP F lP3

L oGrari Total
LeeelS Count Levels Count Laei $S Colt Level Count Level S Count Level 5 Count Levels

Adjusted tot A for A4usta for A dj•ited l ea- for A o for Collection
Collection colection Colction . Collection Collection Collection Grand Total . Efficiency

Study Lear See15 Count V5010Y't Level S Count Efficif•cy Level .Count Efficiency LevelS Count Eff.iiency Lel S Cunt Effi.ency LeWiS Cqunt Efficiency .etISCount Adjusted Count
1975 1 ' .1A4 Il 301,02 11 304o35 N1 ff M R . .' MR1s •4.95
3976 1 2.0 8 16.64 9 18.L 0 0. 8 149 3 1t0o 17 32-74
1977 5 11.06 104.S 49 11s,91 1 1.8 153 252.20 154 254.0 203 36.93
19on 2 4.S3 is 33.2, 18 4. 1 4.6 21 31-3 24 36.0 42 78,86
1W79 2 431 12 74.73 34 79,06 2 3.1 38 60.97 40 6CI 74 .1
1980 0 0 9 23.72 9 23.52 1 1. 10 16.8 11 1.2, 20 41.S
1981 0 0100 3 8.01 3 8.01 0 0. ,5 7.46. S. 7.4 8 .1SA7
1412 0 0.0 1 2.39 1 2.39 0 0. 1 %.41 1 1,4 2 3.80
Isi s 00 3 6.21 3 6.11 0 0. 0 0.00. 0 . O. 3 6.11
19-4 1 2.75 3 6.43 4 9.18 1 5 9.75 6 1144 10 20.62
LOS3 0 0.00 9 19.23 9 19.23 0 0. 17 25.W 17 25, 26 44.23
1911; 0 ,2 5.51 2. 5,.5 0 0 S 5.79 5 5.7 7 11.33
1967 2 4,11 2 6.01 4 30.12 1 1 L17 2 3.4 6 13.54
15108 3 7.02 1 21I 4 9.13 1 2 0 0.0C 1 2.0 $ 0.115
1.93 0 0. 0 0 a 0 1 1,4 0 0.O1 1 1. 1 1-82

1is- 1ot repotte0

Unit speficollecti•n efficiency coefficients calclted ac ording to the eq•ations presented In the 1990 Indiam Point "mnual Report and appled to the Level Sraw count.
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IPRenewal NPEmails

From: Stuyvenberg, Andrew
Sent: Thursday, January 20, 2011 2:47 PM
To: 'Julie Crocker'
Cc: IPRenewal NPEmails; Logan, Dennis
Subject: RE: Inquiry regarding proposed Indian Point license renewal and ESA consultation

Thank you, Julie.. I appreciate the follow-up and look forward to being in touch.

Best,
Drew

From: Julie Crocker rmailto:Julie.Crocker©Noaa.Gov]
Sent: Thursday, January 20, 2011 2:34 PM
To: Stuyvenberg, Andrew
Cc: IPRenewal NPEmails; Logan, Dennis
Subject: Re: Inquiry regarding proposed Indian Point license renewal and ESA consultation

Hi Drew -

Yes, we are working on a response to the December 10 letter that indicates we have all the information we need to
initiate formal consultation and that it is our understanding that you'd like us to include a "conference" for Atlantic
sturgeon as a proposed species. The due date for the final Biological Opinion will be April 30, 2011 (135 days after we
received the letter) unless during the course of the consultation we mutually agree to extend this date.

I'll send you a PDF of our letter as soon as it is signed.

Julie

Stuyven berg, Andrew'wrote:
Ms. Crocker -

I'm writing to follow-up on the revised biological assessment that the NRC issued on December 10 regarding
the proposed license renewal of Indian Point Units 2 and 3. I know you've been in touch with Dennis Logan of
NRC regarding the consultation, but I'm writing today because I want to confirm that you've received the
revised BA and also inquire as when/whether we may receive a notification letter from NMFS regarding the
consultation process (as indicated in Mary Colligan's February 24, 2009, letter to David Wrona of NRC).

As you may recall, I'm the project manager for the Indian Point license renewal environmental review. I've
been on several phone calls with you and Dennis since I began managing the project in early 2008.

Please contact me if you have any questions or need anything additional from me. I look forward to hearing
from you, and I appreciate your time.

Best regards,
Drew

*Drew Stuyvenberg
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-4006
Andrew.Stuyvenberg@@nrc.gov

I
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'"t,, CN, UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
/ • ¶ National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

, NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE
• NORTHEAST REGION

•* • ÷ 55 Great Republic-Drive
14yes of Gloucester, MA 01930-2276

FEB 16 2011

David J. Wrona, Branch Chief
Projects Branch 2
Division of License Renewal
Office of Nuclear Reactor Program
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

RE: Biological Assessment for License Renewal of the Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit
Nos. 2 and 3

Dear Mr. Wrona:

This correspondence responds to a letter dated December 10, 2010, (received December 16,
2010) regarding the initiation of formal consultation for the proposed renewal by the US Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) of the Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit Nos. 2 and 3 (iP2
and IP3) operating licenses for a period of-an-additional 20 years pursuant to Section 7. of the
Endangered Species.Acf (ESA) of 1973,as amended. *The current operating licenses for these
units" expire on September 28, 2013 (iP2) and De.ember 12, 2015 *(IP3). Consultation with
NOAA's National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) regarding the proposed license renewal is
appropriate as the action may adversely affect the federally endangered shortnose sturgmon
(Acipenser brevirostrum). Accompanying your letter was a revised Biological Assessment (BA)
evaluating the impact of the proposed renewal on federally endangered shortnose sturgeon
(Acipenser brevirostrum). The original BA was sent to NMFS with a letter dated December 22,
2008, and included a copy of the Generic Environmental Impact Statement for License Renewal
of Nuclear Plants, Supplement 39 Regarding Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit Nos. 2 and 3
Draft Report. In a letter dated February 24,.2009, NMFS requested additional information from
NRC before the consultation could be initiated.

The information requested by NMFS is included in the December 10, 2010, letter and
accompanying revised BA. All of the information required to initiate a formal consultation has
been received. The date that your letter was received (December 16, 2010) will serve as the'
commencement of the formal consultation process. The ESA and the Section 7 regulations (50
CFR 402.14) require that formal consultation be concluded within 90 calendar days of initiation,
and tlie biological opinion (Opinion) be delivered to the action agency within 45 days after the
conclusion of formal consultation (i.e., April 30, 2011), unless extended. In the meantime,
pursuant to Section 7(d)of the ESA; the NRC must not make any irreversible.or irretrievable



I.

commitment of resources that would foreclose the formulation or implementation of any
reasonable and prudent alternatives to avoid jeopardizing endangered or threatened species.

On October 6, 2010, NMFS published two rules proposing to list four distinct population
segments (DPS) of Atlantic sturgeon (Acipenser oxyrinchus oxyrinchus) as endangered (New
York Bight (NYB), Chesapeake Bay, Carolina and Southeast Atlantic) and one DPS as
threatened (Gulf of Maine DPS) under the ESA (75 FR 1872). The NYB DPS includes all
Atlantic sturgeon whose range occurs in watersheds that drain into coastal waters, including
Long Island Sound, the New York Bight, and Delaware Bay, from Chatham, MA to the
Delaware-Maryland border on Fenwick Island, as well as wherever these fish occur in coastal
*bays, estuaries, and the marine environment from the Bay of Fundy, Canada, to the Saint J'ohns
River, FL. Within this range, Atlantic sturgeon have been documented from the Hudson and
Delaware rivers as well as at the mouth of the Connecticut and Taunton rivers, and throughout
Long Island Sound.

The proposed action by the applicant falls within the geographic range of the NYB DPS of
Atlantic sturgeon and this species is known to occur in the action aiea. Monitoring reports
indicate that Atlantic sturgeon have been impinged and/or entrained at the facility in the past.
Under the provisions of 50 CFR §402. 10, federal agencies shall confer with NMFS on any action
which is likely to jeopardize the continued existence of any proposed species or result in the
destruction or adverse modification of proposed critical habitat. Federal action agencies may
request a conference on any proposed action that may affect proposed species or proposed
critical habitat. As such, as confirmed in correspondence between Andrew Stuyvenberg of your
staff and Julie Crocker of NMFS' Protected Resources Division on January 20, 2011, the NRC is
requesting a conference regarding the effects of the proposed relicensing of IP2 and IP3 on
Atlantic sturgeon. NMFS agrees that a formal conference is appropriate.

I look forward to continuing to work with you and your staff during the consultation process. If
you have any questions or concerns about this letter or about the consultation process in general,
please contact Julie Crocker at (978) 282-8480 or by e-mail (Julie.Crocker@noaa.gov).

Sincerely,

Patricia A. Kurkul
Regional Administrator

cc: Crocker, F/NER3
Rusanowsky- F/NER4
Stuyvenberg - NRC

File Code: Sec 7 NRC Indian Point Nuclear Plant Relicensing
PCTS: F/NER/2009/00619
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"Entergy
Entergy Nuclear Northeast
Indian Point Energy Center
450 Broadway, GSB
P.O. Box 249
Buchanan, NY 10511-0249
Tel (914) 788-2055

Fred Dacimo
Vice President
License Renewal

NL-1 1-024

March 1, 2011

Mr. Andrew Stuyvenberg
NRC Environmental Project Manager
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

SUBJECT:

REFERENCE:

Endangered Species Act Consultation
Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit Nos. 2 & 3
Docket Nos. 50-247 and 50-286
License Nos. DPR-26 and DPR-64

1. NRC Letter dated December 10, 2010, "Revised Biological
Assessment for License Renewal of the Indian Point Nuclear
Generating Plant, Unit No. 2 and 3" (ADAMS No. ML102990043)

2. NRC E-mail dated January 20, 2011, "Inquiry Regarding Proposed
Indian Point License Renewal and ESA Consultation" (ADAMS
No. MLi 10200539) (Added to ADAMS on February 18, 2011)

3. NMFS Letter dated December 16, 2010, "Biological Assessment for
License Renewal of the Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit Nos. 2
and 3" (ADAMS no. ML1 10550751) (Added to ADAMS on February
24, 2011)

Dear Sir:

The purpose of this letter is to formally notify the Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRC") that
Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc., Entergy Nuclear Indian Point Unit 2, LLC, and Entergy
Nuclear Indian Point Unit 3, LLC (together, "Entergy") intend to participate in the formal
consultation and conference process between NRC and the National Marine Fisheries Service
("NMFS") conducted pursuant to Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act as it relates to
license renewal of Indian Point Units 2 and 3 ("1P2" and "IP3," collectively "IPEC"). Entergy also
requests expedited consideration of a 45-day extension of the consultation process.

By letter dated December 10, 2010, the NRC sent NMFS a revised biological assessment
associated with IPEC license renewal, but the NRC did not, in that letter, -request initiation.of
formal consultation (Ref. 1). NRC also did not notify Entergy that the formal consultation
process had begun or offer Entergy the opportunity to submit information for consideration
during the consultation process pursuant to 50 CFR 402.14(d). On February 18, 2011,



Docket Nos. 50-247 & 50-286
NL-11-024

Page 2 of 2

however, NRC made public an e-mail dated January 20, 2011, between NRC and NMFS
indicating that NMFS had sufficient information to initiate formal consultation, and that NMFS
planned to issue the final biological opinion by April 30, 2011 (Ref. 2). Subsequently, on
February 24, 2011, the NRC made public a letter dated February 16, 2011, from NMFS to the
NRC indicating that formal consultation began on December 16, 2010, when NMFS received
the NRC's biological assessment, that the consultation will conclude within 90 days of initiation,
and confirming that NMFS will deliver its biological opinion by April 30, 2011, unless the
consultation is extended (Reference 3).

As noted above, pursuant to 50 CFR 402.14(d), NRC must provide Entergy with the opportunity
to submit information for consideration during the formal consultation period. However, because
Entergy only very recently learned that formal consultation likely began approximately 60 days
ago, Entergy requests a 45-day extension of the consultation period in accordance with 50 CFR
402.14(e), in order to provide Entergy with sufficient notice and time to exercise its rights with
regard to the consultation process. Commensurate with this request, and to assist NRC in
providing NMFS with the best scientific and commercial data available, Entergy proposes to
submit relevant information to NMFS through the NRC on or before April 30, 2011. The due
date for the final .lological opinion would. then be June 14, 2011, unless the NRC and NMFS
agree. to a further extension. Entergy requests that the NRC and NMFS seek its approval in
accordance with 50 CFR 402.14(e) for any extension beyond June 29, 2011.

In accordance with 50 CFR 402.14(g)(5), Entergy also asks that NRC request that NMFS make
the draft biological opinion available to the NRC, and that NRC provide Entergy with a copy of
the draft biological opinion upon issuance, as well as the opportunity to review and comment on
the draft opinion. As specified in the regulations, Entergy would then submit its comments on
the draft biological opinion to NMFS through the NRC. Entergy also requests disclosure. of all
past and future non-privileged. communications between NRC and NMFS concerning the
consultation. Finally, Entergy requests that NRC facilitate a meeting or teleconference with
Entergy and NMFS at least two weeks prior to* April 30, 2011. to allow discussion of the
information and comments Entergy plans to submit as part of the consultation process.

Entergy looks forward to participating in the consultation process and again requests prompt
consideration of Entergy's extension request. Should the NRC or NMFS require additional
information or have any questions, please contact Dara Gray at (914) 736-8414.

Sincer<&

FRD/cbr

cc: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Document Control Desk
Mr. William Dean, Regional Administrator, NRC Region I
Mr. John Boska, NRR Senior Project Manager
Mr. Paul Eddy, New York State Department of PublidService
NRC Resident Inspector's Office
National Marine Fisheries Service
OGC
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of Docket Nos. 50-247-LR and
) 50-286-LR

ENTERGY NUCLEAR OPERATIONS, INC.
)

(Indian Point Nuclear Generating Units 2 and 3) .)
__ March 7, 2011

APPLICANT'S ANSWER TO NEW YORK STATE'S CONTENTION 37

CONCERNING THE NRC STAFF'S EVALUATION OF ENERGY ALTERNATIVES

I. INTRODUCTION

Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(h)(1) and the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board's

("Board's") July 1, 2010, Scheduling Order, Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc. ("Entergy')

submits this Answer to New York State ("NYS") Contention 37 ("NYS-37"), filed on February

3, 2011.' This proceeding concerns Entergy's license renewal application ("LRA") for Indian

Point Nuclear Generating Units 2 and 3 ("IP2" and "IP3"), also known as the Indian Point

Energy Center ("IPEC").

NYS-37 seeks to update two previously-admitted and consolidated contentions, NYS-9

and NYS-33, which alleged, respectively, that Entergy's Environmental Report ("ER"), 2 and the

NRC Staff's Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement ("DSEIS") failed to give

See State of New York Contention Concerning the NRC Staff s Final Supplemental Environmental Impact

Statement (Feb. 3, 2011) ("Contention NYS-37"). See also State of New York's Motion for Leave to FileNew
and Amended Contentions Concerning Chapter 8 of the December 3, 2010 Final Supplemental Environmental
Impact Statement (Feb. 3, 2011) ("Motion for Leave"); State of New York's Supplement to Motion for Leave
to File New and Amended Contentions Concerning Chapter 8 of the December 3, 2010 Final Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement (Feb. 3, 2011) ("Motion for Leave Supplement").

2 See Indian Point Energy Center, Applicant's Environmental Report, Operating License Renewal Stage

(Apr. 2007), available at ADAMS Accession No. ML071210530.

DB1/66616069



meaningful consideration to non-fossil fuel alternatives to IPEC license renewal. 3 NYS-37

further challenges the NRC Staff's analysis and recommendations with respect tonew

alternatives included in Chapter 8 of its December 2010 Final Supplemental Environmental

Impact Statement ("FSEIS'),4 and asserts that the FSEIS does not provide-a rational basis for the

NRC's record of decision.

As set forth below, Entergy does not oppose NYS's characterization of NYS-37 as an

"update" to NYS-9/NYS-33, or NYS's incorporation by reference of supporting evidence

previously identified by NYS in support of NYS-9/NYS-33. Nor does Entergy oppose the

submittal of NYS-37 on timeliness grounds. However, insofar as NYS-37 constitutes a "new"

contention challenging the FSEIS, Entergy opposes its admission under the criteria of 10 C.F.R.

§ 2.309(f)(1)(iii), (v), and (vi).

In summary, NYS and its experts directly challenge the need for power from IPEC,

urging the NRC to undertake detailed (and speculative) analyses of NYS's energy markets. Such

an inquiry is beyond the scope of this proceeding and not required by 10 C.F.R. § 51.95(c)(2).

By doing so, NYS fails to address the relevant inquiry, which is not whether there is a need for

the power produced by IPEC, but whether preserving the option of license renewal for future

decision makers would be unreasonable in view of the environmental impacts of continued

operation of IPEC. Indeed, Section 51.95(c)(2) expressly precludes discussion of power needs or

the economic costs and economic benefits of the proposed action or of alternatives to the

proposed action in the FSEIS, "except insofar as such benefits and costs are either essential for a

NUREG-1437, Supp. 38, Generic Environmental Impact Statement for License Renewal of Nuclear Plants,
Regarding Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit Nos. 2 and 3, Draft Report for Comment (Dec. 2008)
("DSEIS"), available at ADAMS Accession Nos. ML083540594, ML083540614.

4 NUREG- 1437, Supp. 38, Generic Environmental Impact Statement for License Renewal of Nuclear Plants,
Regarding Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit Nos. 2 and 3ý Final Report (Dec. 2010) ("FSEIS"), available
at ADA.S Accession N os. ;L1033 .040,, MI-103350438, ML103360209, ML103360212, ML103350442.
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determination regarding the inclusion of an alternative in the range of alternatives considered or

relevant to mitigation."5 As detailed below, the FSEIS already includes a reasonable evaluation

of all of the energy alternatives cited by NYS, including energy conservation/energy efficiency

and renewable energy sources.

Indeed, despite NYS's numerous supporting references and attached expert declarations,

NYS-37 also lacks adequate factual and legal bases. Contrary to NYS's argument, the review of

energy alternatives in theFSEIS is not arbitrary, biased, or based on stale information. The

FSEIS responds to NYS's comments and also made significant substantive modifications to its

alternatives analysis. For example, the FSEIS considered energy conservation as a stand-alone

alternative, removed coal-fired power generation as a reasonable alternative, and included a

significant energy conservation/renewable energy component in its Combination of Alternatives.

In addition, the FSEIS evaluated the relative environmental impacts of the proposed action and a

spectrum of reasonable alternatives to that action. It also bears emphasis that the proposed action

is renewal of the IP2 and IP3 operating licenses so that those units may commence extended

operations within a few years, in September 2013 and December 2015, respectively. Therefore,

the scope of the reasonable alternatives includes only those alternatives that are essentially

available no:w-not one or two decades from now.

Finally, NYS does not accurately portray the totality of the FSEIS, and cites State agency

documents that actually undercut its factual claims. Accordingly, there is no basis for NYS's

claim that the FSEIS does not meaningfully consider non-fossil fuel alternatives or in any way

runs afoul of the requirements in the National Environmental Policy Act ("NEPA") or the

10 C.F.R. § 51.95(c)(2).
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Administrative Procedure Act ("APA"). No further evaluation is required. For .these reasons,

NYS-37 does not warrant admission as a new contention challenging the FSEIS.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Procedural History

1. Admission of NYS-9

On November 30, 2007, NYS filed a petition for leave to intervene in this proceeding. 6

One of its contentions, NYS-9, alleged that Entergy's ER is deficient because it failed to include

consideration of energy conservation in its analysis of alternatives that are able to replace IPEC's

full base-load generation capacity of approximately 2,158 gross MW(e) and that, at a minimum,

the ER should analyze energy conservation as part of the "no-action" alternative (i.e., non-

renewal of the IP2 and IP3 operating licenses).7

In July 2008, the Board admitted NYS-9 as a "narrow" contention of omission, finding

that it raised a material dispute regarding the need for Entergy's ER to analyze the potential

environmental impact of energy conservation that may result from the no-action alternative.8

However, the Board denied admission of NYS-9, insofar as it alleged that Entergy's overall

energy alternatives analysis-for the defined goal of producing 2,158 MWe of base-load power

generation-is deficient because it ignores energy conservation.9 In rejecting that portion of

NYS-9 relating to Entergy's overall energy alternatives analysis (in addition to rejecting NYS-10

6 See New York State Notice of Intention to Participate and Petition to Intervene (Nov. 30, 2007) ("NYS

Petition"), available at ADAMS Accession Nos. ML073400187, ML073400205.

7 See id. at 106-08
8 Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc. (Indian Point Nuclear Generating Units 2 & 3), LBP-08-13, 68 NRC 43, 93

(2008).
9 See id.
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and NYS- 11), the Board found the reasonable alternatives for license renewal to be limited to

discrete electric generation sources that are feasible technically and available commercially. 10

2. Issuance of the Staff's December 2008 DSEIS

On December 22, 2008, the Staff issued its DSEIS, in which it evaluated the site-specific

environmental impacts of license renewal for IP2 and IP3. In particular, Chapter 8 of the DSEIS

compared the environmental effects of IPEC license renewal to those of the no-action alternative

and alternative energy sources, including two possible combinations of alternatives that included

contributions from energy conservation.1 ' Section 8.2 recognized that the power not generated

by IPEC during the license renewal term as a result of the no-action alternative could be replaced

by certain generation or energy conservation (i.e., demand-side management, or "DSM") options

or some combination thereof.12 The DSEIS concluded that the environmental impacts of the

alternatives considered therein were similar in magnitude to those of continued operation of IP2

and IP3 under renewed licenses. ' 3

3. Admission of NYS-33

In February 2009, NYS filed NYS-33 in response to the DSEIS.14 NYS-33 alleged that

the DSEIS violated NEPA because it ignored significant new information and failed to provide a

rigorous analysis of the costs, benefits, and feasibility of energy conservation and efficiency, the

10 See id at 93, 95-96, 99.

I See generally, DSEIS, Vol. 1, Ch. 8 (Environmental Impacts of Alternatives to License Renewal).

12 See id. at 8-27.

13 See id. at 8-78 (stating that the environmental impact levels of the alternatives considered by the NRC Staff in

the DSEIS are similar to the impact levels of continued IP2 and IP3 operation under a renewed license with or
without modifications to the existing once-through cooling system).

14 State of Npw York Contentions Concerning NRC Staff's Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement

(Feb. 27, 2009) ("NYS DSEIS Contentions"), available at ADAMS ML090690303.
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viability of renewable energy resources, energy transmission capacity, and possible combinations

of different energy sources under the "no-action" alternative. 15

Thereafter, on March 18, 2009, NYS also filed comments on the DSEIS. NYS's DSEIS

.comments presented essentially the same criticisms of the DSEIS contained in NYS-33.16 In

short, NYS again asserted that the DSEIS failed to adequately consider conservation and

efficiency, the viability of renewable energy resources, expanded energy transmission capacity,.

and appropriate combinations of different alternative energy sources.17

In June 2009, the Board admitted NYS-33 and consolidated it with NYS-9.' 8 The Board

ruled that NYS-33 directly challenged the NRC Staff's findings in the DSEIS that energy

conservation would only result in a savings of 800 MW, and that wind power or other renewable

energy sources could only provide 200 to 400 MW of energy to replace either or both IPEC

units.19 The Board further noted that NYS-33 alleged that the two combination alternatives

analyzed in the DSEIS were "artificially narrow and arbitrary.'' 20

4. Issuance of the FSEIS and Submittal of NYS-33

The Staff issued its FSEIS on December 3, 2010, having substantially modified and

augmented Chapter 8 of the FSEIS in response to comments submitted by NYS and others. On

February 3, 2011, NYS submitted NYS-37. NYS-37 seeks to "update" consolidated contentions

15 NYS DSEIS Contentions at 20-34.

16 See Comments Submitted by the New York State Office of the Attorney General on the Draft Supplemental

Environmental Impact Statement Prepared by the Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for the Renewal
of the Operating Licenses for Indian Point Units 2 and 3, Buchanan, New York, at 21-37 (Mar, 18, 2009)
(Entergy Contention NYS-37 Att. 1), available at ADAMS Accession No. ML090771328.

17 See id

18 See Licensing Board Order (Ruling on New York State's New and Amended Contentions) at 9-13 (June 16,

2009) ("June 16, 2009 Board Order") (unpublished).

19 See id at 13.

20 Id. at 12 (citations omitted).
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NYS-9 and NYS-33 in response to the Staff's issuance of the FSEIS.21 It also purports to present

new challenges to the FSEIS's analysis and recommendations with respect to new alternatives

*based on the revised discussion contained in Chapter 8 of the FSEIS."

In challenging the FSEIS, NYS-37 makes four principal arguments, which Entergy

addressesin the order set forth below. First, NYS alleges that the FSEIS did not adequately

discuss non-fossil fuel alternatives. 23 Second, NYS claims that the FSEIS did not consider new

information material to non-fossil fuel alternatives and, instead, relied on obsolete and inaccurate

information. 24 Third, NYS contends that the FSEIS failed to respond to the State's detailed

comments on the DSEIS. Finally, NYS asserts that the Staff's energy alternatives analysis is

so deficient -nd biased that iA renders thc FSEIS a "nullity" with respect to the recommendation

that the adverse environmental impacts of IPEC license renewal'are not so great that preserving

the option of license renewal for energy planning decision makers would be unreasonable. 26

I1. APPLICABLE LEGAL STANDARDS

A. Legal Standards Governing Admission of New and Amended Contentions

Entergy does not oppose NYS-37 on timeliness grounds. However, to be admitted, NYS-

37 must satisfy each of the criteria set out in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(l)(i)-(vi). 2 7 Among other

things, the petitioner must demonstrate that the issue raised in the contention is within the scope

of the proceeding, is material to the findings the NRC must make to support the action that is

21 Contention NYS-37 at 1.

22 See id.

23 See id. at 17-31.

24 See id at 8-15.

25 See id at 15-17.

26 Id. at 2. See also id. at 31-43,

27 S.C. Elec. & Gas Co. (Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station, Units 2 & 3), LBP-10-6, slip op. at 3 (Mar. 17,

2010).
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involved in the proceeding, and provide sufficient information to show that a genuine dispute

exists with respect to a material issue of law or fact.2 8 A dispute is material only if its resolution

would make a difference in the outcome of the licensing proceeding. 29

In view of NYS's specific allegations in NYS-37, several key poirts warrant emphasis

here. First, environmental contentions in license renewal proceedings cannot, absent a waiver,

challenge the generic conclusions contained in the NRC's Generic Environmental Impact

Statement for License Renewal of Nuclear Plants ("GEIS") 30 and codified in 10 C.F.R. Part 51 .31

Second, the Board is not to accept uncritically the assertion that a document or other factual

information or an expert opinion supplies the basis for a contention.32 Any, supporting material

provided by a petitioner or its expert is subject to scrutiny "both for what it does and does not

show." 33 Third, an allegation that some aspect of the Staff's analysis is inadequate does not

establish a genuine dispute unless it is supported by facts and a reasoned statement of why the

analysis is unacceptable in some material respect. In this regard, a petitioner must demonstrate

that the challenged "analysis fails to meet a statutory or regulatory requirement.'"35

28 See 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iii), (iv), (vi).

29 See Summer, LBP-10-6, slip op. at 4 (quoting Duke Energy Corp. (Oconee Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2 & 3),

CLI-99-11,49 NRC 328, 333-34 (1999)).
30 NUREG-1437, Generic Environmental Impact Statement for License Renewal of Nuclear Plants (May 1996)

("GEIS") (Entergy Contention NYS-37 Att. 2), available at ADAMS Accession Nos. ML040690705,
ML040690720, ML040690738.

31 See 10 C.F.R. §§ 51.71 (d), 51.95(c); Fla. Power & Light Co. (Turkey Point Nuclear Generating Plant, Units 3
&4), CLI-01-17, 54 NRC 3, 12 (2001).

32 Private Fuel Storage, L.L.C. (Indep. Spent Fuel Storage.Installation), LBP-98-7, 47 NRC 142, 181, aff'd, CLI-

98-13,48 NRC 26 (1998).

3 See Yankee Atomic Elec. Co. (Yankee Nuclear Power Station), LBP-96-2, 43 NRC 61, 90, rev'd in part on
other grounds, CLI-96-7, 43 NRC 235 (1996).

34 See Fla. Power & Light Co. (Turkey Point Nuclear Generating Plant, Units 3 & 4), LBP-90-16, 31 NRC 509,
521 & n.12 (1990).

3 Indian Point, LBP-08-13, 68 NRC at 187.
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B. Legal Standards Governing Consideration of Energy Alternatives Under
NEPA and 10 C.F.R. Part 51 in an NRC License Renewal Proceeding

Before explaining why NYS-37 is not admissible under 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1) as a new

contention, it is necessary to place NYS's claims in their appropriate legal contexts.

1. The Range of Alternatives To Be Considered Under NEPA

Under NEPA and federal regulations implementing that statute, federal agencies are

required oniy to consider alternatives that are reasonable; i.e., those that are feasible and

nonspeculative. 36 Specifically, an agency must follow a "rule of reason" in preparing an EIS,

and this rule of reason governs both which alternatives the agency must discuss, and the extent to

which it must discuss them.37 That is, an agency's discussion of alternatives must be bounded by

"some notion of feasibility." 38 Also, an agency need not consider every available alternative. 39

An agency is required to examine only those alternatives that are necessary to permit a reasoned

choice. 40 NEPA does not require a separate analysis of alternatives which are not significantly

distinguishable from alternatives actually considered, or which have substantially similar

consequences. 41 With respect to alternatives that were eliminated from detailed study, NEPA

requires only a brief discussion of the reasons for their elimination.42

36 See City of Carmel-by-the-Sea v. U.S. Dep't of Transp., 123 F.3d 1142, 1155 (9th Cir. 1997); City ofAngoon v.

Hodel, 803 F.2d 1016, 1021 (9th Cir. 1986), cert. denied, 484 U.S. 870 (1987); Nuclear Mgmt. Co., LLC
(Monticello Nuclear Generating Plant), LBP-05-31, 62 NRC 735, 753 (2005) (citing Natural Res. Def
Council, Inc. v. Morton, 458 F.2d 827, 834, 837 (D.C. Cir. 1972); Long Island Lighting Co. (Shoreham
Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1), CLI-91-2, 33 NRC 61, 65 (1991)).

3 Citizens Against Burlington v. Busey, 938 F.2d 190, 195 (D.C. Cir. 1991) (citing Morton, 458 F.2d at 834, 837;
quoting Alaska v. Andrus, 580 F.2d 465, 475 (D.C. Cir. 1978), vacated in part as moot sub. nom. W. Oil & Gas
Ass'n v. Alaska, 439 U.S. 922 (1978)), cert. denied, 502 U.S. 1994 (1991).

38 Muckleshoot Indian Tribe v. U.S. Forest Serv., 177 F.3d 800, 814 (9th Cir. 1999).

39 Headwaters, Inc. v. Bureau of Land Mgmt., 914 F.2d 1174, 1180 (9th Cir. 1990).

40 Id.

41 4d. at 1218)1.
42 40 C.F.R. § 1502.14(a).
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These principles derive largely from a case that, importantly, involved the NRC's

consideration of energy alternatives. Specifically, in Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. v.

Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc., the U.S. Supreme Court, reversing the D.C. Circuit,

upheld a rule of reason test for the range of alternatives that need to be considered by an

agency.43 The Court further stated that, given the constraints on an agency's time and resources,

it need not "ferret out every possible alternative, regardless of how uncommon or unknown that

alternative may have been at the time the project was approved.",44 In other words, "the agency

has discretion to choose a manageable number of alternatives [that can] present a reasonable

spectrum of policy choices that meet the goals of the action."45

2. Relationship Between the Purpose and Need for the Proposed Action
and the Alternatives to Be Considered by the NRC in its FSEIS

a. The Purpose and Need for License Renewal As Defined in the
GEIS and Adopted by the Commission in 10 C.F.R. Part 51

The terms "reasonable" and "alternatives" are not 'self-defining.46 As a result, the courts

have held that project alternatives derive from an EIS's statement of purpose and need. The

Commission has followed the approach established by the court in Citizens Against Burlington,

43 See Vt. Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. v. Natural Res. Def Council, 435 U.S. 519, 551-52 (1978).

44 Id. at 551. See also id. at 553 (requiring z liccnEring board's consideration of energy alternatives to be "judged
by the information then available to it"); Roosevelt Campobello Int'l Park Comm'n v. EPA, 684 F.2d 1041,
1047 (1 st Cir. 1982) (holding that, for siting alternatives, the "duty under NEPA is to study all alternatives that
appear reasonable and appropriate for study at the time of drafting the EIS"); Carolina Envtl. Study Group v.
United States, 5 10 F.2d 796, 800-01 (D.C. Cir. 1975) (stating that NEPA requires consideration of alternatives
"as they exist and are likely to exist" and rejecting energy alternatives such as oil shale, geothermal energy,
and solar energy).

45 Oceana, Inc. v. Evans, 384 F.Supp. 2d 203, 241 (D.D.C. 2005) (citing Vt. Yankee, 435 U.S. at 551).
46 Citizens Against Burlington, 938 F.2d at 194-95.
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holding that reasonable alternatives are those that will bring about the ends of the proposed

action, taking into consideration the economic goals of a private applicant.47

For purposes of nuclear power plant license renewal, the purpose and need for the

proposed action (renewal of an operating license) is to provide an option that allows for power

generation capability beyond the term of a current nuclear power plant operating license to meet

future system generating needs, as such needs may be determined by applicable State and

Federal decision makers.48 Based on this statement of purpose and need, the Commission

concluded that "the NRC staff, adjudicatory officers, and Commission shall determine whether

or not the adverse environmental impacts of license renewal are so great that preserving the

option of license renewal for energy planning decisionmakers would be unreasonable.'' 49 The

Commission also emphasized that consideration of the need for generating capacity and of utility

economics is neither within the NRC's jurisdiction nor necessary for the NRC's understanding of

the enviromnilntal consequences of a license renewal decision.5 0

b. Reasonable Alternatives Discussed in the GEIS

Chapter 8 of the GEIS states that "a reasonable set of alternatives should be limited to

analysis of single, discrete electric generation sources and only electric generation sources that

are technically feasible and commercially viable.",5' The GEIS does not expressly define the

term "discrete electric generation source." However, it is implicit in the GEIS's discussion of

47 See Hydro Res. Inc. (P.O. Box 15910, Rio Ranch, N.M. 87174), CLI-01-4, 53 NRC 31, 55-56 (2001) (citing
Citizens Against Burlington, 938 F.2d at 195-96; City of Grapevine v. Dep't of Transp., 17 F.3d 1502, 1506
(D.C. Cir. 1994)).

48 See Final.Rule, Environmental Review for Renewal of Nuclear Power Plant Operating Licenses, 61 Fed. Reg.
28,467, 28,472 (June 5, 1996), amended by 61 Fed. Reg. 66,537 (Dec. 18, 1996). See also GEIS, Vol. I at 1-2.

49 10 C.F.R. § 51.95(c)(4) (emphasis added).

50 See Final Rule, Environmental Review for Renewal of Nuclear Power Plant Operating Licenses, 61 Fed. Reg.

at 28,473Y. - "

51 GElS, Vol. 1 at 8-1 (emphasis added).
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various energy alternatives that the GEIS is referring to baseload generation sources.52

"Baseload" power refers to a power source that is "intended to continuously produce electricity

at or near full capacity, with high availability.",53 Nonetheless, the NRC included in the GEIS a

brief discussion of energy conservation and power import alternatives. 54 It explained that, while

these alternatives do not fulfill the purpose and need of the proposed action, they are tools

available to state and utility energy planners. 55

c. The No-Action Alternative

As indicated above, NEPA also requires discussion of the agency alternative of taking

"6no action." 56 In the present context, the no-action alternative is denial of the renewed licenses

for IP2 and IP3. The Commission has held that the no-action alternative is most easily viewed as

simply maintaining the status quo.57 It is intended to foster comparison of the expected

environmental impacts of renewing the IPEC licenses with the potential environmental impacts

of not renewing those licenses.

52 See id. at 8-17 ("The inability to increase the capacity factors of wind power makes the technology an

inappropriate choice for baseload power."); id. at 8-19 ("Use of PV cells for baseload capacity requires very
large energy storage devices, such as pumped hydro facilities, batteries, or compressed air chambers. Currently
available energy storage devices are too expensive to store sufficient electricity to meet the baseload generating
requirements."); id. at 8-22 ("Solar thermal systems have constraints similar to those of PV systems in that
capital costs are higher than for nonrenewable resources, and solar thermal systems lack baseload capability
unless combined with natural gas backup."); id. at 8-25 to 8-27 ("Although geothermal plants offer alternative
baseload capacity to conventional fossil fuel and nuclear plants, widespread application of geothermal energy
is constrained by the geographic availability of the resource and the maturity of the technology."); id. at 8-33
("Combined-cycle plants ... are particularly efficient and are used as intermediate and baseload facilities
.... .).

53 Envtl. Law & Policy Ctr. v. NRC, 470 F.3d 676, 679 (7th Cir. 2006). See also Consumers Power Co. (Midland

Plant, Units 1 & 2), ALAB-452, 6 NRC 892, 951 n.272 (1977) ("'Baseload' units are designed to run
continuously (except for maintenance) to meet that constant portion of the utility's load.) (citations omitted)).

54 GELS, Vol. 1 at 8-2, 8-38 to 8-42.

55 Id. at 8-2.

56 See 40 CFR § 1502.14(d); Council on Environmental Quality, Memorandum to Agencies: Answers to 40 Most

Asked Questions on NEPA Regulations, 46 Fed. Reg. 18,026 (Mar. 23, 198 1) (Question No. 7).

57 La. Energy Servs., L.P. (Claiborne Enrichment Ctr.), CLI-98-3, 47 NRC 77, 97 (1998) (citing Ass'n ofPub.
Agency Customers v. Bonneville Power Admin., 126 F.3d 1158, 1188 (9th Cir. 1997)). See also Private Fuel

Storage, L.L.C. (Indep. Spent Fuel Storage Installation), CLI-04-4, 59 NRC 31, 41 (2004); Hydro Res., Inc.,

CLI-01-4, 53 NRC at 54.
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IV. ARGUMENT

A. Entergy Does Not Oppose the Admission of NYS-37 Insofar As It Simply
Reasserts Previously-Admitted Challen2es to the ER and DSEIS

NYS states that its new contention "updates" previously-admitted contentions NYS-9 and

NYS-33.58 Entergy does not oppose NYS's characterization of NYS-37 as an "update" to NYS-

9/NYS-33, or NYS's incorporation by reference of supporting evidence previously identified by

NYS in support of NYS-9/NYS-33.59 However, Entergy does not waive its prior arguments

opposing the admissibility NYS-9/NYS-33 and, for the reasons stated below, opposes the

admission of NYS-37 insofar at it raises new challenges to the FSEIS.

B. Insofar as NYS-37 Raises New Challenges to the FSEIS. It Fails to Meet Each
of the Admissibility Criteria in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(0(1)

1. NYS-37 Raises Issues That Are Outside the Scope of This Proceeding

Because It Directly Challenges the Need for Power from IPEC

As threshold matter, NYS and its experts directly challenge the statement of purpose and

need for license renewal adopted by the Commission, as it applies to IPEC. For example, NYS

asserts that the FSEIS "assumes a need for too much power" and "distorts the analysis of the

amount, location, and timing, of new and/or alternative sources of necessary to replace the power

supplied by Indian Point." 60 These arguments are outside the scope of this proceeding and

directly contrary to 10 C.F.R. § 51.95(c)(2). In promulgating that regulation, the Commission

stated unequivocally that "the NRC will neither perform analyses of the need for power nor draw

58 Contention NYS-37 at 1.

59 See, e.g., June 16, 2009 Board Order at 4 ("We see no issue with an intervenor proactively asking the Board to
recognize that an admitted contention relative to the ER challenges the same issue when included in the Draft
SEIS.").

60 Contention NYS-37 at 9, 15.
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any conclusions about the need for generating capacity in a license renewal review.''6

2. NYS's Claim That the FSEIS Does Not Contain an Adequate
Discussion of Non-Fossil Fuel Alternatives Lacks a Valid Factual or
Legal Basis

NYS alleges that the Staff failed to take a "hard look" at non-fossil energy alternatives in

the FSEIS. 62 This claim simply ignores the contents of the FSEIS. The FSEIS discussion of

non-fossil alternatives, which the Staff substantially modified and augmented in response to

public comments-including comments from NYS-is robust and plainly adequate on its face

when evaluated under the NEPA standards discussed in Section III.B above. Specifically, the,

FSEIS considered a reasonable range of alternatives in order to reach a reasoned conclusion

regarding the relative environmental impacts of the proposed action and feasible alternatives. 63

In particular, due in large part to public comments, Section 8.3 (Alternative Energy

Sources) of the FSEIS now includes detailed consideration of the following:

* Purchased electrical power (FSEIS § 8.3.2) - The FSEIS conservatively assumed that
adequate transmission will exist through planned, new projects (e.g., the proposed New
York Regional Interconnect ("NYRI"), or the Champlain-Hudson Power Express, Inc.
("CHPEI") Project, among others), or by locatingthe alternatives near downstate loads.64

* Energy conservation and efficiency (FSEIS § 8.3.3) - The FSEIS considered energy
conservation as a viable, stand-alone alternative to license. renewal.65 The FSEIS
explicitly acknowledges New York State's Energy Efficiency Portfolio Standard
program, calling for a 15 percent reduction in energy usage by 2015 compared to forecast
levels.

66

61 Final Rule, Environmental Review for Renewal of Nuclear Power Plant Operating Licenses, 61 Fed. Reg. at

28,472. See id at 28,484 ("The Commission has concluded that, for license renewal, the issues of need for
power and utility economics should be reserved for State and utility officials to decide.").

62 See Contention NYS-37 at 17-18.

63 Id.

64 FSEIS, Vol. I at 8-39.
65 See id. at 8-41 to 8-43.

66 See id.
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* Two combinations of alternatives (FSEIS § 8.3.5) - The Staff revised this section to
discuss two combinations of alternatives that include larger contributions from renewable
energy and energy conservation. 67 Specifically, Combination 1 now includes obtaining
600 MW(e) from renewable energy sources (primarily wind with smaller amounts of
hydropower, biomass, and possibly landfill gas) and implementing 600 MW(e) of
conservation programs based on the State's "15x 15" energy conservation program and
other efforts to improve energy efficiency or increase conservation. Combination 2 now
includes obtaining 600 MW(e) from renewable energy sources and implementing 1000 to
1200 MW(e) of conservation programs. 68

Although the FSEIS concluded that wind power and combined heat and power ("CHP")

did not warrant consideration as stand-alone alternatives to IPEC's baseload generation, it

adequately explained the bases for those determinations. 69 The FSEIS concluded that, by itself,

wind power currently is not suitable for baseload capacity, given the resource's high degree of

intermittency, the relatively low average annual capacity factors of wind facilities, and the

expensive nature of current energy storage technologies. 70 It also noted that there is no assurance

that proposed wind generation projects will go into service, and that even if all 7,000 MW(e) of

potential wind power projects identified by the New York Independent System Operator

("NYISO") are completed, less than 700 MW(e) would be credited by NYISO as firm capacity.71

The FSEIS explained that the Staff did not consider CHP to be a direct alternative to

IPEC license renewal because CHP sources generally are found on large industrial buildings or

67 See id at 8-59 to 8-60.

68 See id.

69 Id. at 8-44, 8-49, 8-61. See, e.g., All Indian Pueblo Council v. United States, 975 F.2d 1437, 1445 (10th Cir.

1992) ("We hold that the agency's discussion of demand side planning, although abbreviated, was adequate
under the requirements of NEPA, because it explained why the alternative was rejected.").

70 FSEIS, Vol. 1 at 8-44. See Exelon Generation Co., LLC (Early Site Permit for Clinton ESP Site), CLI-05-29,
62 NRC 801, 810-11 (2005) ("Intervenors' various claims fail to come to grips with fundamental points that
can't be disputed: solar and wind power, by definition; are not always available...

71 FSEIS, Vol. 1 at 8-44, 8-61. As noted above, however, the Staff did not exclude wind power from its
consideration of reasonable energy alternatives. The Staff included 600 MW(e) from renewable energy
sources in Combination Alternatives I and 2; i.e., primarily wind with smaller amounts of other renewable
energy sources. See id. at 8-60.
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in urban centers where many buildings are near one another.72 CHP facilities provide electrical

power as well as heat (e.g., as steam) for use by nearby industries or buildings-a need not met

by IPEC.

The FSEIS contains a detailed comparative analysis .of the environmental impacts of the

proposed action and the following alternatives: the no-action alternative (denial of the

application), an alternative involving altering plant operations to comply with the New York

State Department of Environmental Conservation draft State Pollutant Discharge Elimination

System permit, construction of gas-fired generating capacity at alternate sites, gas-fired

generation of power at IP2 and IP3, energy conservation/efficiency, and two combinations of

alternatives. FSEIS Table 9-1 summarizes the significance of the environmental effects of the

proposed action and reasonable alternatives.73 Based on this analysis, the FSEIS concluded that

the adverse environmental impacts of JPEC license renewal are not so great that preserving the

option of license renewal for energy planning decision makers would be unreasonable.74

In view of the foregoing, there is no factual basis for NYS's claim that the FSEIS gives

only "putative recognition" to non-fossil fuel alternatives, including energy conservation. 75

NEPA requires consideration only of feasible and nonspeculative alternatives that appear

appropriate for study at the time of the agency's NEPA evaluation and that will accomplish the

purpose of the proposed project within the timeframe of the proposed project.76 As explained

above, the FSEIS has met this requirement by presenting "in sufficient detail, the viable

72 See id at 8-49.

73 See id. at 9-9 to.9-10.

74 Id. at 9-8.

75 Contention NYS-37 at 2.

76 Monticello, LBP-05-31, 62 NRC at 752-53.
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alternatives to the Project.",77 Furthermore, under Part 51, license renewal denial is appropriate

"only if the expected environmental effects of license renewal significantly exceed all or almost

all alternatives." 78 That is not the case here. For these reasons, NYS-37 does not meet the

requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(vi).

3. The Documents Cited by NYS and its Experts Call for Speculation
•and Do Not Support NYS's Claim that the FSEIS Is Inadequate

In arguing that the FSEIS is deficient, NYS overlooks key portions of certain documents

on which it relies (and relevant discussion in other, closely-associated documents) that both

undercut its argument and reinforce the reasonableness of the conclusions in the FSEIS.

For instance, NYS cites sections of the 2009 State Energy Plan 79 and numerous

documents issued by the NYISO. In doing so, NYS merely speculates that technical/practical

potential of renewable energy sources and its energy conservation goals can and will be fully

achieved by 2b 18-several years after IP2 and IP3 would begin extended operations in 2013 and

2015, respectively. 80 But the 2009 State Energy Plan itself states that "even with the

considerable achievements made to date in the State's end-user efficiency programs, achieving

the '15 by 15' goal will require nearly a five-fold increase in annual energy savings by 2015."81

Moreover, the 2009 State Energy Plan indicates that, even if the "15 x 15" goal were to be

achieved, there still would be a need for replacement generation infrastructure in the vicinity of

77 Sierra Club v. Morton, 431 F.Supp. 11, 17 (S.D. Tex. 1975).
78 Final Rule, Environmental Review for Renewal of Nuclear Power Plant Operating Licenses, 61 Fed. Reg. at

28,472.

79 New York State, 2009 State Energy Plan, Vol. I. (Dec. 2009) (Entergy Contention NYS-37 Att. 3), available
at http://www.nysenergyplan.com/final/NewYork_StateEnergyPlanVolumel.pdf The next StateEnergy
Plan is scheduled for issuance in 2013.

80 Cf Friends of the River v. FERC, 720 F.2d 93, 101 (D.C. Cir. 1983) ("Regional power planning is difficult and

uncertain; it becomes increasingly difficult and uncertain as its scope is extended in time and space.").

81 2009 State Energy Plan, Vol. I at 23.
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Indian Point (e.g., 700 MW combined cycle, gas-fired generating plant)-a finding that is

consistent with the FSEIS.82

In addition, the 2009 State Energy Plan recognizes that wind generation facilities can

present challenges for the electrical system and impacts on the infrastructure. 83 This is consistent

with conclusions reached in the FSEIS. 4

Finally, one of the most recent documents issued by the NYISO-the September 2010

Reliability Needs Assessment-undermines NYS's claim that baseload generation provided by

IPEC can be readily replaced by renewables, energy conservation, purchased electrical power,

and CHP in the near-term; i.e., when IP2 and IP3 enter the period of extended operation in 2013

and 2015. In that report, the NYISO concluded that the IPEC retirement scenario showed

reliability violations in 2016 if both units retired when their current licenses expire, and that

those impacts would include loss of power supply and transmission voltage support affecting the

metropolitan New York region.86

As made clear by recent documents issued by the NYISO and other State entities and

cited above, NYS does not provide a complete a presentation of the relevant facts. Furthermore,

NEPA requiTyes only consideiation of ýalernatives that are feasible and nonspeculative, 87 and does

82 See id.

83 See id, Vol. III, Energy Infrastructure Issue Brief at 24 (Entergy Contention NYS-37 Att. 4), available at
http://www.nysenergyplan.com/final/EnergyInfrastructureIB.pdf. Notably, the Energy Infrastructure Issue
Brief states that, using the base case, NYISO modeled a scenario that decreased generation in the lower
Hudson Valley and New York City by 1,500 MW and increased upstate generation by the same amount to
simulate increased wind and/or hydro resources. Without any transmission upgrades, this change would
resulting a 20.18 base case loss of load expectation ("LOLE") of 0.25 (loss of load for two and a half days in a
10-year period on average), thereby exceeding the minimum reliability criterion (LOLE = 0.10). Id. at 25.

84 See FSEIS, Vol. 1 at 8-44.

85 See New York Independent System Operator, 2010 Reliability Needs Assessment, Final Report (Sept. 2010)

(Entergy Contention NYS-37 Att. 5), available at http://www.nyiso.com/public/webdocs/newsroom/
press releases/2010/201 0_ReliabilityNeedsAssessmentFinal_0921201 0.pdf.

86 See id. at ii, 34-38, 57.

87 See Vt. Yankee, 435 U.S. at 551; Monticello, LBP-05-31, 62 NRC at 753.
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not require consideration of alternatives that are "emerging and under development. "88 Again, in

this case, the Staff has completed an environmental review for the renewal of two operating

licenses that, if approved, would take effect in 2013 and 2015-not ten or twenty years from

now. 89 The Staff acted well within its discretion, and consistent with NEPA's rule of reason, 90 in

appropropriately focusing its review on those energy alternatives that exist or are likely to exist

now or in the immediate future; i.e. when the IPEC operating licenses expire.91

In conclusion, insofar as NYS-37 purports to challenge the Staff's revised and augmented

discussion of non-fossil fuel alternatives in the FSEIS, it lacks an adequate factual and legal

basis, as required by 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v) and (vi).

4. The FSEIS Did Not Ignore New and Significant Information
Regarding Non-Fossil Fuel Alternatives or Rely on Obsolete and/or
Inaccurate Information in its FSEIS

NYS also alleges that the FSEIS relies primarily on "obsolete or stale" economic data. 92

For the reasons set forth below, NYS's argument lacks a valid factual basis and fails to establish

a genuine material dispute, as required by 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v) and (vi).

First, the FSEIS relied on a wide array of information provided by federal and state

entities, including, for example, information obtained from the U.S. Department of Energy,93 the

8 Entergy Nuclear Generation Co. (Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station), CLI- 10-11, 71 NRC _, slip op. at 37 (Mar.
26, 2010).

89 See FSEIS, Vol. 1 at 1-1, 9-1.

90 See Friends of the River, 720 F.2d at 102 (citire Kieppe v. Sierra Club, 427 U.S. 390, 412 (1976)) ("FERC's

decision as to the space dimensio'ns of its demand and supply exploration in this case was properly bounded by
reasonable considerations of what could be forecast with a fair degree of reliabilityand with the energy,
research, and time resources available to the agency.").

91 See, e.g., FSEIS, Vol. 1 at 8-61 ("By 2015, then, new renewable resource additions could readily supply the
600 MW of renewable capacity considered here with sufficient biomass, hydropower, and landfill gas
additions to back up wind power generation."); App. A at A-153 to A-154 ("After reviewing the comments as
well as available reference documents, the NRC staff determined that solar power alone, or a combination of
wind and solar, would be insufficient to replace the power generated by IP2 and IP3 upon expiration of the
licenses without license renewal. Similarly, sufficient tidal power capacity is not likely to be available by 2013
or 2015 to replace IP2 and IP3.") (emphasis added).

92 Contention NYS-37 at 9.
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New York State Public Service Commission, and the NYISO.4 And, as discussed further below,

the. Staff cGcidered comments on the DSEIS. As the Commission recently noted, while there

"will always be more data that could be gathered, agencies must have some discretion to draw

the line and move forward with decisionmaking." 95 Thus, under NEPA's -rule of reason, the

Staff is not required to incorporate or discuss in the FSEIS every reference or source of

information cited by NYS in its multiple energy alternatives contentions.

Second, while the 2006 National Research Council study and other sources relied upon

by the Staff in the FSEIS may pre-date certain developments cited by NYS, the State provides no

reason to conclude that the FSEIS's use of those documents has resulted in any material

deficiencies in its analysis of energy alternatives and the environmental impacts of those

alternatives. In short, a NEPA review "must concentrate on the issues that are truly significant to

theaction in.question, rather than amassingneedless detail. , 96

Finally, as discussed above, recent documents, both cited and not cited by NYS, support

the reasonableness of the Staff's conclusions in the FSEIS. For example, while the 2010

Reliability Needs Assessment stated that full and effective implementation of New York State's

"45x1 5" Clean Energy Strategy would improve the adequacy of system resources, it also

identified significant risks, including reliability violations, associated with the potential

93 See FSEIS, Vol. 1 at 8-28, 8-29, 8-45 (citing DOE/EIA-0383, Annual Energy Outlook 2010 with Projections to

2035 (Apr. 2010), available at http://www.eia.doe.gov/oiaf/aeo/pdf/0383(201 0).pdf.).

94 See generally I FSEIS at 8-73 to 8-81 (list of references).

95 Pilgrim, CLI-10-11. slip op. at 37 (quoting Town of Winthrop v. FAA, 535 F.3d 1, 11-13 (1st Cir. 2008))
(internal quotation marks omitted). See also Westlands Water Dist. v. U.S. Dep 't of the Interior, 376 F.3d 853,
871-72 (9th Cir. 2004) (holding that an agency need not consider "every conceivable permutation" of a given
alternative for the EIS evaluation to be adequate); Nat'l Helium Corp. v. Morton, 486 F.2d 995, 1004(10th Cir.
1973) (holding that NEPA should not be viewed as necessitating that the completion of an EIS be unreasonably
or interrr. ably deiayed in oi der to include all.potential comments or the results of works in progress which
might shed some additional light on the subject of the impact statement, because "[s]uch a result would often
inordinately delay or prevent any decision in environmental cases").

96 40 C.F.R. § 1500.1(b).
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retirement of IP2 and IP3 upon license expiration. Specifically, this September 2010 document

states that there are no reliability needs assuming that all modeled transmission and generation

facilities-including Indian Point-remain in service in New York from 2011 through 2020.97

That is, the 2010 Reliability Needs Assessment makes clear that an energy portfolio that

excludes IP2 and IP3 would result in "significantly higher" reliability violations and a

degradation of system voltage performance under stress conditions. 98

5. The Staffs Reponses to NYS's Comments on Chapter 8 of the DSEIS
Are Adequate Under NEPA and 10 C.F.R. Part 51

NYS also alleges in NYS-37 that the Staff violated NEPA and 10 C.F.R. § 51.91 by

failing to respond to NYS's comments on the DSEIS. 99 This argument lacks adequate factual

and legal support and, therefore, does not satisfy the requirements in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v).

NYS's claim that the Staff did not carefully consider its comments is not supported by

the record. Appendix A of the FSEIS fully documents the comments received by the NRC on

the DSEIS discussion of energy alternatives (including the no-action alternative) and contains

responses to those comments.' 00 The comments addressed in Appendix A include those

comments on the DSEIS submitted by NYS in March 2009.

The NRC significantly modified Chapter 8 of the DSEIS in response to public

comments-including comments from NYS. For example, Section 8.3 of the FSEIS removed

the coal-fired alternative from the range of alternatives considered in depth based in part on

2010 Reliability Needs Assessment at i (emphasis added).
98 Id. at ii-iii.

99 See Contention NYS-37 at 2, 6, 15-17.

100 See FSEIS, Vol. 1, App. A at A-150 to A-1 60 (§ A.2. 14, Comments Concerning Alternatives). In addressing

public comments, the Staff utilized all options available to it under 10 C.F.R. § 51.91, including modification
of alternatives or the consideration of new alternatives, updating and augmenting analyses, making factual
corrections, and explaining why certain comments do not require a more detailed response.
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comments indicating that coal-fired power would be infeasible or highly unlikely in New York

State."'0

In addition, the NRC expressly recognized the efforts on the part of New York State

regulatory, policy-setting, and policy-implementing agencies to promote and further renewable

energy and energy efficiency in New York. 102 This fact is particularly evident in the two

combination alternatives considered in the FSEIS, which attribute between 1,200 and 1,800

MW(e) total to renewable energy and energy conservation/efficiency.' 0 3 There is no credible

basis for NYS's statement that the FSEIS gives only "passing lip service" to the State of New

York's energy efficiency and energy conservation programs, or ignores the issues presented in

the declarations of NYS's proffered experts, including David Schlissel and Peter Bradford.'0 4

In arguing otherwise, NYS misconstrues the extent of the NRC's obligations under

NEPA with respect to responding to public comments and opposing viewpoints. Like other

agency responsibilities under NEPA, the duty to respond to comments is governed by the rule of

reason. One court summed up the obligation as follows:

Admittedly, an agency's obligation to respond to public comment
is limited. Not every comment need be published in the final EIS.
Nor must an agency set forth at full length the views with which it
disagrees. Moreover, an agency is under no obligation to conduct
new studies in response to issues raised in the comments, nor is it
duty-bound to resolve conflicts raised by opposing viewpoints.

Agencies are nonetheless obliged to provide a meaningful
reference to all responsible opposing viewpoints concerning the
agency's proposed decision. This standard requires the agency to

10o See id. at 8-28 ("Given a smaller future role for coal-fired power, in line with New York State's declining

reliance on coal,.. and GHG restrictions imposed by the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI), the
NRC staff has relocated the supercritical coal-fired alternative to Section 8.3.4., Alternatives Dismissed from
Individual Consideration.").

12 Id. atA-151.

113 See id. at 8-60.

'04 Contention NYS-37 at 16, 26.
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identify opposing views found in the comments such that
differences in opinion are readily apparent. Moreover, there must
be good faith, reasoned analysis in response.10 5

Here, the FSEIS has provided the required "meaningful reference" to all responsible

opposing viewpoints concerning the agency's proposed decision, clearly identified differences in

opinion, and provided a good faith, reasoned analysis in response. 10 6 Thus, the Staff has fully

met its obligations under NEPA and Part 51.

6. NYS's Argument that the FSEIS is Deficient, Arbitrary, and Biased
Lacks a Factual or Legal Basis and Contravenes Settled NEPA
Principles

NYS's overarching claim in NYS-37 is that the FSEIS is so deficient and biased that it

renders the FSEIS a nullity with respect to the Staff's recommendation that the preservation of

the license renewal option for energy planning decision makers is not unreasonable.'0 7 In view

of the above, this argument lacks, an adeauatc factual or legal basis.

First, the record indicates that the Staff's review is both thorough and even-handed. The

Staff made a substantial effort to respond to public comments and also made significant

substantive modifications to Chapter 8 of the FSEIS in response to NYS's comments in

particular. Thus, there is no basis for NYS's claims that the FSEIS "marginalize[s] meaningful

consideration of non-fossil fuel alternatives and reduce[s] the impacts analysis to a comparison

of nuclear and fossil fuels."'10 8

Second, NYS's argument also is flawed as a matter of law. NYS nominally recognizes

the applicable decision standard in 10 C.F.R. § 51.95(c)(4), which focuses on the magnitude of

105 California v. Block, 690 F.2d 753, 773 (9th Cir. 1982) (internal quotation marks, brackets, and citations

omitted).
106 See id (quoting Comm. for Naclear Responsibi.'ity, Inc. v. Seaborg, 463 F.2d 783, 787 (D.C.Cir. 1971); Silva v.

Lynn, 482 F.2d 1282, 1285 (1st Cir. 1973)).
107 Contention NYS-37 at 2.

"' Id. at 35.
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the adverse environmental impacts of license renewal. Nonetheless, it asks the Staff and this

Board to engage in inquiries that are not required under NEPA, Part 51, or controlling case law

and, therefore, are outside the scope of this proceeding.' 0 9

Again, the relevant inquiry is whether the impacts of license renewal sufficiently exceed

the impacts of all or almost all of the reasonable alternatives that preserving the option of license

renewal in 2013 and 2015 for applicable State and Federal energy planners would be

unreasonable. It does not entail re-examining the need for power based on detailed econometric

analyses or market forecasts; comparing the economics of IPEC operation with non-nuclear

options; or including in the FSEIS unnecessary details about alternatives that are not directly

relevant to the proposed action and/or that are speculative in nature. If, as here, the FSEIS has

adequately evaluated a reasonable range of alternatives and the environmental impacts of those

alternatives relative to the proposed action, nothing more needs to be done.10

V. CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth. above, the Amended Contention should be rejected as

inadmissible under the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309.

'09 See Final Rule, Environmental Review for Renewal of Nuclear Power Plant Operating Licenses, 61 Fed. Reg.

at 28,472-73.
110 Sys. Energy Res., Inc. (Early Site Permit for Grand Gulf ESP Site), CLI-05-4, 61 NRC 10, 13 (2005) (citation

omitted) (quoting Hydro Res,, CLI-01-4, 53 NRC at 71). See also Nat'l Helium Corp., 486 F.2d at 1004 ("The
courts should look for adequacy and completeness in an impact statement, not perfection.").
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York Seismic Zone posits a peak ground acceleration of 0.19g, which exceeds the design

criteria that was confirmed in the 1977 ALAB decision.

V. The DSEIS Does Not Adequately Analyze Energy Alternatives,
Including Conservation, Efficiency, Transmission, and
Connection Enhancements

Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 51.71(b), a draft environmental impact statement must

include "consideration of major points of view concerning the environmental impacts of

the proposed action and the alternatives, and contain an analysis of significant

problems and objections raised by other Federal, State, and local agencies, by any

affected Indian tribes, and by other interested persons." 10 C.F.R. § 51.71(b). 10 C.F.R.

§ 51. 7 1(a) explains that the scope of the Staff's environmental review encompasses the

requirements to which the Applicant is held in its Environmental Report, which under

10 C.F.R. § 51.53(c)(3)(iv) requires the Applicant (and by reference, Staff) to examine

significant new information. See 10 C.F.R. § 51.71(a); 10 C.F.R. 51.53(c)(3)(iv); 10 C.F.R.

Part 51, Subpart A, Appendix B; see also 10 C.F.R. § 51.95.

Appendix A to Subpart A to Part 51 requires analysis of the no-action alternative.

Part 51, Subpart A, Appendix A, Section 4. Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 51.71 the DSEIS

must analyze the evidence offered regarding the availability and environmental

impacts of alternatives which would likely be implemented if no action were taken to

relicense either IP2 or iP3. Appendix A to 10 C.F.R. Part 51 emphasizes the importance

of the examination of alternatives: "This section is the heart of the environmental

impact statement. It will present the environmental impacts of the proposal and the
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alternatives in comparative form." Appendix A to 10 C.F.R. Part 51 at Section 5. CEQ

regulations also require the agency to "include the alternative of no action." 40 C.F.R.

§ 1502.14(d)

In addition, CEQ's regulations require the agency to "[r]igorotlisly explore and

objectively evaluate all reasonable alternatives." 40 C.F.R. § 1502.14(a). Likewise, CEQ

requires a supplement to a draft environmental impact statement if "[t] here are

significant new circumstances or information relevant to environmental concerns and

bearing on the proposed action or its impacts." 40 C.F.R. § 1502.9(c)(1)(I).

Contrary to these regulatory obligations, the December 22, 2008 DSEIS ignores or

fails to include consideration and analysis of substantial comments and information

provided by the State of New York relating to the "no-action" alternative and the

benefits of certain measures that would be taken if the no-action alternative were

chosen compared to the detriments that would be caused by relicensing of IP2 and IP3. -

Among the items which were identified by the State of New York in its previous

filings in this proceeding and in scoping comments that have been ignored or not

considered and analyzed in the DSEIS are the following:

Information on the potential for energy efficiency and renewable energy
resources, combined heat and power, and power plant repowering that was
provided, in the November 27, 2007 Report prepared by Synapse Energy
Economics, Inc., and David Schlissel in support of the State of New York's
Petition to Intervene (Supporting Declarations and Exhibits, Volume I,
November 30, 2007 ("Synapse Report"));

New York's 15x15 plan that has the goal of reducing the state's electricity usage
by 15 percent by 2015, and the steps that are being taken by state agencies, such
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as the Public Service Commission, to implement that plan. Evidence of the
efforts already underway to achieve these goals can be found at
http://www.dps.state.ny.us/Phase2_Case_ 07-M-0548.htm, which is ignored in
the DSEIS. For example, on January 16 2009, the New York State Public Service
Commission issued combined Orders Approving "Fast Track"
Utility-Administered Electric Energy Efficiency Programs with Modifications.
See PSC Case 08-E-1003 - Petition of Orange and Rockland Utilities, Inc. for Approval
of an Energy Efficiency Portfolio Standard (EEPS) "Fast Track" Utility-Administered
Electric Energy Efficiency Program. In addition, in.his January 2009 State of the
State speech to the Legislature, Governor Paterson pledged to expand the 15x15
Program and the Renewable Portfolio Standards Program;

* The potential capacity and energy from combined heat and power;

The potential capacity and energy that could be provided by repowering existing
power plants in New York State (Synapse Report at 12-14);

The potential for importing additional power from the PJM area"2 and/or New
England (Synapse Report at 14-15);

The potential for additional transmission system upgrades that would increase
the capability to import power into downstate New York from PJM and NE,
including increases in the capability to import power from PJM (id.);

The reduced energy sales and peak loads being experienced by utilities in
downstate New York as a result of the current economic recession (Schlissel
Declaration).

Energy Conservation and Efficiency and Reduced Energy Consumption

In its November 30, 2007 petition for intervention, theState of New York

presented evidence to the NRC concerning the State's program to increase energy

efficiency and reduce energy use. Since then, the State has devoted significant time and

resources to implement this program. On June 23, 2008, the Public Service Commission

12The "PJM Area" is a interconnected regional electric system in 13 states and the
District of Columbia. Pennsylvania and New Jersey are two states within PJM.
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adopted a goal of reducing electricity usage (as forecast in 2007) by 15% statewide by

2015. An Energy Efficiency Portfolio Standard ("EEPS") program was created for New

York State to develop and encourage cost-effective energy efficiency over the long term,

and immediately to commence or augment near-term efficiency measures. See PSC

Case 07-M-0548, Energy Efficiency Portfolio Standard (EEPS), Order Establishing Energy

Efficiency Portfolio Standard and Approving Programs (issued June 23, 2008). Eight

weeks ago, on January 16, 2009, the Public Service Commission Approved "Fast Track",

Utility-Administered Electric Energy Efficiency Programs with Modifications. See PSC

Case 08-E-1003, Orders Approving "Fast Track" Utility-Administered Electric Energy

Efficiency Programs with Modifications. These orders will increase energy efficiency,

including in the southern areas of New York near the Indian Point power reactors

(including Zones H, I, J, and K).

The DSEIS artificially limits its analysis of energy conservation to a single study,

the National Research Council of the National Academy of Sciences' report entitled The

Alternatives to the Indian Point Energy Center for Meeting New York Electric Power Needs

("NAS 2006"), which while a useful document, is only one of many sources addressing

the energy conservation potential in New York State. Information, including recent

data that has become available since the 2006 NAS Report and that has been cited -

today and previously in this proceeding - by the State of New York, demonstrates that:

(1) with the volatile energy costs of the last few years, additional energy conservation is

even more financially viable; (2) with strong directives from the Governor of New York
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State, institutional and other non-technical barriers to energy conservation are less of a

problem; (3) withthe recent shift in emphasis by the federal government and private

business, energy conservation and efficiency will increase; and (4) with the current

economic climate, the demand for energy will remain flat for several years, or, perhaps

decline, thus prolonging the date by which energy conservation and renewable energy

will have to be available to fully displace some or all of the demand now being met by

IP2 or IP3. The DSEIS does not address this information. Contrary to the clear

regulatory obligation imposed by 10 C.F.R. § 51.71(d), the DSEIS incorrectly assumes

that energy conservation would only result in a savings of 800 MW and, based on that

arbitrary conclusion that is contrary to recent evidence, fails to consider energy

conservation as a full replacement for one or both of the units under the no-action

alternative.

Moreover, the likelihood of the availability of energy efficiency and conservation

measures (as well as alternative and renewable energy sources and transmission

enhancements) has recently been greatly increased as a result of the recently-enacted

AmericanRecovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, Public Law 111-5 (signed February

17,2009). Although no final allocation has yet been made, the State of New York could

receive approximately $120 million for the State Energy Program, approximately $18

million for Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grants to small cities and

additional hundreds of millions for Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grants to

large cities and counties - which would include Westchester County and the New York
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metropolitan area.- and approximately $390 million for weatherization assistance,

which has the potential to greatly reduce energy consumption through energy

efficiency and conservation. See American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009,

Public Law 111-5. In addition, New York would be eligible to compete for an

approximate $5 billion available nationwide for improvements in transmission and

smart grid technology. Id. Furthermore, the State of New York's Regional Greenhouse

Gas Initiative (RGGI) auction is anticipated to generate additional money to promote

energy efficiency and increase renewable energy use. The New York State Energy and

Research Development Authority (NYSERDA) recently released an Operating Plan for

Investments in New York.under the C02 Budget Trading Program and the C02 Allowance

Auction Program (draft, Feb. 25, 2009). In the draft plan, NYSERDA estimates that $525

million in projected funds received from the RGGI carbon dioxide auctions could be

allocated to further energy efficiency and renewable energy use within the State. The

DSEIS should be substantially revised to include this new and significant information.

One the most significant pieces of significant new information which was not

available when the GEIS was written and is ignored in the DSEIS is the central role of

energy conservation in energy planning and its growing importance in providing for

energy needs. For example, the State of New York has taken the lead in pressing the

federal government to implement stronger efficiency standards for home appliances.

See NYS Petition at 116-118; see also NRDC v. Abraham, Secretary, U.S. Department of

Energy, 355 F.3d 179 (2d Cir. 2004); State of New York v. Bodman, Secretary of U.S.
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Department of Energy, No. 05 Civ 7807, Consent Decree (S.D.N.Y. Nov. 3, 2006). The

DSEIS paid no attention to New York's efforts to improve energy efficiency and its

actions to encourage the federal government to improve appliance efficiency standards.

The fruits of these efforts by the State of New York can be found in-actions taken by the

New York State Public Service Commission (http://www.dps.state.ny.us/

Phase2_Case_07-M-0548.htm) and the recent actions. by the White House urging the

U.S. Department of Energy to consider accelerating the dates on which these new

standards for all appliances will be implemented. See February 5, 2009 White House

Memorandum For The Secretary Of Energy Subject: Appliance Efficiency Standards.

Like the State's own programs, these accelerated federal efficiency standards will

further conserve energy within New York State and in Zones H, I, J, and K.

The enacted regulations and actual programs for energy efficiency undoubtedly

will reduce energy consumption. Although the December 2008 DSEIS looks to.2006 and

early 2007 data prepared by the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), DSEIS

8-32 to 8-33, it does not take into account recent EIA projections which contain reduced

demand projections. See EIA Annual Energy Outlook 2008 with Projections to 2030 (AEO

2008), Report # DOE/EIA-0383 (2008) (released June 2008); EIA Annual Energy Outlook

2009 Early-Release Overview (AEO-2009) Report # DOE/EIA-0383(2009) (released Dec.

17, 2008); EIA Press Release: New EIA Energy Outlook Projects Flat Oil Consumption to

2030, Slower Growth in Energy Use and Carbon Dioxide Emissions, and Reduced Import

Dependence (Dec. 17, 2008), available at http://www.eia.doe.gov/neic/press/press3l2.
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html. Also, the DSEIS fails to take into account the current economic situation and the

likelihood that energy consumption will decrease as a result. Nor does it account for

the impact of the Fedreal Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007. See Public

Law 110-140; see also 42 U.S.C. § 6295.

Energy conservation produces no carbon, no pollution, and requires the use of

no fuel. Once an energy conservation measure is in place, its benefit continues without

further capital or maintenance costs for a substantial period of time into the future. The

DSEIS acknowledges that there is virtually no adverse environmental impact associated

with energy conservation measures. DSEIS at 8-66 ("Impacts from conservation

measures are likely to be negligible, as the NRC staff indicated in the GEIS (1996))."

The DSEIS, however, ignores other information from credible sources, including those

identified in the State of New York's previous submissions, that the energy conservation

potential between now and 2012 equals at least 1,000 MW -- equivalent in size to the

capacity of at least one of the IP units. By wholly failing to address this new

information, which greatly enhances the potential benefits and substantially reduces the

perceived adverse impacts of the no action alternative, the DSEIS violates NEPA.

Renewables

The DSEIS erroneously concludes, Without any critical analysis and with only

bare assertions regarding Staff beliefs, that there are too many obstacles to

implementing sufficient renewable energy resources such that these sources could not

provide anything more than 200 to 400 MW toward replacing the IP units. See DSEIS 8-
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65 to 8-66 (Combination Alternatives 1 and 2). By making this assumption, the DSEIS's

analysis incorrectly constrains and limits the potential benefits of the no-action

alternative by undervaluing the ability of wind and other renewables to provide power

in New York in general and southeastern New York area in particular. The DSEIS

ignores recent projections by the federal Energy Information Administration that the

coming years will see the increased use of renewable energy, including strong growth

in the use of renewables for electricity generation. See EIA Annual Energy Outlook 2009

Early Release Overview (AEO-2009) Report # DOE/EIA-0383(2009) (released Dec. 17,

2008); EIA Press Release: New EIA Energy Outlook Projects Flat Oil Consumption to 2030,

Slower Growth in Energy Use and Carbon Dioxide Emissions, and Reduced Import Dependence

(Dec. 17, 2008).

The DSEIS's assertions ignore substantial evidence, offered by the State of New

York and generally available, that the potential for renewable resources is much more

viable. See Synapse Report at 7-12. By way of example, on February 26, 2009, the New

York Independent System Operator announced that the combined wind energy

generation output within New York State has reached 1,000 MW and that such output

is expected to increase. See NYISO's February 26, 2009 statement concerning wind

generation capacity in New York State, available at http://www.nyiso.com/public/

webdocs/newsroom/press-releases/2009/NYISOMarksWindPowerMilestone_022

62009.pdf. The DSEIS also ignores the fact that New York has considerable wind

resources as demonstrated by the wind resource maps prepared by AWS Truewind for
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the New York State Energy Research and Development Authority."3 At present, there is

8,081 MW of additional wind power proposed for connection to the grid in New York

State. See Interconnection Requests and Transmission Projects/New York Control Area by the

New York Independent System Operator (Updated 3/2/09), NYISO Inferconnection

Queue, available at http: / / www.nyiso.com/ public/services/ planning/ interconnection_

studies-process.jsp (last visited Mar. 16, 2009).

The DSEIS also incorrectly discounts and then eliminates any contribution from

hydro power or distributed geothermal energy. DSEIS at 8-61, 8-62, 8-65 to 8-66. The

DSEIS minimizes the opportunity provided by solar energy resources. DSEIS at 8-62.

The State of New York is also moving forward to increase the utilization of its solar

energy resources.. On February 27, 2009, the Long Island Power Authority announced

plans to purchase 50 MW of solar energy generated on Long Island and for deliveries to

begin between June 1, 2009 and May 1, 2011. See Governor Paterson Announces Plans for

the Largest Solar Energy Project in State History, available at http://www.lipower.org/

newscenter/pr/2009/022709_gov.html. By eliminating consideration of these energy

sources in the portfolio of alternatives to IP2 and/or IP3, the DSEIS no action alternative

analysis is skewed and arbitrary.

13The New York Wind Resource Explorer (WRE) was developed by AWS
Truewind LLC for NYSERDA. AWS Truewind has produced maps of mean annual
wind speed at 30, 50, 70 and 100 meters above ground level. The New York Wind
Resource Explorer and related maps prepared for NYSERDA may be accessed at
http://windexplorer.awstruewind.com/NewYork/NewYork.htm.
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Indeed, as discussed in the November 28, 2007 Declaration of former

Commissioner Peter Bradford, it would be reasonable to assume that a determination

that one or both of the IP units will not be available after 2013 or 2015 would further

stimulate the development and use of renewable energy sources in-New York. See

November 2007 Bradford Declaration at ¶¶ 10, 11, 12. Such a decision would increase

the development of wind, solar, geothermal, hydro, biomass and wood energy sources.

The DSEIS also does not take into account Governor Paterson's recently-

announced initiative to expand the 15x15 Program and the Renewable Portfolio

Standards Program to further improve energy efficiency and the generation of

renewable energy. In his January 7, 2009 State of the State Speech, the Governor

unveiled the "45x15" Program:

Today, I announce one of the most ambitious clean energy
goals in America. By 2015, New York will meet 45 percent
of its electricity needs through improved energy efficiency
and clean renewable energy. We call this our "45 by 15"
program.

Working in concert with this program, the New York Power Authority ("NYPA") will

increase funding to school districts, local governments, and hospitals to increase energy

efficiency. As part of the State's energy efficiency program, NYPA will provide capital

for school districts, as well as eligible local governments and hospitals to retrofit and

install clean distributed energy resources. NYPA's trustees have approved increasing

financing for these projects to $185 million per year - up from $100 million - in support
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of the State's clean energy agenda. See generally Energy Efficiency Fact Sheet, available at

http://www.ny.gov/governor/press/fact sheet0107092.htnd.

Energy Transmission

Based on a 2006 U.S. Department of Energy determination, the DSEIS assumes

- that the Zones H, I J, K are a so-called "critical congestion area" and that this situation

will continue indefinitely. See DSEIS at 8-32. The DSEIS however, fails to acknowledge

that this DOE decision is the subject of a judicial challenge,14 and more importantly that

additional transmission capacity either has been installed, is in the process of being

installed, or has been approved to be installed in Zones H, I, J, and K. For example,

the Neptune Cable links the LIPA service are with New Jersey and energy
*sources in the PJM area. It provides up to 660 megawatts of electricity to Long
Island. See LIPower.com.

LIPA and Connecticut Light & Power Company are replacing the 300 megawatt
electric transmission cable system that connects Long Island with southwest
Connecticut. See LIPower.com.

* ° the Cross-Sound cable from Connecticut to Shoreham (Long Island) has been
operating for several years.

In addition, trans-Hudson and trans-Arthur Kill connections and interconnection
upgrades are in the ISO interconnection queue. These project currently include
the Brookfield Power U.S. Harbor Cable Project 11 (200 MW), the East Coast
Power LLC interconnection upgrade (300 MW; Linden, Staten Island), and the
Hudson Transmission Partners interconnection upgrade (660 MW) (linked to
Sayreville, NJ). See NYISO Interconnection Queue available at
http: / / www.nyiso.com/public/services/
planning/interconnection-studies-process.jsp (last visited Feb. 27, 2009).

The DSEIS does not address these transmission avenues.

.4Wilderness Society et al. v. U.S. Department of Energy (9th Cir. No. 08-71074).
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Combinations

In discussing the no action alternative, the DSEIS acknowledges that "[t]he

power not generated by IP2 and IP3 during license renewal term would likely be

replaced by (1) power. supplied by other producers (either existing or new units) using

generating technologies that may differ fromthat employed at IP2 and IP3, (2) demand

side management and energy conservation, or (3) some combination of these options.

DSEIS at 8-27. The DSEIS also primarily relies on the assumption, initially adopted

more than 12 years ago, that the only way to replace a large generating unit like a

nuclear power plant is with another similarly large generating unit. DSEIS at 8-33 to 8-

55. Regardless of the validity of that assumption 12 years ago, it is definitely not valid

today in the New York metropolitan area. See, e.g., EPRI, Assessment of Achievable

Potential from Energy Efficiency and Demand Response Programs in the U.S. (2010 - 2030)

(published Jan. 14, 2009).

Rather than preparing a comprehensive and detailed analysis of the

development of a portfolio of means to provide power in lieu of IP2 and IP3, the DSEIS

devotes considerable effort to proving that a 2,200 MW coal plant is not a good option

in this service area. DSEIS at 8-33 to 8-45. The analysis of the impacts flowing from the

construction of a new coal plant in Zones H, I, J, or K is besides the point and appears to

be a "strawman" analysis. This analysis of the coal alternative (1)' fails to acknowledge

that no New York-based utility has a pending application for the construction of new
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coal generation in Zones H, I, J, and K and (2) ignores objective evidence demonstrating

the existence of other (i.e., non-coal) sources of power generation and conservation.

To the extent that the DSEIS discusses natural gas production, DSEIS at 8-46 to 8-

56, the NRC Staff tacitly acknowledges that IP2 and IP3 power reaclors could be

replaced by natural gas-fired combined-cycle generation either at the Indian Point site

or elsewhere. Indeed, the record reflects that utilities have developed natural gas

capacity in New York. For example, the Long Island Power Authority is completing the

construction of its Caithness facility which is expected to come on line in the summer of

2009 (350 MW) and other new sources are coming on line or have been permitted. See

Synapse Report, at 15-16 (identifying additional new generation facilities); see also

LlPower.com; Independent System Operator 2008 Load and Capacity Data (Goldbook)

(Apr. 2008). NRC Staff's analysis of natural gas is a tacit recognition that the continued

operation of the IP2 and IP3 power reactors are not necessary. Thus, the DSEIS is

flawed because it relies on outdated information about how utilities meet their energy

needs. As a result of this flaw, the DSEIS is deficient in how it addresses new and

significant information and how it addresses the consequences of the no-action

alternative.

Moreover, Staff's comparative weighing of natural gas and two operable IP

power reactors notes that a gas fired power plant would operate at higher thermal

efficiencies, require less water, and need smaller cooling towers than the existing

reactors. DSEIS at 8-46. Because of these differences, the DSEIS is flawed when its no
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action alternatives analysis concludes (DSEIS at 8-78) that a gas fired power plant

would have "similar" impacts to the continued operation of IP2 and IP3.

Staff is required to consider and incorporate in the DSEIS significant new

information with regard to any findings in the GEIS, which applies to the GEIS

conclusion that only gas or coal are viable alternatives and that the only option must be

stand-alone, single solution alternatives. While the DSEIS does suggest a couple of

options in which combinations of energy sources are used, the options include one

Indian Point reactor as part of the mix and/or a single 300 or 400 MW combined-cycle

gas-fired plant at the Indian Point site. See DSEIS at 8-65 to 8-66. The two "combination

alternatives" proffered by the DSEIS are artificially narrow and arbitrary and fail to take

into account additional combinations of alternatives in violation of NEPA. A proper

no-action alternative would consider a broader range of combinations.

For example, the following combinations, which are derived from the November

2007 Synapse Report, of energy options are achievable and environmentally-preferable

to operating IP2 and IP3 and demonstrate that the no-action alternative is the preferable

alternative to the two already selected by the DSEIS:

Combination 3:

* 1000-1200 MW from renewable resources like biomass and wind

* 1200-1400 MW from energy efficiency programs being implemented as
part of New York State's 15x15 plan

* 100-200 MW from combined heat and power
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Combination 4:

* 400-600 MW from repoweririg an existing fossil-fired power plant in
downstate New York as an efficient new gas-fired combined cycle unit

• 1200-1500 MW from energy efficiency

• 600-800 MW from renewable resources such asbiomass andwind

See Synapse Report at 3 to15. Already existing and identified New York State programs

are in place to achieve these results. See February 27, 2009 Declaration of David

Schlissel, at ¶ 8. In addition, many other achievable combinations are environmentally

preferable to the relicensing of Indian Point, including the construction of new, efficient

natural-gas fired generation and transmission line alternatives and interconnection

upgrades. See generally State of New York, Proposed Contention No. 33 (submitted Feb.

27, 2008); November 2007 Synapse Report.

The DSEIS's no-action alternatives analysis fails under NEPA because it fails to

consider:

* The no-action alternative as to the relicensing of only one unit;

* The option of repowering existing power plants in the combination of
alternatives that can be used if the no-action alternative is chosen and the
environmental benefits of repowering existing power plants (see Declaration and
Report of David A. Schlissel (Nov. 28, 2007), attached to the New York State
Notice of Intention to Participate and Petition to Intervene);

* Combined heat and power as one of the combinations of alternatives that can be
used if the no-action alternative is chosen and the environmental benefits of this
choice (see Synapse Report);

* Purchase power as a viable stand alone alternative rather than the DSEIS analysis
which is based upon a pessimistic and speculative group of assumptions about
inter-state and intra-state transmission options. DSEIS at 8-56-8-57. In reaching
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this conclusion the DSEIS ignores the considerable contrary evidence contained
in the Synapse Report and recent transmission enhancements;

The demonstrated feasibility of providing upgraded transmission capability and
interconnection upgrades that, in turn, would facilitate the use of alternatives to
IP2 and IP3. On this point, the DSEIS accepts, without any evaluation, the
assumption that various institutional restraints will impede the implementation
of improved transmission capability and solely on that basis dismisses improved
transmission capabilities. See DSEIS at 8-57. Thus, the DSEIS's dismissal of
purchase power alternatives or the use of wind power generated outside of the
IP2 and IP3 service area, based on the alleged constraints on transmission
capabilities, is not rational because it does not address substantial evidence
which contradicts the evidence upon which it relies. See Synapse Report.

For all of the above reasons, the alternatives analysis contained in Chapter 8 of the

DSEIS is deficient and therefore does not comply with NEPA, CEQ regulations, and

NRC's own Part 51 regulations.

VI. The DSEIS Incorporates Defects in the SAMA Analysis and the
Use of an Inappropriate Air Dispersion Model With Inaccurate
Input of Population Figures

The DSEIS improperly adopted Entergy's SAMA analysis and ignored

deficiencies in its air dispersion modeling which were raised by New York's

Contention 16 and accepted as a subject of litigation by the Licensing Board. See

Memorandum and Order, In the Matter of Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc. (Indian Point

Nuclear Generating Units 2 and 3)(July 31, 2008). Pursuant to the FGEIS, an analysis of

alternative methods of reducing the risk of severe accidents is a Category 2 issue, which

must be specifically conducted for all plants, such as IP 2 and 3, that have not engaged

in this analysis before. However, a risk mitigation method must only be considered for
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INTRODUCT71ON

are necessary at the time of license
renewal and throughout the renewal term
to ensure continued safe operation of the
plant. Most'utilities are expected to begin
preparation for license renewal about 10 to-
20 years before expiration of their original
operating licenses. The inspection,
surveillance, test, and maintenance
programs for license renewal would be
integrated gradually into plant operations
over a period of years. For the purpose of
the analysis in this GEIS, NRC anticipates
that plant refurbishment undertaken
specifically for license renewal would
probably be completed within normal plant
outage cycles beginning 8 years before the
original license expires and one longer
outage, if a major refurbishment item is
involved. Activities associated with license
renewal and operation of a plant for an
additional 20 years are discussed in
Chapter 2.

1.3 PURPOSE AND NEED FOR THE
ACTION

The Commission will act on an applications
for license renewal submitted by a licensee
of an operating nuclear power plant.
Although a licensee must have a renewed
license to operate a plant beyond the term
of the existing operating license, the
possession of that license is just one of a
number of conditions that must be met for
the licensee to continue plant operation
during the term of the renewed license.
State regulatory agencies and the owners
of the plant would ultimately decide
whether the plant will continue to operate
based on factors such as need for power or
other matters within the State's jurisdiction
or the purview of the owners. Economic
considerations will play a primary role in
the decision made by State regulatory
agencies and the owners of the plant.

Thus, for license renewal reviews, the
Commission has adopted the following
definition of purpose and need:

The purpose and need for the
proposed action (renewal of an
operating license) is to provide an
option that allows for power
generation capability beyond the
term of a current nuclear power
plant operating license to meet
future system generating needs, as
such needs may be determined by
State, utility, and, where
authorized, Federal (other than
NRC) decision makers.

This definition of purpose and need
reflects the Commission's recognition that,
absent findings in the safety review
required by the Atomic Energy Act of
1954, as amended, or findings in the NEPA
environmental analysis that would lead the
NRC to reject a license renewal
application, the NRC has no role in the
energy planning decisions of State
regulators and utility officials as to whether
a particular nuclear power plant should
continue to operate. From the perspective
of the licensee and the State regulatory
authority, the purpose of renewing an
operating license is to maintain the
availability of the nuclear plant to meet
system energy requirements beyond the
term of the plant's current license. The
underlying need that will be met by the
continued availability of the nuclear plant
is defined by various operational and
investment objectives of the licensee. Each
of these objectives may be dictated by
State regulatory requirements or strongly
influenced by State energy policy and
programs. In cases of interstate generation
or other special circumstances, Federal
agencies such as the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) or the
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8. ALTERNATIVES TO LICENSE RENEWAL

8.1 INTRODUCTION

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
(NRC's) environmental review regulations
implementing the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) (10 CFR Part 51)
require that the NRC consider all
reasonable alternatives to a proposed
action before acting on a proposal,
including consideration of the no-action
alternative. The intent of such a
consideration is to enable the agency to
consider the relative environmental
consequences of an action given the
environmental consequences of other
activities that also meet the purpose of the
action, as well as the environmental
consequences of taking no action at all.
The information in this chapter does not
constitute NRC's final consideration of
alternatives to license renewal. Therefore,
the rule accompanying this Generic
Environmental Impact Statement (GEIS)
does not contain any conclusions regarding
the environmental impact or acceptability
of alternatives to license renewal.
Accordingly, the NRC will conduct a full
analysis of alternatives at individual license
renewal reviews. NRC expects that
information contained in this chapter will
be used in the analysis of alternatives for
the supplemental environmental impact
statements prepared for individual license
renewals. As defined in Chapter 1, the
proposed action is the granting of a
renewed license. Additionally, the purpose
of such a proposal is to provide an option
that allows for power generation capability
beyond the term of a current nuclear
power plant operating license in order to
meet future system generating needs as
such needs may be determined by state,
utility, and, where authorized, federal

(other than NRC) decision makers. This
chapter examines the potential
environmental impacts associated with
denying a renewed license (i.e., the no
action alternative); the potential
environmental impacts from electric
generating sources other than nuclear
license renewal; the potential impacts from
instituting additional conservation
resources to reduce the total demand for
power; and the potential impacts from
power imports.

The no-action alternative is the denial of a
renewed license. In general, if a renewed
license were denied, a plant would be
decommissioned and other electric
generating sources would be pursued if
power were still needed. It is important to
note that NRC's consideration of the no-
action alternative does not involve the
determination of whether any power is
needed or should be generated. The
decision to generate power and the
determination of how much power is
needed are at the discretion of state and
utility officials.

While many methods are available for
generating electricity, and a huge number
of combinations or mixes can be
assimilated to meet a defined generating
requirement, such expansive consideration
would be too unwieldy to perform given
the purposes of this analysis. Therefore,
NRC has determined that a reasonable set
of alternatives should be limited to analysis
of single, discrete electric generation
sources and only electric generation
sources that are technically feasible and
commercially viable.
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ALTERNATIVES. TO LICENSE RENEWAL

To generate this reasonable set of
alternatives, NRC included commonly
known generation technologies and
consulted various state energy plans to
identify the alternative generation sources
typically being considered by state
authorities across the country. From this
review, NRC has established a reasonable
set of alternatives to be examined in this
chapter. These alternatives include wind
energy, photovoltaic (PV) cells, solar
thermal energy, hydroelectricity,
geothermal energy, incineration of wood
waste and municipal solid waste (MSW),
energy crops, coal, natural gas, oil,
advanced light water reactors (LWRs), and
delayed retirement of existing non-nuclear
plants. NRC has considered these
alternatives pursuant to its statutory
responsibility under NEPA. NRC's analysis
of these issues in no way preempts or
displaces state authority to consider and
make decisions regarding energy planning
issues.

This chapter also includes a discussion of
conservation and power import
alternatives. Although these alternatives do
not represent discrete power generation
sources, they represent options that states
and utilities may use to reduce their need
for power generation capability. In
addition, energy conservation and power
imports are possible consequences of the
no-action alternative. While these two
alternatives are not options that fulfill the
stated purpose and need of the proposed
action per se (i.e., options that provide
power generation capability), they
nevertheless are considered in this chapter
because they are important tools available
to energy planners in managing need for
power and generating capacity.

The potential environmental impacts
evaluated include land use, ecology,

aesthetics, water quality, air quality, solid
waste, human health, socioeconomics, and
culture. These impacts are addressed in
terms of construction impacts and
operational impacts (Tables 8.1 and 8.2,
respectively). This chapter occasionally
mentions economic costs of particular
alternatives for descriptive purposes; they
do not provide a basis for an NRC decision
on license renewal. In addition such
economic costs may change prior to
specific license renewal decisions as
improvements occur to particular
technologies. Additionally, this chapter
discusses the relative construction and
operating costs of various technologies
where available.

82 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF
THE NO-ACTION ALTERNATIVE

As discussed in the introduction, the no-
action alternative is denial of a renewed
license. Denial of a renewed license as a
power generating capability may lead to a
variety of potential outcomes. In some
cases, denial may lead to the selection of
other electric generating sources to meet
energy demands as determined by
appropriate state and utility officials. In
other cases, denial may lead to
conservation measures and/or decisions to
import power. In addition, denial may
result in a combination of these different
outcomes. Therefore, the environmental
impacts of such resulting alternatives would
be included as the environmental impacts
of the no-action alternative. Additionally, a
denial of a renewed license would lead to
facility decommissioning and its associated
.impacts; these impacts would also
represent impacts of the no-action
alternative.
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ALTERNATIVES TO LICENSE RENEWAL

The environmental impacts expected from
decommissioning are analyzed in NUREG-
0586, Final Generic Environmental Impact
Statement of Decommissioning of Nuclear
Facilities (1988). Consequently, NUREG-
0586 represents some of the environmental
impacts associated with denial of a.
renewed license. The analysis in Section
8.3 is equally applicable to the no-action
alternative in that the alternatives analyzed
in this section are all possible actions
resulting from denial of a renewed license.
Therefore, Section 8.3 represents
additional impacts of the no-action
alternative.

83 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF
ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SOURCES

This section describes the technologies and
evaluates the environmental impacts of 13
energy supply or demand alternatives
identified by NRC as capable of satisfying
the purpose and need of the proposed
action [i.e., to provide an option that
allows for power generation, capability
beyond the term of a current nuclear
power plant operating license to meet
future system generating needs as such
needs may be determined by state, utility,
and, where authorized, federal (other than
NRC) decision makers]. The technologies
were selected because they correspond
with those generally considered in state
energy plans as potential generating
technologies, or they were proposed as
alternatives to nuclear license renewal in
comments to the Draft GEIS. Many of
these technologies differ dramatically from
nuclear, and it is important to evaluate
them using a consistent standard. A
reference generating capacity of
1000 MW(e) is used in evaluating
environmental impacts, because this is the

approximate generating capacity of many
nuclear plants.

The section evaluates impacts that could
occur during consfruction (Table 8.1) or
operation (Table 8.2) of each alternative
technology. Environmental resources
considered include land use, ecology,
aesthetics, water quality, air quality, human
health, socioeconomics, and cultural
resources. The tables provide more
'detailed information, and the text
highlights the more important impacts.
References are omitted in the text when
they are included in the impact tables.

License renewal decisions may vary
.considerably among states, and utilities
based on numerous factors, of which
environmental factors are but one set.
These decisions may be reached by utilities
and states prior to NRC involvement. NRC
staff evaluated the process used by 10
states with nuclear power plants to decide
which electricity supply and demand
options to implement. (NRC examined
state energy plans of California, Florida,
Illinois, Massachusetts, Michigan,
Minnesota, New York, Texas, Vermont,
and Wisconsin.) NRC determined that
integrated resource planning in some form
is used in almost all of these states.
Nuclear technology and license renewal are
not emphasized in most of these plans,
which are developed by either state energy
offices or state public service commissions.
It is apparent in the plans that nuclear
generating plants submitted for license
renewal would be required to demonstrate
the overall benefits of license renewal over
alternative technologies before states
would approve renewal. The options would
include large, central generating stations
powered by nonrenewable sources of
energy, probably coal or natural gas, or
advanced technologies powered by those
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same fuels. Some states not enamored of
conventional nuclear power may be
amenable to considering advanced nuclear
technologies. Renewable energy sources
have the potential to replace at least some
of the generating capacity lost through
decommissioning nuclear plants. Solar
thermal energy, PV cells, wind energy,
hydroelectricity, energy crops, and
incineration of MSW and wood waste have
some potential in most states surveyed.
Geothermal energy has potential in states
like California where the resource is
prevalent.

Besides• sources of power generation, other
alternatives are mentioned in state energy
plans. Demand-side management (DSM) is
viewed in every state as a means to help
meet electricity forecasts. Other
alternatives include end-use conservation
and purchases of power from other utility
systems in the United States, Canada, or
Mexico. While these two alternatives are
not options that fulfill the stated purpose
and need of the proposed action per se
(i.e., options that provide power generation
capability), they nevertheless are
considered in this section because they are
important tools 'available to energy
planners in managing needs for power and
generating capacity.

Every technology discussed in this section
could generate power in much smaller
facilities than 1000 MW(e) in dispersed
locations throughout a utility's service area.
Typically, conservation or demand-side
alternatives and renewable technologies
lend themselves best to relatively small
facilities,' whereas conventional,
nonrenewable technologies are suited more
for large central generating stations.
Numerous exceptions to these
generalizations exist or are feasible. Thus,
multiple alternatives could be selected to

replace a single nuclear plant. For example,
a utility and state public utility commission
could agree that a combination of
500 MW(e) of conventional or advanced-
technology coal, 100 MW(e) of
conservation, 100 MW(e) of purchased
power, 50 MW(e) of wind power,
50 MW(e) of MSW combustion, and
200 MW(e) of combined-cycle-generation
would be the preferred set of alternatives
to replace a single nuclear plant. This
siting scenario would be expected to
diffuse over a wider area the construction
and operational impacts otherwise
expected from a single 1000-MW(e)
facility. It also could be feasible to replace
a nuclear plant with an equal amount of
capacity from a single technology sited in a
dispersed fashion. The types and general
magnitude of environmental impacts would
be about the same as for a central
generating facility using that technology,
but impacts would be dispersed in smaller
concentrations over a wider area.

The following discussion is intended to
suggest generic impacts that could occur
from each technology as well as
approximations of the magnitude of those
impacts. In addition, this discussion is
intended to address the reasonably
foreseeable impacts of the various
alternatives and does not attempt to
address impacts that are remote or
speculative. In the cases of conservation
and renewable technologies, where there
are no current equivalents to 1000-MW(e)
plants, the impact data are less reliable
than for nonrenewable technologies. The
GEIS depends on data gathered from
many studies, and the data may not always
be comparable among technologies.

NIJRG13,Vo.181
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8.3.1 Wind

Of the approximately 33,000 quads of wind
resources available annually in the
coterminous United States, only about 170
quads per year can be accessed with
current technology, and only about 1/6
quad per year can currently be used cost-
effectively to generate electricity
(DOE/EIA-0561). Wind speeds of at least
21 km/h (13 miles/h) are considered
necessary for generating electricity. As
shown in Figure 8.1, regions with such
speeds include the Great Plains, the West,
coastal areas, and parts of the
Appalachians (DOE/EIA-0561).

The average annual capacity factor (i.e.,
the proportion of actual generation to
potential generation at 100 percent
capacity utilization) is estimated at
21 percent in 1995 and 29 percent in 2010.
This relatively low capacity, compared with
current baseload technologies, results from
the high degree of intermittency of wind
energy in many locations (DOE/EIA-0561).
Current energy storage technologies are
too expensive to permit wind power plants
to serve as large baseload plants. The
inability to increase the capacity factors of
wind power makes the technology an
inappropriate choice for baseload power
(Johansson et al. 1993)

In 1992, wind provided 1676 MW(e) of
electric generating capacity, produced
mostly in California by nonutility
generators (Hamrin and Rader 1993).
Windfarms in areas around the Altamont
Pass, the Tehachapi Mountains, and the
San Gorgino Pass have more than 15,000
wind turbines (Pace 1991). The U.S.
Department of Energy's (DOE's) Energy
Information Administration (EIA) projects
that the contribution of wind power will
rise to 3600 MW(e) in 2000 and

6300 MW(e) in 2010, all of which would
be generated by nonutilities
(DOE/EIA-0561).

A recent survey of utilities conducted by
UDI/McGraw-Hill indicated that no
utilities have announced plans to construct
25 MW(e) or larger wind power plants in
the foreseeable future, although some
utilities may have unpublished plans
(Bergesen 1994). Wind technology can be
advanced with many small improvements,
as well as larger ones such as development
of lighter, stronger blade materials;
improved gearing to capture a greater
portion of useful wind velocities; improved
understanding of wind patterns and siting
configurations for wind turbines at a site;
and improved electrical storage capabilities
(SERITP-260-3674).

Wind energy is expected to require the use
of approximately 61,000 ha (150,000 acres)
or 610 square km (about 235 square miles)
of land to generate 1000 MW(e) of power
(see Table 8.1 for construction impacts and
references). This large land requirement,
even in dispersed sites, would eliminate any
possibility of co-locating a wind energy
facility with a retired nuclear plant,
thereby pointing to the need for greenfield
siting (siting on undeveloped land). The
relatively low capacity factor of wind power
means that it would operate less frequently
at full power than nuclear, but the impacts
associated with land use would still occur.
The earth-moving that might be required
to clear such a large amount of land would
destroy much of the natural environment
in affected areas (e.g., coastal,
mountainous, or plains), where wind
velocities are highest. Erosion and
sedimentation, while controllable, would
still occur and would adversely affect land
and water resources. The visual impact of
such extended land clearing would be quite
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noticeable and would be a negative
aesthetic consequence. Short-term air
quality impacts from fugitive dust and
equipment exhaust would occur with such
extensive activities, and considerable
vegetation debris could require disposal.
Disturbance of such a large amount of land
likely would reveal cultural resources that
would require protection. Each of these
site impacts would be magnified because of
the new transmission lines that are almost
always required for greenfield sites.
Agricultural land could also be committed
to the siting of wind energy facilities in
some areas. Adverse impacts could still
occur where land is taken out of
production, but the acreage lost would
likely be less than with natural
environments.

The projected impacts of operating wind
energy facilities are less than those
expected from construction (see Table 8.2
for operational impacts and references).
The same amount of land would still be
committed to wind generation, but the
machines would occupy less than
10 percent of it, freeing up most of the
remainder for agricultural or some other
compatible use. The aesthetic impact of
several thousand wind turbines over a large
area likely would strike many observers as
obtrusive. The noise from such equipment
likely would reinforce these negative
opinions. Birds are likely to collide with
the turbines, and wind energy developers
should consider migration areas and
nesting locations when sites for wind
energy facilities are selected. In terms of
positive environmental impacts, wind
power plants would have little effect on
water and air quality and would generate
very little waste. Human health, except for
a potential small number of occupational
injuries, would not be affected by
operations.

8.3.2 Photovoltaic Cells

PV cells, solid-state devices composed of a
thin layer of semi-conductor material
(usually single-crystal silicon), convert
sunlight directly int6 electricity. Groups of
cells that are mounted on a rigid plate and
interconnected to form PV modules have a
peak generating capacity of 50 W each
(DOE/EH-0077). Usually, groups of
modules are permanently attached to a
frame and interconnected to form PV
arrays or power systems. Power production
is proportional to the amount of solar
radiation received in a specific geographic
area.

The most promising geographic area for
the expansion of PV systems is the West;
the Midwest and South have some
potential (Figure 8.2).

PV power is produced intermittently
because solar cells generate electricity only
when sunlight is available. The National
Association of Regulatory Utility
Commissioners indicates an estimated
capacity factor of 25 percent. (Hamrin and
Rader 1993). The largest utility PV system
in the United States was built in 1984 on
Carrisa Plain in central California by
ARCO Solar at a site owned by Pacific
Gas and Electric Company (Firor et al.
1993). Until it was dismantled in 1990, it
generated 6.5 MW(e) of peak power.
Thirty utilities were experimenting with
small, grid-connected PV systems as of
1991 (Firor et al. 1993). Use of PV cells
for baseload capacity requires very large
energy storage devices, such as pumped
hydro facilities, batteries, or compressed air
chambers. Currently available energy
storage devices are too expensive to store
sufficient electricity to meet the baseload
generating requirements. Thus, while the
resource is plentiful, the reserves that
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currently can be tapped economically for
generating electricity in plants of
appreciable size are limited.

The high cost of PV systems has been the
primary impediment to their more
extensive use. These high costs reflect the
technical barriers that PV technology must
overcome to be competitive. Improvements
such as more effective concentrators, use
of more easily produced thin-film PV cells
rather than silicon cells, and lower module.
costs could play some part in reducing PV
costs. Energy storage technology must
become considerably less expensive to
enable intermittent technologies like PV to
provide reliable electricity. EIA projects
that almost no additional PV generating
capacity will be added to the electricity grid
by 2010, its longest-term forecast
(DOE/EIA-0561).

Construction impacts to several resources
would be substantial from building a
1000-MW(e) PV facility either at a single
site or at numerous smaller dispersed sites.
The large land requirement would rule out
co-locating a PV facility with an existing
nuclear plant, which requires far less land.
In addition to these new land
requirements, additional land would. be
required for new transmission lines. No PV
plant of this size currently exists, and
impacts must be inferred from smaller PV
facilities. It is estimated that at least
14,000 ha (35,000 acres) or about 130 km2

(50 square miles), either at a single site or
at multiple sites, would be needed in areas
optimal for PV technology to be able to
generate as much as 1000 MW(e) of
power.Clearing and grading 14,000 ha
(35,000 acres) would largely destroy the
previous natural or agricultural
environment for the life of the facility, with
resulting potential impacts to any
threatened and endangered species and to

aesthetic qualities of the area. Such
construction likely would create erosion
and resulting stream sedimentation
problems. Considerable vegetation debris
probably would need to be disposed of as
well, which could create short-term air
quality problems if it were disposed of
through open-air burning. In an area this
large, construction impacts to cultural
resources would be likely to occur. No
work force projections are available for
constructing a large PV facility. If
prefabricated components and a modular
construction approach were used, the work
force would probably be smaller than for
nonrenewable central generating stations.
Such a work force would result in fewer
socioeconomic impacts in the form of jobs
and local purchases, but the severe impacts
of large work forces affecting small
communities probably could be avoided.

Adverse operating impacts of PV facilities
are associated with the large land
requirements. All of the 14,000 ha (35,000
acres) would be lost to other uses for the
life of.the plant because the land would be
covered with PV arrays. Impacts associated
with loss of wildlife habitat or agricultural
lands would occur, and erosion could
develop without proper controls. Water
quality could be adversely affected from
runoff from PV arrays and drainage unless
site engineering included mitigative
measures. Substantial visual, impacts
created from land clearing would be
continued in a different form by the
extensive PV arrays covering the landscape.
The socioeconomic benefits flowing to host
communities would be considerably less
with PVs than from baseload
nonrenewable generating technologies
because work forces and plant
expenditures would be much less. Tax
revenues could be fairly substantial,
however, if PV capital costs were
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comparable to nuclear and fossil plant
costs and resulted in correspondingly high
assessed values. Other impacts, including
those to air quality, solid wastes, and
human health, either would not occur or
would be small.

8.33 Solar Thermal Power

Solar thermal conversion systems use
reflective materials to concentrate sunlight
to heat a fluid that runs a turbine. Both
central-receiver and distributed-receiver
systems have been used. The parabolic
trough, an example of a distributed
receiver system, is used in the only large-
scale [354-MW(e)] commercial solar
thermal power program in the United
States, the Luz International facilities
located at several sites in the Mojave
Desert in California. The Luz facilities,
which consist of nine thermal plants [one
13.8-MW(e) unit, six 30-MW(e) units, and
two 80-MW(e) units], use natural gas as a
backup fuel for generating steam on cloudy
days and at night. The company filed for
bankruptcy in 1991 because of lower fossil
fuel prices and reduced incentives for
renewable technologies (DeLaguil et al.
1993). DOE and a consortium of 12 other
organizations are retrofitting Solar One, a
10-MW(e) central receiver pilot plant near
Barstow, California. It is to come on-line in
1995, renamed Solar Two, and will use a
molten-salt heat transfer medium instead
of the original oil system to collect and
store heat energy. Developers hope that
commercial versions of this new Solar Two
technology can operate at capacity factors
of 60 percent and thus provide
dispatchable rather than intermittent
power. Based upon solar energy resources
(Figure 8.2), the most promising region of
the country for this technology is the West.

Solar thermal systems have constraints
similar to those of PV systems in that
capital costs are higher than for
nonrenewable resources, and solar thermal
systems lack baseload capability unless
combined with natural gas backup. The use
of purely solar thermal systems for
baseload capacity requires very large
amounts of energy storage, such as pumped
hydro facilities, compressed air chambers,
or batteries. Capacity factors are estimated
to be between 25 and 40 percent for future
solar thermal plants (Hamrin and Rader
1993). Except for a few older units, most
nuclear and baseload coal units generate
between 200 and 1000 MW(e) of baseload
power and have reached average capacity
factors of 65 percent or better in recent
years (OTA 1993a).

The construction impacts of building a
solar thermal central generating station
would stem from the amount of land
required to generate 1000 MW(e) of
electricity. About 6000 ha (14,000 acres) or
57 km2 (22 square miles) of land would be
cleared either at one site or at multiple
locations, with the resulting destruction of
whatever wildlife habitat or agricultural.
values the land provided. A greenfield site
or sites, along with new transmission lines,
probably would be required because few
existing facilities would have sufficient land
for such an endeavor. The visual impact of
such clearing, even in desert landscapes
where solar thermal technology is most
competitive, would be regarded by many
observers as an obvious negative aesthetic
impact. Potential impacts to cultural
resources could be considerable because of
the large amount of land affected, and care
would need to be taken to identify such
resources before construction. Some
erosion and sedimentation would likely
occur during land clearance. Considerable
short-term impacts to air quality would
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the sites likely would be new. Wildlife
habitat would be lost for terrestrial and
free-flowing aquatic biota, and additional
habitat would be created for some aquatic
species. Associated with the loss of land
would be some erosion, sedimentation,
dust, equipment exhaust, debris from land
clearing, probable loss of cultural artifacts,
and aesthetic impacts from land clearing
and excavating. The construction work
force would be fairly large, and
socioeconomic impacts, likely would be
substantial, especially if the dam were
constructed in a remote area where
inmigrating workers would burden local
public services.

Operating impacts from hydroelectric dams
are associated predominantly with land and
water resources. Land that once was lived
on, farmed, ranched, forested, hunted, or
mined would be submerged under water
indefinitely. The original land uses would
be replaced by electricity generation and
recreation and, perhaps, residential and
business developments that take advantage
of the lake environment. Changes in water
temperature, currents, and amount of
sedimentation would produce a different
aquatic environment above and below the
dam. Alterations to terrestrial and aquatic
habitats could change the risks to
threatened and endangered species.
Although the hydroelectric dam would
create no air quality or solid waste impacts
during operation and could serve as a
protector of property and lives in
preventing floods, lake recreation would
likely bring with it a number of drownings
and cause water pollution during the
facility's operation.

8.3.5 Geothermal

Potentially recoverable geothermal
resources are located in the upper 10 miles

(16 km) of the earth's crust. These
resources exist in the form of hot vapor
(steam) or liquid (hydrothermal),
geopressurized brines, or hot dry rock.
Hydrothermal is the only resource used by
current commercial technology. EIA
estimates that about 1.5 million quads per
year of geothermal resources exist in the
United States; however, only about 22,800
quads are accessible and, of these, only
approximately 250 quads per year can be
economically developed today
(DOE/EIA-0561). In 1990, geothermal
resources contributed 0.32 quad of primary
energy in the western United States. The
net geothermal generating capacity in the
United States is projected to grow from 15
billion kWh in 1990 to about 60 billion
kWh in 2010. In comparison, one
1000-MW(e) nuclear plant operating at
60 percent capacity generates 5.26 billion
kWh annually (DOE/EIA-0561).
Geothermal has a high capacity factor of
approximately 90 percent and can be used
to provide reliable, baseload power. A
geothermal electricity generating facility
consists of a conversion well that brings the
geothermal resources to the surface, the
conversion system that produces useful
energy from the resource, and the injection
well that recycles cooled brine back to the
underground reservoir
(SERI/TP-260-3674).

As shown in Figure 8.4, geothermal plants
may be located in the western United
States, Alaska, and Hawaii where
hydrothermal reservoirs are prevalent. The
discrepancy between the vast amount of
resource projected to be available (1.5
million quads per year) and projected
usage is due primarily to technological
problems. Although geothermal plants
offer alternative baseload capacity to
conventional fossil fuel and nuclear plants,
widespread application of geothermal
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energy is constrained by the geographic
availability of the resource and the
maturity of the technology. The maximum
size of geothermal power plants, in their
present state of development, is about
110 MW(e) per unit. Geothermal plants,
however, could be sited as modular units
that would allow for larger generating
capacities.

Construction impacts of a geothermal
facility would result primarily from
disturbance of land to support the large
number of geothermal wells and the power
plant needed to produce electricity
equivalent to that from a 1000-MW(e)
plant. Excluding new transmission
corridors, which would add to most
impacts, an estimated 2800 ha (7000 acres)
would be needed even though the
generating facility or facilities would only
occupy around 25 ha (60 acres). This
amount of acreage having appropriate
geothermal resources would require a
greenfield site or sites, which would imply
altering current land uses of farming,
ranching, forest, or natural habitat.
Clearing this land would damage or destroy
much of the existing habitat for wildlife, as
well as pose potential adverse
consequences for cultural resources.
Aesthetic impacts would include extensive
vegetation removal and earth moving. Soil
erosion and stream sedimentation likely
would result in some degree from the early
clearing operations. Fugitive dust and
exhaust fumes from heavy equipment
would reduce air quality temporarily. The
moderate-sized work force would create
some community impacts, particularly if
affected communities were small and had
little service infrastructure to accommodate
workers who might move into a rural
environment to build the plant. Operating
impacts would involve those resources most
closely associated with the land disturbed

in constructing the geothermal facility.
Some of the land originally cleared for
construction of the geothermal facilities
could probably be returned to previous
uses, since it would- not all have
geothermal facilities located on it. Much
acreage would still be lost for the life of
the plant, however, and this loss could be
complicated by subsidence caused by
withdrawal of the geothermal fluid. Loss of
habitat, impacts to threatened and
endangered species, and visual impacts
could be mitigated partially by returning
much of the land to, or even leaving it in,
its original condition. Surface water and
groundwater quality could be impacted
adversely if waste fluids from wells escaped
into the ground water or surface streams
or ponds. In addition various toxic gases
such as ammonia, methane, and hydrogen
sulfide and trace amounts of arsenic, borax,
mercury, radon, and benzene would be
released to the atmosphere. Noise impacts
could be a problem for residents living on
the edge of a geothermal site.
Socioeconomic impacts should be positive
with substantial tax revenues and a
considerable number of jobs accruing to
local taxing jurisdictions from a geothermal
plant.

8.3.6 Wood Waste

The 2.4 quads per year of waste wood
energy consumed in the United States
generally is apportioned among the
following sectors: industrial heat and-
power-1.6 quads (66 percent), residential
space heating--0.8 quads (33 percent), and
electric utilities-0.01 quads (1 percent).
Industrial wood energy is used in a variety
of process heat and cogeneration
applications. Nearly half of that wood
energy is used in boilers, a little over
40 percent in cogeneration (steam and
electricity), and the remainder as process
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Operating impacts of new coal plants
would be substantial for several resources.
Concerns over adverse human health
effects -from coal combustion have led to
important federal legislation in recent
years, such as the CAAA. Although the
situation appears to be improving, health
concerns remain. Air quality would be
impacted by the release of CO2, regulated
pollutants, and radionuclides. Public health
risks such as cancer and emphysema are
considered likely results. CO 2 has been
identified as a leading cause of global
warming. S02 and oxides of nitrogen have
been identified with acid 'ain. Substantial
solid waste, especially fly ash and scrubber
sludge, would be produced and would
require constant management. Losses to
aquatic biota would occur through
impingement and entrainment and
discharge of cooling water to natural water
bodies. Socioeconomic benefits can be
considerable for surrounding communities
in the form of several hundred jobs,
substantial tax revenues, and plant
spending.

An estimated 8,900 ha (22,000 acres) for
mining the coal and disposing of the waste
could'be committed to supporting a coal
plant during its operational life. Air quality
impacts from fugitive dust, water quality
impacts from acidic runoff, and aesthetic
and cultural resources impacts are all
potential adverse consequences of coal
mining. Socioeconomic benefits from
several hundred mining jobs and tax
revenues would also accompany the coal
mining.

8.3.10 Natural Gas

Natural gas supplied 9.4 percent of this
country's net electric utility generation in
1992 and is projected to supply
11.4 percent of electricity in 2010

[DOE/EIA-0383(94)]. Domestic natural gas
resources are estimated at 1,700 quads, of
which approximately 900 quads are
accessible resources and about 230 quads
are reserves that currently can be
recovered cost-effectively
(DOE/EIA-0561). Most of the supply in
the continental United States is located in
Texas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, New Mexico,
and Kansas, locations favored for gas-fired
plants because of relatively low gas prices.
Although natural gas reserves are fairly
large, much of the resource is located in
remote areas that are not served by a
pipeline infrastructure connected to high-
demand centers.

The natural gas fuel cycle consists of
exploration/extraction (drilling and produc-
tion), processing, transportation by
pipelines, end use, and waste management.
Utilities receive gas at power plants
through pipelines on a continuous basis.

Natural gas is used in three technologies:
conventional steam, gas-turbine, and
combined-cycle. In conventional steam
plants, the traditional gas-fired technology,
natural gas is burned to produce steam.
The process is very similar to that used for
coal and oil technologies. Because natural
gas can be used more efficiently in gas-
turbine and combined-cycle facilities than
in a conventional steam plant, the latter
technology is no longer being used for new
generating stations. In gas-turbine plants,
gas (or distillate oil) is burned to produce
an exhaust gas that drives the turbine.
Combined-cycle plants, which are
particularly efficient and are used as
intermediate and baseload facilities,
combine the gas-turbine technology with a
heat recovery system that powers a steam
cycle [DOE/EIA-0383(94)]. These
combined-cycle systems represent the large
majority of the total number of plants
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negligible during repowering, as would
impacts to air and water. Socioeconomic
impacts would occur but would 'be smaller
than during the original construction of the
coal or gas-fired plants.

Major reductions in a plant's airborne
emissions should be realized as the most
important impact. DOE/EIS-0146 states,
"Repowering opens the door to a future of
sustained deep reductions in nationwide
emissions of SO 2, one of the chief
pollutants thought to contribute to acid
rainfall" (p. 2-10). SO 2 reductions by
conventional coal-fired plants would vary
from 90 to 99 percent depending upon the
specific technology. Similarly, oxides of
nitrogen, one of the emissions associated
with global warming, would be reduced
between 60 and 92 percent from current
emissions from conventional coal-fired
plants. On the other hand, solid waste
would be increased as the new
technologies reduced air pollution by
converting what would normally be an air
pollutant into solid wastes
(DOE/EIS-0146). Recent experience with
repowered plants starting to come on line
confirms SO 2 and oxides of nitrogen
reductions of at least 90 percent in these
technologies (Bretz 1994). Gas
turbine/generators without heat recovery
steam generators are expected to reduce
oxides of nitrogen emissions by more than
90 percent. Land use, cultural resources,
and socioeconomic resources should not be
affected by repowering.

8.3.14 Conservation

A wide variety of conservation technologies
could be considered as alternatives to
generating electricity at current nuclear
plants. These technologies could include
hardware, such as more efficient motors in
consumer appliances, commercial

establishments, or manufacturing processes;
more energy-efficient light bulbs; and
improved heating, ventilation, and air
conditi6ning systems. Also, structures could
be weatherized with better insulation,
weather stripping, and storm windows.
These measures generally come under the
heading of DSM, which is a collection of
diverse measures to reduce customers'
electricity consumption without adversely
affecting service. Other conservation
measures a utility could take would be to
install more efficient equipment as it
retrofits its power plants and improves
distribution and transmission technologies.
An average of 6.2 percent of an American
utility's power is lost before reaching
customers (Kelly and Weinberg 1993).

Conservation technologies and measures
have proved to be popular with some
utilities, public utility commissions and
members of the public, who see them as a
way of providing economical service while
avoiding construction of more electric
generating facilities. Increased competition
within the utility industry and pressure
from public utility commissions and public
interest groups have forced utilities to
consider conservation technologies as
essentially new resources in the utility's
portfolio of capabilities and invest in them
as they would new generating sources. On
a national scale (based on EIA electricity
growth projections in DOE's National
Energy Strategy and Electric Power
Research Institute estimates of DSM
savings in 1990), Hirst (1991) calculates
that almost half of electricity demand
growth from 1990 to 2010 could be
eliminated with an "ambitious" DSM
program. This growth would eliminate the
need for an estimated 430 500-MW(e)
power plants or an equivalent 215
1000-MW(e) nuclear plants (Hirst 1991). A
study of three New York utilities found
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that DSM programs could produce energy
savings equalling 10-20 percent of each
utility's projected demand in the years 2000
and 2008 (Nagel 1993)."

Treating energy conservation measures as
resource options received a major stimulus
in the form of the EPACT, which amended
the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act
of 1978 to require each utility to employ
up-to-date integrated resource planning as
a forecasting tool in cooperation with state
regulators and the public. Under
Sec. 111 (d)(19), integrated resource
planning is defined as "a planning and
selection process for new energy resources
that evaluates the full ranges of
alternatives, including new generating
capacity, power purchases, energy
conservation and efficiency, cogeneration
and district heating and cooling
applications, and renewable energy
resources, in order to provide adequate
and reliable service to its electric customers
at the lowest system cost." A major barrier
to implementing conservation technologies
was the degree to which utilities could
recover their costs and earn a profit while
reducing growth in electric sales as
opposed to selling more power. This
.barrier was removed under EPACT by
ensuring that conservation investments
were at least as profitable to utilities as
investments in energy generation facilities
[Sec. 111(a)(8)].

Environmental impacts of electrical energy
conservation programs are not well
understood. The Pace report (1991) that
surveyed literature assessing indoor air
quality impacts of conservation programs,
and a 1991 national conference with
multiple government, utility, and
environmental sponsors that investigated
the environmental impacts of utility DSM
programs (DSM and the Global

Environment) are two noteworthy efforts
to address such impacts. Environmental
impacts of electrical energy conservation
programs should fall into three categories:
those resulting from- energy demand
reduction measures, those resulting from
energy supply reduction measures, and
those caused by fuel cycle activities.

Energy demand reduction measures are
specific procedures or technologies that are
undertaken to reduce energy demand.
Indoor air quality is considered to be the
potential impact of greatest concern from
demand reduction technologies. Radon,
formaldehyde, and combustion products
from cigarette smoking and furnaces are
the substances that appear to be the
sources of most problems. Another area of
concern is mercury used in fluorescent
lights and polychlorinated biphenyls
(PCBs) used in fluorescent light ballasts.

Pace's (1991) examination of the indoor air
quality issue reached the general
conclusion that, "there are no significant
environmental impacts of DSM." Pace
went on to argue that "weatherization
programs by themselves are not a primary
cause of indoor air pollution problems.
Where problems do exist, mitigation
measures are available." Pace also notes,
however, that the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency warns that indoor air
quality can be impaired if energy
conservation measures override health
considerations. The report also pointed out
that a Bonneville Power Administration
radon study found that radon was a serious
concern in new home construction if
mitigation measures were not built in.
Cancer cases from radon were estimated to
be 335 per 100,000 for baseline homes but
as high as 767 cases per 100,000 for new
homes with advanced infiltration control
but no exhaust or mechanical ventilation.
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Current research, according to Pace
(1991), indicates that indoor air quality is
highly site specific, and the levels of
contamination existing before
weatherization appear to be a major factor
in determining post-weatherization
pollution levels. In addition, research
indicates that mitigation measures are
available to correct problems. It should be
noted that no studies have been completed
to quantify pollutants associated with
weatherization, and more research is called
for.

As conservation technologies are
implemented and growth in electricity
demand is reduced, utilities should expect
to build fewer power plants. Cost savings
to electric utilities nationwide could be
substantial. Hirst (1991) estimates that an
ambitious 20 percent conservation-inspired
reduction in total demand by 2010 could
produce savings in fuel and capital of $370
billion and could reduce utility bills by $61
billion at a total cost to the utilities of $165
billion. Studies for specific utilities have
identified savings either in terms of money
saved or emissions eliminated. Although a
utility might prefer to close a fossil-fired
plant that is particularly costly or dirty to
operate rather than close a nuclear power
plant, the GEIS assumes that conservation
technologies produce enough energy
savings to permit the closing of a nuclear
plant. Should a nuclear plant be closed, the
environmental gain, in terms of avoided
environmental impacts, would be those
discussed in Section 8.3.

The third category of environmental impact
of electrical energy conservation programs
is the resource recovery, processing, and
manufacturing stages associated with
producing conservation equipment or
material, as well as impacts of disposing of
the equipment or material. At this time

little assessment has been undertaken of
these stages. Resources used in producing
conservation technologies are common to
many manufacturing processes, and large
amounts of resources.would not be,
required. Disposal should involve normal
procedures, and some benefits are likely
over the long term as troublesome
components of current technologies, such
as PCBs and chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs)
that require special handling, ultimately are
eliminated from the waste stream and
replaced by more benign components. The
amounts of mercury and PCBs in lighting
are considered to be small enough and
disposal methods sufficiently effective that
no adverse health effects should be
experienced. Acceleration of CFC releases
could occur as some appliances are
disposed of earlier than anticipated, but
this increase should abate as CFC
replacements come on the market.

8.3.15 Imported Electrical Power

Although it is not a technology as such,
imported electrical power from Canada or
Mexico could constitute an alternative to
renewing a nuclear plant's license.
Electricity trading has existed between the
United States and both countries for many
years, and numerous transmission ties exist,
particularly with Canada, to facilitate easy
exchanges of power. The North American
Electric Reliability Council (NERC) was
established in 1968 to enhance electricity
reliability between the United States and
Canada and a small portion of northern
Baja California in Mexico. Today this
system operates essentially as a single
power grid, albeit with limited power
exchanges and varying prices (NERC
1993b).

Electricity trading between the United
States and Mexico has been quite small,
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amounting in 1990 to about 2 billion kWh
of power imported by the United States
(Texas) and about 600 million kWh of
power exported to Mexico
[DOE/EIA-0531(90)]. [The annual electric
generation of a 1000-MW(e) power plant
operating at 60 percent capacity is 5.26
billion kWh; thus, 1990 imports from
Mexico amounted to the equivalent of
about 40 percent of a 1000-MW(e) plant.]

Electricity trading between the United
States and Canada is considerably larger
and involves exchanges along almost the
entire boundary separating the countries.
In 1990 American utilities purchased
approximately 22.5 billion kWh of
electricity [the equivalent of four
1000-MW(e) plants] and sold about 20.5
billion kWh to Canada. These figures
exclude power that is exchanged at no cost
between utilities in which power moves
freely across the border in one direction
and is replaced with an equal amount of
power moving free of charge in the other
direction [DOE/EIA-0531(90)]. In 1990 the
largest provincial exporter of power to the
United States was British Columbia, which
accounted for about 30 percent of the
total. The largest provincial importer of
power was Ontario, which accounted for
almost two-thirds of the total Canadian
imports from the United States.

Environmental impacts of importing
electrical power to the United States in
place of relicensing American nuclear
plants should be similar to impacts of
operating a mix of coal, hydropower, and
nuclear power plants and the associated
transmission lines in the United States.
Projected capacity margins-essentially the
amount of existing and planned generating
capacity available for planned maintenance,
unplanned electrical outages, and
unforeseen growth in demand-are similar

in both the United States and Canada,
from which most imported power
originates. U.S. capacity margins are
projected at 20.6 percent of capacity in
1994 and 17.6 percent of capacity in 2002.
Canada's capacity margins are projected to
be 20.7 percent in 1994 and 16.3 percent in
2002 (NERC 1993a).

Canada's mix of generating technologies is
considerably different from that of the
United States, with hydroelectric power
constituting over half of its capacity and
coal constituting a distant second at about
20 percent. Nuclear power accounts for
about 16 percent of Canadian capacity, or
about the same as in the United States. Oil
and-gas combined make up only 10 percent
of Canadian capacity, or slightly more than
one-third the amount they account for in
the United States. This mix of generating
technologies is not expected to change
appreciably through 2002 (NERC 1993a).
Electrical power that is exported to the
United States could originate almost
anywhere in Canada, because the U.S.-
Canadian system is essentially a grid in
which power can be transmitted to any
location from any location. Since
transmission is not free and line losses do
occur, however, distance is a factor in
determining transmission costs and thus
feasibility.

Given the generating mix of Canadian
power plants, one would expect that
hydroelectric dams would be a principal
source of exported power to the United
States. This point is particularly true when
new dam development on the James Bay in
northern Quebec is factored into Canadian
capacity. Coal and nuclear plants would
provide approximately equal amounts of
power that would not total the hydropower
contribution to exported power. Thus, if
environmental impacts of power imported
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by the United States are distributed among
Canadian power plants according to their
percentage of the total, environmental
impacts of hydroelectric dams
(Section 8.2.5) would be the most
prevalent types expected. Hydroelectric
development in James Bay has been an
important environmental dispute in Canada
for quite some time, particularly in its
impacts on native groups concerned with
hunting, fishing, and gathering activities.
Impacts of coal and nuclear plants would
be expected to follow similar courses as in
the United States, which are described in
Sections 8.2.9 and 8.2.12, respectively.

Because Canada is engaged in substantial
conservation efforts and has adequate
generating capacity, it appears unlikely that
a major power plant construction effort
would have to be undertaken to meet
expected American needs in the next 20
years. Similarly, transmission lines are in
place within and between the two
countries, and any construction of new
lines should be a modest effort at best.

8.4 TERMINATION OF NUCLEAR
POWER PLANT OPERATIONS AND
DECOMMISSIONING

A nuclear power plant that ceases
operations and closes permanently must go
through a lengthy decommissioning
process. In the process certain activities
will occur that will have environmental
consequences. This section summarizes the
impacts of cessation of operations and
beginning of decommissioning. The effect
of the shutdown of operations is expected
to be the same as that of a major
scheduled outage, although the effect
would be permanentand the loss of
employment, local purchases, and most tax
revenues would be permanent. All

nonradioactive emissions (both airborne
and liquid) would cease, as would cooling
system impacts, transportation of
radioactive materials, and major economic
activities. Decommissioning would involve
the removal of nuclear components from
service and the reduction of residual
radioactivity to a level that would allow the
eventual release of the property for
unrestricted use. Decommissioning does
not mean that the plant would be
demolished and the site returned to an
essentially greenfield status. Rather,
decommissioning requires that a nuclear
facility be secured in nonoperational
storage for a specified period before the
next step: dismantlement. The
decommissioning methods and their
environmental impacts are summarized in
Chapter 7. A more detailed evaluation of
decommissioning requirements is provided
in NUREG-0586.

8.4.1 Land Use

Neither terminating operations nor
decommissioning is expected to have any
immediate impacts on land use at a plant
site, which would generally encompass
80-200 ha (200-500 acres). Because the
ultimate objective of decommissioning is to
release a site for unrestricted use, the
activities that would occur at a site after
the eventual completion of
decommissioning and dismantlement of the
plant would determine the subsequent
land-use impacts. For example, it might be
feasible to co-locate another power plant
on a retired nuclear plant site provided
safety requirements could be met and the
site were large enough.

&4.2 Air Quality

Only temporary, localized ambient air
quality impacts result from nuclear plant
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End-Use Efficiency

Initiatives by Energy Source

Electricity. The need for infrastructure to produce and deliver electricity is driven by end-use demand.
From 1997 to 2007, New York's electricity sales increased 1.2 percent annually. Results of the Starting
Point case, which assumed only reaching 27 percent of the '15 by 15' goal, show that from 2009 to 2018,
electricity demand increases at an average rate of 0.8 percent per year, or a total increase of 7.3 percent.
In dramatic contrast, results of the SEP Policy Reference case, based on full achievement of the '15 by
15' goal, show a reduction in demand over the planning period, as well as a reduction in output from New
York's gas-fired combined cycle generating plants and a reduction in electricity imports.

In light of these benefits, the State has taken steps to fully fund electricity targeted efficiency programs in
an effort to meet Governor Paterson's '15 by 15' goal. Achieving this goal will require the cooperative
efforts of many different entities, including all State agencies and authorities.

Figure 3 projects energy use reductions by major program categories that will be needed to meet the '15
by 15' goal, assuming continuation of existing programs, implementation of new: programs, and the
contribution of enhanced codes and standards., The area marked as "Ratepayer Funded Programs" is the
portion of the '15 by 15' goal to be met by new PSC-authorized programs to be administered primarily by
utilities and NYSERDA. The other large wedge on the chart, "Codes and Standards," underscores the
importance of enhancing efficiency standards for electrical equipment and appliances and for assuring
compliance with the Energy Code - as discussed above. The ongoing programs of NYSERDA, as well as
expanded programs by NYPA and LIPA, are projected to make up most of the balance. It is significant to
note that even with the considerable achievements made to date in the State's end-user efficiency
programs, achieving the '15 by 15' goal will require nearly a five-fold increase in annual energy savings
by 2015.

Achieving the '15 by 15' policy goal is expected to reduce the net retail cost of electricity paid by all
ratepayers by 2015 .38 Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the results of an analysis of the net impacts of the ' 15
by 15' policy on statewide average retail electricity prices in selected years. As shown in Figure 4, in
2015, the statewide average retail price of electricity is projected to be 0.4 to 0.9 cents per kilowatt hour
(kWh) lower, on a net basis, than if the '15 by 15' policy were not implemented. Figure 5 indicates that
this estimated reduction in net price per kWh is equivalent to aggregate annual bill savings to ratepayers

38 Pursuing the '15 by 15' policy goal impacts average retail electricity prices in two opposing ways. First, the average retail'
price is expected to increase because the annual cost of implementing and administering energy efficiency programs is added to
customer bills, while utility fixed costs will be spread across a smaller amount of energy sales. Second, the commodity portion of
the electricity price is expected to decrease as a result of the price reduction effect of lower overall demand for electricity. Both
types of price impacts affect all ratepayers, assuming that energy efficiency program costs are averaged across all customer
classes and locations. This analysis does not include the additional bill savings that accrue to program participants who install
energy-saving equipment and thereby benefit as a result of reduced volume of electricity purchased over time. The price
reduction (or "market price effect") impact of achieving the '15 by 15' policy goal is extracted directly from Integrated Planning
Model modeling results by comparing the Statewide average electricity prices in the SEP Policy Reference Case, which assumes
full achievement of the '15 by 15' policy goal, to the Higher Demand Case, based on NY.ISO's econometric forecast, which
includes no downward adjustments for implementation of the '15 by 15' policy goal. The lower average electricity prices in the
SEP Policy Reference Case are directly attributable to achievement of the '15 by 15' policy goal, due to the reduction in the need
for electricity generated by the most inefficient and expensive fossil fuel-fired units, as well as by reducing imports of electricity
from outside New York. Because the annual costs to ratepayers of all the programs needed to achieve the '15 by 15' policy goal
are not yet known with a high degree of certainty, "low" and "high" estimates are used to bound the analysis. The low estimate is
based on a three-year historical average (2006 through 2008) of NYSERDA's energy efficiency programs funded through the
System Benefits Charge. The high estimate assumes that the future cost of energy efficiency programs on a cents per kWh basis
is double the cost of programs implemented to date. The expected system load reduction due to improved Codes and Standards is
assumed to be achievable with no incremental cost to ratepayers.
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RGGI program as well as financial incentives for the accelerated development of renewable energy
technologies.64

Government mandates, e.g., emissions cap and trade programs, renewable fuels standards and financial
incentives, that are designed to reduce this disparity are sometimes criticized for having short-term
impacts of raising the price of energy. These arguments, however, fail to consider the broader and longer-
lasting economic benefits, in addition to environmental and energy security benefits, associated with the
development of renewable resources. The direct economic benefits of renewable'energy include the
creation of short-term (engineering, design and construction) and long-term (administration, operation
and maintenance) jobs, increased local capital investment, increased tax revenues for local governments,
and increased revenue for landowners. Direct economic benefits lead to additional indirect economic
benefits through the macroeconomic "ripple" effects of injecting incremental income into the State
economy over the life of various projects, which may be 20 years or more.

As discussed in the next section, the potential exists for renewable energy to meet a large percentage of
society's energy needs, but achieving the full potential in the near-term given current economic and
technical realities, would come at an extraordinary cost. As renewable energy programs are designed, -
targets that are designed to take advantage of the energy, environmental and economic development
opportunities must also consider the cost of other resources that are available to meet short-term goals.
Over time, the cost of deploying renewable technologies continues to decrease as demand for renewables
grows and technologies become more advanced.

3.1.1 In-State Potential and Development Progress

New York's renewable potential exists in all of the primary energy-consuming sectors of the economy:
the electric generation sector, the transportation sector, the residential, commercial, and industrial sectors,
and the agriculture sector. New York currently meets approximately 11 percent of its primary energy
needs with renewable energy resources. However, the available technical/practical potential, which takes
into consideration technical and some social constraints on the "pure" technical potential, but not
economic constraints, indicates that approximately 40 percent of all New York's energy needs over all
sectors could be met with renewables by 2018.65 This accounts for only hydropower, wind, biomass, and
solar-PV resources. It does not include the potential of solar thermal, geothermal, and hydrokinetic
energy sources. This "outer-bound" forecast leaves New York with substantial room to expand its use of
renewable energy resources. This expansion could technically occur, but there would be a significant cost
associated with the implementation of these resources. The solar and wind resources represent
approximately 60 percent of the technical/practical potential and an even larger percentage of the overall
cost. If the full technical/practical potential for solar and wind resources were installed at current prices,
the cost to New York would be approximately $300 billion dollars.66

64 RGGI requires electricity generators to purchase CO2 allowances for every ton of CO2 they emit. The price of these

allowances is built into the marginal operating costs of the plant, and then passed on in their offering price. In this way, the
harmful effects of carbon dioxide emissions are being partially accounted for in the price of electricity.
65 Technical/practical potential includes consideration of manufacturing and materials limitations and land use constraints, e.g.,

the prohibition of the development of renewable energy projects in State parks, but does not consider economic costs, certain
social constraints, or system operation, transmission, or distribution limitations.
66 The $300 billion dollar estimate is based on the following approximate installation cost assumptions: solar-PV costs $8,000 per

kW; onshore wind costs $2,000 kW, and offshore costs $3,300 per kW. The State incentive level required to drive the adoption
of this technology would not need to equal the entire $300 billion, but would be a significant percentage (as much as 1/3
depending on federal incentives). DOE has aggressive goals for solar-PV cost reductions. If solar-PV costs were to see rapid
reductions to $3,000 per kW, during the planning period, the total cost would amount to approximately $150 billion dollars.
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hold their own spent fuel on site. Care must be taken to help ensure that this spent fuel is securely held
and any potential for harm to public health or the environment is minimized.1 0  Going forward, nuclear
power generation should be encouraged within New York where safety, security, and environmental
• conditions favor its deployment and operation, and retained where it can be demonstrated that the safety
and security of its operation can be maintained and its adverse environmental impacts minimized.

At the same time, the State recognizes that there aresafety, security and environmental impact concerns
related to the two active reactors at Indian Point, located along the Hudson River-in northern Westchester
County. New York is opposing the license renewals of Indian Point Units 2 and 3, whose current 40-year
license terms are set to expire in 2013 and 2015, respectively, due to significant safety and environmental
impacts associated with their operation.'0 5 These concerns include the adequacy of the evacuation plan in
the event of a sudden, fast moving radiological event in an area of high population density; the risk of a
terrorist attack on the spent fuel pools, which are located in buildings adjacent to the containment
structures; the impact of earthquakes on the integrity of the facility, the possibility of which are better
analyzed with more modern geological methods than existed when the plants were first licensed; and the
impact on aquatic life from the use of 2.5 billion gallons of Hudson River water each day which is used to
cool the facility and then discharged back into the Hudson River at higher temperatures. These issues
must be fully evaluated and addressed in order to protect the health and safety of the communities
surrounding the plant.

From a reliability perspective, Indian Point currently provides voltage support and system capacity to help
ensure there is sufficient energy to supply demand in the downstate load pocket. With the issuance of this
Plan, the State has begun'to identify the potential impacts associated with the possible closure of Indian
Point and the infrastructure needs that would be necessary to maintain system reliability standards in that
event. As discussed in more detail in the Energy Infrastructure Issue Brief, modeling indicates that the
retirement of the Indian Point units may present tradeoffs, including higher electricity prices and CO 2
emissions, and that achieving the State's '15 by 15' energy efficiency target reduces, but does not
eliminate, the need for replacement infrastructure in the vicinity of Indian Point. As assumed in the
modeling, if '15 by 15' is achieved, one possible replacement option under these circumstances would be
a 700 MW combined cycle, gas-fired generating plant connected directly to the Buchanan 345 kilovolt
substation. Under the Starting Point case (which assumes only 27 percent of the '15 by 15' energy
efficiency target is achieved) modeling shows a need for 1,800 MW of replacement power in the vicinity
of Indian Point to maintain reliability. It is unclear, however, whether new natural gas pipeline capacity
would be needed for such a facility. In addition, further study may be necessary to quantify the potential
impacts of closing Indian Point on: (1) the ability to transfer power to downstate load areas; (2) the
transfer capability of the transmission system into the area; (3) reactive power resources in the lower
Hudson Valley; and (4) overall system reliability.

Under the relicensing schedule for the Indian Point units, it is anticipated that the earliest a decision could
be made is the Spring of 2010, although this time frame could be significantly extended. If Indian Point
is not relicensed, then the NYISO, the PSC, and involved utilities will need to engage in a process to
develop various scenarios for replacement generation as well as associated transmission and pipeline
infrastructure needs.

104 The DOE Secretary of Energy, Dr. Chu, has noted that there may be alternatives to this national repository. However, at this
time, DOS has not withdrawn its application from Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
105 On December 3, 2007, the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation and Attorney General Andrew Cuomo

filed a petition with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission that opposed relicensing. The petition is available at
http://www.oag state.ny,us/mnedia center/2007/dec/brief.pdf.
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infrastructure and equipment. The net costs and/or benefits to ratepayers of actual projects couldbe
highly dependent on negotiated long-term contractual agreements among specific parties, other
generation, transmission, and natural gas infrastructure that is built or retired (both in New York and in
neighboring regions), and significant additions to energy supply (such as potential large-scale hydro
projects in Canada). Additions to the State's transmission system, while perhaps not called for to meet
reliability needs, may be prompted by the clean energy policy objectives outlined in the State Energy
Plan.

Needs of New York City

As load grows in New York City, either new generation needs to be built in the City, or new transmission
needs to be constructed. The New York City Economic Development Corporation commissioned a
Master Transmission Plan for New York City to determine whether new transmission facilities into the
area would: decrease the cost of electric service to New York City ratepayers and reduce the costs of
electricity production statewide; improve the reliability of bulk power supply to New York City; reduce
the City's electricity carbon footprint; and, ensure a fair, competitive market for electricity generation and
transmission in the City. The study identified and evaluated the costs and benefits of various proposed
and conceptual generation and transmission options that have the potential to meet New York City's
energy needs. Overall, the projects evaluated did not show significant net benefits either by production
cost or consumer benefit standards. The analysis found that new capacity will be required in New York
City in 2019 to meet reliability requirements, and that a gas turbine combined-cycle would be the
economically optimal solution to meet the need. In addition, in-city generation would serve other public
policy objectives, such as providing economic development benefits in the form of construction jobs and
tax revenues, and reducing emissions, particularly if combined with repowering of an older higher
pollution emitting generator. The addition of transmission facilities upstate, e.g. from Leeds to Pleasant
Valley, would provide consumer benefits in New York City, but would potentially raise prices upstate.
Other in-city options, which include a controllable cable between New Jersey and New York City and
offshore wind generation, also showed projected New York City consumer benefits and additional
analysis will be conducted. A key finding of the study was that the fact that there is not an immediate
reliability need for additional capacity. Therefore, decision makers have adequate time to decide which
projects to move forward with. The study recommended, however, that New York City seek ways to
encourage clean, efficient in-city generation, pursue policies that reduce energy consumption, and pursue
joint planning studies within New York and neighboring regions.

2.7.5 Increasing Renewable Development, Deliverability Issues and System Impacts

New York is committed to increasing renewable generation resources. Although there are multiple
renewable technologies being supported by Stateprograms, wind resources are the fastest growing of
those under development. Wind generation facilities can present certain issues for the electrical system
and impacts on the infrastructure that must be addressed. Due to the limited predictability of wind power
when compared with conventional power plants, adequate reserve and balancing power must be available,
and the transmission system must be adequate to deliver all necessary resources to load.

In an effort to examine concerns regarding the integration of wind resources, a March 2005 study
conducted on behalf of NYSERDA found that 3,300 MW of new wind resources could be incorporated
into the existing grid with some adjustments to operations but without requiring upgrades to the bulk
electric transmission system. The NYISO is in the process of performing a follow-up study on wind
integration that will revisit the issues of the 2005 study, but it uses as a starting point the actual location
and performance characteristics of the wind turbines that have been built to-date. The new NYISO study
will estimate the potential impacts of levels of wind resources that significantly exceed the 3,300 MW
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evaluated in the original study. The study will identify the level and location of constraints on the bulk
system that could result from various levels of wind development based on projects currently in the
NYISO's interconnection queue.

STARS, a statewide long-term (2018-2028) udlity-sponsored study, will determine specific transmission
upgrades that would support distribution of additional renewable energy throughout the State. NYSEG,
RG&E and National Grid are analyzing their local transmission systems for the possibility of future
congestion from the development of additional renewable generation. In addition, the PSC now requires
an energy deliverability study for each individual renewable project designed to identify the amount of
energy that can actually be delivered from the plant without impacting the output of other renewable
resources. The results of these studies will provide information and inputs to developers and
policymakers on the most beneficial sites to develop additional renewable resources and where
transmission system upgrades would be effective.

In another analysis, the NYISO, using the base case developed for its 2009 RNA, modeled a scenario that
decreased generation in the lower Hudson Valley and New York City by 1,500 MW and increased upstate
generation by the same amount to simulate increased wind and/or hydro resources. Without any
transmission upgrades, this change would result in a 2018 base case LOLE of 0.25 (loss of load for two
and a half days in a 10-year period on average). If transmission capacity is increased into the lower
Hudson Valley by about 800 MW, the expectation is reduced to the criteria of 0.10, i.e., improved to one
day in 10 years, which is the minimum criterion for achieving a reliable system. This analysis provides
further insight into the understanding that transmission additions may be needed to achieve the full
benefits of renewable generation, depending on where the generation is located.

The potential benefits of expanding the PSC is RPS from a goal of 25 percent of New York's energy use
by 2013 to a goal of 30 percent by 2015 were evaluated by modeling for this Plan. The modeling projects
no discernable changes in the State's generation mix, net imports, CO 2 emissions, CO 2 allowance prices,
and wholesale electricity prices when it is also assumed that the 15 by 15 program is implemented fully to
yield a significant reduction in the 2015 expected load to which the 30 percent would apply. Again, as
noted above, transmission additions may be required, depending on where renewable generation is
located.

2.7.6 Plug-In Hybrid Electric Vehicles

To address some of the pollution impacts of automobiles, hybrid (electricity and petroleum fuel) engine
technologies have been introduced to the market, and their use is expanding. Although the hybrid vehicle
engines in commercial use today primarily charge their batteries when the engine is running on petroleum
fuels, other charging technologies are in development. One that could impact the electricity system and
its infrastructure involves charging the vehicle batteries through a plug-in arrangement with the local
electricity system. While use of grid electricity would impose an additional burden on the system, such
use (charging) during off-peak periods would increase the capacity factors of some generators and
improve the overall load factor (efficiency) of the system.

Modeling of plug-in hybrid electric vehicle penetration for the year 2018 (assuming one million units in
operation by that date distributed throughout the State, with charging during off-peak periods) was
performed for this Plan. The results indicate that the output and fuel use for all generation resources,
other than nuclear and hydro facilities, increase slightly as would be expected. CO 2 emissions, emissions
allowances, and wholesale electricity prices would also increase slightly. Overall, the impacts on the
studied variables from penetration of plug-in hybrid vehicles appears relatively small, given the expected
off-setting load reductions projected from achievement of the State's '15 by 15' energy efficiency
program.
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Executive Summary

The 2010 Reliability Needs Assessment (RNA) commences the fifth cycle of the NYISO's
reliability planning processes provided for in its Comprehensive System Planning Process
(CSPP). The NYISO's CSPP encompasses the existing reliability planning processes with the
new economic planning process called the Congestion Analysis and Resource Integration Study
(CARIS). The RNA provides a long-range reliability assessment of both resource adequacy and
transmission security of the New York bulk power system conducted over a 10-year planning
horizon. This 2010 RNA builds upon the results and analyses contained in the NYISO's prior
Comprehensive Reliability Plans (CRP) in 2005, 2007, 2008 and 2009 respectively. The first
three CRPs responded to the Reliability Needs identified by their respective RNAs. The 2009
RNA, with the reduced forecast associated with energy efficiency peak load reductions,
increased generation and increased demand response, identified no Reliability Needs. The fourth
CRP indicated that the system was reliable and no solutions were necessary in response to the
2009 RNA.

The 2010 RNA identified no Reliability Need, assuming that all modeled transmission and
generation facilities, including Indian Point, remain in service during the next 10 years from
2011 through 2020. The study of the Base Case indicates that the baseline system meets all
applicable Reliability Criteria. However pending regulatory initiatives may affect Base Case
facilities and could result in unanticipated retirement of capacity in New York. The NYISO will
continue to monitor these developments and will conduct appropriate reliability studies as.
necessary.

There are three primary reasons this year's RNA continues-to find no Reliability Needs for
the next 10 years:

1. Generation additions - Two new proposed generating plants totaling 1060 MW
located in Zone J are included in the 2010 RNA Base Case, but were not included in the
previous RNAs.

2. Lower Energy Forecast - two factors contributed to this outcome:

The 2009 Recession - The effect of the 2009 recession was to reduce the peak
demand forecast for 2011 by 1400 MW, before any energy efficiency
adjustments. This also reduced the projections of peak load in subsequent years.

Statewide Energy Efficiency Programs (15 x 15) - This refers to the
Governor's initiative to lower energy consumption on the electric system by 15%
of the 2007 forecasted levels in 2015. Based on seven factors set forth in the 2010
RNA, the projected impact of these energy efficiency programs has increased
from the 2009 RNA. The 2009 RNA included cumulative energy savings of
10,235 GWh by 2018. In the 2010 RNA, this value increased to 13,040 GWh by
the year 2018 and to 13,684 GWh by the year 2020.
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The 2010 RNA Base Case forecast reflects larger energy efficiency usage
reductions than the preceding 2009 RNA Base Case forecast. Each of those base
case forecasts was created by subtracting a projected energy efficiency impact
from the respective current econometric forecast. For example, in the case of the
2009 RNA Base Case energy forecast for 2015, a projected 8086 GWh in energy
savings were subtracted from the econometric forecast to reach the base case
forecast. In the 2010 RNA, for the year 2015, a projected 9914 GWh were
subtracted from the current econometric forecast..

3. Increased registration in Special Case Resource (SCR) - The NYISO
continues to experience increases in the registration of the SCR programs that supply
capacity resources to the system through the NYISO market. The NYISO has projected
registrations of 2251 MW of SCRs, an increase of 167 MW of resources over the SCR
levels included in the 2009 RNA Report.

The NYISO has conducted scenario analyses in order to test the robustness of the
needs assessment studies and to bind the conditions under which resource adequacy or
transmission security needs may arise. In some scenarios, violations of Reliability Criteria were
identified; however, a scenario will not identify or propose additional Reliability Needs.
Scenarios are variations on key assumptions in the RNA. Base Case to assess the impact of
possible changes in circumstances that could impact the RNA. The findings under the scenario
conditions are:

1. The Econometric Forecast Scenario reveals that reliability violations would occur
in 2019 and 2020 at the higher peak load levels which do not account for the projected
energy efficiency reductions included in the Base Case.

2. The 45 x 15 Scenario (full 15 x 15 energy efficiency coupled with 30%
renewables) demonstrates that LOLE levels, already low and well below 0.1 in the Base
Case, would drop to essentially zero. This scenario used the same energy forecast used
for the 2009 RNA 15 x 15 scenario for the year 2015 and beyond. This forecast did not
reflect the impact of the current recession. The inclusion of the recession impact would
have further reduced the LOLE.

3. Reliability violations would occur if the Indian Point Plant were to be retired at
the latter of the two units' current license expiration dates using the Base Case load
forecast assumptions. In addition to the LOLE violations, transmission analysis
demonstrated thermal violations per applicable Reliability Criteria. Under stress
conditions, the voltage performance on the system without Indian Point would be
degraded. To relieve the transmission security violations, load relief measures will be
required for Zones G through K. Further, utilizing the econometric forecast scenario, but
if the Indian Point Energy Center units were to be retired, significantly higher LOLEs
would result.
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Table 4-9: Additional Proposed Renewable Projects

IQie Devieloper ~ Project Name P01 ý ' CTO~ ~Zrie' Rating ~CRIS UJNIT Complete 1PT(opo-s~ed
(M> - -M (MW 1 TYPE I d Class Iln-Service

Completed Class Year Facilities Study

.119 1 ECOGEN, LLC Prattsburgh Wind Eelpot Rd-Flat St. NYSEG C 78.2 78.2 Wind 2003-05 20101Q3
Farm 115kV Turbines

147 . NY Windpower, LLC West Hill Windfarm Oneida-Fenner 115kV NM-NG C 31.5 31.5 Wind 2006 N/A
Turbines

156 ,PPM Energy/Atlantic Fairfield Wind Valley-lnghams 115kV NM-NG E 74.0 74.0 Wind 2006 2011/01
Renewable Proect Turbines

161 Marble River, LLC Marble River Wind Willis-Plattsburgh.WP-1 NYPA D 84.0 84.0 Wind 2006 2011110
Farm 230kV Turbines

166,, AES-Acciona Energy St. Lawrence Wind Lyme Substation 115kV NM-NG E 79.5 79.5 Wind 2007
NY, LLC Farm 20Turbines12/09

171. Marble River, LLC Marble River II Wind Willis-Plattsburgh WP-2 NYPA D 132.3 132.3 Wind 2006 2011/10
Farm 230kV . Turbines

.182 Howard Wind, LLC Howard Wind Bennett-Bath 115kV NYSEG C 62.5 62.5 Wind. 2007 2010/12
____,_. Turbines 2010112

.186 Jordanville Wind, .LLC Jordanville Wind Porter-Rotterdam NM-NG E 80.0 80.0 Wind 2006
"_:_ "",_____. 230kV Turbines 2011/12

.197- PPM Roaring Brook, Tug Hill Boonville-Lowville . NM-NG E 78.0 0.0 Wind 2008 2011/09
LLC/PPM 115kV Turbines

'207. BP Alternative Energy Cape Vincent Rockledge Substation NM-NG E 210.0 0.0 Wind 2008 2012/12
INA, Inc. 115kV Turbines

213' Noble Environmental Ellenburg II Willis-PlattsburghWP-2 NYPA D 21.0 21.0 Wind 2007
. Power, LLC Windfield 230kV Turbines 2011/10

Class 2009 Proiects

222 1 Noble Environmental Ball Hill Dunkirk-Gardenville NM-NG A 90.0 TBD Wind I CY09 in 2011/12
Power, LLC j230kV I I _ I _ I I Turbines] progress I_2011/12I

Class 2010 Proiects

.237 , JAIlegany Wind, LLC Allegany Wind Homer Hill - Dugan Rd. NM-NG A 72.5 TBD Wind CY1O in
'_____ ______::__115kV. Turbines progress 2011/10

254:. Ripley-Westfield Wind, Ripley-Westfield Ripley - Dunkirk 230kV NM-NG A 124.8 TBD Wind CY1O in
LLC Wind Turbines progress 2011/12

..263.i! Stony Creek Wind Stony Creek Wind Stolle Rd - Meyer NYSEG C 88.5 TBD Wind CY10 in
:._ ". Farm, LLC Farm 230kV Turbines progress

330 BP Solar Upton Solar Farms Brookhaven 8ER 69kV LIPA K 32.0 TBD Solar CY10 in 2010/09-
:: '"::ISubstation I progress 2011/09

Other Non-Class Generators
>180A Green Power Cody Road Fenner -Cortland NM-NG C 10.0 10.0 Wind N N/A.

Duers 1 115kV Turbines
204A Duer's Patent Project, Beekmantown Kent Falls-Sciota NYSEG D 19.5 19.5 Wind N/A

LLC . Windfarm 115kV Turbines
Overall Total 1368.3

4.3.2. Indian Point Plant Retirement Scenario

Reliability violations of the NYS Reliability Council and NPCC
resource adequacy criteria would occur if the Indian Point Plant were to be
retired at the latter of the current license expiration dates using the Base
Case load forecast assumptions. In this 2016 scenario, LOLE was 0.14
days/year, a violation of the 0.1 days/year criterion, which is an
unacceptable probability of a load shedding occurrence. Beyond 2016,
due to annual load growth, the LOLE continues to escalate for the
remainder, of the Study Period reaching an LOLE of 0.38 days/year in
2020. In addition to the LOLE violations, a transmission analysis was
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performed and demonstrated thermal violations per applicable Reliability
Criteria. Furthermore, under stress conditions, the voltage performance on
the system without the Indian Point Plant would be degraded. In all cases,
power flows replacing the Indian Point generation cause increased reactive
power losses in addition to the loss of the reactive output from the plant.
It would be necessary to take emergency operations measures, including
load relief,'0 to eliminate the transmission security violations in
Southeastern New York.

The Indian Point Plant has two base-load units (2060 MW) located
in Zone H in Southeastern New York, an area of the State that is subject to
transmission constraints that limit transfers in that area. As indicated in
the Base Case analysis, there are no reliability violations if the two units
remain in operation. Southeastern New York, however, with the Indian
Point Plant in service, currently relies on transfers to augment existing
capacity, and loads in this area, and across the state, are forecasted to
continue to grow.

Transfer limit analysis was performed with both Indian Point units
out-of-service (i.e. beginning 2016), and it was assumed all other
generation capacity in Zones G through I would be fully dispatched,
supporting Southeastern New York load. The analysis shows that, under
typical load conditions, the ability to transfer power to Zone J and Zone K
would be limited by the upstream UPNY-SENY interface, before reaching
the UPNY-ConEd interface limits. Even with all of the remaining
generating capacity in Zones G, H, and I fully dispatched, the UPNY-
ConEd and I to J and K interface facilities would not be loaded to either
their voltage or thermal limits. The difference in interface loading would
be approximately 2000 MW if the Indian Point Plant were to be retired.

As shown in Table 4-10 below with both units out of service in
2016, the reliability criterion for resource adequacy is violated with an
LOLE of 0.14 days/year. Thereafter, the LOLE continues to escalate for
the remainder of the Study Period reaching an LOLE of 0.38 days/year in
2020 which substantially exceeds the reliability criterion of 0.1 days/year.

10 According to the NYISO Emergency Operations Manual, Load Relief Capability is described as including

measures such as: voltage reduction, load shedding, and other curtailment measures such as interruptible
customers and public appeals.
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Table 4-10: Indian Point Plant Nuclear Retirement Scenario

Area/Year 201;6; "2017T. 2018:209: ,2020

AREA_A

AREA_B

AREA_C

AREA_D

AREA_E

AREA_F

AREAG 0.05 0.06 0.08 0.13 0.17

AREAH 0.12 0.15 0.20 0.29 0.38

AREA I 0.12 0.17 0.23 0.33 0.41

AREAJ 0.10 0.14 0.19 0.28 0.38

AREA K 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01

NYCA 0.14 0.19 0.26 0.36 0.38

The 2009 RNA reported an LOLE of 2.41 for the year 2016 as
noted in Table 4-12 compared to 0.14 noted above in Table 4-10. This
significant difference is primarily due to the combination of the lower load
and the generation additions included in the 2010 RNA as compared to the
2009 RNA as shown in Table 4-11.
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Table 4-11: Comparison of Year 2016 Peak Load and Capacity

- 2009 RNA 1 2-01-0 "RNA~
Yer I Delta~.

>~, Year . Year 2016. Year 2016~

Peak Load:

NYCA 35,258 34,193 -1065
ZoneJ K 12,787 12,120 -667
Zolne K ;. 5374 5554 180

Resources

NYCA .

Capacity 40,452 41,239 787
SCR 2084 2180 96

* Total . 42,536 43,419 883
Res./Load Ratio 120.6% 127.0% 6.3%

Zone J

Capacity, 9206 10,332 1.126
SCR 622 586 -36

Total 9828 10918 1091
Res/Load Ratio 76.9% 90.1% 13.2%

Zone K

Capacity 6368 6311 -57

SCR 216 193 -23

Total 6584 6504 -80
Res./Load Ratio 122.5% 117.1% -5.4%

To further illustrate the impact that the peak load and capacity
differences have on this scenario results, additional sensitivity analyses on
year 2016 were performed as described below and shown in Table 4-12
below:

1. Utilizing the 2009 RNA database with the peak load data
and capacity data from the 2010 RNA database results in
the NYCA LOLE being reduced from 2.41 (as reported in
the 2009 RNA) to 0.11 for 2016.

2. Utilizing the 2010 RNA database with the peak load data
from the 2009 RNA results in the NYCA LOLE increasing
from 0.14 to 0.60 for 2016.

3. Utilizing the 2010 RNA database with the capacity
additions of Astoria Energy II (550MW) and Bayonne
Energy (513MW) units removed, results in the NYCA
LOLE increasing from 0.14 to 0.94 for 2016.
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4. Utilizing the 2010 RNA database with both the peak load
data from the 2009 RNA and with the Astoria Energy II
(550MW) and Bayonne Energy (513MW) units removed
results in the NYCA LOLE increasing from 0.14 to 3.11 for
2016.

Table 4-12: Effects on LOLE for 2016 without Indian Point Units 2 and 3

Without Astoria'
..................................without I1 and Bayonne'

RNA Base with 2010 with 2009 Astoria. .,and with 2009
RNA Cas .e Load and Load and 11and ' Loa d
Year: •:> Res6lts . Capacity' C•capacity Bayonne. . projections
2009 2.41 0.11 2.41 2.41 2.41
2010 0.14 0.14 0.6 0.94 3.11

This illustrates that when the peak load and capacity values are
aligned, the results between the two RNA models are more consistent.
This also illustrates that it is the combination of both the lower energy
forecast and the capacity additions in Zone J in the 2010 RNA that leads to
changes in results from the 2009 RNA.

Utilizing the econometric forecast with the Indian Point units
retired results in a NYCA LOLE of 0.98 in 2016 and 3.34 in 2020.

4.3.3. Zonal Capacity at Risk

Given, that the LOLE of the Base Case conditions did not exceed
0.10 for the 10-year study period, additional analysis was performed to
determine the reduction in capacity which would cause the LOLE to
exceed 0.10. The eleven zones, A through K comprising the NYCA were
aggregated A-F, G-I, J, and K. The overall capacity in these zonal
aggregates was derated in increments of 250 MW until the NYCA LOLE
exceeded 0.10. The NYISO did not model the potential impacts within
zones or superzones. Therefore no internal transmission problems were
evaluated. The results do not indicate whether or not the transmission
system could support some or all of the capacity derates nor does it
indicate whether even a single generating unit can be removed without
violating transmission system security. Transmission security analyses
would need to be performed for any contemplated unit shutdown to avoid
transmission security violations.

In separate studies, the levels of capacity removed in those zones
for 2020 without violating NYCA LOLE are: Zone J at 1000 MW, or
Zone K at 1000 MW, or Zones G-I at 1000 MW total. These capacities
cannot 'be removed simultaneously. For Zones A-F, the individual zone
reductions ranged from 250 - 2500 MW, indicating that the amount of
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6.2. Scenarios

The NYISO conducted analyses of scenarios to determine whether, and
under what conditions, shifts in resources, peak load levels or public policy
programs would give rise to Reliability Needs. Under certain scenarios there were
Reliability Criteria violations identified which would need to be addressed if
those scenarios materialized.

6.2.1. Econometric Forecast.

The NYISO evaluated resource adequacy needs against the 2010
econometric load forecast in the Gold Book, which does not include the projected
effect of the statewide energy efficiency programs. Because the peak load would
be approximately 2,510 MW higher in 2020 than in the RNA Base Case forecast,
there would be a need for additional resources in 201.9 and 2020 in the absence of
the statewide energy efficiency programs.

6.2.2. 45 x 15 Scenario

The 45 x 15 Scenario models the State's clean energy policy goal to serve
30% of the state's energy needs with new renewable resources and to reduce
energy usage in 2015 by 15%. While the full 15 x 15 energy reduction goal was
modeled, the total of renewable generation built since 2003 plus renewable
generation that is completed or is currently part of the NYISO Class Year
Facilities Study, only added up to 59% of the renewable resource goal.
,Nevertheless, in combination with the energy efficiency programs, this was
sufficient to demonstrate an LOLE of 0.0 for this scenario.

6.2.3. Indian Point Plant Retirement Scenario

Reliability violations would occur if the Indian Point Plant were to be
retired at the latter of the current license expiration dates using the Base Case load
forecast assumptions. In addition to the LOLE violations, transmission analysis
demonstrated thermal violations per applicable Reliability Criteria. Under stress
conditions, the voltage performance on the system without Indian Point would be
degraded. To relieve the transmission security violations, load relief measures
will be required for Zones G through K. Because these results appear to be
different from the higher LOLE results from the 2009 RNA for this scenario, this
report showed the effect of the lower peak loads and additional generating
capacity as applied to the 2009 RNA Base Case. The results showed that the
2009 and 2010 results are very similar once adjustments are made to more closely
align for the assumptions for the peak load forecast and generation.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of ) Docket Nos. 50-247-LR and
) -50-286-LR

ENTERGY NUCLEAR OPERATIONS, INC. )
)

(Indian Point Nuclear Generating Units 2 and 3) )
_) March 7, 2011

APPLICANT'S ANSWER TO NEW YORK STATE'S AMENDED CONTENTION 12C
CONCERNING SEVERE ACCIDENT MITIGATION ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS

I. INTRODUCTION

Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(h)(1) and the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board's

("Board's") July 1, 2010, Scheduling Order, Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc. ("Entergy")

submits this Answer to New York State ("NYS") Contention 12C ("NYS-12C"), filed on

February 3, 2011.1 This proceeding concerns Entergy's license renewal application ("LRA") for

Indian Point Units 2 and 3 ("IP2" and "IP3"), also known as the Indian Point Energy Center

("IPEC").

NYS- 12C seeks to update previously-admitted and consolidated contentions, NYS- 12,

12A and 12B, which relate to Entergy's severe accident mitigation alternatives ("SAMA")

analysis for IP2 and IP3. Collectively, these contentions allege that Entergy's Environmental

Report ("ER"), the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRC") Staff's Draft Supplemental

See State of New York Contention 12-C Concerning NRC Staff's December 2010 Final Environmental Impact
Statement and the Underestimation of Decontamination and Clean Up Costs Associated with a Severe Reactor
Accident in the New York Metropolitan Area (Feb. 3, 2011) ("Amended Contention NYS-12C"). See also
State of New York's Motion for Leave to File [Amended Contention NYS-12C] (Feb. 3, 2011).



Environmental Impact Statement ("DSEIS"), 2 and Entergy's December 2009 Revised SAMA

Analysis failed to address purported deficiencies in assumptions and inputs to modeling related

to clean-up and decontamination costs in the event of a severe accident at IPEC. 3 NYS-12C also

challenges, for the first time, related analysis contained in the NRC Staff's December 2010 Final

SEIS ("FSEIS"), 4 specifically the discussion contained in Appendix G, Section G.2.3 (Review of

Issues Related to NYS Contentions 12 and 16) of the FSEIS. NYS, as supported by its proffered

expert, Mr. David Chanin, contends that the FSEIS does not meaningfully address previously-

alleged deficiencies in the ER, DSEIS, and SAMA Reanalysis 5 or provide a rational basis for the

NRC's record of decision relative to severe accident decontamination costs and mitigation

alternatives.6

As set forth below, Entergy does not oppose NYS's characterization of NYS-12C as an.

"update" to NYS-12/12A/12B, or NYS's incorporation by reference of supporting evidence

previously identified by NYS in support of those contentions. However, Entergy opposes the

2 NUREG-1437, Supp. 38, Generic Environmental Impact Statement for License Renewal of Nuclear Plants,

Regarding Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit Nos. 2 and 3, Draft Report for Comment (Dec. 2008)
("DSEIS"), available at ADAMS Accession Nos. ML083 540594, ML083540614.

3 See Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc. (Indian Point, Units 2 and 3), LBP-08-13, 68 NRC 43, 102 (2008)
(admitting NYS-12); Licensing Board Order (Ruling on New York State's New and Amended Contentions) at
3-4 (June 16, 2009) (unpublished) ("June 16, 2009 Board Order") (admitting and consolidating NYS-12A with
NYS-12); LBP-10-13, 71 NRC __, slip op. at 9-10 (June 30, 2010) (admitting and consolidating NYS-12B
with NYS-12/12A).

4 NUREG-1437, Supp. 38, Generic Environmental Impact Statement for License Renewal of Nuclear Plants,

Regarding Indian Point Nuclear Generating Units Nos. 2 and 3, Final Report, Vol. 1, Main Report and
Comments Responses (Dec. 2010) ("FSEIS"), available at ADAMS Accession Nos. ML103350405,
ML103350438, ML103360209, ML103360212, ML103350442.

See Letter from Fred Dacimo, Entergy, to NRC, "License Renewal Application - SAMA Reanalysis Using
Alternate Meteorological Data" (Dec. 11, 2009) ("NL-09-165" or "Revised SAMA Analysis"), available at
ADAMS Accession No. ML093580089

6 Amended Contention NYS-12C at 1. See also David I. Chanin, Errors and Omissions in NRC Staff's

Economic Cost Estimates of Severe Accident Mitigation Alternatives Contained in December 2010 Indian
Point Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (FSEIS), NUREG-1437, Supplement 38 (Feb. 3,
2011) ("Chanin Report") (report accompanying Amended Contention NYS-12C).
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admission of NYS-12C insofar as it presents new challenges to the FSEIS and does not meet the

admissibility criteria of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v) and (vi).

In summary, while NYS has presented an expert report in support of the contention, that

report suffers from major technical and factual flaws that fatally undermine its adequacy as an

alleged source of support for the contention. Specifically, NYS's expert relies heavily on

technical papers concerning the economic costs of "rad/nuc" attacks using nuclear weapons or

"dirty" bombs, but fails to adequately demonstrate that those papers have any direct nexus to

SAMA analysis, particularly the manner in which decontamination or cleanup costs of a nuclear

power plant severe accident are estimated. Furthermore, by seeking to artificially inflate

Entergy's decontamination cost estimates by as much as a factor of 20, NYS and its expert

fundamentally misconstrue the nature and purpose of NRC-required SAMA analysis, which is

intended to provide mean estimated values for predicted total population dose and predicted off-

site economic costs, to allow a reasonable assessment of mitigation measures for beyond-design-

basis severe accidents.

II. PROCEDURAL HISTORY

On November 30, 2007, NYS filed a petition for leave to intervene in this proceeding. 7

One of its proposed contentions, NYS-12, alleged that Entergy's SAMA's analysis was deficient

because the cost formula contained in version 2 of the MELCOR Accident Consequence Code

System ("MACCS2") computer program used by Entergy calculates decontamination and clean-

up costs based on large-sized particles and, therefore, underestimates severe accident costs. 8

Specifically, NYS-12 alleged that a severe accident resulting in the dispersion of radionuclides

7 See New York State Notice of Intention to Participate and Petition to Intervene (Nov. 30, 2007) ("NYS

Petition"), available at ADAMS Accession No. ML073400187.

NYS Petition at 140-45.
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from a nuclear power plant likely will result in the dispersion of small-sized radionuclide

particles that are significantly more expensive to remove and clean up than the large-sized

radionuclide particles allegedly assumed in the MACCS2 model. 9 NYS-12 further asserted that

the SAMA analysis should incorporate the analytical framework contained in a 1996 Sandia

National Laboratories ("Sandia") study concerning site restoration costs associated with a

plutonium-dispersal accident as well as two other studies examining the purported economic

consequences of a terrorist attack and spent fuel pool fire at Indian Point.10

In July 2008, the Board admitted NYS-12 to the extent that it challenged the cost data for

decontamination and clean-up used by MACCS2; i.e., whether specific inputs and assumptions

made in MACCS2 SAMA analyses are correct for the area surrounding Indian Point.II

On December 22, 2008, the Staff issued its DSEIS, in which it evaluated the site-specific

environmental impacts of license renewal for IP2 and IP3. Thereafter, in February 2009, NYS

filed amended contentions in response to the DSEIS, including NYS-12A as an "update" to

NYS-12.12 The Board admitted NYS-12A and consolidated it with NYS-12 on June 16, 2009.13

In December 2009, Entergy submitted a Revised SAMA Analysis that corrected wind

direction inputs in MACCS2 and re-analyzed the SAMAs for IP2 and IP3. Thereafter, NYS

filed NYS- 12B, in which it sought to "reassert" admitted contention NYS- 12/12A as applicable

9 See id. at 141.

10 Id. at 141-42 (citing D. Chanin and W. Murfin, Site Restoration: Estimation of Attributable Costs from
Plutonium-Dispersal Accidents, SAND96-0957, Unlimited Release, UC-502 (May 1996) ("Site Restoration
Study"), Entergy Contention NYS- I 2C Att. 1; Jan Beyea, Edwin Lyman, and Frank von Hippel, Damages
from a Major Release of Cs into the Atmosphere of the United States, 12 Science and Global Security 125-36
(2004); Edwin Lyman, Union of Concerned Scientists Chernobyl on the Hudson? The Health and Economic
Impacts of a Terrorist Attack at the Indian Point Nuclear Power Plant (Sept. 2004)).

1 Indian Point, LBP-08-13, 68 NRC at 102.
12 State of New York Contentions Concerning NRC Staffs Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement

(Feb. 27, 2009) ("NYS DSEIS Contentions"), available at ADAMS Accession No. ML090690303.

13 See June 16. 2009 Board Order at 9-13.
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to the Revised SAMA Analysis. 14 On June 30, 2010, the Board admitted NYS-12B as an adjunct

to NYS-12/12A consolidated it with NYS-12/12A.' 5

On December 3, 2010, the Staff issued its FSEIS. As discussed further below, the Staff

revised Appendix G to the FSEIS to include new section G.2.3 (Review of Issues Related to

NYS Contentions 12 and 16). Therein, the Staff, with technical assistance from its contractor

Sandia National Laboratories ("Sandia"), responded to the issues raised in NYS-12/12A/12B and

NYS- 16/16A/16B.6 The Staff concluded that Entergy's decontamination cost estimates are

reasonable and acceptable, and consistent with the estimates used in SAMA analyses performed

for other nuclear power plants and previously accepted by the NRC. 17

On February 3, 2011, pursuant to the Board's Order dated December 27, 2010, NYS

submitted NYS-12C. As stated therein, NYS-12C seeks to "update" consolidated contentions

NYS-12/12A/12B in response to the Staffs issuance of the FSEIS.18 NYS-12C also seeks to

challenge the discussion contained in Section G.2.3 of the FSEIS as it applies to those

contentions. 19 In particular, NYS argues that the FSEIS is inadequate because it (1) accepts and

applies cost data for moderate decontamination efforts in lieu of cost data for heavy

contamination events, and (2) fails to "scale up" the 1996 Site Restoration Study

1 See State of New York's New and Amended Contentions Concerning the December 2009 Reanalysis of Severe

Accident Mitigation Alternatives Reanalysis (Mar. 11, 2010), available at ADAMS Accession No.
ML100780366; State of New York's Motion for Leave to File New and Amended Contentions Concerning the
December 2009 Reanalysis of Severe Accident Mitigation Alternatives (Mar. 11, 2010), available at ADAMS
Accession No. ML100780366.

15 See Indian Point, LBP-10-13, slip op. at 10.

16 See FSEIS, Vol. 3, App. G at G-22 to G-29.

17 See id. at G-24.

18 Amended Contention NYS-12C at 1.

19 See id. at 1-2.
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decontamination cost data, which allegedly are based on the population density of Albuquerque,

New Mexico to a "hyper-density" urban area such as New York City.20

III. BACKGROUND

A. Regulatory Background

The NRC's GEIS21 provides an evaluation of severe accident impacts that applies to all

U.S. nuclear power plants.2 A severe accident is defined as a beyond-design-basis accident that

could result in substantial damage to the reactor core, whether or not there are serious off-site

consequences.23 Severe accidents are thus events whose probability of occurrence is so low that

they are excluded from the spectrum of design-basis accidents postulated for a plant by the

Commission's regulations. 24 Based on the GEIS evaluation, 10 C.F.R. Part 51 concludes that

"[t]he probability weighted consequences of atmospheric releases, fallout onto open bodies of

water, releases to ground water, and societal and economic impacts from severe accidents are

small for all plants."25 The NRC has noted that the GEIS analyses represent plant-specific

estimates of the impacts from severe accidents that would generally over-predict, rather than

under-predict, environmental consequences. 26 Thus, "NRC SAMA analyses are not a substitute

for, and do not represent, the NRC NEPA analysis of potential impacts of severe accidents." 27

20 See id. at 7.

21 NUREG-1437, Generic Environmental Impact Statement for License Renewal of Nuclear Plants (May 1996)

("GEIS") (Entergy Contention NYS-12C Att. 2), available at ADAMS Accession Nos. ML040690705,
ML040690720, ML040690738.

22 See Entergy Nuclear Generation Co. (Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station), CLI-10-1 1, 71 NRC __, slip op. at 37-

38 (Mar. 24, 2010); GEIS at 5-114 to 5-116.
23 FSEIS, Vol. 1 at 5-3.

24 See id. at 5-2 to 5-3, 5-11.

25 10 C.F.R. Part 51, Subpart A, App. B, Table B-1 (Postulated Accidents; Severe Accidents) (emphasis added).

26 Final Rule, Environmental Review for Renewal of Nuclear Power Plant Operating Licenses, 61 Fed. Reg.

28,467, 28,480 (June 5, 1996).
27 Pilgrim, CLI-10- 11, slip op. at 37.
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Nonetheless, Part 51 states that if the Staff has not previously considered SAMAs for a

license renewal applicant's plant in an EIS or in an environmental assessment, then the applicant

must complete an evaluation of alternatives that may mitigate severe accidents. 28 The purpose of

a SAMA analysis is to identify potential changes to a nuclear power plant, or its operations, that

(1) could further reduce the already very low risk of severe reactor accident scenarios postulated

in the GELS, and (2) may be cost-beneficial to implement. 29

The Nuclear Energy Institute ("NEI") has issued a guidance document, NEI 05-01,

Revision A, to assist NRC license renewal applicants in preparing SAMA analyses.3" The Staff

has approved and recommended the use of NEI 05-01 by license renewal applicants.3" NEI 05-

01 states that the MACCS2 code, which the Commission recently described as "the most current,

established code for NRC SAMA analysis," 32 may be used to calculate the off-site consequences

of a severe accident, and provides guidance on the input data.33

28 10 C.F.R. § 51.53(c)(3)(ii)(L). See also id. Part 51, Subpart A, App. B, Table B-1.

29 See Pilgrim, CLI-10-1 1, slip op. at 3.

30 See NEI 05-01, Severe Accident Mitigation Alternatives (SAMA) Analysis, Guidance Document, at i (Rev. A,
Nov. 2005) ("NEI 05-01") (Entergy Contention NYS-12C Att. 3), available at ADAMS Accession No.
ML060530203.

31 See Final License Renewal Interim Staff Guidance LR-ISG-2006-03: Staff Guidance for Preparing Severe

Accident Mitigation Alternatives Analyses (Aug. 2007) ("LR-ISG-2006-03") (Entergy Contention NYS-12C
Att. 4), available at ADAMS Accession No. ML071640133. See also Notice of Availability of the Final
License Renewal Interim Staff Guidance LR-ISG-2006-03, Staff Guidance for Preparing Severe Accident
Mitigation Alternatives Analyses, 72 Fed. Reg. 45,466 (Aug. 14, 2007).

32 Entergy Nuclear Generation Co. (Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station), CLI-10-22, 72 NRC _, slip op. at 9 (Aug.

27, 2010). See also Entergy Nuclear Generation Co. (Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station), LBP-07-13, 66 NRC
131, 142 (2007) (stating that the MACCS2 code "has been widely used and accepted as an appropriate tool in a
large number" of SAMA analyses).

33 See NEI-05-01, at 13. See also Pilgrim, CLI-10-1 1, slip op. at 4 ("NRC guidance documents conclude that the
MACCS2 code (a version of the MELCOR Accident Consequence Code System code) is acceptable for
performing SAMA analyses, aid NRC licensees commonly use the MACCS2 code for performing SAMA
analyses.").
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B. Technical Background

Entergy relied on the NRC-endorsed guidance in NEI 05-01 in preparing the IPEC

SAMA analysis and, in accordance with that guidance, used MACCS2 to calculate the offsite

consequences. MACCS2 is divided into three primary modules-ATMOS, EARLY, and

CHRONC-and supports dispersion and transport on a radial-polar grid (16 compass sectors

over a 50-mile radius).34 Plant-specific input to MACCS2 includes the source terms for each

release categor-y and the reactor core radionuclide inventory, site-specific meteorological data,

projected population distribution, emergency planning data, and economic data.35

ATMOS performs all calculations pertaining to atmospheric transport, dispersion, and

deposition of radioactive material, and to radioactive decay of that material both before and after

its release into the atmosphere. 36 It calculates air and ground concentrations, plume size, and

timing information for all plume segments as a function of downwind distance.37 The results of

the ATMOS calculations are used by the other MACCS2 modules. Specifically, EARLY and

CHRONC use radioactivity concentrations calculated by ATMOS and other inputs (e.g.,

population) to calculate consequences due to radiation exposure in the emergency phase (first

seven days from the time of release), and the long-term doses due to exposure after the

emergency phas-e (beginning at the end ofthe seven-day emergency phase and extending to 30

years post-release), respectively. 38

34 See NUREG/CR-6613, SAND97-0594, Vol. 1, Code Manual for MACCS2, User's Guide at 2-1, 2-3 (May
1998) ("MACCS2 User's Guide") (Entergy Contention NYS-12C Att. 5), available at ADAMS Accession No.
ML1 10030976.

31 See id. at 2-1 to 2-3.
36 See id. at 2-2.

37 See id.

38 See id.
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Relevant here, CHRONC also calculates the economic impacts from each accident

sequence. 39 Chapter 7.0 (CHRONC Input File) of the MACCS2 User's Guide provides

information regarding the MACCS2 economic consequences model.40 As stated therein,

economic costs calculated by the CHRONC module of MACCS2 include:

* Food, lodging, lost income associated with evacuation and relocation (including those
incurred in early, or plume-passage phase);

" Losses associated with crop and property destruction, and value of crops not grown
because they would be contaminated by root uptake;

• Decontamination labor and materials for decontaminating and repairing land and
buildings;

" Loss of building/land/produce use and any corresponding lost return on investment and
depreciation associated with decontamination/interdiction; and

• Value of condemned land and improvements.4'

MACCS2 provides results in terms of offsite population dose and offsite economic cost

that are used to compute the offsite risk measures; i.e.,.population dose risk ("PDR") expressed

in units of person-rem/year, 42 and offsite economic cost risk ("OECR") expressed in

dollars/year.43 Thus, the primary results developed by MACCS2 for use in the SAMA analysis

are two values: (1) the population dose and (2) the economic impacts. These two values

39 See id. at 6-41, 7-1.

40 See id. at 7-9 to 7-14, 7-48 to 7-52.

41 See id.; see also NEI 05-01 at 13-14. The MACCS2 code will invoke user-specified condemnation if dose

criteria are not met following decontamination/interdiction efforts. With respect to loss of use and return on
property, as part of interdiction, costs the MACCS2 code provides for (1) a depreciation rate on property
improvements to account for loss of value, of buildings and other structures, and (2) an expected rate of return
from land, building, equipment, etc. See MACCS2 User's Guide at 7-13.

42 A "rem" is a unit of radiation dose and "person" refers to the number of people exposed to the particular

amount of rem. These two factors are multiplied to obtain the population dose in person-rem. Under NRC
practice, for a particular weather sequence, SAMA analysis calculates the total population dose, the sum of the
estimated dose commitments to populations located in all the sectors on a spatial grid-map out to a defined
distance (usually 50 miles) from the plant. See Pilgrim, CLI-10-1 1, slip op. at 22 n.88, 38-39.

43 See id. at 22 & n.86.
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represent the mean cumulative impacts from postulated severe accidents (i.e., dose or economic

costs) to all individuals and land within a 50-mile radius of the plant.44

C. Summary of FSEIS Section G.2.3 Discussion Relevant to NYS-12/12A/12B

As noted above, the Staff substantially augmented Appendix G to the FSEIS with new

technical analysis in Section G.2.3 that directly responds to the allegations made in NYS-

12/12A/12B. 45 Importantly, the Staff emphasized that it does not consider the methodology for

clean-up of a nuclear weapons accident relevant to the clean-up that would be necessary

following a nuclear power plant severe accident.46 Nonetheless, the Staff asked Sandia, an NRC

technical contractor, to review the inputs and assumptions regarding particle size distribution and

decontamination costs used in the IPEC SAMA analysis, and to perform a comparison of the

decontamination cost factors derived from Sandia's Site Restoration Study cited by NYS to those

used in the IPEC SAMA analysis.47 According to the FSEIS, the approach used by Sandia

included identifying basic considerations of each type of accident (e.g., contaminants, half life of

contaminants, and health and safety considerations), identifying the decontamination methods

required, and comparing the Site Restoration Study cost values (as applied to the urban area of

New York City) to those used in Entergy's SAMA analysis. 48

Based upon this evaluation, the Staff and Sandia provided the following key observations

and conclusions:

44 See id. at 38-39.

45 See FSEIS, Vol. 3, App. G at G-22 to G-24.

46 See id. at G-23.

47 See id. The FSEIS states that the NRC Staff and Sandia performed a comprehensive review of relevant
documents and references" including the ER, the draft SEIS, the MACCS2 input decks for Indian Point and
associated documentation, the NYS contentions and supporting documents and references, the Board's rulings
on the contentions, and other rclevant filings in the adjudicatory proceeding. See id. at G-22.

48 See id. at G-23.
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" The MACCS2 dispersion model does not assume that the dispersion will consist of large-
sized radionuclide particles. In the MACCS2 input files, Entergy used a dry deposition
velocity value of 0.01 meters per second (m/s) for all aerosol particles. This corresponds
to a 5 to 10-micron radius particle (i.e., small particle based on NYS's definition), based
on gravitational settling of small spheres in dilute laminar flow fields.50

* The primary constituent in weapons grade plutonium, Pu239, is an alpha emitter, whereas
the primary contaminant from a nuclear power plant accident, Cs1 37, is a gamma emitter.
Pu239 is more difficult and expensive to characterize and verify in the field than gamma
emitters like Cs137. In addition, Pu239 is primarily an inhalation hazard with half-life of
24,000 years, whereas Cs 137 is primarily an external health hazard with half-life of about
30 years. The need for evacuating the public is much greater with plutonium because, if
inhaled, the health consequences can be severe.51

* The Site Restoration Study provides cost estimates for remediation of light contamination
(decontamination factor or "DF" = 2 to 5), moderate contamination (DF = 5 to 10), and
heavy contamination (DF > 10). Appendix F of the Site Restoration Study describes the
decontamination methods for light, moderate, and heavy contamination by plutonium. In
view of the decontamination activities described in the Site Restoration Study and the
differences in health hazards posed by Pu239 and Cs 137, the activities required to
support clean-up of moderate plutonium contamination align more closely with clean-up
activities for heavy cesium contamination. Thus, Sandia performed a comparison of
decontamination cost values on this basis.5 2

* In the MACCS2 input files, Entergy used decontamination cost parameters that were
typically higher than the MACCS2 "Sample Problem A" values by a factor of 1.7. As
described in the ER, the values were obtained by adjusting the generic "Sample Problem
A" economic data with the consumer price index of 195.3, which accounts for inflation
between 1986 and 2005. Farm and nonfarm values for IPEC were based on site-specific
data and were not extrapolated from Sample Problem A.5 3

* The decontamination cost from the Site Restoration Study ($14,900 per person) is not
significantly different than the value used by Entergy in the SAMA analysis ($13,824 per
person). Even if the Site Restoration Study values were escalated to 2005 dollars, as were
the values used in the SAMA analysis, the difference would be greater, but still would be
within a factor of about 2.54

49 NYS defines large-sized particles as ranging in size from "tens to hundreds of microns" and defines small
particles as ranging in size from "a fraction of a micron to a few microns." Amended Contention 12C at 10.
See also FSEIS, Vol. 3, App. G at G-23.

50 See FSEIS, Vol. 3, App. G at G-23.

51 See id.

52 See id. at G-24.

See id. at G-23.
54 See id. at G-24.
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* Considering the uncertainties inherent in such predictions, Entergy's decontamination
cost estimates appear reasonable, acceptable, and consistent with the estimates used in
prior NRC-approved SAMA analyses for other nuclear power plants.55

IV. APPLICABLE LEGAL STANDARDS

A. Legal Standards Governing Admission of New andAmended NEPA
Contentions

1. Timeliness Criteria

NYS-12C is a NEPA contention filed in response to a new NRC Staff NEPA document,.

the FSEIS. The requirements for determining the timeliness of such a new NEPA contention are

set forth in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(2). That regulation states that "[o]n issues arising under the

National Environmental Policy Act, the petitioner shall file contentions based on the applicant's

environmental report.'56 Section 2.309(f)(2) further provides, however, that a petitioner "may

amend those contentions or file new contentions if there are data or conclusions in the NRC draft

or final environmental impact statement, . . . or any supplements relating thereto, that differ

significantly from the data or conclusions in the applicant's documents.",57

If an intervenor fails to show that the FSEIS contains new data or conclusions that differ

significantly from those in the ER or DSEIS, then the intervenor may file amended or new

contentions "only with leave of the presiding officer" upon a showing that all of the following

criteria are met: (1) the information upon which the amended or new contention is based was not

previously available; (2) the information upon which the amended or new contention is based is

materially different than information previously available; and (3) the amended or new

55 Id.

56 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(2).

57 Id.
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contention has been submitted in a timely fashion based on the availability of the subsequent

information.58

If an intervenor cannot satisfy the criteria of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(2), then a contention is

considered nontimely, and the intervenor must successfully address the late-filing criteria in

Section 2.309(c)(1)(i)-(viii).5 9 The first factor identified in that regulation, whether "good cause"

60exists for the failure to file on time, is entitled to the most weight. Without good cause, a

"petitioner's demonstration on the other factors must be particularly strong."61

2. Substantive Admissibility Criteria

A proposed contention also must satisfy, without exception, each of the criteria set out in

10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(i) through (vi). 62 Failure to meet each of the criteria is grounds for

dismissal of a proposed new or amended contention.63 Among other things, the petitioner must

demonstrate that the issue raised in the contention is within the scope of the proceeding, is

material to the findings the NRC must make to support the action that is involved in the

proceeding, and provide sufficient information to show that a genuine dispute exists on a

58 Id. § 2.309(f)(2)(i)-(iii). However, a new contention is not an occasion to raise additional arguments that

could have been raised previously. See Duke Energy Corp. (McGuire Nuclear Station, Units 1 & 2; Catawba
Nuclear Station, Units I & 2), CLI-02-28, 56 NRC 373, 385-86 (2002).

59 See Scheduling Order at 5-6 (July 1, 2010); 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(c)(2) ("The requestor/petitioner shall address the
factors in paragraphs (c)(1)(i) through (c)(1)(viii) of this section in its nontimely filing.").

60 See New Jersey (Dep't of Law & Pub. Safety's Requests Dated Oct. 8, 1993), CLI-93-25, 38 NRC 289, 296

(1993).
61 Tex. Utils. Elec. Co. (Comanche Peak Steam Elec. Station, Units I & 2), CLJ-92-12, 36 NRC 62, 73 (1992)

(quoting Duke Power Co. (Perkins Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2, & 3), ALAB-431, 6 NRC 460, 462 (1977)).
62 S.C. Elec. & Gas Co. (Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station, Units 2 & 3), LBP- 10-6, slip op. at 3 (Mar. 17,

2010).
63 See Changes to Adjudicatory Process, 69 Fed. Reg. at 2221. See also Private Fuel Storage, L.L. C.

(Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation), CLI-99-10, 49 NRC 318, 325 (1999).
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material issue of law or fact.6 4 A dispute is material only if its resolution would make a

difference in the outcome of the licensing proceeding. 65

In view of NYS's specific allegations in NYS-1 2C, several key points warrant emphasis

here. First, with respect to factual information or expert opinion proffered in support of a

contention, the Board is not to accept uncritically the assertion that a document or other factual

information or an expert opinion supplies the basis for a contention. 66 Any supporting material

provided by a petitioner or its expert, including those portions thereof not relied upon, is subject

to scrutiny, "both for what it does and does not show." 67 Thus, a licensing board should examine

documents to confirm that they support the proposed contentions. 68 A petitioner's imprecise

reading or characterization of a document cannot be the basis for a litigable contention. 69

Second, an allegation that some aspect of the Staff's analysis is inadequate does not

establish a genuine dispute unless it is supported by facts and a reasoned statement of why the

analysis is unacceptable in some material respect. 70 In this regard, a petitioner must demonstrate

that the challenged "analysis fails to meet a statutory or regulatory requirement."' As this Board

64 See 10 C.F.k. § 2.309(f)(1)(iii), (iv), (vi).

65 See Summer, LBP-10-6, slip op. at.4 (Duke-Energy Corp. (Oconee Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2 & 3), CLI-99-

11, 49 NRC 328, 333-34 (1999)).
66 Private Fuel Storage, L.L.C. (Indep. Spent Fuel Storage Installation), LBP-98-7, 47 NRC 142, 181, aff'd, CLI-

98-13,48 NRC 26 (1998).
67 See Yankee Atomic Elec. Co. (Yankee Nuclear Power Station), LBP-96-2, 43 NRC 61, 90, rev 'd in part on

other grounds, CLI-96-7, 43 NRC 235 (1996).
68 See Vt. Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. (Vt. Yankee Nuclear Power Station), ALAB-919, 30 NRC 29, 48 (1989),

vacated in part on other grounds and remanded, CLI-90-4, 31 NRC 333 (1990).
69 Ga. Inst. of Tech. (Ga. Tech Research Reactor, Atlanta, Ga.), LBP-95-6, 41 NRC 281, 300, aff'd, CLI-95-12,

42 NRC 111 (1995).
70 See Fla. Power & Light Co. (Turkey Point Nuclear Generating Plant, Units 3 & 4), LBP-90-16, 31 NRC 509,

521, 521 n.12 (1990).
71 Indian Point, LBP-08-13, 68 NRC at 187.
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observed: "Presentation of an alternative analysis is, without more, insufficient to support a

contention alleging that the original analysis failed to meet applicable requirements." 72

B. Controlling NEPA Principles

SAMA analysis is a NEPA-derived requirement. 73 Therefore, SAMA analyses must be

"bounded by some notion of feasibility.'"74 Although NEPA does not necessarily foreclose an

agency's duty to consider remote but potentially severe impacts, 75 it "grounds the duty in

evaluation of scientific opinion rather than in the framework of a conjectural 'worst case

analysis."'' 76 NEPA's intent is to generate information and discussion on those consequences of

greatest concern to the public and of greatest relevance to the agency's decision rather than

distorting the decisionmaking process by overemphasizing highly speculative harms.7 7 As such,

an "EIS need only furnish such information as appears to be reasonably necessary under the

circumstances for evaluation of the project." 78

Although NEPA requires that an EIS contain reasoned scientific explanations that are

based on complete and accurate information, federal agencies have the discretion to determine

how this mandate is met.79 An agency "is entrusted with the responsibility of considering the

72 Id.

73 Duke Energy Corp. (McGuire Nuclear Station, Units 1 & 2; Catawba Nuclear Station, Units 1 & 2), CLI-03-
17, 58 NRC 419, 431 (2003) (quoting Robertson v. Methow Valley Citizens Council, 490 U.S. 332, 352 (1989))
(internal quotation marks omitted).

74 Duke-Energy Corp. (McGuire Nuclear Station, Units 1 & 2; Catawba Nuclear Station, Units I & 2), CLI-02-
17, 56 NRC 1, 12 (2002) (quoting Vt. Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. v. Natural Res. Def Council, Inc., 435
U.S. 519, 551 (1978)) (applying NEPA's rule of reason and rejecting proposed SAMA contention for failure to
provide "any notion of cost").

75 See Robertson, 490 U.S. at 354-56.

76 Id. at 354-55 (citation omitted).

77 Id. at 356 (citation omitted).

78 Lee v. U.S. Air Force, 354 F.3d 1229, 1245 (10th Cir. 2004)

79 Sierra Club v. U.S. Dep't of Transp., 753 F.2d 120,1 28 (D.C. Cir. 1985) (citing Ethyl Corp. v. EPA, 541 F.2d
1, 12 & n. 16 (D.C. Cir.), cert. denied, 426 U.S. 941 (1976)).
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various modes of scientific evaluation and theory and choosing the one appropriate for the given

circumstances.'"80 The requisite "hard look" does not require adherence to a particular analytic

protocol. 8' Rather, the specific methodology appropriate in a given circumstance will depend on

the variable factors peculiar to that case. 82 Furthermore, "[w]hen specialists express conflicting

views, an agency must have discretion to rely on the reasonable opinions of its own qualified

experts." 83 Courts generally will not "second-guess" methodological choices made by an agency

in its area of expertise.84

V. ARGUMENT

A. Entergy Does Not Oppose the Admission of the NYS-12C Insofar As It
Simply Reasserts Previously-Admitted Challenges to the ER and DSEIS

NYS states that its new contention "updates" previously-admitted and consolidated

contentions NYS-12/12A/12B. Entergy does not oppose NYS's characterization of NYS-12C as

an "update" to NYS- 1 2/12A/12B, or NYS's incorporation by reference of supporting evidence

85previously identified by NYS in support of NYS-12/12A/12B. However, Entergy does not

8o Id. at 129.

81 Ass'n of Pub. Agency Customers, Inc. v. Bonneville Power Admin., 126 F:3d 1158, 1188 (9th Cir. 1997).

82 Id.

83 Pac. Gas & Elec. Co. (Diablo Canyon Power Plant Indep. Spent Fuel Storage Installation), CLI-08-26, 68
NRC 509, 518 (2008) (quoting Marsh v. Or. Natural Res. Council, 490 U.S. 360, 378 (1989)).

84 See Marsh, 490 U.S. at 376, 378 ("When specialists express conflicting views, an agency must have discretion

to rely on the reasonable opinions of its own qualified experts .... "); Browning-Ferris Indus., Inc. v.
Muszynski, 899 F.2d 151, 160 (2d Cir. 1990) ("Courts should be particularly reluctant to second-guess agency
choices involving scientific disputes that are in the agency's province of expertise."). See also Salmon River
Concerned Citizens v. Robertson, 32 F.3d 1346, 1359 (9th Cir. 1994) (citation omitted) ("NEPA does not
require that we decide whether an [EIS] is based on the best scientific methodology available, nor does NEPA
require us to resolve disagreements among various scientists as to methodology"); City of Carmel-By-The-Sea
v. US. Dep "t of Transp., 123 F.3d 1142, 1151 (9th Cir. 1997) (stating that NEPA does not require "unanimity
of opinion, expert or otherwise").

85 See Indian Point, LBP-10-13, slip op. at 10 (noting Entergy's lack of opposition to the admission of NYS-12B

"to the degree New York is relying on the same analytic framework that the Board accepted in admitting NYS-
12/12A.").
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waive its prior arguments opposing the admissibility NYS-12/12A/12B and, for the reasons

stated below, opposes the admission of NYS-12C insofar at it challenges the FSEIS.

B. Entergy Opposes the Admission of NYS-12C Because It Does Not Meet Each
of the Admissibility Criteria in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)

1. NYS-12C Lacks an Adequate Factual Basis Because the Opinion of
NYS's Expert is Not Fully and Adequately Supported By the
Referenced Documents

In challenging the analysis contained in Section G.2.3 of the FSEIS, NYS and Mr.

Chanin rely heavily on the following technical papers:86

* R.E. Luna, H.R. Yoshimura, and M.S. Soo Hoo, Survey of Costs Arising from Potential
Radionuclide Scattering Events, WM2008 Conference (Feb. 2008) ("Luna Paper");8 7

" Reichmuth, et al., Economic Consequences ofa Rad/Nuc Attack: Cleanup Standards
Significantly Affect Cost, Proceedings of Working Together R&D Partnerships in
Homeland Security, Boston, MA (Apr. 2005) (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory,
PNNL-SA-45256) ("Reichmuth Paper"); 88 and

* OECD Nuclear Energy Agency, Pathway Parameter Evaluation, A Survey Conducted by
an OECD/NEA Group of Experts (July 1987) (Committee on the Safety of Nuclear
Installations, CSNI 87-139) ("CSNI 87-139").' 9

Notwithstanding its own failure to previously cite these studies (the most recent of which

is dated February 2008) in admitted contentions NYS-12/12A/12B, 90 NYS accuses the Staff of

ignoring these reports, which NYS claims support its position that the Site Restoration Study

86 See Amended Contention NYS-12C at 6-7, 9-15; Chanin Report at 3-9, 12.

87 Entergy Contention NYS-12C Att. 6, available at http://www.energy.ca.gov/nuclear/yucca/documents/AG-

155-2007-005295.pdf

8 Entergy Contention NYS-12C Att. 7, available at http://www.nuclearfiles.org/menu/key-issues/nuclear-

weapons/issues/effects/PDFs/economic_ consequences-report.pdf
89 Entergy Contention NYS-1 2C Att. 8, available at http://www.oecd-nea.org/nsd/docs/1 987/csni87-139.pdf.

90 Entergy does not oppose NYS- 1 2C on timeliness grounds, insofar as that contention seeks to challenge the new

discussion contained in Section G.2.3 of the FSEIS. However, Entergy does not waive any arguments or
objections that might exist relative to the timeliness of NYS's reliance on the Luna Paper, Reichmuth Paper,
and CSNI 87-139 as support for its contention. The most recent of these documents, the Luna Paper, was
published in February 2008. It appears that NYS could have identified these documents as supporting
references for its contention as early as February 2009, when it filed NYS-12A in response to the DSEIS.
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"analytical framework" can be applied to the IPEC SAMA analysis.91 Closer review of these

documents, however, casts serious doubt on this claim and the relevance of the cited studies to

Entergy's SAMA analysis.

This represents a critical and fatal flaw in NYS-12C and the Chanin Report, particularly

in view of the Commission's recent ruling in the Pilgrim license renewal proceeding. There, the

Commission considered a similar "economic costs" claim made by the Pilgrim intervenor, which

also cited the Site Restoration Study in support of its contention. 92 The Commission found that

the intervenor had failed to "demonstrate a supported genuine material issue-bearing on the

overall SAMA cost-benefit results-for these new economic cost analysis claims." 93 Directly

relevant here, the Commission pointed out Pilgrim Watch's failure to identify a "direct

connection" between the Site Restoration Study and the applicant's SAMA cost-benefit results: 94

Repeatedly, as we examined Pilgrim Watch's evidence (when it
had any) on economic costs, we could not discern any direct
connection to the Pilgrim SAMA cost-benefit results. For example,
as support for a claim that clean-up costs are underestimated,
Pilgrim Watch cites to a page in a Sandia National Laboratories
report. See, e.g., Petition for Review at 18; Pilgrim Watch Initial
Brief at 12 (citing to SAND96-0957, "Site Restoration: Estimation
of Attributable Costs from Plutonium-Dispersal Accidents" (May
1996)) . . . . But the cited page merely states that after the
Chernobyl accident it became recognized that decontamination of
urban areas and particularly porous surfaces can be very difficult,
although the acknowledged difficulties of the Chernobyl clean-up
may largely have been due to poor training, lack of equipment, and
a nearly complete break-down in leadership. Pilgrim Watch
provided no specific argument of error in the SAMA cost-benefit
analysis calculations or conclusions. Merely citing to pages in
diverse reports without any additional explanation or other

91 See Amended Contention NYS- 12C at 1, 12; Chanin Report at 1, 3.

92 See Pilgrim, CLI- 10-11, slip op. at 29-31.

93 Id. at 31.
94 Id. n.21.
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obvious link to the SAMA analysis is insufficient to raise a genuine
material dispute for hearing.95

The Commission's statements in Pilgrim apply here too insofar as NYS and its expert fail to

adequately explain how the newly-cited studies on which they rely are relevant, if at all, to the

nature and purpose of Entergy's SAMA analysis.

First, the Luna Paper states that it reviews "several of the more important efforts to

estimate the costs of remediation or razing and reconstruction of radioactively contaminated

areas" that have been contaminated by radiological dispersal devices ("RDDs") or "dirty

bombs." 96 Mr. Chanin makes a significant omission when he fails to explain how accidents

involving nuclear weapons or deliberate attacks using RDDs are relevant to an NRC-required

SAMA analysis using the MACCS2 code, which the Commission still considers to be "the most

current, established code for NRC SAMA analysis." 97

For example, Mr. Chanin makes no attempt to compare the specific fission product

source terms or source-term release fractions associated with a nuclear power plant severe

accident (including those at IPEC) and the energetic release caused by detonation of an RDD.

Instead, he states only that RDDs "could" release the same types of fission products as those

released in reactor accidents, because Cs-137 is a "possible source" for a dirty bomb because it is

commonly used in commercial irradiator facilities and cancer treatment machines.98 Thus, Mr.

Chanin leaves the Board and parties to speculate about whether and to what extent the fission

95 Id. (emphasis added).

96 Luna Paper at 1, 6.

97 Pilgrim, CLI-10-22, slip op. at 9.

98 Chanin Report at 5-6.
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product product source terms and release characteristics of an unknown and undefined RDD

would resemble those of a postulated severe accident at IP2 or IP3.99

In addition, there clearly would be significant differences in the manner in which

radiological material is released and dispersed into the atmosphere during a severe accident at

IPEC (some 35 miles away from New York City) and an RDD explosion in the middle of

Manhattan. 100 Mr. Chanin completely fails to address this obvious disparity and makes no

attempt to bridge the gap through any sound scientific explanation.

NYS's and Mr. Chanin's reliance on the other studies cited above is similarly misplaced

and perplexing. The 2005 Reichmuth Paper--on which the Luna Paper relies--discusses the

economic consequences of a "rad/nuc" attack; i.e., "the detonation, atmospheric dispersion, and

deposition of the fallout from the weapon."''1 As noted above, the fission product source terms

and plume dispersal mechanisms associated with such events (i.e., nuclear weapon or dirty bomb

attacks) would differ significantly from those associated with a nuclear power plant severe

accident. 102 NYS ignores this obvious fact. Therefore, the Reichmuth Paper, whose relevance to

99 See USEC, Inc. (Am. Centrifuge Plant), CLI-06-10, 63 NRC 45.1, 472 (2006) (emphasis added) (quoting
Private Fuel Storage, LBP-98-7, 47 NRC at 181) (stating than an "expert opinion that merely states a
conclusion.., without providing a reasoned basis or explanation for that conclusion is inadequate because it
deprives the Board of the ability to make the necessary, reflective assessment of the opinion" alleged to
provide a basis for the contention).

;00 Indeed, the Site Restoration Study states: "The area contaminated in any specific hypothetical accident scenario
would need to be estimated by calculations involving scenario-specific parameter values for the amount of
material at risk, initial cloud size and thermal buoyancy, particle size distribution, ambient meteorology, and
surrounding terrain characteristics, all of which are outside the scope of the present study." Site Restoration
Study at 2-2.

101 Reichmuth Paper at 1 (emphasis added).

102 Additionally, one of the two major sources of economic data examined in the Reichmuth Paper is a Federal

Reserve Bank of New York ("FRBNY") study of the economic effects of the 9/11 terrorist attack on New York
City, entitled "Measuring the Effects of the September 11 Attack on New York City" (Nov. 2002). See
Reichmuth Paper at 5-7. Notably, the Reichmuth Paper explicitly states that the world Trade Center site is not
representative of New York City in general or any other major population center in the United States because
of the unique and very high value buildings that stood on this site, and that the replacement value reported in
the FRBNY study is therefore likely to be much higher than would be expected for the average high density
urban area.. Id. at 7.
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a nuclear power plant severe accident is unclear and left entirely unexplained by NYS and Mr.

Chanin, does not provide adequate support NYS-12C.'° 3

The third paper largely relied on by NYS and Mr. Chanin, CSNI 87-139, also fails to lend

any support to the admissibility of NYS-12C as a challenge to the FSEIS. Mr. Chanin claims

that, like the Site Restoration Study, CSNI 87-139 indicates that achieving DFs greater than 10 in

both farm and non-farm areas would require the demolition of all structures, the removal and

disposal of all the rubble, scraping of the remaining surface soil until the selected clean-up level

was reached, and disposal of all rubble and scraped soil as radioactive waste. 104 Again, Mr.

Chanin makes no attempt to explain why such assumptions would be reasonable or appropriate

for New York City or its metropolitan area in the event of a severe accident at IPEC. He also

neglects to mention that CSNI 87-139, which is nearly 25 years old, is based on information and

data that preceded the Chernobyl accident and .thus does not account for any lessons learned

from the associated clean-up effort. 105

In summary, NYS has failed to provide adequate support for the admission of NYS-12C

insofar as it challenges the FSEIS. 10 6 The Chanin Report, on its face, suffers from technical and

factual flaws that fatally undermine its adequacy as an alleged source of support for the

contention. As explained above, careful review of the Chanin Report and the principal technical

papers cited therein make clear that the studies on which NYS and Mr. Chanin rely have no

103 Private Fuel Storage, LBP-98-7, 47 NRC at 180 (stating that a petitioner must set forth "the necessary

technical analysis to show why the proffered bases support its contention.").
104 See Chanin Report at 10.

"o' See CSNI 87-139, at i, 1-2.
106 See 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v).
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"obvious link" to SAMA analysis,107 much less provide "conclusive proof' that Entergy or the

NRC have grossly underestimated decontamination or clean-up costs of a severe accident. 1 08

2. NYS and Mr. Chain Fail to Directly Controvert Key Portions of the
FSEIS Section G.2.3 Related to Clean-up and Decontamination Costs

NYS-12C also is inadmissible because it does not establish a genuine dispute on a

material issue of law or fact by directly controverting relevant portions of the Staff s analysis in

Section G.2.3 of the FSEIS.1°9

First, the central premise of NYS's contention is that a nuclear power plant severe

accident will likely result in the dispersion of "small-sized" radionuclide particles that are

significantly more expensive to remove and clean up than large-sized radionuclide particles. ' 10

Again, NYS merely presupposes some similarity or nexus between the plutonium dispersal

accidents discussed in the Site Restoration Study and a severe accident at IPEC. In any case, as

noted above, based on the dry deposition velocity value Entergy input into MACCS2, the particle

size used in the IPEC SAMA analysis was "small"--by NYS's own definition-and consistent

with accepted SAMA analyses performed for other nuclear power plants.' 1 Notably, NYS and

Mr. Chanin do not dispute or refute this conclusion by Sandia and the Staff.

Second, the FSEIS states that, in performing its assessment, Sandia considered the half

lives and health and safety considerations associated with cesium and plutonium.112 Sandia

indicated that Pu239 is more difficult and expensive to characterize and verify in the field than

107 Pilgrim, CLI-10-1 1, slip op. at 31 n.21.

108 Chanin Report at 8.

109 See 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(vi).

110 Amended Contention 12C at 4-6, 8, 10; Chanin Report at 10-12.

... See FSEIS, Vol. 3, App. G at G-23.
112 See id.
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gamma emitters like Cs137.11 3 Mr. Chanin merely claims, without providing adequate

substantive support, that the FSEIS's reference to site characterization "is a red herring since site

characterization is a relatively small portion of the overall cost of a remediation project."'114

Sandia concluded that Pu239 is primarily an inhalation hazard with half-life of 24,000 years,

whereas Cs 137 is primarily an external health hazard with half-life of about 30 years, and that

the need for evacuating the public is much greater with plutonium because, if inhaled, the health

consequences can be severe. 115 Mr. Chanin does not directly dispute this conclusion, but instead

pursues red. herrings of his own by focusing on asserted differences in the solubilities of Pu239

and Cs 137 in the environment. 116

Third, the FSEIS states that, to further simplify the cost analysis and provide a

comparison of the highest cost areas, the cost comparison was performed only for New York

City, which includes five counties (the Bronx, Kings, New York, Queens, arid Richmond)." 7

The FSEIS states that the population density of New York City is about 12,000 persons/km.2 1"8

Mr. Chanin asserts that the Staff relies on cleanup cost estimates for a city with 1,344 person/sq-

km and made no adjustment to account for the population characteristics of NYC, with its

assumed population density of 12,000 persons/sq-km2 , an underestimation by a multiplication

factor of 8.93.119 However, he provides no adequate technical basis for the conclusion that the

application of a multiplier of 8.93 is warranted in these circumstances; i.e., no explicit

113 See id.

114 Chanin Report at 13.

... FSEIS, Vol. 3, App. G at G-23.

116 See Chanin Report at 14.

117 FSEIS, Vol. 3, App. G at G-24.

118 Id.

1"9 See Chanin Report at 3, 16.
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explanation of the apparently assumed one-to-one correlation between population density and

decontamination costs, as those parameters are discussed in the Site Restoration Study. 120

Fourth, in asserting that the SAMA analysis should incorporate the region's property

values, NYS and Mr. Chanin ignore the contents of the FSEIS. Section G.2.3 states that farm

and nonfarm values for Indian Point were based on site-specific data.121 The discussion on page

G-21 of the FSEIS provides additional details on the manner in which Entergy obtained

economic cost data and adjusted that data for inflation using the consumer price index for the

year 2005.122

Finally, as a legal matter, NYS and Mr. Chanin misconstrue the very nature and purpose

of an NRC-required SAMA analysis. As the Commission recently emphasized, SAMA analysis

is neither a worst-case nor a best-case impacts analysis. 123 Rather, "[i]t is NRC practice to utilize

the mean values of the consequence distributions for each postulated release scenario or

category--the mean estimated value for predicted total population dose and predicted off-site

economic costs."'124 Plainly, using the data and assumptions advocated by Mr. Chanin-which

relate to plutonium weapons and RDD dispersal events and purportedly would increase

Entergy's decontamination cost estimate by as much as a multiplication factor of 20-would

transform Entergy's SAMA analysis into precisely the type of "worst-case" analysis that U.S.

120 Indeed, the 1996 Site Restoration Study relied on by NYS indicates that cost estimates will depend on the size

of the affected area, which is a function of many variables, including the masses of material at risk, accident
phenomenology, release fractions, accident location, local terrain, and meteorological conditions. Site
Restoration Study at 7-1 to 7-2. That study further states that in modeling the dispersion and deposition
occurring in urban areas, analysts are urged to consider the influence of meteorological phenomena to avoid
overestimating accident costs. Id. at 7-2. The Site Restoration Study cautions that "[r]eaders are thus urged to
critically evaluate the applicability of our estimates to the application at hand." Id. at 6-1.

E2) FSEIS, Vol. 3, App. G at G-23.
122 See id. at G-21.

123 Pilgrim, CLI0-1- 1, slip op. at 38.

124 Id. at 38-39.
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Supreme Court precedent and federal regulations make clear are not required by NEPA. The

NRC Staff's good faith attempt to reasonably apply the "analytical framework" of the Site

Restoration Study (despite its dubious relevance) to the IPEC SAMA analysis is adequate under

NEPA, especially in view of the agency's discretion to rely on the reasonable opinions of its

qualified experts. 125

VI. CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth above, Entergy does not oppose re-designation of NYS-

12/12A/12B as NYS-12C in view of the Staffs issuance of the FSEIS. However, Entergy

opposes the admission of NYS-12C insofar as it raises new challenges based on the FSEIS,

because it does not meet the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v) and (vi).

125 See Diablo Canyon, CLI-08-26, 68 NRC at 518.
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I

Site Restoration: Estimation of Attributable
Costs From Plutonium-Dispersal Accidents

150 Introduction

Inte, extremely unlikely event of an accident involving nuclear weapons, it is possible that
plutonium could be dispersed to the environment.. The principal mechanisms for dispersal would
be fire or the non-nuclear detonation of high explosive. Such an event is termed a plutonium-
dispersal accident. In such an event, the dispersed plutonium could be transported by winds and
deposited on soil, vegetation, or structures. The principal phenomenon of concern during cloud
passage is direct inhalation. Unintended nuclear explosions are not being considered.

Conventional analyses of the consequences of plutonium-dispersal accidents generally focus. on
the inhalation dose during cloud passage. However; because~ of the long-term hazard posed by
resuspension of the deposited plutonium and ingestion of contaminated foods, some, fraction of
the area in which plutonium was deposited could be considered uninhabitable or unusable without
remediation. Remediation of these contaminated areas should almost always be technically
feasible, but might be very costly in some cases, depending on the local conditions.

Previous U.S.. work estimating the cost to protect public health and safety in a post-accident
environment has generally. focused on purely technical factors such as. :ihecost, of cleaning
surfaces, sometimes extending the scope to include a weighing of cleanup c osts against the

- benefits to be achieved by the icleanup. In contrast, our study considers current and proposed
legal requirements, social/political factors, and current Federal policies and plans, as well as
technical factors.

Industry-standard methods have been used to. estimate the costs of renediation if rangeland,
farmland, forests, highways, airport runways, or mixed-use urban areas ,.were to become
contaminated with plut onium. The cost estimates thus derived are applicable to the majority of
the U.S. land area. Not addressed, because of their complexity, are coastal regions, wetlands, and
the centers of large" ties..

Although only publicly available information ha:s been utilized, the rsults of this study are
intended to be useful for classified research undertaken by the government to minimize the risks
of operations, as' well as for public information 'documents such as Environmental Impact
Statements (ElSs).
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In a textbook for British military personnel, Grace (1994) states that the crash of an airplane
carrying' a nuclear weapon poses the greatest risk of plutonium, dispersal; a fire is likely, and the
'HE might bum or detonate. He states that this could contaminmate an area of "perhaps a few
square kilometers," with fissile material," and in such an event, "thorough removal of
contaminated soil is essential."

In the unlikely event that a plutonium-dispersal accident were to occult, there are many factors
which would combine to deternine the size of the contaminated area and the degree of
contamination. Bounding estimates of the contaminated area and distance such as that presented
by Drell etaL (1990) should not be used to estimate the likely costs of accidents. :

The area exceeding the criterion for continuous occupation, a highly uncertain parameter, could
range from a small fraction of a square kilometer in the case of a fire to a few, square kilometers
for an accident involving HE detonation. HE detonation is less likely than involvement of
weapons in a fire. The area contaminated in any specific hypothetical accident scenario would
need to be estimated by calculations involving scenario-specifi parameter values for the amount
of material at risk, initial cloud size and thermal buoyancyp*•!article size distribution, ambient
meteorology, and surrounding terrain characteristics, all of which are outside the scope ,of the
present study'.

2.2 Likelihood of. Occurrence

Cuddihy and Newton (1985) present a summary of the nuclear weapons accidents that occurred
between 1950 and 1980. The vast majority of those accidents occurred during the height of the,
Cold War and were associated with strategic bombers on either airborne or ground alert, i.•e. with
nuclear weapons loaded on aircraft and either in the air or ready for takeoff.

It should be noted that these few accidents dispersing plutonium occurred during a period when
the number of nuclear Weapons actively deployed was much larger than at present, and that the
frequency of accidents per weapon-year was extremely low.

Airborne alert flights were terminated after the B-52 crash at Thule, Greenland in 1968. Further,
::as of. September 1991, the U.S. no longer maintains a ground alert statusfor its'.strategic bomber
force.• That is,:nuclear weapons are: no longer routinely loaded onto bombers as pa•rýof readiness
exercises. 7T6e terminati. of, aitrand.ground:alertitstatus .for the strategic bomber force has
SI yieIded great reductions in accident risks, see Simmons (1993).

Also notable is the, extremely low, probability. of such accidents .because of the extensive. e..
precautions taken, in.nuclear weapon operations. Safety precautions and.oDerational rls haver.
been made more stringent. There have also been several important safety-related chanfges to the
stockpile, such as the use of insensitive high' explosive: (IHE), crash-resistantcontainers, and fire-
resistant pits. As, a result of these changes (many of, which. were at leastpdtally motivated by
the weapons accidents. of the 1950s and 1960s) ve rylarge-redu6tions in 'accident risks.have been
achieved, see Drell (1993).
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6.0 Integration of Cost Estimates
Costs of extended remediation were estimated, using industry-standard methods, for mixed-use
urban areas at average population density, Midwest farmland, arid Western rangeland, and
forested areas. The types of land uses considered represent the overwhelming majority of the
U;S. land area and population. Accident costs were highest for urban areas, Accident costs for
Midwest farmland and ard Western mngeland were found to be similar.

Costs of expedited remediation were• estimated for mixed-use urban areas, highways, and airport
runways. Cost estimates are separately provided for three types of areas~ that are defined as
having light, moderate, and heavy contamination, Light contamination is that for which a DF
of 2-5 would be. appropri~ate. Similarly, moderate contamination is that for which a DF of 5-10
would be appropriate, and heavy contamination is that for which a DF in excess of 10 would be
appropriate.

We evaluated the operations necessary to meet the chosen remediation goal for these. "typical"
land-use patterns- Often alternative operations would be possible.. We tried to balance the cost
of each operation against speed and effectiveness, using experience and engineering judgment.
Each operation was broken down into the steps needed to complete it. The costs of these sub-
operations were> taken from standard contractor's handbcooks or other data. The process we
utilized is very similar to what a contractor would do before bidding for a job.

Neither the strategies chosen nor the cost information are unique or necessarily optimum. There
are countless alternative strategies and operations for achieving the desired end result. It would
be an overwhelming task, and far beyond the scope of this study, to attempt to evaluate all
possible strategies. It would also be pointless; political and social pressures or inadequacy of
resources might mandate an less than optimal strategy for an actual accident.

In regard to the nuclear safety convention of applying a conservative bias, it inevitable that thiso
has occurred to some extent, largely. as a result of the paucity of certain types of data. However,
we do not see our estimates as being boundingg in any respect- The most that we can claim is
that our calculations represent a well-founded estimate of the costs for various strategies to
remediate several "typical" sites. We. have attempted to generate what we believe are defensible
estimates, and have strived to avoid biased sources of data, but make no claim that the present
results are appropriate for all applications. Readers are thus urged to critically evaluate the.
applicability of our estimates to the application at hand.

All of the important assumptions and parameter values are embedded in a set of Lotus l-2-30
spreadsheets, which are reproduced in their entirety in Appendix .. Qualified analysts may
request copies of the spreadsheets in electronic format from the authors.
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'grou•!••psand g•overnent.. 0 flcialk.$ Ifemist rficienciesi were found, it is •os sbi thas•som e
~action's-,might need to be redone orauo Imented, ~at addii~onal expense. We have not attempted.
to acc Iouti for those possible~ additionaIl costs.

AlthougKh we have mentioned Waivers of sovereign immunity, possible litigation costs are not
addressed., If litigation ensued,' coists could increase over what has been estimated. iBecause of
the adverse impact of delays, costs could increase even if lawsuits proved unsuccessful..

6.2 Cost Estimates for Extended Rernediation ,of Farmland and Urban
Land

'The, economnic impact of a plutonium-~dispersal ac~cident depends strongly on land use.
.Acquis~itipon cost, is dependent on land value, whiich, is clearly higher for city 'land thani for

fa. lad orran-eland. De:on tam nation'.o is higzher if the land includes structures. Disposal
'c6sts iJn urban' areais are high' because of'iour' si~nto~hat all structures would'd~need to be
de.3: ii"he-. and disposed of as waste., :.Restora-tion cost depends on the final, ecological
commnuizty to be achieved, which might, differ from the existingeoyse.

•Appendix F describes the cost calculations., A summary of the cost- components fori two land
uses' (average urban and Midwest farmland) and two waste disposal options (on-site ~and off-siW_)
is given'in Table 6-1.

Table 6-1
Cleanup Costs For Tw Land Uses and Two. Waste Disposal Options

($million / 'kmF)

C6st-Item Midwest Farmland Average Urban.
" araic terization and Certification 0..6 0.8
Adquiksiýt'ion. and compensation 1.0 i~b.0.
Lo!nqg-ITerm Access Control' 0.3

~e~uyActions' 0.211
Demdol ition /Dec ont ami nation,. &0.9 50.5
'ncoý gial Restorationý 3.6 ~
Optio 1-On-Site WiastaD 'sposals 32.2 92.7.ot16on 2-Off-site Waste;.Disosal 67.3 1,73i:2
'Oýtiozi 1-TOTAL for Oa-.Si t6 DispoifAll 38-8 3 11. 7
Option 2-TOTAL for ]off-sie Dispo,6sal 74.0 42.:. 2

For a given po$stulted accident location, risk assessors would need to determine whether on-site
waste disposal, couýld be utilized. Many factors' could' influence the decision. First, if State or
local laws wouldprohibit it, onsite disposal should not be assumed in risk assessments. Three
CERCLA cleanups now in progress (see Appendix A) are planning to ship LSA soil aniddebris
to;. shallow burial grounds in Nevada and Utah. ýFo accidents postulated to occur in the sparsely

:,populated arid Western states, on-site disposal 'Wo lky tha in rban rio o
East or West Coasts
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7.0 Conclusion

Becaue' o 7( itie stinhgency of' current environmental law, (2). the need' for 'coi' su'o
nujiiý .g'oveiriirnent agenicies, (3) requiremhents for public participation an'df prysoi o itkn'

lawis uits,.,(4)7-ihe` need for detailed ainalyses under CERCLA and NEPA precedinbacua st
cleanup, (5) deerorton of'.,snctures over time, and (6) the~ difficulty. in decont.anixnatlng
surfaces with lonig-standin'g contampination, it was determined that condemnuation of allprpet
in the affectedl area might~b prerequisite' to delayed remediation of the affected ariea under the,
~current regulatory, structure.~

Condemnation 'would not be a' necessary prerequisite. to cleanup. ,Both CERCLA and 'NEPA
allow~ for 'waivers. , If necessary approvals were obtained, an expeditedf rernediation could' be
conducted. We evaluated both the costs and the effectiveness of such, an, expedited response.,
This, evaluation was performed for (1) accidents postulated to occur in urban areas' and (2) those~
affecting highways, and airport runways. We didl not analyze the 'expedited remediation of
Western ranigeland,' Midwest farmland, or forests,. .....

The following costs were addressed: (1) emergency actions to promptly characterize the site and.
protect the public, (2) compensation for lost property and income, (3)' detailed, site characteriza-
tion, (4) removal of contaminated material, (5) shallow land burial of' waste, (6) post-cleaniu,
certification, andc (7) ecological restoration.

In 811 a edx we looked at the, history of govermnent-furnded programs for medical mnonitoring'
and care and concluded that there could be a basis for, establishment, of suc~h a' program> in' the
event of an accident, 'However, there are insufficient data on which to base a quantitative cos~t
estimate. for' such pro-rams..

The '-estimatek providoid.are ,intended to be used ~as nominal value s for- risk asse-ssm'enrts. Actual
costs buld ary~ epend ng onlocation.. Thee was no attenip tltd' bias t-hd' resul~ts o

conservatismt .W~e 'ass'um~ed, l'bas'ed ,ýon historical experiencean ursesmn'o t cnl
'w uedmaetht , very''protective stanc wolMet6e~Te ereo

.protcivenýg~ess di's ýc'on~sistent with the criteria being utilized ffourcuent CERCL cleanupsof radiationsites ad prposed regulations' for the s~ame.,

Costs' would -be'1" ow~er if' aet of less protective actios were implemente& Alo tehnlo~ia

advances iii the, detectionof, plutonium, deco ntamfintation. techniques, and the, m trak:tm'e'pt o.f. waste
to minimize it ývolum6he culd decrease costs in coparison to the provided estimiattes

In order to derive the cost estimates presented, we assumed that the size of the affected area'
could range from a few hundred sqjuare meters to a few square kiometers. Our choice of the
potential size of the affected area should not be used to predict the costs of accidents. Those
predictions require, detailed data on the masses of material at risk, accident phenomenology,
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release fractions, accident location, local terrain, and me~teorological conditions, which are outside
the scope of this report., For average, weather conditionis and flat terrain, even for HIE, detonation,
the size, of the affected area might be only a.very few square kcilometers.

An important consideration for accidents postulated to occur in urban areas is thed influence of
'local meteorology. In the presence of large buildings and trees, deposition caecoeelocalized,-
decreasilng the size of the affected area. Also, stable 'weather conditi:ns in cities, minimizing
dilution of the cloud, are extremely rare because of surface roughness and heat-island effects.
In modeling the,,dispersiont and deposition occurring in urban areas, analysts are urge. to consider
the influence of these phenomena, in order to avoid overestimating accident costs- This would'
entail the derivation of dispersion and deposi w etion parameters appropriate for use in urban areas
and, their use in computer simulations of accidents postulated to occur in those. areas.

A simple calculational methodology has been developed that can either be incorporated into
existing computer codes, or used by an analyst .external to such codes, in order to estimate
accident costs, It is aosimple matter to, determine the land usage characteristics of each sector
in the area exceeding a specified interdictin •citerion and muiltiply the area of each land use type
by the parameter values that have been provided.

Our results show that there are two major components of attributable cost: (1) compensation for,
acquired. property, and (2) dlecontamination and waste disposal. Both of these components -of cost
are uncertain to possibly large degree, and revisions to the paranmeter values we used could result~
in one or another of these components becoming the "major" component of cost- As a result of
the uncertainties, it is not possible to identify the major cost component with any confidence, and,
there would be little value in making such a choice.

We believe that variation, of parameter values~ within;pasil ra~nges wouild not< result in a:
change in our judgement> that remediation of an accident si te in aipo',.pulated~area would probably~
be slow, complex, and expensive, absent waivers from current environmental laws. Moreover,
.even if such waivers were used to expedite the process deotmntoIfuba ra oltl
prove to be difficult, or prove to be of limited effectiveness.

~For a worst-case release"unde worst-case :weather occurring in or near a mid-sized city,
attibuabl cstscoud e o th odero few billion dollars, (including overhead and

miscellaneous expensesý).r An'' vna-ntici1pated Federal cost of that magnitude is not unusuaL, A
:recent =xaPle oahi cost evwent was: the massive failure of s:avingsadla bns fe
liquidation: of the, Resoluion Trust, Corporatio'n in 1995, the net cost to the~ Federal government.ý
amounted to over $100 billion dollars.

Another large -liability of the government is the cleanup of residual material in the DOE weapons;
comple 1 PwthW by most accounts, an estimated cost of se~veial huindred billions of dollars, DOE-
(1995b) eturrently estimates that for its "base-case" strat~egy~ it may cost $200-350 billion (in
1995 dollars) over the next 75 years to remediate thevýast mnajority of its sites; for the maximal
green~ fields"~ cleanup,, the cost is- estimated to be $500 billion,
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF ACCIDENTS

site-specific consideration of severe
accident mitigation for license renewal will
only identify procedural and programmatic
improvements (and perhaps minor
hardware changes) as being cost-beneficial
in reducing severe accident risk or
consequence. Therefore, a site-specific
consideration of alternatives to mitigate
severe accidents shall be performed for
license renewal unless such a consideration
has already been included in a previous
EIS or related supplement. Staff
evaluations of alternatives to mitigate
severe accidents have already been
completed and included in an EIS or
supplement for Limerick, Comanche Peak,
and Watts Bar; therefore, severe accident
mitigation need not be reassessed for these
plants for license renewal.

5.5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The foregoing discussions have dealt with
the environmental impacts of accidents
during operation after license renewal. The
primary assumption for this evaluation is
that the frequency (or likelihood of
occurrence) of an accident at a given plant
would not increase during the plant
lifetime (inclusive of the license renewal
period) because regulatory controls ensure
the plant's licensing basis is maintained and
improved, where warranted. However, it
was recognized that the changing
environment around the plant is not
subject to regulatory coritrols and
introduces the potential for changing risk.
Estimation of future severe accident
consequences and risk was based upon
existing risk and consequence analyses
found in FES for recently licensed plants
because these include severe accident
analyses and constitute a representative set
of plants and sites for the United States.

5.5.1 Impacts from Design-Basis Accidents

The environmental impacts of postulated
accidents were evaluated for the license
renewal period in GEIS Chapter 5. All
plants have had a previous evaluation of
the environmental impacts of design-basis
accidents. In addition, the licensee will be
required to maintain acceptable design and
performance criteria throughout the
renewal period. Therefore, the calculated
releases from design-basis accidents would
not be expected to change. Since the
consequences of these events are evaluated
for the hypothetical maximally, exposed
individual at the time of licensing, changes
in the plant environment will not affect
these evaluations. Therefore, the staff
concludes that the environmental impacts
of design-basis accidents are of small
significance for all plants. Because the
environmental impacts of design basis
accidents are of small significance and
because additional measures to reduce such
impacts would be costly, the staff concludes
that no mitigation measures beyond those
implemented during the current term
license would be warranted. This is a
Category 1 issue.

5.5.2 Impacts from Severe Accidents

5.5.2.1 Atmospheric Releases

The evaluation of health and dose effects
caused by atmospheric releases used a
prediction process to identify those plant
sites that are bounded by existing analyses.
Existing analyses represent only a subset of
operating plants. A particular portion of
this subset, specifically those plants having
severe accident analyses in their respective
FESs, was used in this cvaluation. El
(which is a function of population and
wind direction), in conjunction with the
FES severe accident analyses, was then
used to develop a means to predict
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF ACCIDENTS

consequences for all plants. Average values
and 95 percent UCB values were
estimated. Table 5.6 provides the results of
this prediction process.

Results indicate that the predicted effects
of a severe accident during MYR at the
74 sites of nuclear power plants in the
United States are not expected to exceed a
small fraction of that risk to which the
population is already exposed. In addition,
the dose to individuals was also predicted.
Results indicate that the highest average
individual dose would be 3 x 10-4 rem/RY.
This dose compares to- an average of 3 x
10-1 rem/person/year for all other causes,
including, radon. Therefore, the probability-
weighted consequences from atmospheric
releases associated with severe accidents is
judged to be of small significance for all
plants.

5.5.2.2 Fallout onto Open Bodies of
Water

The results of comparative analyses. for the
drinking-water pathway concluded that
Great Lakes sites have the same order-of-
magnitude risk that was calculated in the
Fermi 2 FES, which is only a small fraction
of the risk from atmospheric pathway
releases. River sites with potentially greater
risk than in the Fermi FES are amenable
to interdiction, which can significantly
reduce risk. In the case of the aquatic food
pathway, interdicted population exposures
are less than or essentially the same as
atmospheric pathway releases. For both the
drinking water and aquatic food pathways,
the probability-weighted consequences
from fallout due to severe accidents is of
small significance.

5.5.2.3 Releases from Groundwater

The comparative analyses for this pathway
were done by first segregating all sites into

six general categories as called out in the
NRC LPGS (NUREG-0440) and then
estimating if the risk consequences
calculated in existing analyses (including
the LPGS) bounds the risks for all other
plants within each category.

Of the six categories, three are judged to
be bound by existing analyses. These
categories are Great Lake sites, estuaries,
and dry sites.

For the other categories, estimates were
made of the degree to which groundwater
releases could exceed existing analyses. For
all six categories, the staff concluded that
the risk to the population was either a
small fraction of that for atmospheric
releases or, in a few cases, comparable to
that from atmospheric releases. Therefore,
the probability-weighted consequences
from groundwater releases due to severe
accidents is judged to be of small
significance for all plants.

5.5.2.4 Societal and Economic Risks

The expected costs resulting from a severe
accident at nuclear power plants during
their renewal periods have been predicted
from evaluations presented in 27 FESs.
Estimates of the extent of land
contamination have also been presented. In
both cases, the conditional impacts are
judged to be of small significance for all
plants.

5.525 SAMDAs

The staff concluded that the generic
analysis summarized above applies to all
plants and that the probability-weighted
consequences of atmospheric releases,
fallout onto open bodies of water, releases
to ground water, and societal and economic
impacts of severe accidents are of small
significance for all plants. However, not all
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plants have performed a site-specific
analysis of measures that could mitigate
severe accidents. Consequently, severe
accidents are a Category 2 issue for plants
that have not performed a site-specific
consideration of severe accident mitigation
and submitted that analysis for Commission
review.

5.6 ENDNOTES

1.. While a dose as low as 10 rem may
cause such observable physiological
changes as chromosomal aberrations,
these changes are not classified as
clinical injury.

2. Also referred to as the Rogovin
report.

3. Grand Gulf, Sequoyah, Surry, Peach
Bottom, and Zion.

4. The FitzPatrick and Nine Mile Point
units are located closely enough to
assume that they are located on the
same site. A similar observation can be
made for the Hope Creek and Salem
units.

5. Because the hypothetical sites were to
be modeled as either PWRs or BWRs,
those using population data of actual
PWR sites utilized updated
WASH-1400 source terms taken from
the Byron FES (NUREG-0848), while
those using population data for BWRs
utilized updated WASH-1400 source
terms taken from the Clinton FES
(NUREG-0854).
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This document provides a template for completing the severe accident mitigation alternatives
(SAMA) analysis in support of license renewal. Its purpose is to identify the information that
should be included in the SAMA portion of a license renewal application environmental report to
reduce'the necessity for Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) requests for additional
information (RAIs). The method described relies'upon NUREG/BR-O0184 regulatory analysis
techniques, is a result of experience gained through past SAMA analyses, and incorporates
insights gained from review of NRC evaluations of SAMA analyses and associated RAIs.
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3.4 LEVEL 3 PSA MODEL

Level 3 PSA models determine off-site dose and economic impacts of severe accidents based on
Level I PSA results, Level 2 PSA results, atmospheric transport, mitigating actions, dose
accumulation, early and latent health effects, and economic analyses.

Provide a description of the Level 3 analysis method and input data. In many SAMA analyses,
the MELCOR Accident Consequence Code System (MACCS2) (Reference 2) is used to
calculate the off-site consequences of a severe accident. Some SAMA analyses have used
previous Level 3 analyses such as those included in NUREG/CR-4551. Description of the
method may be no more than a reference to the document describing the method. However, the
various input parameters and associated assumptions must still be described.

The following sections describe input data if MACCS2 (Reference 2) is the analysis tool. If

another code is used, similar description of the input parameters must be documented.

3.4.1 POPULATION DISTRIBUTION

Provide a predicted population within a 50-mile radius of the site. The predicted population
distribution may be obtained by extrapolating publicly available census data. Transient
population included in the site emergency plan should be added to the census data before
extrapolation. Explain why the population distribution used in the analysis is appropriate and
justify the method, used for population extrapolation. Typically, with increasing population, the
predicted population is estimated for a'year within the second half of the period of extended
operation. Extrapolation to a later date, and therefore a larger population, adds conservatism to
the analysis. Of course, if a population reduction is projected, extrapolation to an earlier date
would be more reasonable.

The population distribution should be by location in a grid consisting of sixteen directional
sectors, the first of which is centered on due north, the second on 22.5 degrees east of north, and
so on. The direction sectors should be divided into a number of radial intervals extending out to
at least 50 miles. A sample population distribution is provided in Table 4.

3.4.2 ECONOMIC DATA

Provide economic data from publicly available information (e.g., from the U.S. Census Bureau,
U.S. Department of Agriculture, or state tax office) on a region-wide basis. Economic data
should be expressed in today's dollars (dollars for the year in which the SAMA analysis is being
performed), not extrapolated to the end of the period of extended operation. Economic data from
a past census can be converted to today's dollars using the ratio of current to past consumer price
indices.

Describe the values and bases for the following economic estimates.

0 Cost of evacuation
* Cost for temporary relocation (food, lodging, lost income)
* Cost of decontaminating land and buildings

13
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" Lost return on investments from properties that are temporarily interdicted to allow
contamination to be decreased by decay of nuclides

" Cost of repairing temporarily interdicted property
" Value of crops destroyed or not grown because they were contaminated by direct

deposition or would be contaminated by root uptake
- Value of farmland and of individual, public, and non-farm commercial property that is

condemned

Sample MACCS2 economic data is provided in Table 5.

3.4.3 NUCLIDE RELEASE

Provide a discussion of the source of core inventory values and a list of those values. Table 6
shows sample core inventory values. The actual list of radioisotopes may differ from the list in
Table 6.

MACCS2 default core inventory values are for a reference plant with a power level of 3,412
megawatts-thermal. Since actual core inventory is usually fuel vendor proprietary information,
plant-specific core inventory values may be obtained by scaling the MACCS2 default values by
the ratio of power level to reference plant power level. Additional adjustment of the core
inventory values may be necessary to account for differences between fuel cycles expected
during the period of extended operation and the fuel cycle upon which the MACCS2 default core
inventory values are based.

Also provide a description of the characteristics associated with the release (i.e., elevation of
release, thermal content of release). Use of a release height equal to half the height of the
containment is acceptable, because it provides adequate dispersion of the plume to the
surrounding area. Table 7 shows example release characteristics.

3.4.4 EMERGENCY RESPONSE

Discuss emergency response and evacuation parameter assumptions.

Provide an evacuation start time delay and a radial evacuation speed based on site-specific
information. Since population dose is highly dependent on radial evacuation speed,' and
uncertainties may be introduced during derivation of a single evacuation speed from emergency
plan information, sensitivity analyses should be documented to show that the radial evacuation
speed used in the SAMA analysis is reasonable (Section 8.4).

Best-estimate values for groundshine and cloudshine shielding factors are acceptable (e.g., Grand
Gulf values found in Table 3.28 of Reference 3).

MACCS2 default values are acceptable for other parameter inputs, such as inhalation and skin
protection factors, acute and chronic exposure effects, and long-term protective data.
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3.4.5 METEOROLOGICAL DATA

Describe the meteorological data used in the analysis, including wind speed, wind direction,
stability class, seasonal mixing heights, and precipitation. Indicate the sources of the data (e.g.,
site meteorological tower, National Climatic Data Center).

Also indicate the span of the data. Examples include, "a full year (2003) of consecutive hourly

values," or "an average offive years (1995-2003) of consecutive hourly values."

Explain why the data set and data period are representative and typical.

For example,

Annual meteorology data sets from 1998 through 2000 were investigated for use in MACCS2.

The 1998 data set was found to result in the largest doses and was subsequently used to create
the one-year sequential hourly data set used in MACCS2. The conditional dose from each of the
other years was within 10 percent of the chosen year.

If data is not from the plant meteorological tower, discuss why the data is acceptable.

3.5 SEVERE ACCIDENT RISK RESULTS

Provide the mean annual off-site dose and economic impact due to a severe accident for each of
the release categories analyzed. Report results for all release categories, including those with
normal containment leakage (intact containment). Provide total off-site dose and total economic
impact, which are the baseline risk measures from which the maximum benefit is calculated
(Section 4). Table 8 provides a sample summary of severe accident risk results.
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Dear Mr. Riley:

By letter dated August 10, 2006, we issued our proposed License Renewal Interim Staff
Guidance, LR-ISG-2006-03, for public comments. By letter dated September 15, 2006,
Dr. Jill Lipoti, State of New Jersey, Department of Environmental Protection, provided
comments and requested that the staff take this opportunity to include a review of the impacts
of terrorist attacks on nuclear facilities as part of the National Environmental Policy Act in the
interim staff guidance. The staff reviewed Dr. Lipoti's comments and provided responses in a
letter dated July 31, 2007, which can be found in the Agencywide Document Access and
Management System (ADAMS) under Accession Number ML071380307. No changes were
incorporated in the Final LR-ISG-2006-03 based on these comments.

Enclosure 1 is our Final LR-ISG-2006-03. A notice relating to this Final LR-ISG will be
published in the Federal Register. If you have any questions regarding this matter, please
contact Mr. Richard L. Emch, Jr., by telephone at 301-415-1590 or by e-mail at RLE(Qnrc..qov.

An identical letter was sent to Mr. David Lochbaum at the Union of Concerned Scientists.
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FINAL LICENSE RENEWAL INTERIM STAFF GUIDANCE LR-ISG-2006-03:
STAFF GUIDANCE FOR PREPARING SEVERE ACCIDENT MITIGATION

ALTERNATIVES ANALYSES

Introduction

A Severe Accident Mitigation Alternatives (SAMA) analysis is required as part of a license
renewal application, if a SAMA analysis has not already been performed for the plant and
reviewed by the NRC staff. SAMA analyses have been performed and submitted to the NRC
for all applications for license renewal received by the staff thus far. Therefore, this
LR-ISG is being recommended as guidance consistent with our goal to more effectively and
efficiently resolve license renewal issues identified by the staff or the industry.

Background and Discussion

After receiving extensive requests for additional information regarding the SAMA analyses,
several applicants for license renewal concluded that they did not fully understand the kind of
information that the NRC staff was expecting to see in SAMA analyses.

The Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) developed a generic guidance document to help clarify the
NRC staff's expectations regarding the information that should be submitted in SAMA analyses.
On April 8, 2005, NEI submitted NEI 05-01, "Severe Accident Mitigation Alternatives (SAMA)
Analysis - Guidance Document." The NRC staff reviewed this guidance document, and by
letter, dated July 12, 2005, provided comments on NEI 05-01. The NRC staff's comments were
discussed during a public meeting between NEI and NRC on July 21, 2005.

On February 17, 2006, NEI submitted its NEI 05-01, Revision A, dated November 2005. The
NRC staff reviewed and concluded that this version fully resolved the NRC staffs comments. In
addition, the NRC staff concluded that NEI 05-01, Revision A, describes existing NRC
regulations and facilitates complete preparation of SAMA analysis submittals.

Some applicants for license renewal have submitted SAMA analyses using the guidance
provided in NEI 05-01, Revision A. The NRC staff found improved quality in the submitted
SAMA analyses and a reduction in the number of requests for additional information for those
applications that followed the guidance provided in NEI 05-01, Revision A.

Recommended Action

The staff is recommending that applicants for license renewal follow the guidance provided in
NEI 05-01, Revision A, when preparing their SAMA analyses. The staff finds that NEI 05-01,
Revision A, describes existing NRC regulations, and facilitates complete preparation of SAMA
analysis submittals.

Although this final LR-ISG does not convey a change in the NRC's regulations or how they are
interpreted, it is being provided to facilitate complete preparation of future SAMA analysis
submittals in support of applications for license renewal. The NRC staff plans to incorporate
the guidance provided in NEI 05-01, Revision A, into a future update of Supplement 1 to
Regulatory Guide 4.2, "Preparation of *Supplemental Environmental Reports for Applications to

Enclosure
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Renew Nuclear Power Plant Operating Licenses." This LR-ISG provides a clarification of
existing guidance with no additional requirements. For those that are interested in reviewing
NEI 05-01, Revision A, the Agencywide Documents Access and Management System (ADAMS)
Accession Number is ML060530203.
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ABSTRACT

This report describes the use of the MACCS2 code. The document is primarily a user's guide,
though some model description information is included. MACCS2 represents a. major
enhancement of its predecessor MACCS, the MELCOR Accident Consequence Code System.
MACCS, distributed by government code centers since 1990, was developed to evaluate the
impacts of severe accidents at nuclear power plants on the surrounding public. The principal
phenomena considered are atmospheric transport and deposition under time-variant meteorology,
short- and long-term mitigative actions and exposure pathways, deterministic and stochastic health
effects, and economic costs. No other U.S. code that is publicly available at present offers all these
capabilities. MACCS2 was developed as a general-purpose tool applicable to diverse reactor and
nonreactor facilities licensed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission or operated by the
Department of Energy or the Department of Defense. The MACCS2 package includes three
primary enhancements: (1) a more flexible emergency-response model, (2) an expanded library of
radionuclides, and (3) a semidynamic food-chain model. Other improvements are in the areas of
phenomenological modeling and new output options. Initial installation of the code, written in
FORTRAN 77, requires a 486 or higher IBM-compatible PC with 8 MB of RAM.
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2.0 Basic Code Features Preserved in MACCS2

This section presents an overview of the MACCS features that have been preserved unchanged in
MACCS2. The present version of the code will be referred to as MACCS2, although the features
discussed in this chapter apply to both MACCS and MACCS2.

2.1 Overview of. Code Structure

The structure of MACCS2 is based on that of CRAC2 (Ritchie et al. 1984), as descended from
the Reactor Safety Study (NRC 1975). Additional information on the technical background of
reactor-based assessment codes can be found in the PRA Procedures Guide (American Nuclear
Society and Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers 1983).

MACCS2 is used to estimate the radiological doses, health effects, and economic consequences
that could result from postulated accidental releases of radioactive materials to the atmosphere.
The specification of the release characteristics, designated a "source term," can consist of up to
four Gaussian plumes (Systems Applications 1982), with these often referred to simply as
"plumes."

The radioactive materials released are modeled as being dispersed in the atmosphere while being
transported by the prevailing wind. During transport, whether or not there is precipitation,
particulate material can be modeled as being deposited on the ground. If contamination levels
exceed a user-specified criterion, mitigative actions can be triggered to limit radiation exposures.
If mitigative actions are triggered, the economic costs of these actions are calculated and can be
reported.

There are two aspects of the code's structure that are basic to understanding its calculations:
(1) the calculations are divided into modules and phases and (2) the region surrounding the
facility is divided into a polar-coordinate grid. These concepts are described in the following
subsections.

2.1.1 Division of Calculations into Modules and Phases

MACCS2 is divided into three primary modules: ATMOS, EARLY, and CHRONC. The input
data they require are described in Sections 5, 6, and 7, respectively.3

There is also another fundamental division in the code's calculations. This division is based on
the sequence of societal responses that would follow the occurrence of an accident. These phases
are defined by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) (1992) in its Protective Action

3 As stated in Section 1.4, the original design of MACCS incorporated five separate FORTRAN
programs executed in sequence. These were named ATMOS, EARLY, CHRONC, MERGER,
and SUMMER. Functions of the former MERGER and SUMMER are now performed by the
OUTPUT module. Results generated by ATMOS, EARLY, and CHRONC are written to binary
files, which are then processed by OUTPUT in order to generate CCDFs.
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Guides, and referred to as the emergency, intermediate, and long-term phases. Because these
concepts are basic to an understanding of the code, the relationships among the code's three
modules and the three phases of exposure are summarized below.

2.1.1.1 The ATMOS Module: Atmospheric Transport and Deposition

ATMOS performs all of the calculations pertaining to atmospheric transport, dispersion, and
deposition, as well as the radioactive decay that occurs prior to release and while the material is
in the atmosphere. The results of the calculations are stored for use by EARLY and CHRONC.
The downwind transport of up to four plumes can be modeled. A number of parameters are
stored. In addition to the air and ground concentrations, ATMOS stores information on wind
direction, arrival and -departure times, and plume dimensions.

2.1.1.2 The EARLY Module: Emergency-Phase Calculations

EARLY performs all of the calculations pertaining to the emergency phase. The emergency
phase begins, at each successive downwind distance point, when the first plume of the release
arrives. The duration of the emergency phase is specified by the user, and it can range between 1
and 7 days. The exposure pathways considered during this period are cloudshine, groundshine,
and resuspension inhalation. Mitigative actions that can be specified for the emergency phase
include evacuation, sheltering, and dose-dependent relocation.

2.1.1.3 The CHRONC Module: Intermediate- and Long-Term-Phase Calculations

CHRONC performs all of the calculations pertaining to both the intermediate and long-term
phases, as is summarized below. The mitigative action models that can be utilized for these
periods are not fully described in the MACCS Model Description. For that reason, and because
MACCS2 incorporates some changes to the corresponding models of MACCS, an expanded
description of the CHRONC mitigative action models is presented in Section 7.1. This
description supersedes the MACCS Model Description.

2.1.1.4 Intermediate Phase

The intermediate phase begins, at each successive downwind distance point, .upon the conclusion
of the emergency phase. The duration of the intermediate phase is specified by the user, and it
can range between 0 and 1 year. The exposure pathways considered during this period are
groundshine and resuspension inhalation. Potential doses from food and water ingestion during
this period are not considered.

These models are implemented on the assumption that the radioactive plume has passed and the
only exposure source is from ground-deposited material. It is for this reason that MACCS2
requires that the total duration of a radioactive release be limited to no more than 4 days. The
only mitigative action that can be specified for the intermediate phase is dose-dependent
relocation. If a user-specified dose criterion is exceeded, resident individuals are assumed to be
relocated for the duration of the intermediate phase.
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Variable Name:
Variable Type:
Allowed Range:
Purpose:

DDREFA
Real, array
1.0 <value•< 10.0
Dose-dependent reduction factor. If the lifetime dose commitment incurred
during the EARLY exposure period is less than DDTHRE, the risk of cancer
from irradiation of that organ is reduced by a factor of DDREFA. The user
must supply NUMACA values in column 8 of the dafa block.

Example use of ACNAME, ACSUSC, DOSEFA, DOSEFB, CFRISK, CIRISK, and DDREFA
based on EPA (1994) (Estimating Radiogenic Risks: EPA 402-R-93-076):

* EXAMPLE OF CANCER RISK FACTOR DEFINITION IMPLEMENTING EPA (1994: PP. 25-26)

LCNUMACA001
LCDDTHRE001
LCACTHRE001

*

LCANCERS001
LCANCERS002
LCANCERS003
LCANCERS004
LCANCERS005
LCANCERS006
LCANCERS007
LCANCERS008
LCANCERS009
LCANCERS010

7
0.2
0.0

ACNAME ORGNAM ACSUSC DOSEFA DOSEFB CFRISK CIRISK DDREFA

'Bladder
'Bone Sur'
'Breast'
'Colon'
'Leukemia'
'Liver'
'Lung'

'Stom./Eso.
'Thyroid'
'Remainder'

'L-BLAD WAL'
'L-BONE SUR'
'L-BREAST'
'L-LOWER LI'
'L-RED MARR'
'L-LIVER'
'L-LUNGS'

' 'L-STOMACH'

'L-THYROID'
'L-EFFECTIVE'

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0.
0.0

4.97E-3
1. 90E-4
4.62E-3
1. 96E-2
9.91E-3
3. OOE-3
1.43E-2
1. 07E-2
6.40E-4
2.92E-2

9.94E-3
2.71E-4
9. 24E-3
3.56E-2
1. OOE-2
3.16E-3
1. 51E-2
1. 18E-2
6.40E-3
1.41E-1

2.0
2.0
1.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

Note: -In regard to the above risk coefficients, the relative biological effectiveness (RBE) for
alpha radiation for RED M4RR dose is defined to be 1,'for all other organs, the alpha
radiation RBE is defined to be 20 (EPA 1994).

Example use of ACNAME, ACSUSC, DOSEFA, DOSEFB, CFRISK, CIRISK, and DDREFA
based on ICRP 60 (International Commission on Radiological Protection 1991):

* EXAMPLE OF ICRP 60 CANCER RISK FACTOR DEFINITION

LCNUMACA001 1
LCDDTHRE001 0.2
LCACTHRE001 0.0

* ACNAME ORGNAM ACSUSC DOSEFA DOSEFB
LCANCERS001 'ICRP60' 'L-EFFECTIVE' 1.0 1.0 0.0

CFRISK CIRISK DDREFA
0.10 0.12 2.0

6.10 Generation of Consequence Distributions

Under the control of parameters supplied by the user on the EARLY and CHRONC input files,
the EARLY and CHRONC modules can calculate a variety of different consequence measures to
portray the impact of a facility accident on the surrounding region. The user has total control
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over the results that will be produced. By choosing appropriate values in the user input files, the
user can ensure that the code does not perform unnecessary calculations. This affords a great
deal of flexibility but it also requires that the user anticipate which results will be of interest. If
any are omitted, it is necessary to correct the user input and rerun the program.

In this regard, please remember that a result can only be produced if the model needed for its
calculation has been previously defined in the appropriate section. If any results pertaining to
health effects are requested, risk factors for that model must have been supplied in the sections
entitled Early Fatality (EF), Early Injury (El), and Latent Cancer (LC).

EARLY can produce ten different types of results. These are described in the next ten sections.
Some of these types of results can also be calculated by CHRONC, but some cannot. For
instance, both EARLY and CHRONC calculate cancer cases and population dose, but EARLY
alone calculates early fatalities, and CHRONC alone calculates economic costs.

If the user requests EARLY to produce a result that can also be produced by CHRONC, the code
will ensure that it will be produced by both EARLY and CHRONC. Whenever a result can be
produced by both modules, this will be indicated in the following ten sections.

Neither EARLY nor CHRONC generate complementary cumulative distribution functions of the
results that they calculate. As EARLY and CHRONC generate the requested consequence
measures, those numbers are written to binary files for later processing into CCDFs.

CCDFs are generated by the OUTPUT module of MACCS2. It reads the binary files of
consequence measures and automatically combines the results in a predetermined way. The user
has no direct control over the OUTPUT module other than through the EARLY and CHRONC
data blocks that control the generation of consequence measures.

The CCDF is an estimate of the distribution of consequence magnitudes. The variability of
consequence values in MACCS2 CCDFs is due solely to the uncertainty of the weather
conditions existing at the time of the- accident.

If a consequence measure was calculated by both EARLY and CHRONC, the output module will
present those results and their CCDFs separately for EARLY and CHRONC. Also, the output
module will sum the results of EARLY and CHRONC and provide the CCDFs of their sums.
The contribution of up to three sets of results generated by EARLY can be combined according
to the weighting fractions described in Sections 6.1 and 6.6. The weighted sum of all
consequence measures, calculated by summation of results from separate runs of EARLY, is
presented at the beginning of each section of the listing produced by OUTPUT. Following the
overall weighted sum, the results from each of its components are presented.

The following material describes the format of the listing produced by the OUTPUT module.
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7.0 CHRONC Input File

The CHRONC module simulates the events that occur following the emergency-phase time
period modeled by EARLY. Various long-term protective actions may be taken during this
period to limit radiation doses to acceptable levels. The parameters defining these protective
actions are under user control, and all of them are described in this chaptei.

CHRONC calculates the individual health effects that result from both (1) direct exposure to
contaminated ground and from inhalation of resuspended materials as well as (2) indirect health
effects caused by the consumption of contaminated food and water by individuals who could
reside both on and off of the computational grid. CHRONC also calculates the economic costs
of the long-term protective actions as well as the cost of the emergency response actions that
were modeled in the EARLY module.

It is up to the.u1ser to specify the various parameters needed for these calculations. There are no
default values for the parameters described in this section. In addition to specifying the
characteristics of the model, the user has complete control over the output produced by
CHRONC and must explicitly specify which results are to be produced. All of this information
is supplied through the CHRONC input file, and all of the input parameters are described in this
chapter.

Four long-term exposure pathways are modeled in MACCS2 to predict the long-term radiation
exposures from accidental radiological releases: groundshine, resuspension inhalation, ingestion
of contaminated food, and ingestion of contaminated drinking water. The models utilized in
predicting the doses from these four pathways are described individually in the following
sections. The dose from each of the long-term pathways is evaluated for each spatial element
surrounding the accident site. For the intermediate phase, only the groundshine and resuspension
inhalation exposure pathways are considered.

MACCS2 incorporates two options for the user regarding food ingestion models: (1) the food
ingestion model of MACCS and (2) the new COMIDA-based food ingestion model. A brief
discussion of the differences between these two models is provided in Section 3.1.2 of this
document. The MACCS food ingestion model is based on the simple principle that the
long-term dose produced by any radionuclide to an organ via a pathway is the product of (1) the
ground concentration of the radionuclide, (2) the integrated transfer factor for the radionuclide to
human intake for the pathway, and (3) the ingestion dose conversion factor. There are a number
of limitations of the MACCS food ingestion model. A main drawback of this model is that the
integrated transfer factors for food pathway radionuclides not included in the MACCS sample
problems must be derived by the user external to the code. The calculational procedures are
difficult and error prone. In contrast, the COMIDA2-based ingestion model is based on a
preprocessor that can be exercised by the user, with consideration of site-specific data, if such
data are available.

The radiation dose for the exposure pathways of the intermediate and long-term phases is
calculated for each of the coarse spatial elements using the initial ground concentration under the
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plume centerline calculated by the ATMOS module. Similar to the early exposure pathways,
MACCS2 uses an off-centerline correction factor and the ground concentration under the plume
centerline to estimate the initial ground concentration at the off-centerline region of various
spatial elements. In contrast to, EARLY, however, which utilizes a Gaussian histogram
subdividing each 22.5-degree compass sector, the CHRONC calculations do not utilize the
Gaussian histogram subdivisions in any respect...

For all of the CHRONC calculations, relating to both direct exposure (groundshine and
resuspension as well as food and water ingestion) the Gaussian is averaged over the entire 22.5-
degree compass sector to yield a single off-centerline geometric adjustment factor. A description
of the intermediate and long4erm phase off-centerline correction factor is provided in
Section 3.2.1 of the MACCS Model Description.

7.1 Overview of CHRONC Mitigative Action Models

CHRONC incorporates calculations for two distinct periods of time, the intermediate phase and
the long-term phase, as follows.

7.1.1 Intermediate Phase

The mitigative action model for the intermediate phase is very simple. If the intermediate-phase
dose criterion is satisfied, the resident population is assumed to be present and subject to
radiation exposure from groundshine and resuspension for the entire intermediate phase. If the
intermediate-phase exposure leads to doses in excess of DSCRTI, then the population is assumed
to be relocated to uncontaminated areas for the entire intermediate phase, with a corresponding
per-capita economic cost defined by the user through the input variable POPCST (see Section
7.6).

The user can configure the calculations with an intermediate phase having a duration as short as
zero (essentially, no intermediate phase, and a long-term phase beginning immediately upon
conclusion of the emergency phase), or as long as 1 year. The calculations of food and water
ingestion doses are based on the ground contamination levels estimated to be present at the
beginning of the intermediate phase.

7.1.2 Long-Term Phase

The mitigative action models for the long-term exposure phase implemented in MACCS2 differ
slightly from the corresponding models implemented in MACCS. The reason for this is that the
decisions on mitigative action in the long-term phase are based on two sets of independent
actions: (1) decisions relating to whether land at a specific location and time is suitable for
human habitation, "habitability," and (2) decisions relating to whether land at a specific location
and time is suitable for agricultural production, "farmability."

Since the COMIDA2-based food-chain model of MACCS2 differs markedly from the MACCS
food-chain model, it is necessary to provide a description of how both of these food-chain
models interact with the long-term mitigative actions triggered by habitability considerations. As
a start, several concepts fundamental to MACCS2 that are unchanged from MACCS are
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The ingestion of contaminated food and water is assumed to result in doses to an unspecified
population.

Example Usage;

CHEXPTIM001 9.45E8 (30 YEARS PER EPA STANDARD DEFAULT EXPOSURE FACTORS)

Variable Name:
Variable Type:
Allowed Range:
Purpose:

Example Usage:

CHCRTOCRO01

CRTOCR
Character, Scalar
2•_< length•< 10
Defines the long-term phase critical organ. If the total direct exposure dose
commitment to this organ in a grid element would exceed the dose criteria in
either the intermediate phase period (TMIPND) or the long-term phase
period (TMPACT), protective actions would be taken to limit that dose to
acceptable levels.

'L-EFFECTIVE'

7.5 Decontamination Plan Data

The decontamination plan data block defines the decontamination actions that may be taken
during the long-term period to reduce doses to acceptable levels. These data define the
decontamination strategies that are possible, their effectiveness; and their cost. Each
decontamination level represents an alternative strategy that would reduce the projected
long-term groundshine and resuspension doses by a factor called the "dose reduction factor." Up
to three levels of decontamination can be defined.

The objective of decontamination is to reduce projected doses below the long -term dose criterion
in a cost-effective manner. If the maximum decontamination level is insufficient to restore an
area to immediate habitability, a period of temporary interdiction following the maximum
decontamination level is considered in order to allow for dose reduction through radioactive
decay and weathering. If the property cannot be made habitable within 30 years or if the cost of
reclaiming the habitability of the property exceeds the cost of condemning it, the property will be
condemned and permanently withdrawn from use.

Decontamination cost is divided into two categories and these two types of cost are calculated
separately. Farm-dependent decontamination cost represents the cost of farmland decon-
tamination in a grid element. Farm-dependent decontamination cost is a function of the area of
the grid element devoted to agriculture. Population-dependent decontamination represents the
cost of nonfarmland decontamination. Population-dependent decontamination cost is a function
of the population residing in the grid element. The strategy of decontamination within a grid
element is independent of the type of area being decontaminated.
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For a given decontamination level, the same decontamination time and effectiveness apply to
both farmland and nonfarmiland, but the two costs are unique and are. maintained independently
for each type of decontamination. Owing to the requirement that the recovery of property must
be cost-effective, it is possible, in a given element, that decontamination of nonfarmland is not
performed, but farmland is instead condemned.

Decontamination of a grid element serves to reduce the contamination level in that element by
the dose reduction factor associated with the decontamination effort being applied. Everything
else being equal, a decontamination factor of 10 will cause the integrated dose over any exposure
period to be reduced by a factor of 10.

During the decontamination period, which is assumed to begin at the end of the intermediate-
phase time period (beginning of the long-term phase period), the population from areas that will
be decontaminated is assumed to be relocated to uncontaminated areas, and the associated cost
from loss of use is calculated in the same manner as temporary interdiction.,

While engaged in cleanup efforts, decontamination workers are assumed to wear respiratory
protection devices. Therefore, they accumulate only groundshine doses. These doses and the
cancer fatalities that they induce contribute to the aggregated doses and cases of cancer fatalities
tabulated in the MACCS2 output.

Decontamination reduces direct exposure doses (both groundshine and resuspension) caused by
contamination of land and buildings. Many decontamination processes (e.g., plowing,
fire-hosing) reduce groundshine and resuspension doses by washing surface contamination down
into the ground. Since these processes may not move contamination out of the root zone, the
WASH-1400-based economic cost model of MACCS2 assumes that farmland decontamination
reduces direct exposure doses to farmers without reducing uptake of radioactivity by root
systems. Thus, decontamination of farmland does not reduce the ingestion doses produced by
consumption of crops that are contaminated by root uptake.

Variable Name: LVLDEC
Variable Type: Integer, Scalar
Allowed Range: 1 < value < 3
Purpose: Defines the number of decontamination levels that can be utilized.
Example Usage:

CHLVLDECO01 2

Variable Name: TIMDEC
Variable Type: Real, Array
Allowed Range: 1.E-6 < value < 3.15E7 (seconds) (1 year)
Purpose: Defines the time required for completion of each of the decontamination

levels. The user must define a decontamination time for each of the
LVLDEC decontamination levels. Decontamination begins at the end of the
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intermediate phase (TMIPND). The values must be monotonically

Example Usage:

CHTIMDEC001

increasing.

5.184E6 1.0368E7 (60, 120 DAYS)

Variable Name:
Variable Type:
Allowed Range:
Purpose:

Example Usage:

CHDSRFCT001

DSRFCT
Real, Array
1.01 < value < 100.0 (unitless)
Defines the effectiveness of the various decontamination levels in reducing
dose. A dose reduction factor of 3 means that the resulting population dose
at that location will be reduced to one-third of what it would be without
decontamination. The values specified must be monotonically increasing.

3. 15.

Variable Name:
Variable Type:
Allowed Range:
Purpose:

Example Usage:

CHCDFRM0001

CDFRM
Real, Array
1.0 _< value < 1 .E+5 (dollars/hectare)
Defines the farmland decontamination cost. A value must be supplied for
each of the LVLDEC decontamination levels and the values must be
monotonically increasing.

562. 5 1250.

Variable Name:
Variable Type:
Allowed Range:
Purpose:

Example Usage:

CHCDNFRM 01

•CDNFRM
Real, Array
1.0 < value < 1.E+5 (dollars/person)
Defines the nonfarmland decontamination cost. A value must be supplied
for each of the LVLDEC decontamination levels and the values must be
monotonically increasing,

3000. 8000.

Note: The remaining parameters in this section are used only to calculate the dose received
from decontamination activities.

Variable Name:
Variable Type:
Allowed Range:

FRFDL
Real, Array
0.0 < value < 1.0 (unitless)
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Purpose: Defines the fraction of the farmland decontamination cost that is due to
labor. A value must be supplied for each of the LVLDEC decontamination
levels.

.3 .35

Example Usage:

CHFRFDLOO01

Variable Name:
Variable Type:
Allowed Range:
Purpose:

Example Usage:

CHFRNFDLOO1

FRNFDL
Real, Array
0.0 < value < 1.0 (unitless)
Defines the fraction of the nonfarmland decontamination cost that is due to
labor. A value must be supplied for each of the LVLDEC decontamination
-levels.

.7 .5

Variable Name:
Variable Type:
Allowed Range:
Purpose:

Example Usage:

CHTFWKFO001

TFWKF
Real, Array
0.0 _• value _ 1.0 (unitless)
Defines the fraction of the decontamination period (TIMDEC) that a
farmland decontamination worker spends in the contaminated area. A value
must be supplied for each of the LVLDEC decontamination levels.

.10 .33

Variable Name:
Variable Type:
Allowed Range:
Purpose:

TFWKNF
Real, Array
0.0 < value < 1.0 (unitless)
Defines the fraction of the decontamination period (ITMDEC) that a
nonfarmland decontamination worker spends in the contaminated area
during the decontamination period. A value must be supplied for each of the
LVLDEC decontamination levels.

Example Usage:

CHTFWKNF001 .33 .33

Variable Name:
Variable Type:
Allowed Range:
Purpose:

DLBCST
Real, Scalar
1.0 < value < 1.E+6 (dollars/man-year)
Defines the labor cost of a decontamination worker.
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Example Usage:

CHDLBCST001 35000.

7.6 Interdiction Plan Cost Data

The interdiction plan cost data block defines the parameters needed to calculate the. cost of
interdiction. The data supplied here are combined with data in the Site Data file and the regional
characteristics data in the course of the calculations.

The model used in MACCS2 for assessing the cost of interdiction is based on the model
described in WASH-1400, Appendix 6. It is currently used to calculate the economic cost of loss
of use during both decontamination and temporary interdiction periods.

Variable Name:
Variable Type:
Allowed Range:
Purpose:

DPRATE
Real, Scalar
0.0 < value < 1.0 (per year)
Defines the depreciation rate that applies to property improvements during a
period of interdiction. This depreciation rate is intended to account for the
loss of value of buildings and other structures resulting from a lack of
habitation and maintenance.

Example Usage:
*

CH-D PRATEO001 .20

Variable Name:
Variable Type:
Allowed Range:
Purpose:

Example Usage:

CHDSRATE001

DSRATE
Real, Scalar
0.0 < value < 1.0 (per year)
Defines the expected rate of return from land, buildings, equipment, etc. For
example, the. inflation-adjusted real mortgage rate for land and buildings
could be used.

.12

Variable Name:
Variable Type:
Allowed Range:
Purpose:

POPCST
Real, Scalar
1 ýE-6 < value < 1.E+6 (dollars/person)
Defines the per capita removal cost for temporary or permanent relocation of
population and businesses in a region rendered uninhabitable during the
long-term phase time period. This cost is assessed if any of the following
actions are required: decontamination alone, decontamination followed by
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interdiction, or condemnation. This value should be derived in a way that
takes account of both personal and corporate income losses for a transitional
period as well as moving expenses.

5000.

Example Usage:

CHPOPCST001

7.7 Groundshine Weathering Data

The groundshine weathering definition data block defines the groundshine weathering equation
from 6ale, Miller, and Fisher (1964). The groundshine weathering relationship is defined as

GW(t) = GWCOEF(1) e exp[-ln(2) * t/TGWHLF(l)] +... +
GWCOEF(n) * exp[-ln(2), t/TGWHLF(n)]

where GW(t) represents the groundshine weathering at time t, given the weathering coefficients,
GWCOEF, and the weathering half-lives, TGWHLF. The user must specify the number of
terms, n, in the relationship and the values for the weathering coefficients and weathering half-
lives.

Variable Name:
Variable Type:
Allowed Range:
Purpose:
Example Usage:

CHNGWTRM 001

NGWTRM
Integer, Scalar
1 < value < 2
Defines the number of terms in the groundshine weathering relationship.

2

Variable Name:
Variable Type:
Allowed Range:
Purpose:

Example Usage:

CHGWCOEF001

GWCOEF
Real, Array
1.OE-20 __ value _ 1.0 (unitless)
Defines the array of NGWTRM coefficients in the groundshine weathering
equation.

0.5 0.5

Variable Name:
Variable Type:
Allowed Range:
Purpose:

TGWHLF
Real, Array
1.E-6 • Value _ 1 .E+12 (seconds)
Defines the array of NGWTRM half-lives in the groundshine weathering
equation.
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7.15 Economic Cost Results

The CHRONC module calculates the economic costs of all the long-term protective actions as
well as the cost of the emergency response actions that were modeled by EARLY. The option to
print these economic results is controlled by the user.

No economic costs are printed unless the user specifically requests them. Each request for
economic results produces the block of 13 economic results described below. All of the
economic cost measures are reported in dollars.

TOTAL ECONOMIC COSTS-the sum of population- and farm-dependent costs.

POP.-DEPENDENT COSTS-the sum of population-dependent decontamination, interdiction,
and condemnation costs.

FARM-DEPENDENT COSTS-the sum of farm-dependent decontamination, interdiction, and
condemnation costs as well as milk and crop disposal costs.

POP.-DEPENDENT DECONTAMINATION COST-nonfarm property (i.e., property
associated withresident population) decontamination cost.

FARM-DEPENDENT DECONTAMINATION COST-farm property decontamination cost.

POP.-DEPENDENT INTERDICTION COST-depreciation and deterioration of nonfarm
property during the period it cannot be used during both decontamination and interdiction plus
the cost of population removal (see POPCST in Section 7.6).

FARM-DEPENDENT INTERDICTION COST-depreciation and deterioration of farm property
during the period it cannot be used during both decontamination and interdiction.

POP.-DEPENDENT CONDEMNATION COST--compensation paid for permanent loss of
nonfarm property plus the cost of population removal.

FARM-DEPENDENT CONDEMNATION COST--compensation paid for permanent loss of
farm property because it could not be returned to production within 8 years of the accident.

EMERGENCY PHASE COSTS-per-diem costs to compensate people for being away from
home due to evacuation and relocation during the emergency phase.

Note: When more than one emergency-response scenario is being evaluated by the EARLY
module, the presentation of evacuation and relocation cost is calculated on the basis of
the scenario that was defined last in sequence on the EARL Y input file.

INTERMEDIATE PHASE COSTS-per-diem costs to compensate people for being away from
home due to relocation for the duration of the intermediate phase if DSCRTI is exceeded.
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MILK DISPOSAL COSTS-compensation for lost milk sales during a quarter of a year if the
first year's crops require disposal. This cost is incurred if the accident occurs during the growing
season and any of the following conditions are found:

1. the growing-season milk action guide is exceeded, or
2. any decontamination actions are required, or
3. (for MACCS food model only) if COUPLD=.TRUE. and any long-term interdiction is

required.

CROP DISPOSAL COSTS-compensation for lost nonmilk crop sales during a full year. This
cost is incurred if the accident occurs during the growing season and any of the following
conditions are found:

1. the growing-season nonmilk action guide is exceeded, or
2. any decontamination actions are required, or
3. (for MACCS food model only) if COUPLD=.TRUE. and any long-term interdiction is

required.

Variable Name:
Variable Type:
Allowed Range:
Purpose:

Variable Name:
Variable Type:
Allowed Range:
Purpose:

NXUM10
Integer, Scalar
0• value < 10
Specifies the number of economic result blocks to be printed.

IlDS10
Integer, Scalar
1 _< value < NUMRAD
Defines the inner spatial interval of the region of interest for this result
block. The user must supply NXUM 10 values in column 1 of the data
block.

Variable Name: 12DS 10
Variable Type: Integer, Scalar
Allowed Range: I1DS10 < value<• NUMRAD
Purpose: Defines the outer spatial interval of the region of interest for this result

block. The user must supply NXUM10 values in column 2 of the data
block.

Note: In order to obtain the CCDF tables of a consequence measure requested in this section,
append the character string 'CCDF' to the line requesting that result as the third item on
the data record. The CCDF tables will be printed on the output file.

Example Usage:

* ECONOMIC COST RESULTS BROKEN DOWN BY 13 TYPES OF COSTS
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* NUMBER OF RESULTS OF THIS TYPE THAT ARE BEING REQUESTED
* FOR EACH RESULT YOU REQUEST, THE CODE WILL PRODUCE A SET OF 13

TYPIONUMBER 2 (UP TO 10 ALLOWED)

* INNER OUTER

TYP100UTOOI 1 26 CCDF (0-1000 MILES)
TYP100UT002 1 19 (0-50 MILES)

7.16 Action Distance Results

The long-term protective actions that result from the calculations of the CHRONC module
depend on the data supplied by the user. Associated with the long-term actions of
decontamination, interdiction, and crop disposal are the maximum distances to which these
actions are implemented. The user must specify whether these maximum action distance results
are to be printed.

The option to print or not print these long-term action distances is controlled by a flag specified
by the user. The flag value .TRUE. will produce the eight maximum action distance results that
are described below. Each result is identified by the result name used on the output file together
with a description of the result. All of the distances are reported in kilometers.

FARM-DEPENDENT DECONTAMINATION DIST.-maximum distance at which farmland
decontamination is required.

POP.-DEPENDENT DECONTAMINATION DIST.-maximum distance at which nonfarmland
decontamination is required.

FARM-DEPENDENT INTERDICTION DIST.-maximum distance at which farmland
decontamination or interdiction is required.

POP.-DEPENDENT INTERDICTION DIST.-maximum distance at which nonfarmland
decontamination or interdiction is required.

FARM-DEPENDENT CONDEMNATION DIST.-maximum distance at which farmland
condemnation is required.

POP.-DEPENDENT CONDEMNATION DIST.-maximum distance at which nonfarmland
condemnation is required.

MILK DISPOSAL DIST.-maximum distance at which the loss of 3 months of milk and dairy
products sales is required.

CROP DISPOSAL DIST.-maximum distance at which the loss of 1 year of nonmilk crop sales
is required.

The flag value .FALSE. will eliminate the maximum action distance results from the output.
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Variable Name: FLAG 11
Variable Type: Logical, Scalar
Allowed Value: .TRUE. or .FALSE.
Purpose: Specifies the print flag for the maximum action distance results.

Note. In order to obtain the CCDF tables of a consequence measure requested in this section,
append the character string 'CCDF' to the line requesting that result as the second item
on the data record. The CCDF tables will be printed on the outputfile.

Example Usage:

TYP1IFLAGII .TRUE.

7.17 Impacted Area/Population Results

The long-term protective actions that result from the calculations of the CHRONC module
depend on the data supplied by the user. Associated with the long-term actions of
decontamination, interdiction, condemnation, and crop disposal are the farm areas and
populations that are affected by these actions. The option to print these impacted area/population
results is controlled by the user.

No impacted farm-area/population results are printed unless the user specifically requests them.
Each request for impacted farm-area/population results produces the block of eight results
identified below. All farm-area results are reported in hectares and all population results are
reported as number of individuals.

FARM DECONTAMINATION (HECTARES)-area within which farmland decontamination
was required.

POP. DECONTAMINATION (INDIVIDUALS)-population of areas that required
decontamination of nonfarm property.

FARM INTERDICTION (HECTARES)-farmland area which required either decontamination
or interdiction.

POP. INTERDICTION (INDIVIDUALS)-population of areas that required either
decontamination or interdiction of nonfarm property.

FARM CONDEMNATION (HECTARES)-area within which farmland condemnation was
required.

POP. CONDEMNATION (INDIVIDUALS)-population of areas that required condemnation of
nonfarm property.
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MILK DISPOSAL AREA (HECTARES)-affected area requiring the loss of milk and dairy
products sales for 3 months.

CROP DISPOSAL AREA (HECTARES)-affected area requiring the loss of nonmilk crop sales
for a year.

Variable Name:
Variable Type:
Allowed Range:
Purpose:

Variable Name:
Variable Type:
Allowed Range:
Purpose:

Variable Name:
Variable Type:
Allowed Range:
Purpose:

NUM12
Integer, Scalar
0 < value < 10
Specifies the number of impacted farm-area/population result blocks to be
printed.

IIDS12
Integer, Scalar
1 _< value _< NUMRAD
Defines the inner spatial interval of the region of interest for this result
block. The user must supply NUM12 values in column 1 of the data block.

12DS12
Integer, Scalar
11DS12< value < NUMRAD
Defines the outer spatial interval of the region of interest for this result
block. The user must supply NUM12 values in column 2 of the data block.

Note: In order to obtain the CCDF tables of a consequence measure requested in this section,
append the character string 'CCDF' to the line requesting that result as the third item on
the data record. The CCDF tables will be printed on the output file.

Example Usage:

TYP12NUMBER 2 (UP TO 10 ALLOWED)

TYP120UT001
TYP120UT002

INNER
1
1

OUTER
26
19

CCDF (0-1000 MILES)
(0-50 MILES)

7.18 Maximum Individual Food Ingestion Dose at a Distance

This result is available only when the COMIDA2-based food model option is specified
(FDPATH='NEW'). If requested, MACCS2 will report statistics on the maximum food ingestion
dose calculated for the 16 wind directions within a user-specified spatial interval, for effective
dose or thyroid dose. No other organs are available for this result.
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ABSTRACT

The potential effects from scattering radioactive materials in public places include health, social,
and economic consequences. These are substantial consequences relative to potential terror -
activities that include use of radioactive material dispersal devices (RDDs). Such an event with
radionuclides released and deposited on surfaces outside and inside people's residences and

places of work, commerce, and recreation will require decisions on how to recover from the
event. One aspect of those decisions will be the cost to clean up the residual radioactive
contamination to make the area functional again versus abandonment and/or razing and
rebuilding.

Development of cleanup processes have been the subject of experiment from the beginning of
the nuclear age, but formalized cost breakdowns are relatively rare and mostly applicable to long
term releases in non-public sites. Pre-event cleanup cost estimation of cost for cleanup of
radioactive materials released to the public environment is an issue that has seen sporadic
activity over the last 20 to 30 years. This paper will briefly review several of the more important
efforts to estimate the costs of remediation or razing and reconstruction of radioactively
contaminated areas. The cost estimates for such recoveries will be compared in terms of 2005
dollars for the sake of consistency. Dependence of cost estimates on population density and
needed degree of decontamination will be shown to be quite strong in the overall presentation of
the data.

LITERATURE OVERVIEW

Techniques used for cases of released radioactive materials in the event of an accident during
transport have been a principal source of cost estimating techniques. These are contained in the
RADTRAN transport risk assessment codes that were first produced in 1974 for use in preparing
NUREG-0 170 (NRC, 1977). That version, RADTRAN I, had several revisions in succeeding
issues of the code to the present version contained in RADTRAN VI. Two non-RADTRAN

- Sandia is a multiprogram laboratory operated by Sandia Corporation, a Lockheed Martin Company, for the United States

Department of Energy's National Nuclear Security Administration under Contract DE-AC04-94AL85000.
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methodologies are also notable. First, is an analysis completed to estimate the cost of cleaning

up plutonium scattered as a result of a nuclear weapons accident that was completed in 1996
(Chanin, 1996). Second is a computer code developed in the UK (and apparently only usable for

UK government purposes) called CONDO (Charnock, 2003). In addition, some cleanup cost
estimates havebeen put forward in a paper (Reichmuth, 2005) for the Department of Homeland

Security that gives cleanup costý estimates for high population density areas based on RADTRAN
IV calculations and actual costs for remediation of the World Trade Center (WTC) site in New

York City.

PROCESS USED

The methodology for estimating cleanup costs uses two principal parameters. The first and most
basic is the acceptable residual level of contamination determined for each nuclide released that
will avoid a given level of radiological dose to persons who will, remain living/working in the
contaminated area. The acceptable dose and, hence, the residual contamination level for each
nuclide, is likely to be negotiated for each release event (DHS, 2007). The second parameter is

the Decontamination Factor, DF, which can be rationalized in two ways:

* At any point at the site of the radioactive material release, it is the ratio of the local
contamination level for a released nuclide to the acceptable residual contamination level,
(DFs)

* A measure of the capability of a given cleanup method (like water hosing) to reduce the
contamination level for a given surface material. Thus, it is the ratio of contamination level
before treatment to contamination level after treatment, (DFm)

Specific cleanup technologies applied to specific surfaces and nuclides are characterized by the
maximum DFm achievable. If the DFs is less than the effects of all the cleanup processes that
could be applied sequentially, DF, < Y DFm, then cleanup is successful, but if the DF, is greater
than the effects of all the cleanup processes that are applied sequentially, DF, >F DFm, then

other alternatives, like razing and rebuilding, or interdiction must be applied.

The methodologies used in the all of the cited literature recognized the limitations of cleanup and
employ razing or interdiction in the event that the required DF, for a given situation could not be
achieved by standard cleanup processes. For most of the early cost estimation techniques, it was
assumed that a DFm of 50 was generally attainable, but more recent data, nicely summarized in
the CONDO report, suggest that a DFm greater than 10 or so (with some isolated exceptions) is
unlikely to be attained. This suggests that the earlier cost estimates would be expected to be

somewhat low, since cleanup costs are generally lower than raze and rebuild or interdiction
methods.
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For the data presented below the original cleanup cost estimates presented in the source
documents were extracted and converted to 2005 costs using standard cost deflators
(Williamson, 2006). In general, costs were stratified by the initial level of contamination as
represented by DFs values. Light contamination corresponded to a.DFs <5: medium, 5< DF,
<10; and heavy, DF, >10. Costs in the RADTRAN reports were further stratified by a
specification relating to population density (rural, suburban, and urban) corresponding to mean
population densities of about 10, 750, and 3800 persons per km2 respectively. In the Chanin
report, the urban population density values were taken to be about 1350 persons/ km2

(corresponding to a mean population density in areas identified as urbanized by the census
bureau). Reichmuth stated that population densities (PD in persons/km 2) were as follows:

Rural 0 < PD < 50
Urban 50 < PD < 3000
High Density Urban 3000 < PD < 10,000
Hyper Density Urban 10,000 < PD

As is obvious from the above, there is no strict translation of words describing population density
terminology in quantitative terms, but there is enough specificity to compare various costs
estimates as a function of population density.

The SNL study (Chanin, 1996) provided a fairly detailed methodology in which to estimate
costs. For an urban area, the overall results that came out of the effort is shown in Table I.

Table I. Urban Area (1344 persons/km2) Remediation Costs for Year 2005 in $M/km2 from
Appendix G (Chanin, 1996).

Costs per sq. km Area Weighted Costs

Area Usage Light Moderate Heavy Area Light Moderate Heavy
Type (2<DFs<5) (5< DFs<10) (DFs >10) Fraction (2<DFs<5) (5<DF, <10) (DF, >10)

Residentiala $72.4 $163.9 $301.2 0.316 $22.9 $51.8 $95.2

Commercial $195.3 $295.5 $851.2 0.173 $33.8 $51.1 $147.3

Industrial $674.0 $704.2 $1,245.9 0.064 $43.1 $45.1 $79.7

Streets $15.9 $18.5 $247.7 0.175 $2.8 $3.2 $43.3

Vacant Land $81.1 $85.7 $95.2 0.272 $22.1 $23.3 $25.9

Overall Cost per sq. km $124.6 $174.5 $391.4

a includes single and multiple family dwellings and apartment houses

Table I demonstrates the methodology used as well as results. Costs were estimated for generic
land use areas and then weighted by the fraction of the overall area in that land use class. Short
of repeating the considerable effort in developing the report results, what options exist for
estimating the cleanup cost for higher population density areas? If data is available for the land.
use area fractions in the higher population area, then an estimate can be made by plugging in
those values in the 5th column of Table I. In addition, an adjustment for population density can
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be made by noting that higher population density implies that there are more dwelling units per
km2 and that the costs shown in Table I are based on individual dwellings. As a result,
multiplying the residential costs by a ratio of population density should adjust for higher
populations in the same area. In addition, since commercial space is likely to expand with
population density, the commercial values would also be adjusted in a similar manner. These are
approximate methods and useful only for drder of magnitude estimates. The result of such
adjustments is shown in Table II.

Table II. Estimated Remediation Costs for New York City Reflecting Land Use Distribution and
Population Density.

Area Weighted Population and Area Weighted

Land Use Area Light Moderate Heavy PD Light Moderate Heavy
Fraction' (2<DF, <5) (5< DF,<10) (DFS >10) Multiple (2<DFs<5) (5<DFs<10) (DFs>10)

Residential 0.287 $20.31 $45.99 $84.51 6 .82b $138.55 $313.64 $576.38

Commercial 0.164 $32.09 $48.55 $139.84 6. 8 2 b $218.84 $331.12 $953.80

Industrial 0.068 $45.51 $47.55 $84.12 1.00 $45.51 $47.55 $84.12

Streets 0.250 $3.97 $4.62 $61.88 1.00 $3.97 $4.62 $61.88

Vacant Land 0.238 $19.29 $20.38 $22.64 1.00 $19.29 $20.38 $22.64

Overall Cost ($M/km2 $121.2 $167.1 $393.0 $426 $717 $1,699
a d e riv e d fro m N e w Y o rk C ity d ata ( h tt p:! x./w A v .n v c . gov /h tin l/d e po p d f ila n d u se fa c ts ilan d u se tab le s .p d f )
b ratio of New York City population density to that in Table I (9166/1344 = 6.82)

The process used to produce Table II can be used to derive remediation cost estimates for other
population density areas as shown by the triangle points in Figure 1. Figure 1 also contains
remediation cost data from the source documents discussed above.

The Legend in Figure 1 is quite large, but is color keyed for some addition clarity. Red lines and
symbols are for (DFS >10), orange for (5 < DFs < 10), and green for (1 < DFs < 5). Purple
symbols are for estimates that are unspecific about the DFs they apply to, but the values could be
as large as 50.

Figure 1 shows a fair amount of variability in the costs estimated by the various methods and
.sources covered in this overview. The three straight lines penciled in on the plot are intended to
suggest how the costs might vary with population density and degree of contamination. The
lines are a reasonable representation of much of the information, but some data points deviate
substantially and will be discussed here. The two red disc points that are well above the curves
are from the paper by Reichmuth and are based on estimates of cost derived to clean up and
restore (not rebuild) the 16 acre WTC site in New York City after 9/11. The cost to replace the
facilities is estimated to be an order of magnitude larger (not shown on the plot).
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Figure 1: Remediation Cost Estimates Compared.
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Since the estimated cost was based on the area of the WTC site, but the actual expenditure

covered actions made over the surrounding areas and included actions somewhat beyond what

would be expected in response to an RDD event, the actual cost/km 2 could be overestimated by

50% to 60%.

The purple squares below the curve represent the estimates that were done.using RADTRAN I in

the mid 1970's with an unsophisticated methodology. Moreover, the estimates are the oldest and

most subject to uncertainty associated with selecting the best deflator statistic for updating costs.

The RADTRAN 6 estimates (purple diamonds) also are below the trend lines but not as

pronounced an effect as with RADTRAN 6 (Osborn, 2007). Note that the RADTRAN 6 values

(squares with center crosses) fit much more closely with the other estimates and the trend lines.

The trend lines favor the cost values generated by the Sandia study (Chanin, 1996), because of
the detail involved in the initial estimates and the ability to project the costs to other population

densities and land use area fractions..

CONCLUSION

The likelihood of a "Dirty Bomb" attack in the US or elsewhere is unknown. Most sources
suggest (e. g., Karam, 2005) that the radiological consequences of such an attack are unlikely to

be life threatening and that the greatest mortal danger is to persons exposed to blast from the

device (assuming that is its mode of operation). However, the expenditures needed to recover

from a successful attack using an RDD type device, as depicted in Figure 1, are likely to be

significant from the standpoint of resources available to local or state governments. Even a

device that contaminates an area of a few hundred acres (a square kilometer) to a level that
requires modest remediation is likely to produce costs ranging from $10M to $300M or more

depending on intensity of commercialization, population density, and details of land use in the

area. As a result, it is important to put appropriate emphasis on the efforts now being taken by

the Department of Energy, Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and the Department of Homeland

Security to provide accountancy for radioactive materials used in the public and private sectors

and to detect, as fully as possible, traffic in potential dirty bomb materials within and on the

borders of the USA.
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ABSTRACT

Proprtydesrucion los o lie, nd njuiessutained from. nirklearpr radtiologial, attack hav
significant :econOic consequences. Te losS of ptoduchtie aus, *can, extend fori 1ongperiods
and.generate, sgnificant .economic loss.Economic ,ipacts &aused by an event need t býe
addressed in sequential order begfinnig with the detonatin, atmospherie, dIs-persiponh., and
deposition of the f'allout from the weapoit Weapon characteristicsprovide" theboundary
condtions for. the response, includin defining how elrge the respons•eareais:and what Specific
actions need to be taken to protectthe population ine target area These economic
consequences are highily dependenoue of the weapn eventand donot scale in an
linear fashionm

The cost to clean up or remediate, the affected area will depentdbon the cleanup standard iapplied
to the event andgis highly sensitiv• to this standard. Currenly, there ae no denup standards
specifically desigedtfrJ dRNuc :trfroist events, btit •s likely.that t existing Environmental
ProtectionAgenc~y (EPA) and Nucleteregulatoy Co0rnissionfKRC) stanrds. wodapply

defacto. The Departnent of Energy (DOE) has spent billions of doihirs On superlnd cleaup.
under the Comprehensive Environental Response. Compensations and Liabity Act (CRCL)
guidance, at fo0mer weapons production sites, and the.cleanup is expedto connue through
203:5 This paper offersan'economic perspective on the magniude of the consequences for a
selected class of tagets i the United State, withan emphasis pn costsensitivity as the c, eanp
•standardch ýaiges.

INTRODUCTION7

"The pr6spect of a nuclearattack on the United States was l.ng thought to be restricted to the
domain of state actors. Following the terrorist events of September. 1,2001, ando•er more;
recefit terrorist activities around -the Wtrld concerns about all types 0ofterror attacks, inluding
potentiai rýdiological and nuclear attacks, have beet magnified.,The spotlight hasshifted to
countermeasures that will either reduce the likelihood. 6r reduce the consequences of a.!
radiological or nuclear (Rad/Nu0:) terrorist atack.
The decision to invest in Rad/Nuc eointermeasures can be viewed as a tradcoffbetween
investment cost of the countermeasure and the consequences ofthe'event. ThIere areboth
physica consequencesdand economic consequences tat wouldresult from a Rad/Nuc eývent.
.Economic impacts caused by an event, aýnd the subsequent response to the evenit, need to be
addressed In sequentia orderoand begn with the physical impacts .ofthe detonation, apmospheric
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dispersion, and deposition of the fallout from the weapon. Physical consequences dictate the
response function including the long-term cleanup and site restoration actions taken. One of the
recurring themes regarding event response is that there are currently no federal standards that
cover the long-term site restoration and cleanup following a radiological or improvised nuclear
device (IND) terrorist attack.

The cost to clean up or remediate the affected area is highly sensitive to the cleanup standard
applied to the event. There are currently no cleanup standards specifically designed for Rad/Nuc
terrorist events, but it is likely that the existing EPA and NRC standards would apply defacto [1].

The General Accounting Office (GAO) reports that the current EPA and NRC cleanup standards
differ and these differences have implications for both the pace and ultimate cost of cleanup [2].

The Department of Energy (DOE) has spent-billions of dollars on superfund cleanup at former
weapons production sites and the cleanup is expected to continue through 2035 [3]. In 2003
recognizing the importance of this issue, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) tasked an
interagency working group to address the issue of Protective Action Guidelines (PAGS) for
radiological dispersal devices (RDDs) and improvised nuclear device (IND) incidents. DHS
anticipates a draft of that guidance to be issued in the Federal Register in June of 2005.

This paper offers an economic perspective on the magnitude of the consequences for selected
targets w4ith an emphasis on cost sensitivity as the cleanup standard changes. The work
described provides a framework within which the physical consequences of a Rad/Nuc attack
can be translated into the economic consequences in U.S. dollars. These effects need to be
understood in order to prescribe appropriate countermeasures and policy remedies.

A METHODOLOGY FOR ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCE CALCULATIONS

For this study, "Rad/Nuc", spans a range of possible nuclear weapons and one large radiological
dispersion device:

• 0.7 kT nuclear weapon 100 kT nuclear weapon
* 13 kT nuclear weapon 10 kCi Cs-137 RDD

Five potential targets were selected ranging from an isolated rural area to very high density urban
areas. All of the following targets are located on U.S. Borders and/or Ports of Entry into the
United States:

• Lukeville, AZ . San Ysidro, CA
• Charleston, SC . New York City, NY
* Detroit, MI

The taxonomy of location, weapon yield, and contamination contours was parameterized and fed
into the National Atmospheric Release Advisory Center (NARAC) Model to generate the
physical consequences. Consequences vary based upon assumptions about where the population
is at the time of the attack (home vs. work, indoors vs. outdoors), on what meteorological
conditions are assumed, and on the prompt versus fallout effects of the weapon. Those
assumptions are classified and not discussed in this paper.
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Our focus here was primarily on the economic consequences of a nuclear weapon attack; the
impacts of an RDD are still under investigation and will merit further research.

Weapon characteristics, including the type of weapon, the quantity of material, and how the
dispersion is achieved, provide the boundary conditions for the response including how much
area is impacted and what actions need to be taken to protect human health and the environment
The physical consequences derived from weapon characteristics were then used to calculate
economic consequences in five broad categories of cost:

1. Loss of productivity firom earnings forgone
2. Indirect economic effects or "multiplier"

3. Loss and damage to building structures and building contents
4. Decontamination and decommissioning referred to as cleanup cost
5. Evacuation cost

These economic consequences, including the cost and time to clean up from the event, are highly
dependent on the magnitude of the weapon event and do not scale in a linear fashion.

The consequences of a nuclear weapon detonation are estimated to have both significant loss of
human life and substantial cleanup and reconstruction costs. A high degree of outright
destruction of property (buildings, public infrastructure, and productive capital equipment~of all
sorts) will occur due to the detonation. In general, the economic cost of this type of loss is just
the lost productivity of the capital (including human capital) destroyed. In a market economy, it
is a reasonable approximation to use market values as a surrogate for the value of this
production.

The economic and psychosocial effects of an RDD attack are expected to be more significant
than the potential loss of human life and building destruction [4]. In the event of a radiological
dispersion event, there is a set of economic consequences generated as a result of the event and a
set of economic consequences that is independent of the magnitude of a radiological event
because of public perception about the dangers associated with RDDs.

In order to derive consequence estimates, an. economic evaluation taxonomy was established, to
determine what potential targets and cleanup levels should be evaluated for the five broad
categories of economic consequences.

The responses to nuclear weapon events can be thought of as phases: 1) the initial emergency
response and evacuation, 2) the intermediate response where most emergencies have been
handled and the focus shifts to cleanup, and 3) the cleanup phase where recovery and cleanup
actions are designed to reduce radiation• levels in order for land/buildings to be re-used or
re-inhabited.

Our primary focus is on phase 3. The cleanup cost for an area is highly dependent on the
cleanup standard used, the cleanup technology employed, and the radiological (and other safety)
conditions under which cleanup is conducted. Decontamination efforts will include cleaning or
sandblasting the exterior or completely demolishing affected buildings, safely disposing of
generated radioactive waste, decontaminating the emergency vehicles used in the response and
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recovery process, and many other activities.Tesee effos alone, could cost billions of dollars
and take decades to accomplish depdin on the anitude -o1te mdiologic.a zvent and- he
cleanuplevd~elmploycdy

Because of our interest in the impacs of leanup levels on thecosd t weconsidered a range .of
potential cleanup levels, frm existig tandds and-protective actio guidedines that miOgh
,ultimatel yapply to a terroristattack (Figure ). s nomyas pplied' to.al five potentia

targets for the purpose of providingia consequence.valuation methodology, On a scale of most
conservative to least conservative, the Enviromental PiOtection Agency (EPA) standard
gover g cleanup at sites withradioactive ctain ion ri-epresentsthe most conservative-level

that.we evaluated The .ient off tMs paper was.toass•essthe sensitivity, nott detoeiine which
cleanup standard is best.-

15Figure..1. -P, ttbl~rnn~ CleanupR Leev~viut forEcnmi¢CoaekueCes

25. e.lrge:mber% RCniiinales. col" --all slrvtenia for Lnled

Sfor Protective Actions FoQ~wig fgado~ioqc Terrorist~

5canrum/iro of EPA. "seanual of Protelo i e Aalim ctsn'Gides ande Protective
Acton fo Nula hkez, 400 Rý92-Oi- _ 'oses

!ivig~tade endrin heght ned n seringe.Iy ondifters Ohe•q i'nont W•ý6e tO5 ;emi•,toeeiee•,

2 remlyr s E PA 'Manual otf Ptero stwA atiak d6is u anP o ftstective

.. ton~o Nu la .n ie t' .... FR -0 .. o e

5Lossr Nof roiaucard§ fortt from EanigsFrgn
Trecoa c e ndatioma wea lan for we usersd l

F Lur Cjearwup Levels Evaluated for Ecojnomic Conseque .nces.

methd~esmaes -ndiidua economic riablesy etimatn could M er sal na yann~ v ~

There are a large nubrin of eooThmic a abtharncould pteitia0 beincluded in the
calculation of impacts These include psychologicalitparcts and lorng-termn. societal impactsaof
living under enduring, heightened security conditions. Our intent was to quantify -those elements.
we believed were most-rep reentative of this type of terrorist attack.Ar discussion of those d fiveh
variables follow's.ý

Lo~ss. of Productivity. from Earntings Forligone;

TO calculate the loss of human capital due to death from a weapon event, we used a lifetimeý-
earnings loss", method outlined in a study by the Federal Reserve Bank lof New York. [5]. This
mhethod'estimnates individual economic losses by estimating a okrsana ann oe IS.
or h er remaining working lifetimne.-The ,estimbated earning are then diiscounted to thecuren
.time period.(net present value) using a discount &ittor. of 7%/, which. is the. 0MB rate to discount
lrifeti~me eaminits lost anidincl~desýa "socil gfactor" to acount frthe othier s~cea ossta
result from premature deafth Ex ante, th nubro&ihtdwrers is tied to the geographic

size. of the ýevent-
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Indirect Economic Effects or "Multiphie?"

There•will be "indirect econominc impacts associated with th i :cOtnseqituences of•a nuclear or
radiological attack. For example,, durig the decontamiation process, buildings in the affected
area ,would not be functional. Residents would have to be relocated. Businesses would have toý
do the same or simply halt their activities until completion of the decontamination. Depending
on the nature of business conducted inside those buildimgs, the regional and natioiial-economy
could be negatively in.pacted, A resulting decrease. in the area's real estate prices, tourism, and
commercial transactions could have loing-tenm negative effects oil the area's economy.

There ate several economic methods whereby "multipliers" are applied t6 the estimated direct
costs (lost income)to: estimate the indirect economic impacts. Tfhese values may 'be estimated on
the basis of informaantion. about the nature of the affected businesses in the response area.. The
'indirect impacts wil~be laiger if thle miarkets for diectly alfected sectors are~ beyond the local
economic area. In ess'ence, these sectors are -export" driven. If these sectors are no longer
alov0ed to operate. then the impacts will be severe because supportng businesses in the local
Area will be forced to scale baek, We derived multtipliers froin the FRBNY 9/ 11 study [51 as
Tollows:

ow Lowimpact scenro, (10 kCI Cs-i 37 7RDD, and 0.7TkTnuclear.weapon) -'4% o:f lost
earnings

o High impactkscenario (13 kT and 100L nuclear weapon)--82% Uof kSt earnings:

Detcontamination and Decom 6isSionijg or Cleanup Cost
Cleanup and restoration of building and4land after a RaadNuC event willbe complicated by the

need to decontaminate and, potentially, demolish radiologically contaminated buildings and land.
The cost of this cleanup will'be highly dependent on the areal extent of cleanup, which. in turn,
is bighly dependent on the level of cleanup required. The cost of cleanup of any given area will
:be dependent on the relative level of econornic development or financial investment that has
been made in the area of concern. The approach taken in this. study was to develop unit cost"
factors ($/km7) for the cleanup of areas having di!ffercnt levels of population density; popuLation
density being 'used as a surrogate for economic activity. Cleanup co'st data primarily came from

StwO sources:
The economic modelprovided as a companion to the DTRAN 5 computer progra

developed for analysis of the.consequences and risks of radioactive material
trasportation (see http//ttd.sandiajtovidsk/radt.htm). [61 This economic model was

initially developed to estimate the economic consequences of plutonium-dispersal
accidents.

0, The FR3NY studyof 4he economic effects of the 9/11 terrorist attack on New York City,
""Afasuiring the Effects of the Septenber 11 Attack n New York Ui&' [5].

RADTRMN 5,s:companion econnmii model includes eStimaited unit costs ($&t`km) for-
emergenc. actions (eig,, applying fixatives) folloitng the event; access control (e~g., guards) to
prevent, unauthorized access to the: contaminated areas; radiologicalz characterization;
decontamination/demolition operations; and disposa ofradiologically contaminated waste.,

These elements were summed together to obtain the total cost of cleanup and site restoration.

PNNL SA-45256
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RADTRAN 5 varies these costs depending on whether the area is an urban area that is lightly
contaminated, moderately contaminated, or heavily contaminated or whether the area is farm or
range land. The unit costs from the economic model, assuming offsite disposal of radioactive
waste, are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of Unit Costs for D&D, Building Replacement, and Evacuation Valuation
D&D

Unit Cost Replacement Evacuation
Per km2 Unit Cost Per Cost Per

Area Description. (20055) km2 (2005s) Person Comments
Farm or Range Land $93 million $12 million $4,500 Applied to conutrnataed ar having a population

_ _ density of less than 50 peopleikan2

Lightly $130 million $29 million $2,600 Applied to urban areas having a population density
Contaminated Urban greater than 50 people/knZ and less than 3,000

peopletAkn' and requiring a decontamination fctor (DF)
of l-2 to rernediate to the required cleanup standard.

Moderately $182 million $45 million $3,300 Applied to urban areas having a population density
Contaminated Urban greater than 50 people/km2 and less than 3,000

peopleil=2 and requiring a DF of2-10 to remediate to
__the required cleaup st andard.

Heavily $275 million $220 million $4,500 Applied to rban areas having a population density
Contaminated Utban greater than 50 people/km2 and less than 3,000

peoplekm2 and requiring a DF greater than 10 to
remnediate to the required cleanup standard. This level of
decontamination is difficult to achieve and cost may
exceed the property value, RADTRAN 5 assumes that
heavily contaminated buildings and structures are
demolished rather than decontaminated.

High Density Urban $2.7 billion $6.6 billion $4,500 Applied to urban areas having a population density
great•r than 3,000 peoplelan 2 hut less than 10,000
peopl•e/m 2 and requiring a DF greater than 10 to

_ __remediate to the required cleanup 'standard.
Very High Density $24 billion $19 billion $4,500 Applied to urban areas having a population density
Urban greater than 10,000 people/km2 and requiring a DF

gnrelat than 10 to rmlediate to the required cleanup
standard.

The urban area upon which the RADTRAN 5 economic model derives its unit cleanup costs is
assumed to have an average population density of 1,344 people/km2. This is significantly lower
than high density metropolitan areas such as New York City, which has an average population
density of ovcr 20,000 pcoplc/km2. For this reason, the unit costs derived from RADTRAN 5
were not considered to be a good estimate for the cleanup of higher density population areas.

To estimate the impacts on New York City, a proxy for high density urban areas was derived
from the FRBNY study, [5] which reported a value of $1.5 billion to clean up and restore the
16-acre World Trade Center site after the terrorist attack. This equates to $24 billion/km2 in
2005 dollars. This is almost two orders of magnitude greater than the RADTRAN 5 economic
model unit cost for cleanup of a heavily contaminated urban area. Furthermore, the cost of
cleanup of the WTC site would undoubtedly have been much higher had it been destroyed by a
Rad/Nuc event. On the other hand, the WTC site is not representative of New York City in
general or any other major population center in the United States because of the unique and very
high. value buildings that stood on this site. Taking these important points into consideration,
this FRBNY data was used to derive the unit cleanup costs for the high and very high density
urban areas reported in Table 1.

PNNL-SA-45256
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Loss and Damage to Building Structures

The costs to replace and/or rebuild property damaged or destroyed as the result of a Rad/Nuc
event, or to compensate owners for the loss of use of this property (including business income
loss), were also calculated using unit costs derived from the RADTRAN 5 companion economic
model and the FRBNY 9/11 study. As with site cleanup and restoration, thesecosts are highly
dependent on the areal extent and level of contamination. These unit costs are also presented in
Table 1.

The unit costs for lightly, moderately, and heavily contaminated urban areas and for farm and
range land were derived from the RADTRAN 5 economic model. Againfor the reasons
presented previously, the unit costs derived from the RADTRAN 5 economic model were not
considered to be agood estimate of the cost to rebuild high population density areas after a
Rad/Nuc event. The unit costs for these areas were derived from the FRBNY 9/11 study.

The FRBNY 9/11. study reported a value of$11,9 billion to replace the buildings and contents of
the WTC complex, equating to $193 billion/km2 in 2005 dollars(and which does not include
business income loss). This is almost three orders of magnitude greater than the RADTRAN 5
economic model unit cost for replacement of destroyed property in a heavily contaminated urban
area having an average population density of 1,344 people/km2 . As discussed previously, how-
ever, the WTC site is not representative of New York City in general or any other major popula-
tion center in the United States because of the. unique and very high value buildings that stood on
this site and which will be replaced with equally high value buildings. The replacement value
reported in the FRBNY study is therefore likely to be much higher than would be expected for
the average high density urban area. Taking this important point into consideration, the FRBNY
data were used to derive the unit cleanup costs for high and very high density urban areas
reported in Table 1.

Evacuation Cost

The cost to evacuate and relocate the population living within areas contaminated as a result of
the Rad/Nuc event was calculated using unit costs derived from the RADTRAN 5 economic
model. This cost is assumed to depend on the level of contamination; at higher contamination
levels, the population is denied access for longer periods of time. RADTRAN 5 varies these
costs in the same major categories as the D&D and Replacement Costs. Unit costs used for
evacuation are presented in Table 1.

OBSERVATIONS FROM APPLICATION OF THIS METHODOLOGY

The effects of nuclear weapons have been studied and documented intensively. Fallout will
decay based on the individual isotopic half-lives, the most energetic (and most dangerous)
decaying in hours or days while longer-lived isotopes persist for months and years. The dose
rate from fallout drops by a factor of 1,000 48 hours after detonation, and over 90% of the dose
is received in the first year after a nuclear weapon event [7]. This dose response time after
detonation is important when estimating the cost of cleanup, site restoration, and rebuild after a
Rad/Nuc event. Figure 2 illustrates this by showing the land area requiring cleanup for different
cleanup criteria (residual dose rates) for different time periods following detonation of a 13 -kT
nuclear weapon. As. shown, the surface area requiring cleanup decreases by a factor of 10 to 100
during the second year following detonation as compared with the first year following

PNNL-SA-45256
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:detonation. Sincecleanup-;wouId likely not be. competed. during.the first.yea follow-rk
detonation, this* analysis estimated the cost of eleanup of that, lad area remaiing contaminated
abo•v• the'cleanup criteria•1 yearaafter detonation.

In the. case of the. .JD event, however, little radioactive decay Will. occur, during the time-period
of ren~ediation(first year,* two)., Forthis reasoi thebcost ofcleanuiip of AnRID) eventwas.based on the land contaminated b "fallout over the first year following the event.
We:thena took the physical plumecontours for each of the three nuclear weaponrryelds d.dthe

five cleanup levels and plotted those in the five target locations. Figure 3 illustrates this concept
withfl the plume: -2 yr contour'f~r the 1 00-kT nuclear weapon in New York City,:NY, and
;San• Ysidro, .CA. :

Figure3. Hypothetical Plume Contours for 1 00-kT and 5 Cleanup Levels

The plunme contours used represent a generic "Wind •condition." Clearly, Wind conditions. impact
the radioactive fallout after a nuclear weapon event and the ability to value damage depends on
where the damage occurs. The plume in New York City blows into the Atlantic Ocean; although
not depicted here, the plume for Detroit goes into Canada, and Lake Erie. For this high-level

PNNL-SA-45256

analysis, onrdaage assessment is limited to the continental United States! and represents
surface area cleanup excluding groundwater tontamination..
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The r~esult•s:.of our aalysisare shown in Figure 4. As anticipated, the:economic consequences
are highestf'or ,the argest .nuler .weapon yieldan the mot conservativeo cleanuplevel. Newv
York City nets: the highestt economic, dmage across the: cleanup spectrumi eaus' of its dense;
population: aind! high value real estatde Note that th.e eooicOmie consequences efor"New York City
across almost everycleanup level| mneitor exceed$1.0 trillion,. which is rougly equivat to te

:annual. GrIossDomesticProduct .(GDP)-ofthe U.S. economy.
535''a 0

$3DUO@~~-0 AnuIGP*OkT

a $l~rIII~&'m*3kT
:$20,000 :O. "kT

•25: .fl4..

'i~ u,~rnm/y "llfi mrem~yt . a nn• eterayt. . J vet " , •
:.:

.Figuire 4. C6nseiuence Summ-aryfor Hypothetical WeaponEVents and Cleanup Levels
,Figures 5, 6; and. 7represent the' consequence su es for. eachnuiclea weapbn event. The

area impacted and requiring lOiig-ten cleanup jis a function of the standaid selected as
represented inthe :data table under the gr.ph. Individually and collectively, the economic
consequences are highest-rfor the most conseative standard evaluated...

Figure 8 provides, a summary ofthe economic consequenceslbythe five broad categories
evaluat ed. This repreentation denonstratesthat tis the cleanup cost (or D&D cst) that is the,.
largest individual :contributorto economic consequences across the cleanup level spectrum until
we reachlthe least conserv ative cleanup level, at which point the loss of life is the largest cleanup
cost.

In the: case of an RDD. the type of contamination depends-only on tlhe source materiai(s) (jo
nuclear process-is involved), and the extent of contination depnds on the physical fornm of theC
source and the effectivenes: of the: dispersal mechanisms; The ultimate Fateof the contaminationf
(and thus long-term consequences)is dependent on a complexchain of transport. uptake "

-exposure, and remediafion processes. Fallout .from an RDD explosion Would be very different,
from that of a nuclear weapon detonation becausethere would be no large themal cloud to: inect
the radioactive material into the atmosphere, and the amounttof radioactive matefial would be
much less than that generated in a nuclear weapon event. A preliminaryassessment Ofthe
economic consequences of a 10 kCi. Cs- 137 RDD in New York City is presented: in Figure 9.
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Figure 5. The 0.7-kT Weapon Event
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Figure 6. The 1 3-kT Weapon Event
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Figure 8. Summary by Five Categories Evaluated

There is viitually no loss of life with the Cs-i 37 event,. but the cleanup cost and the cost to
rebuild and/or replace buildings is once again significant, particularly for the most conservative
standard (one-half of the annual U.S. GDP).
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e Cleaup to le mot consrvat le s andar Staludater1 rmy) mnfe leThe methodnolog dscrbeudn- this paper provides a fiamework for evalua o ing e nap or c

• Beaus ......... earh an vetcudpotjeent.a!!yspre~adcomamina. o aey ~y:vn mane6e

copnets f aolwing a onuclear weav.heerai onservatiqnsthat c bem
'fromithe results: thus far:

v * Thie economic consequences of a Radiýu eent, are highly dependent on. and clorsely
coupled a to the cleanup levelsselecited

Te Cleanup cotstgenera incrd ease dramaticallyfor standardsmof r stringient than
'500 mrem/yr,

S CleanuP to the maost conservative stan ard evaluated (15 maresgroy magnifies the
economic c nce of the event irspective of the class oftat erweo yield.

derbcaudsi e such. an eventcouldpotentially sre cnanati Contery widely, even. an, event
in ao.rf motme locations cold fhave hu e ic cosnsequences.

tA risk-basedo approach to the developmaentand application of tar ndards is teeded.

There are no national standardsfor cceptable doe onotaeation, ofna radiological w o een t,.
and.'the EPA standards-used under CERC LA, were en .acted to address growing concerns about th~e
need, to cn abandonpedhaztardouswaste seitesoand to address future yeleses of
hazardous substances into the environmdnt.: Cleanup: after a weapon evtent such as ond of those
described in this paper Will be vas stly different from theicpanup of a contaminated industrial
facility or former weapons production facility, Th~e standard .selected wv~ill impact both the: cost,
and the pace of the cleanup. Policy level. attention to cleanup standards is ,Warrtated.
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PARAMETER EVALUATION

A survey conducted by
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INTRODUCTION

It is important to note that the information contained in this report
is a survey of the status before the Chernobyl accident.

The survey was first formulated at the First GRECA meeting, on 9th and
10th March 1983. In the summary records (SEN/SIN(83)12) from this
meeting, the discussions on this undertaking are summed up as follows:

"Considerable effort had been spent in recent years on-improving
accident consequence modelling techniques. There were, however,
large uncertainties about many of the data one needed to input,
especially with respect to pathway parameters. It was decided that
the Group would collect pathway parameter values (and associated
data) used in the various countries represented, with their range of
uncertainty, evaluate these uncertainties. and determine the sensi-
tivity of consequence assessments to the uncertainties. The Group
will also collect information about existing experimental programs
in this area and the timescale on which new data are likely to
emerge."

In the same document the parameters included in the task are identi-
fied, along with the coordinators who volunteered to collect and sys-
tematize the information. The strategy for carrying out the task is
also outlined:

"It was agreed that the members of the Group would send to a number
of identified coordinators all information available in their orga-
nisations and countries on the parameters listed below, including
information about current and planned experimental programs. An im-
portant piece of information would be the range of uncertainty
affecting the parameter values. The coordinators would then perform
a preliminary evaluation of all this information for the next meet-
ing of the Group, which would decide on how to proceed in each case.
The exercise would be organised, from a practical point of view
(type of information needed, distribution of tasks, deadlines, etc.)
by the Technical Secretary, who undertook to send letters to all
participants as quickly as possible.

It was stressed that the aim of this activity was not to come up
with a best value for the parameters, which everybody should then
use, but rather to pool and summarize the available information and
assess its adequacy for accident consequence modelling.

The following list of parameters/coordinators was agreed upon:

a) Decontamination (including effectiveness Mr. Thykier-Nielsen/
and cost) Mr. Roed

b) Radionuclide behaviour in urban areas Dr. Aldrich/
(including run-off and rainstorm events) Prof. Helton

c) Shielding (particularly. but not exclu- Prof. Bayer/
sively, in urban areas) Dr. Burkart/

Mr. Manesse

d) Filtering effect of houses and deposi- Mr. Tveten/
tion indoors Dr. Burkart
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e) Wet and dry deposition (velocities) Dr. Nixon/
Dr. Alpert

f) Migration of radionuclides in soil Mr. Devell

g) Decontamination under winter conditions Mr. Devell/
Mr. Sundblad

h) Agricultural pathways (deposition on Dr. Nair/
crops and root uptake) Mr. iijima"

One additional task was formulated at a later meeting:

I) Meteorological sampling techniques Ms. Morrey

At the First meeting a few additional topics for survey were sugges-
ted. These were somewhat different in character, as the participation
would not be as wide as in the parameter tasks. Only one of these
tasks, however, was adopted and completed:

Characteristics of accident source term important for consequence
modelling (such as particle size, chemical form, categorization of
release categories etc.). This task was requested by GREST*and
GENAeI in previous communications. Dr. Nair acted as coordinator,
assisted by Dr. Nixon and Dr. Alpert. It is included in this sur-
vey under the title: "Influence of source term characteristics on
offsite consequences and priorities for future research".

The following two tasks were extensively discussed, but were finally
abandoned:

Dosimetric data. It was agreed that a review paper summarizing
existing data bases, and also what part of this information could be
used in consequence modelling, would be very useful. It was later
found that the amount of work needed to prepare such a review paper
had been underestimated, and the task was finally abandoned.

Applications of consequence modelling as an aid to decision-making.
This type of activity was considered as a longer term objective. It
was agreed that a working paper, discussing in general terms how
consequence modelling could be used in connection with emergency
planning and emergency response, would be useful. This task was also
dropped, mainly because none of the delegates were in a position to
be able to undertake this resource-demanding task at the time.

RESULTS OF THE EXERCISE

The value of the exercise has been considerable, in bringing all
available information together in a systematic way, both on data
routinely used, the basis of this data, and on experiments being
conducted or being planned. But - this is a survey of the situation
pre-Chernobyl.

Although the information collected shows that the parameter values
used in different countries in some cases agree very well and in other
cases differ considerably, the uncertainties can not be evaluated on
this basis alone. The parameter values used in different countries are

* CREST: Group of Experts on the Source Term

** GENAC: Group of Experts on Air Cleaning and Containment Atmosphere
Control Systems Under Accident Conditions



UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of ) Docket Nos. 50-247-LR and
S ) 50-286-LR

ENTERGY NUCLEAR OPERATIONS, INC. )
)

(Indian Point Nuclear Generating Units 2 and 3) )
___) March 7, 2011

APPLICANT'S ANSWER TO RIVERKEEPER, INC. AND
HUDSON RIVER SLOOP CLEARWATER, INC.'S FILING REGARDING

CONSOLIDATED CONTENTION RIVERKEEPER EC-3/CLEARWATER EC-1

Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(h)(1), Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc. ("Entergy")

submits this Answer to the "Riverkeeper, Inc. and Clearwater, Inc. Challenge to NRC Staff's

Assessment of Impacts of Spent Fuel Pool Leaks. in the Final Supplemental Environmental

Impact Statement" ("Filing"), filed by Riverkeeper, Inc. and Hudson River Sloop Clearwater,

Inc. (jointly, "Riverkeeper") on February 3, 2011. In response to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission ("NRC") Staff's issuance of its Final Supplemental Environmental Impact

Statement ("FSEIS"),' Riverkeeper requests that the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

("Board") re66gnize that previously-admitted Consolidated Contention Riverkeeper EC-

3/Clearwater EC-1 ("Consolidated Contention") applies to the relevant analysis and conclusions

in the FSEIS.2

NUREG-1437, Supp. 38, Generic Environmental Impact Statement for License Renewal of Nuclear Plants,
Supp. 38, Regarding Indian Point Nuclear Generating Units Nos. 2 and 3, Final Report, Vol. 1, Main Report
and Comments Responses (Dec. 2010) ("FSEIS"), available at ADAMS Accession Nos. MLI03350405.

2 Riverkeeper, Inc. and Clearwater, Inc. Challenge to NRC Staffs Assessment of Impacts of Spent Fuel Pool

Leaks in the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement at 3 (Feb. 3, 2011) ("Filing"), available at
ADAMS Accession No. ML 110410362.

DBI/66623751



As a procedural matter, Entergy does not object to the request that the Board treat the

Consolidated Contention as a challenge to the FSEIS. Furthermore, Entergy does not object to

Riverkeeper's position that no formal amendment of the Consolidated Contention is necessary at

this time, based on the representation that "there is no significantly different information in the

FSEIS.' 3 That said, Entergy continues to disagree with Riverkeeper's claims regarding the

adequacy or merits of the Staff's assessment of the impacts of spent fuel pool leakage in the

FSEIS.

3 Id.
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CERTIFICATION OF COUNSEL UNDER 10 C.F.R. 4 2.323(b)

Counsel for Entergy certifies that he is unaware of any attempt by the moving parties to

contact Entergy regarding the factual and legal issues raised in the Filing.

Retlly submitted,

Kathryn M. Sutton, Esq.
Paul M. Bessette, Esq.
Martin J. O'Neill, Esq.
MORGAN, LEWIS & BOCKIUS LLP
1111 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20004
Phone: (202) 739-5738
Fax: (202) 739-3001
E-mail: ksutton@morganlewis.com
E-mail: pbessette@morganlewis.com
E-mail: martin.oneill@rmorganlewis.com

William C. Dennis, Esq.
Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc.
440 Hamilton Avenue
White Plains, NY 10601
Phone: (914) 272-3202
Fax: (914) 272-3205
E-mail: wdennis@entergy.com

COUNSEL FOR ENTERGY NUCLEAR
OPERATIONS, INC.

Dated in Washington, D.C.
this 7th day of March 2011
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of ) Docket Nos. - 50-247-LR and
) 50-286-LR

ENTERGY NUCLEAR OPERATIONS, INC.

(Indian Point Nuclear Generating Units 2 and 3) )
._) March 7, 2011

APPLICANT'S ANSWER TO HUDSON RIVER SLOOP CLEARWATER, INC.'S
REQUEST FOR EXTENSION OF TIME TO FILE REPLY RELATED TO

AMENDED ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE CONTENTION

Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.323(c), Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc. ("Entergy") submits

this Answer to the "Hudson River Sloop Clearwater, Inc.'s Urgent Request for Extension of

Time to Reply to NRC Staff and Entergy's Answer to Amended Environmental Justice

Contention" ("Request"), dated March 4, 2011. In the Request, Hudson River Sloop Clearwater,

Inc. ("Clearwater") seeks a 7-day extension of the March 14, 2011 deadline, in which to file a

reply to the answers of the NRC Staff and Entergy relating to Clearwater's February 3, 2011

amendments to previously-admitted Contention EC-3.

As discussed below, the Request should be denied because Clearwater fails to .show

unavoidable and extreme circumstances justifying the requested extension of time] and because

Clearwater's requested extension to the scheduling requirements established by the Atomic

Safety and Licensing Board ("Board") threatens to delay the evidentiary hearing in this

proceeding.

See Baltimore Gas & Elec. Co. (Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 & 2), CLI-98-25, 48 NRC 325,
342-43 (1998).

DB1/66789910



The Commission has made clear that the standard for granting extensions of time requires

a demonstration of unavoidable and extreme circumstances. 2 Although Entergy understands:

from Clearwater's Request that one of Clearwater's representatives is attempting to scale back

his participation in this proceeding, Clearwater has provided no evidence or explanation

demonstrating that this amounts to unavoidable and extreme circumstances.3 For example,

Clearwater never indicates why its other identified representatives and employees assisting on

the environmental justice contention in this proceeding are unable to prepare any necessary reply

brief. Furthermore, Clearwater fails to acknowledge that any extension of time for submission of

replies will have a direct impact on the schedule for the evidentiary hearing because the '.'trigger"

date for the various filings prior to the evidentiary hearing are directly linked to the date of the

last timely reply arising from new or amended contentions based on the FSEIS. 4 Therefore,

Clearwater has not shown unavoidable and extreme circumstances warranting an extension of

time, with respect to relief that will have a direct adverse impact on the hearing schedule in this

proceeding.

For the foregoing reasons, the Request should be denied.

2 Statement of Policy on Conduct of Adjudicatory Proceedings, CLI-98-12, 48 NRC 18, 21 (1998).

3 See Request at 2.
4 Licensing Board Scheduling Order at 13 (July i, 2010) (unpublished).
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CERTIFICATION OF COUNSEL UNDER 10 C.F.R. § 2.323(b)

Counsel for Entergy certifies that he has made a sincere effort to make himself available

to listen and respond to the moving parties, and to resolve the factual and legal issues raised in

the motion, and that his efforts to resolve the issues have been unsuccessful.

Res t lly submitted,

Kathryn M. Sutton, Esq.
Paul M. Bessette, Esq.
Martin J. O'Neill, Esq.
MORGAN, LEWIS & BOCKIUS LLP
1111 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20004
Phone: (202) 739-5738
Fax: (202) 739-3001
E-mail: ksutton@morganlewis.com
E-mail: pbessette@morganlewis.com
E-mail: martin.oneill@morganlewis.com

William C. Dennis, Esq.
Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc.
440 Hamilton Avenue
White Plains, NY 10601
Phone: (914) 272-3202
Fax: (914) 272-3205
E-mail: wdennis@entergy.com

COUNSEL FOR ENTERGY NUCLEAR
OPERATIONS, INC.

Dated in Washington, D.C.
this 7th day of March 2011
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of

ENTERGY NUCLEAR OPERATIONS, INC.

(Indian Point Nuclear Generating Units 2 and 3)

) Docket Nos. - 50-247-LR and
50-286-L.-

)

)
March 7, 2011

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that copies of the following enumerated submittals were served this 7th day of
March, 2011, upon the persons listed below, by first class mail and e-mail as shown below.

1. Applicant's Answer to Hudson River Sloop Clearwater, Inc.'s Amended
Environmental Justice Contention;

2. Applicant's Answer to Riverkeeper, Inc.'s Motion For Leave and New Contention
Concerning the Consideration of Endangered and Threatened Aquatic Species;

3. Applicant's Answer toNew York State's Contention 37 Concerning the NRC Staff's
Evaluation of Energy Alternatives;

4. Applicant's Answer to New York. State's Amended Contention 12C Concerning
Severe Accident Mitigation Alternatives Analysis;

5. Applicant's Answer to Riverkeeper, Inc. and Hudson River Sloop Clearwater, Inc.'s
Filing Regarding Consolidated Contention Riverkeeper EC-3/Clearwater EC-1; and

6. Applicant's Answer to Hudson River Sloop Clearwater, Inc.'s Request for Extension
of Time to File Reply Related to Amended Environmental Justice Contention

Administrative Judge
Lawrence G. McDade, Chair
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel
Mail Stop: T-3 F23
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001
(E-mail: lgm 1 @nrc.gov)

Administrative Judge
Dr. Richard E. Wardwell
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel
Mail Stop: T-3 F23
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001
(E-mail: rew@nrc.gov)

Administrative Judge
Dr. Kaye D. Lathrop
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel
190 Cedar Lane E.
Ridgway, CO 81432
(E-mail: kdl2@nrc.gov)

Office of the Secretary*
Attn: Rulemaking and Adjudications Staff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
(E-mail: hearingdocket@nrc.gov)

DBI/66685807



Office of Commission Appellate Adjudication
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop: O-7H4M
Washington, DC 20555-0001
(E-mail: ocaamail.resource@nrc.gov)

Sherwin E. Turk, Esq.
Beth N. Mizuno, Esq.
David E. Roth, Esq.
Brian G. Harris, Esq.
Andrea Z. Jones, Esq.
Office of the General Counsel
Mail Stop: O-15D21
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001
(E-mail: set@nrc.gov)
(E-mail: bnml @nrc.gov)
(E-mail: david.roth@nrc.gov)
(E-mail: brian.harris@nrc.gov)
(E-mail: andrea.jones@nrc.gov)

Manna Jo Greene
Stephen C. Filler
Hudson River Sloop Clearwater, Inc.
724 Wolcott Ave.
Beacon, NY 12508
(E-mail: mannajo@clearwater.org)
(E-mail: stephenfiller@gmail.com)

Joan Leary Matthews, Esq.
Senior Attorney for Special Projects
Office of the General Counsel
New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation
625 Broadway, 14th Floor
Albany, NY 12233-1500
(E-mail: jlmatthe@gw.dec.state.ny.us)

Ross Gould, Esq.
Hudson River Sloop Clearwater, Inc.
270 Route 308
Rhinebeck, NY 12572
(E-mail: rgouldesq@gmail.com)

Josh Kirstein, Law Clerk
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel
Mail Stop: T-3 F23
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001
(E-mail: Josh.Kirstein@nrc.gov)

Melissa-Jean Rotini, Esq.
Assistant County Attorney
Office of Robert F. Meehan, Esq.
Westchester County Attorney
148 Martine Avenue, 6th Floor
White Plains, NY 10601
(E-mail: MJRI @westchestergov.com)

Thomas F. Wood, Esq.
Daniel Riesel, Esq.
Ms. Jessica Steinberg, J.D.
Sive, Paget & Riesel, P.C.
460 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10022
(E-mail: driesel@sprlaw.com)
(E-mail: j steinberg@sprlaw.com)

John Louis Parker, Esq.
Office of General Counsel, Region 3
NYS Dept. of Environmental Conservation
21 S. Putt Corners Road
New Paltz, New York 12561-1620
(E-mail: jlparker@gw.dec.state.ny.us)

Michael J. Delaney, Esq.
V.P. - Energy
New York City Economic Dev. Corp.
110 William Street
New York, NY 10038
(E-mail: mdelaney@nycedc.com)
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Phillip Musegaas, Esq.
Deborah Brancato, Esq.
Riverkeeper, Inc.
20 SecorRoad
Ossining, NY 10562
(E-mail: phillip@riverkeeper.org)
(E-mail: dbrancato@riverkeeper.org)

Robert D. Snook, Esq.
Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
State of Connecticut
55 Elm Street
P.O. Box 120
Hartford, CT 06141-0120
(E-mail: Robert.Snook@po.state.ct.us)

Daniel E. O'Neill, Mayor
James Siermarco, M.S.
Village of Buchanan
Municipal Building
236 Tate Avenue
Buchanan, NY 10511-1298
(E-mail: vob@bestweb.net)
(E-mail: smurray@villageofbuchanan.com)

Janice A. Dean, Esq.
Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
of the State of New York

120 Broadway, 26th Floor
New York, New York 10271
(E-mail: Janice.Dean@oag.state.ny.us)

John J. Sipos, Esq.
Charlie Donaldson Esq.
Assistant Attorneys General
Office of the Attorney General
of the State of New York

The Capitol
Albany, NY 12224-0341
(E-mail: John.Sipos@ag.ny.gov)

Original and 2 copies provided to the Office of the Secretary.

Paul M. Bessette, Esq.
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